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The Truth About "I Was A Party Girl."
660 upvotes | May 1, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Yes, part of what we do here at Where Are All The Good Men is tell you the truth about what girls
will lie to tell you about themselves.
So it is when women describe their "pasts" to you in their typical passive aggressive, roundabout,
euphemistic way. Stop me if you've heard this one.
“I was a wild child. I liked partying. I liked boys, maybe a little too much tee hee."
“I dated around a lot.”
“The guys I dated in college, I never really saw myself with any of them long term.”
“I had lots of fun in college and grad school.”
“But I always just wanted to be a wife and a mommy!”
Translation:

I had a lot of sex with a lot of different men. I loved a couple of those men. I
wanted to marry a couple of them. I might have been engaged to one. One of those
men is “the one that got away”, I still pine away for him, and I still miss him. I
still think about him a lot. He’s Facebook friends with me and I still talk to him
from time to time. If I ever get the chance to have sex with him again, I probably
will, or at least I will very seriously consider it.

I knew most of those men pretty well. Some of them I hardly knew at all. I had
some really exciting sex with men hotter than you are. I had a lot of “meh” sex
with guys like you. And I had some bad sex I don’t really remember all that well.

Those guys before you got the best of me. I gave them my best. My best sex, my
best intimacy, my best everything. I was closer to those men than I ever will be to
you. I told those guys things I will never ever tell you. I did things with those men
sexually and otherwise that I'll never do with or for you. I showed them all of me,
whereas you'll get whatever I decide to show you and let you have. They know
things about me that you never will. They know me in ways you will never know.

I’m really hoping you don’t ask me about this, because I’ll have to lie and
obfuscate. If you press me on this I’ll call you insecure and mean and small
dicked, because it’s easier to do that than it is for me to face the truth about my
past.

Have the courage to face the truth.

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/the-truth-about-i-was-a-party-girl.345900
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All Women Are Like That, But Not All Women Are Like This.
120 upvotes | May 1, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

In the interests of being helpful, I'd like to point out something. This may be controversial. Hear me
out.
All Women Are Like That. What does this mean? It means that all women have a basic nature.
Features that are hardwired in, cannot be designed out, and usually cannot be overridden without
some concerted effort. These are traditionally feminine characteristics; things that make a girl a girl.
These are, generally, hypergamy, and a tendency toward "emotional thinking" or reliance on
emotions and feelings for making life decisions. A tendency to indulge emotions, or getting
overemotional. Which tends toward drama. It also tends toward in group bias and "Team Woman"
positions. It also enables women to manipulate, deceive, and lie in order to get things they want from
others.
This means all women, every single solitary one of them, have it in them to act like that. All women
will act like that at some point in their lives.
All women have it in them to be Like That.
All women are Like That sometimes.
Some women are Like That most of the time.
A few women are Like That all the time.
Got it? Good.

Here at Where Are All The Good Men, we highlight the worst of the worst. Train wrecks. Shitshows.
Dumpster fire lives. Single moms. Baby mamas with multiple baby daddies.
Women who married shitbags. Women who chose to procreate with shitbags. Women whose children
are the Future Carjackers, Petty Criminals, and Instathots of America.
Women who married decent but not attractive guys and who divorced those guys because
unhaaaaaappy and who are headed back out to the carousel. Women looking in vain for their
Millionaire Hunky Handyman. Women cheating on their husbands. Alcoholics, drug addicts,
spendthrifts, Instawhores. Mentally ill women.
These women are Like This and Like That. In the process of overindulging being Like That, they
became Like This - exemplars of women profiled here.
But not all women are Like This.
Not all women are dumpster fire trainwreck shitshows. Not all of them are looking to ruin your life
(at least not intentionally). Not all women are baby mamas or kicked good men out of their lives.
There are some good ones out there who will never be profiled here at WAATGM. You just have to
know, and remember, to have reasonable expectations for them. You have to know that they're Like
That and that they will dump some Like That-ness on you sometimes. And if they dump too much
Like That on you, then you know to move on.
But being Like That doesn't mean she'll be Like This. Have fun with girls even when they're Like
That. Don't marry them. But have fun with them. Date them. Fuck them. Take them out. It's ok to be

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/all-women-are-like-that-but-not-all-women-are-like.345896
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nice to a girl who is Like That sometimes, if you like her and she likes you. It's ok to do nice things
for a girl who is Like That sometimes. It's ok to give things to a girl who is Like That sometimes. Just
don't marry them, don't buy expensive things for them, don't live with them, and don't commingle
property with them. And don't let them run your relationships with them or decide how they'll go.
Just because they're all Like That, doesn't mean they'll all become Like This.
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It's not the N, the Men, or the Sex. It's the Problems.
216 upvotes | May 2, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Whenever women's N and the associated problems with women are discussed, invariably the cry goes
up:

What is your problem with women sleeping with a lot of men? So what that she
sleeps with lots of guys? WHO HURT YOU? THIS IS JUST BECAUSE THEY
WON'T FUCK YOU, RIGHT? BITTER SMALL DICKED LOSER WHO CAN'T
GET LAID!!1!1!!

Calm down, ladies.
It's not the N. It's not the fact that you fucked a lot of guys. It's not the fact that you had a lot of sex
with those guys.
It's the problems you have that caused you to fuck a lot of guys, that caused your relationships to fail,
and that caused your dysfunctional relationships with your own sexuality.

There's a strong direct relationship between N and relationship problems in and with women. Higher
the N, the greater the chance that this woman has issues internal and external that make her a bad bet
for relationship.
There's also a strong correlation between N and dysfunction in women. This appears peculiar to
women. Men, not so much. The higher the N, she's more dysfunctional. It's more likely the
dysfunction caused the N, rather than the other way around.
High N promiscuous women usually have some kind of mental or emotional pathology directly
causing and contributing to it. Guess who gets to deal with those problems? Yes, that's right.
Boyfriend/husband. Boyfriend usually bails. But if boyfriend becomes husband, he now gets
burdened with those problems.
Because of those problems, she:
--can't get sexually attracted to the guy she picks/who picks her
--develops all sorts of sexual hangups and dysfunctions
--constantly sabotages and torpedoes her relationships with men
--acts like a bitch, which repels men and trashes her value for anything other than fast sex
--shows all sorts of mental and emotional dysfunctions. Depression, addiction, alcoholism, borderline
personality disorder.
It's not the N or the sex that causes the problems. It's the dysfunctions.
It's also about her attitude toward sex and her own sexuality. What does sex mean to this woman?
What is it for? Why does she have it? Is it something that's mutually beneficial you do for fun with
someone you at least like a whole bunch, or is it a tool you use? Is it something you "share" with a
man you love; or is it a stick-and-carrot system you use for rewards and punishments?
Is sex something you enjoy; or is it something you just dole out to manipulate men into doing what
you want/not doing things you don't want?

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/its-not-the-n-the-men-or-the-sex-its-the-problems.345883
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Is sex something you look forward to with men; or is it something to be avoided because of your past
bad experiences or because you had to settle for a man you're not sexually attracted to?
Is sex something you like, or is it just an implement you use for your own ends? A sword for attack, a
shield for defense, a tool to manipulate?
The kinds of men she has sex with say a lot about her. Like it or not, ladies, who you let into your
pussies speaks volumes about you. The kinds of men you have fucked, and who you fuck now, tell
me
--your opinion of yourself
--your overall character
--the kinds of men you like and are sexually attracted to. Your "type".
--why you have sex with these men
--your relationship to your own sexuality
--the overall importance sex has in your life and the role sex plays in your life
This, despite anything you say about any of these things. Because your words matter much less than
what (and who) you actually do and have done.
So it's not the number, it's not sleeping with lots of dudes, and it's not the sex. It's a whole host of
other things that the N, the men, and the sex and kinds of sex tell us about you.
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Where Did All The Good Christian Men Go? There Aren't
Any, According to Women's Definition of "Good Men".
120 upvotes | May 5, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

To women, a "good man" has:
the grit of John Wayne
the body of Ryan Lochte
or the body of this guy
the financial portfolio of Warren Buffett (no pic needed)
the spirituality of Billy Graham
the smirking personality of young Bruce Willis
the hotness of Channing Tatum
and the compassion of the nice guy beta orbiter.
And no one can possibly fit that bill.
We used to live in a society where women would compromise here and there and be more or less
satisfied with what they got. No more. If you're lacking in even one area, if you can't hit every single
high note, well, you just suck, and you're worthless, and you're just done before you even get out of
the gate.
That's what Christian women are doing now. The guys they go to church with are abject pussies and
soyboys in every sense of the word. The guys they date use and abuse them, pump and dump them.
The church guys they refuse to date can't bring the hotness. The guys they date and fuck bring the
hotness but don't stick around.
Yeah. Guess what? You'll be looking real good to these girls 10 years and 25 guys later. THEN and
ONLY THEN will they deign to give you any attention.
You have to be hot, rich, nice, educated, articulate, professionally accomplished and distinguished,
have the physical fitness of a bodybuilder or world class Olympian, able to rattle off at least 25 bible
verses from memory, able to preach a sermon off the top of your head, a volunteer for worthy causes,
an Eagle Scout, and a puppy rescuer.
And if you aren't every single one of these things, you are OUT OUT OUT. If you aren't every single
one of these things, you are not a "Good Man".
That's the problem with Christian women today.

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/where-did-all-the-good-christian-men-go-there.345859
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Male nature, female nature, and Good Men.
141 upvotes | May 31, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Bottom line, TLDR: Women would rather hold down full time jobs to support themselves and have
casual sex than have a mediocre loser support her in exchange for having to fuck him regularly.
Given the choice, women choose full time work and casual sex over commitment with losers. And
then when they get tired of casual sex, they keep working and just live solitary lives. Don't be a Good
Man. There's nothing in it for you now.

This idea that women can't get married because men are walking away from marriage en masse just
isn't true. Marriage rates are falling because women don't settle. And women don't settle because they
don't have to.
In the vaunted 1950s, they used to have to settle. But they never really wanted to. And now that they
can work and support themselves (with occasional help from their fathers, sugar daddies, and
assorted beta orbiters), they don't have to.
It is female nature to fuck the hottest guys they can for as long as they can. It is female nature to
exercise their hypergamous hardwiring to secure one hot man after another, in increasing
attractiveness, until they can't anymore. And then when they can't, they just support themselves and
be alone. Or settle for the occasional cougarfuck with a cub.
Most women marry beta schlubs who father their kids and then go on to have OK lives. Even maybe
happy lives. Happy, because they got the legal status of marriage which elevates their social standing,
and their kids, which elevates them further and gives them further purpose. If not happy, then
content. Marriage and motherhood make them content or happy in large part because of feminine
social matrix expectations put on women and the status bumps upward they get from marriage and
motherhood.
Male nature is (1) have sex with as many women as possible for as little investment as possible; and
(2) compete and win so you can make, create, and build your own little empire.
Note that it is not male nature to be workhorses for women. It is not male nature to go to a job for the
sole purpose of supporting a family. The main reason you go to a job/have a career is to build
something for yourself. To make, create, build, compete, and win.
You're not there to just eke out an existence and turn over your income to your wife and kids. You're
there to get good at whatever that job is, to be the best at it, to distinguish yourself at it, so that you
can then use the spoils from that job to make, create, build, compete, and win. You're there to get
money, land, stuff and women for yourself and your tribe. You're there to defeat other men and take
their money, land, stuff and women. Rest assured - there are men out there who are working hard to
defeat you. They want to take what is yours, and if they do defeat you, they will take what is yours
and make it theirs.
It is not female nature to marry and remain committed to one man for the rest of her life. It is not
male nature to remain committed to one woman for the rest of his life. Nor is it male nature to cede
control over the fruits of his labor to others, particularly not women, particularly not ungrateful,
unfaithful women.
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Enter the Good Man. The Good Man is kind, devout, religious, deferential to women, chivalrous to
the point of fawning obsequiousness, nice, unassuming, friendly to a fault, meek, timid, passive, and
unassertive, but hardworking, loyal, industrious, and talented.
Society created the Good Man to constrain and harness male nature to the service of other men,
women, and children. And for many years this worked to build society. All of society, including men
themselves, benefit immensely from the Good Man. But along with the Good Man, society also came
up with the Good Woman, an artificial construct consisting mainly of submission and sexual fidelity
to a mediocre loser against her nature, and doing so for everyone's benefit, including her own.
We don't have Good Women anymore. Women decided they didn't want to be Good and didn't have
to be Good. Society decided that women don't need to be Good. They can make their own money
now, and don't need to tether themselves to betas. Women were willing to tether themselves to betas
when they needed the financial support. But now that they don't have to do that, they won't do it and
look to get out of situations that require it of them. Or they cheat on their husbands with more
attractive men.
But men are still trying to be Good Men, in large part because the vestiges of that training and
programming still exist from pre-sex rev days. "Women are attracted to Good Men. Good Men,
devout, kind, churchgoing, God-fearing, nice, unassuming, hard working, diligent, loyal men - that's
what really moistens women's nether regions. So, men! GO out and be Nice Men and Good Men!
Someday, some woman will love you and marry you Just For Who You Are!!"
That used to work. It doesn't anymore. Because women are not and never have been sexually
attracted to such men. They used to claim they were, and they used to accept such men. Women won't
now, because they don't have to.
The answer is that there's no longer any need to be a Good Man. There's no need to tether yourself to
one woman, harness yourself to a plow, and turn over 80% of your income to an ungrateful harridan.
There's no need to live for anyone other than yourself. Most men aren't attractive enough to attract
and keep one woman for any length of time anyway. Most men can't satisfy most women's
hypergamy. It's a losing battle. Don't even try.
Instead, work for yourself, build and create for yourself, and have casual sex with women who are
willing to have casual sex with you for as long as they're willing. And then when they won't, dump
them and look for someone else. Get attractive. Lift weights, exercise, diet, get healthy. Have fun
with women. Just don't marry them.
Society, and women, no longer have need for Good Men. It's not in women's nature to want Good
Men. It's not in men's nature to be Good Men. Look at true female nature: A woman would rather
work a soul crushing job and have casual sex with attractive men, than commit to a man who will
stay with her and have sex with him once a week. Think about that: Women hate beta males THAT
much. If you're a beta, she'd rather work your job and fuck men with ripped abs who sleep on
mattresses on the floor, than let you do that job and support her in exchange for fucking her regularly.
Let that sink in. If you're a Good Man or a beta loser (and most men are, in women's eyes), she
HATES you. She most certainly doesn't want to be committed to you and she sure as hell doesn't
want your cock in her pussy.
It's not in your nature to be a Good Man. So don't.
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Signs Your Wife or Girlfriend is Cheating on You.
140 upvotes | June 1, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

In light of this post, i thought now might be a good time to revisit cheating tells. so without further
adieu, herewith:
Signs your GF/wife is cheating on you
You need to see a constellation of occurrences or behaviors to conclude cheating might be going on.
Just one or two of these doesn't necessarily mean cheating. But if you're seeing four or more of these
signs at the same time, suspicion is high.

Number one overarching sign: Changes. Change in her routines, grooming, work habits, moods.
--new clothes. New lingerie/undergarments, especially.
--new hairstyle/makeup.
--more revealing clothes - low cut tops, tighter more form fitting clothes.
--Previously blase or indifferent to her personal appearance while not at work; is now very self
conscious about her personal appearance at all times.
--Major cheating tell: A woman previously quite uninterested in exercise or healthy eating suddenly
goes on health/workout kick. Losing weight. Getting in shape. Starts going to the gym religiously.
Frequently mentions and talks about Brock, her personal trainer. Joins a country club. Starts taking
tennis lessons. Takes up yoga.
--changes in grooming pubic area. Before she trimmed; now she shaves or waxes. Or vice versa.
--starts looking into cosmetic procedures. Breast augmentation. Botox. Peeling. Talks about "maybe
getting some work done" (that you will be expected to pay for, of course).
--never leaves the house without doing hair and makeup, and being dressed well.
--mood changes. Has abruptly and suddenly become sullen, defensive, snarky and moody around
you; but suddenly brightens up while using her phone. Comes home in good mood initially but mood
sours as the night wears on.
--The way she relates to you has changed. She's more moody, defensive, sullen and irritated.
Everything you do, your very presence, annoys and irritates her. When asked about what she does,
she's overly disclosing, or extremely defensive. She gives way, way more detail about where she was
or what she was doing than you would expect or asked for. This indicates an overly rehearsed cover
story. Or, she responds defensively and aggressively: "Why do you want to know? Don't you trust
me? Are you accusing me of something?" This indicates being caught off guard without a cover
story.
--When explaining her whereabouts or doings or goings on, repeatedly peppers her explanations with
"honestly" - because she knows she's being dishonest. When explaining herself, her voice pitches up,
she speaks at an accelerated pace, and tears up or cries -- all signs of anxiety and fear at getting
caught.
Or, turns on the waterworks fully: Breaks into heavy crying, heaving sobs, and extreme weeping.
Women resort to the waterworks to throw themselves on a man's mercy, to trigger his protective
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instincts, and to deflect his thoughts from leaving or harming her. Women know to do this and
evolved an ability to do this with men for all sorts of reasons, for everything from getting out of
speeding tickets to getting men to buy shit for her to keeping men from beating the ever loving shit
out of them.
When explaining her whereabouts or goings on on two or more occasions, gives two differing
explanations for the same absence.
--Suddenly is very disinterested in sex with you. Repeatedly rejects you and pushes you away.
Suddenly disinterested in sex acts she used to do with you. Suddenly refuses to do them.
Or, alternatively, she's ramped up the sex. She demonstrates interest in sex acts she'd never shown
interest in before. She shows skill or proficiency in certain sex acts or techniques that she'd never
been interested in or done before with you.
--routine changes. Abruptly has had to spend more time "late at the office". Increase in overnight
"work trips". Changes in times she leaves for work and comes home from work. Suddenly spending
much more time away from home.
--phone usage. Spending A LOT more time on her phone, clearly texting.
--Receives phone call or looks at phone, then suddenly announces she has to go to the store or work
to "get something I need" and is gone for an inordinate amount of time.
--territorial and defensive about phone. Phone always with her. Phone always by her side. Will not
allow you to use or see her phone. While using or texting phone, holds phone in ways so that no one
can see the screen. When setting phone down, she always sets or leaves it screen down.
--Phone is ringing at odd hours. Notifications or alerts pinging in the middle of the night. She wakes
up or gets up and moves away from the bed or out of the bedroom, taking the phone with her.
--increase in sudden need to "go out and" do/get something. Sudden trips to work after dinner
because "i forgot something I need there". Sudden need for trips to the store because "we need
something".
--marks and bruising, especially on breasts, arms and thighs.
--Has new friends you've never heard of before.

I leave you with one of Roissy's (RIP, PBUH) maxims:
When the love is gone, a woman can be as cold to you as if she had never known you.
Be careful out there.
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Leykis 101. Some Red Pill, Revisited. Back to Basics.
95 upvotes | June 12, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

IN a thread in which I devolved the conversation into spinning plates, I brought up Tom Leykis. Here
is a thread that summarized his "Leykis 101" teachings for men.
Highlights:
-- Do not spend money on dates. Spend no more than $40, zero is optimal. Spending more money
does not increase your chances of getting laid. Spending money before you get laid makes you a
chump.
--Three date rule. If you haven't had sex by the third date, she's not sexually attracted to you. If it
hasn't happened by the third date, it's not going to happen, or at least the investment you'll have to put
out to get sex later isn't worth what you'll get. Juice ain't worth the squeeze. Cut her loose and
disengage.
-- Never ever date single mothers. Dating them is a pain in the ass. They're easy to get pregnant, and
if you get them pregnant, you're on the hook for child support.
-- Never ever date women you work with. No dating coworkers, ever.
-- Condoms, always. Dispose of the condom yourself, and flush it down the toilet.
-- Dating is sex. (He expressed it on the show as "Dating = Porking".) If you're dating without having
sex, you're just a friend.
-- Never bring her back to your place for sex. Always go to her place. When you're done, get up and
leave. No cuddling, no spooning, no staying overnight. Do not give her any reason to believe you're
interested in a relationship.
-- No answering your phone on the weekends if you know it's a girl. Let it go to voicemail. Be busy
and have things to do. If you aren't busy and have things to do, pretend you are busy and have things
to do while you start working on getting busy and having things to do.
--No serious relationships under age 25. No marriage under any circumstances, but if you MUST
marry, not until after age 30 and not without a prenup.
-- Women and cell phone use: If a woman answers her phone during a date, get up and leave
immediately. Reason: You're not her priority. Taking a call during a date is the height of rudeness.
The person she's talking to is probably the person she's going to have sex with after she gets rid of
you.
-- Never buy women gifts. Never compliment women.
-- No coffee, breakfast, or lunch dates. You agree to that, you're signaling that you're not expecting
sex, and instead are showing indicia of commitment before she's put any skin in the game.
-- Be a jerk/asshole. In reality, this means act in your own self interest at all times. Put yourself first.
Never put a girls interests ahead of your own unless and until she's earned it. (When women say "He's
such a jerk/asshole", this is code for "He never does what I want when I want" and "I can't rely on
him or trust him" and "He doesn't care about me or my feelings.") Show no indicia of commitment.
Be aloof and unresponsive. If you don't do these things she'll think she can walk all over you and treat
you like shit. Nice guys do not get laid. Guys who put others first and give and give and give, don't
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get laid. They get used and taken advantage of.
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More Online Dating Catchphrases.
102 upvotes | July 17, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Women will throw words and phrases into their online dating profiles to signal willingness to have
casual sex rapidly. I mean, I know - a woman's even doing online dating indicates she wants casual
sex with the right attractive men. But they'll include all sorts of key words to move that process
along. Like:

Adventurous

--I'm down to try some things I've never tried before, like double penetration, spit roasting, some
MMF action, hard domination, pain, humiliation, group, or weird kinky shit like felching or
snowballing.
I'm also definitely down for casual sex.

Spontaneous

--I'm down to fuck at a moment's notice.

Fun

--I'm down for casual sex, but I'm especially into it when you're entertaining and you make me laugh
and make me feel special

"I'm looking for a real connection. (Variations: I want a connection. I really want
an emotional connection.)

----I want to feel attractive and attracted, I want to feel all the yummy ooey gooey feelings in my
tummy when I'm with a guy I'm about to have sex with, I want him to make my pussy tingle, I want it
to just happen with no prompting on my part, I want him to just "get it" and just do these things to
and for me without me having to work at it, and I want it to be totally spontaneous so I can say it "just
happened" and to absolve me of any responsibility if it doesn't work out the way I want.
And then I want that guy to stay with me, and make me feel that way all the time. And I will be
bitterly disappointed and angry and will break up with him and divorce him when he, like all men,
proves to be unable to make me feel that way all the time.

I love to laugh.

--I expect you to entertain me. If I don't have a good time with you, you're definitely not getting laid.

mid 30s to late 40s, never married, definitely wants kids

--I'm totally delusional. I still believe that, at 39, I can get pregnant and carry at least 2 healthy viable
children to term. This, even though I'm 39 years old, have been on hormonal birth control since I was
16, had a bout of chlamydia at 24, was diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrome a few years ago,
have never been pregnant, and am 40 pounds overweight. I must be able to do this because, um, my
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sister's best friend's second cousin twice removed had her first kid at 41! Never mind that even at this
late date I STILL have been totally and completely unable even to get a decent quality guy to stay
with me long enough, much less get married, much less get him to agree to father a child with me and
make a decades-long time and money investment in me.
Or, it's this:
--Holy fucking shit, where did the time go? I've really screwed the pooch on this. Damn, I'm 37. All
the hookups, one nighters, short termers and long term relationships i had didn't work out for one
reason or another. I need to get this baby thing going like, right now. So, yeah. Any guy i date will be
immediately sent to his urologist for an STD panel and a sperm count test. Because, guys, I NEED
TO HAVE A BABY. RIGHT NOW.

No hookups, I don't do hookups, if you're looking for a hookup move along/swipe
left

--I am saying I will not do hookups. But I have to say that because i don't want people to think I'm
shallow or a slut. I also don't want these beta bitchboys I need commitment from to think I'm easy. I
need them to work for it because I need them to commit and go all in. But you attractive guys, you
hot guys I want to fuck, you know that all this "no hookups" shit doesn't apply to you. I know you'll
blast right through that and get down to business. And I am good with that. In fact I am hoping that
you'll tell me how full of shit I am, pass the shit test, step on the gas, and go for it with me.

my kids' father is great and we get along really well

--my baby daddy pays his child support because i had him thrown in jail a couple of times when he
didn't pay. And he takes the kid(s) off my hands for his designated every other weekend and major
holidays. And we get along OK, meaning he does what the court order says and I get what i want.
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More Translations.
86 upvotes | July 29, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

My husband is a badboy drug user, and so was I. We got married 10 years ago.
He's my one and only. But now I quit getting high, and he still does, and he's
trying to find another job. But he's not really all that ambitious. I want him to
provide for us and care about providing, but he really doesn't. And I'm kind of
starting to think about what dating other men would be like. The sex is OK but not
great and he isn't willing to try things I want to. SO now I'm wondering about
dating other men. What should I do?

TRANSLATION: I'm done fucking bad boys. I need to get this baby thing going, and hubby just ain't
bringing home the bacon or laying the pipe to me properly. I want to fuck other guys. But I also need
someone who can bring home some beta bux to pay for all the things I want.
I want you to validate and affirm me and tell me that it's OK for me to have all these things. I want
you to bless what I've already decided to do: Cheat on my hubby and branchswing to a beta bux to
pay, and another alpha fux to lay. I want you to tell me I am not a bad person for wanting this and for
doing it.

I dated a few guys here and there, but nothing worked out.

TRANSLATION: I had some one night stands with some hot guys because I just needed the itch
scratched or I needed some validation at the time or I was just bored.

Yeah, we dated a while.

TRANSLATION: He fucked me a few times.

He was an asshole jerk!

TRANSLATION: He never did what he said he was going to do. I couldn't count on him. I couldn't
rely on him. He was irresponsible. He was unpredictable and did only what he wanted and while I
really liked that part of him, it just drove me crazy after a while.
He didn't care about me. He didn't give me what I wanted relationshipwise.
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PSA: When a Woman Says "I Had All That Sex Before I Met
You, But Didn't Really Want to", She Means "I Had All That
Sex Because I Wanted to, But I Didn't Want You To Know
About It".
643 upvotes | August 8, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

This is a public service announcement of this subreddit, offered as news and information to the
general public, to assist men in avoiding entitled women.

Many times, women will tell men that, yes, they had some wild sex back in the day. But the sex
wasn't all that good. Or they didn't like the sex. It wasn't who they really are, or they just didn't want
that for their lives. No, you see, that sex doesn't matter at all, despite the fact that you're now finding
out about it 10 years or so after the fact.
A woman will usually present it something like this:

So I graduated from high school and I got out on my own or went to college. I
went through a wild phase. Started partying, drinking, and having sex. Yes, I had
sex before. But I did not really like the sex. The sex was not that great.

I did some things I didn't really want to do. I did them because the men forced me
to do them. I did them because the men were not nice to me and said they'd break
up with me if I didn't do them. I did them because I didn't really understand what
they were until we were doing them and by then it was too late.

They made me give them blow jobs. I've always thought blow jobs were gross. I
never wanted to give anyone blow jobs, but I did, because they forced me
to/threatened to break up with me if i didn't/I didn't really understand what a blow
job was until I was doing it and then it was too late.

They made me do anal. Anal is gross. I never wanted to do anal, but I did because
they forced me to/threatened to break up with me if I didn't/I didn't really
understand what was involved in anal sex until I was doing it and then it was too
late.

I didn't really want those things for my life. I decided not to do those things
anymore. But I didn't tell you about those things because that's not who I am
anymore. I was a different person then. All that matters is what I do now, who I
am now, and what we are together.

Again, fellas, you must translate. Ready? Here we go:
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TRANSLATION:
When I was able to, I started partying, drinking, using drugs, and fucking hot guys. I very, very much
enjoyed the casual sex I had, and the sex in relationships. I really, really like sex with attractive men.
I had the sex I wanted to have and chose to have, and I really really enjoyed it.
I enjoyed not only the physical act; I also enjoyed the power it gave me. I enjoyed being able to use
my body to get men to do what I wanted and give me things I wanted. I absolutely LOVED that
power. Still do.
Yes, I did BJs and anal. BJs and anal are gross only with unattractive men. With hot men, BJs and
anal are great. I'm telling you that I think BJs and anal are gross because I'm not attracted to you. I
don't want to do BJs and anal with you, and I will not do those things with you.
No one ever forced me to do anything sexual. Everything sexual I did, I did because I wanted to try it
or do it. I did the sexual things I wanted to do; and I did not do the sexual things I did not want to do.
I was fully and completely within my mental and emotional faculties when I had sex. I also fully
understood what was involved with everything I did sexually.
I am telling you I didn't want to, or was forced or threatened, or didn't understand it, because if I tell
you everything I just said up there, you will judge me and maybe reject me. And I don't want you to
do that because I have you pegged as a beta bux. I need your money and your commitment. I'm also
telling you these things because, though I kind of like you, I don't respect you, I think you're gullible
and stupid, and I think my body and my pussy will blind you to the truth. You want me so bad you'll
believe any bullshit story I sell you.
I changed, and decided not to do those things anymore because I couldn't get any of those guys to
commit. I have finally figured out that giving away free pussy to hot guys doesn't get me
commitment, and it's now time for me to get the marriage, the house, and the stuff I'm entitled to.
So now, I've met you, and I need you to commit. Not because I really want you; but because I need
marriage, I need power and control, and I believe I can exert power and control over you so long as I
control what you know about me and my past.
I decided not to do those things anymore, with you. I don't want those things, with you. I don't want
those things in a life I might have, with you. That's not who I am, with you. I was a different person
then, for men I was sexually attracted to. All that matters now is that I control the sex, with you, and
that I am who I am with you, and I can be much more overtly sexual with men I'm sexually attracted
to.

Related:
When A Woman Says "I Just Wanted to Get Married.....
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PSA: The "Reformed Slut/I've Been Hurt Before. Are You
Willing To Wait For Marriage?" Shit Test.
249 upvotes | August 9, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

This is a public service announcement of this subreddit, offered as news and information to the
general public, to assist men in avoiding entitled women.

Everyone's run across the damaged woman who's really trying to do better. The woman who knows
she fucked up. She's picking up the pieces of her life and putting them back together. She's finally
ready to date again. Her approach to dating will look something like this:

Hey. Yeah. I've had some bad relationships. Some of the guys I dated hurt me
really badly. Some of them beat me. Some cheated on me. One gave me chlamydia.
I got knocked up and had an abortion. So, relationships and I haven't gotten along
very well.

Up to now, that is.

I've turned over a new leaf. I'm a Christian now. I believe in Jesus. And He says no
more sex until I meet my future husband. So I've got high standards for my man
now. He must be unfailingly nice and polite to me. He has to be chivalrous. He has
to open doors for me, protect me, and pay for me, every time i walk out the door
and every time we are together.

He has to be responsible, gainfully employed, and make enough money to support
himself, me, and my children that I will have. He has to have a house for me to
move into.

And last but not least, he has to wait until marriage for sex, because I am worth
waiting for. I am not going to have sex again until I get married, because I'm
going to honor Him in everything I do.

Guys, this is a massive shit test and it's one you have to be ready for. It's the "Reformed Slut/Born
Again Virgin/I've been hurt before/Good things come to those who wait" shit test.
Here's what she's really saying:

Hey guys. I made a lot of decisions in my past that didn't work out well. I chose shitbags, assholes,
douches, and jerkboys. I chose them because they're hot, I like fucking them, and fucking them was
tons 0'fun.
Unfortunately, some things didn't work out so well. Picked up the clap from one guy; and got a little
spermy present from another! Hoo wee, antibiotics and little tiny vacuum cleaners shoved up your
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hooha sure ain't fun! Still going through therapy for that last one.
But luckily for me (and you), I've found Jeeeezus. And he loves me, very, very much. And because
Jeeeezus loves me so much, he has called me his own, and I'm living for him now. (Well, I'm really
living for the validation and affirmation that reformed sluts like me get in a Church. I mean, shit. I'm
a freaking HERO there! Can't figure why??)
Well, anyway, I have to follow the rules, and that means if you want to date me, you do too. So no
sexytimes before marriage. That includes everything, pervy wervy! No pattyfingers, no groping. No
tongue kissing. No parking in a car somewhere. If you're lucky I'll let you peck my cheek or hold my
hand. Read "I Kissed Dating Goodbye" by that metrosexual weirdo Josh Harris. Those are your new
rules for dating me.
Oh, and you must commit to me immediately. You must go all in with your money. We go on dates,
YOU PAY. We go somewhere together, you pick me up and YOU PAY. I expect gifts, and YOU
PAY. You get nothing from me other than my presence, which is sufficient for you. I am a Daughter
of the King and you are lucky I even let you breathe the same air as me. And you must be a father to
MY kids. Not our kids. Not your kids. MY kids. The kids are MINE.
Those are the rules, Husband Candidates.
Ok.
Now.
Are those guys gone?
OK. Hot guys?? Great. Who's first in line for their blow job? I can't wait for Harley McBadboy to
pick me up on his bike tonight and take me to his cockroach infested one bedroom walk up. He's
gonna fuck me silly tonight. He's gonna fuck me so hard that I'll be walking with a slight limp into
Mass tomorrow, and having to wear a minipad so his cum doesn't leak out onto the pew cushion.

That's how it is for our intrepid "reformed sluts" and "born again virgins". Betas are husband material
who wait for sex. Alphas are the guys she used to fuck and still does.
While the betas she auditions for the role of Husband buy her surf and turf, listen to her drone
endlessly about nothing, and then drop her off at her place and go home and pound their puds, not
five minutes later she's on her phone texting Mr. Fuckbuddy to head on over for a romp.
While the nice guys she uses and exploits waste their time and money on her, she's thinking about
which hot stud will reach out to her tonight for a fun booty call.
That's your Christian girl. That's your "reformed slut". That's your "Daughter of the King".
Don't flunk this shit test. You hear this from a girl, you next her right then and there, unless, of
course, you're Harley or Fuckbuddy or any of the other guys in her stable.
If you find yourself being given rules and all kinds of sexual boundaries and "you can't do this" and
"you can't do that", she's got you pegged as beta bitchboi husband material. She does that, you
WALK. You get up, you walk out the door. You give her cab/Uber fare home, you pick up the check,
and you leave. You don't waste another minute or dime on her.
Thus endeth the lesson. Be careful out there.
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When A Woman Says "I wouldn't have appreciated you when I
was younger", she means "I settled for you because I couldn't
get commitment from a man I was really attracted to."
963 upvotes | August 13, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

This is a public service announcement of this subreddit, offered as news and information to the
general public, to assist men in avoiding entitled women.

Yes, it's time for another PSA. This time about the woman who says "I wouldn't have appreciated you
when I was younger."
Here's how it comes out.

Oh, I'm glad I didn't meet you when I was in my late teens or early 20s. I wouldn't
have appreciated you when I was younger. I was stupid, immature, and silly.
Things that were important to me then became less important as I got older.

I grew up. I matured. I stopped acting stupid and silly, and I got serious about life.
I am so glad I met you when I did, because nothing between us would ever have
worked out when I was that young. I was so silly back then. I'm a better woman
now. I was just a dumb, silly girl back then. I liked a different kind of guy then, but
I was stupid and I didn't really know what I wanted. I really wanted a guy like you.

TRANSLATION:
When I was younger, I wouldn't have given you the time of day. When I was younger, I wouldn't
have even noticed you. You're the kind of guy I said "are you fucking KIDDING me??!!" to when
guys like you would ask me out, and then laugh about it with my friends later.
See, you're the kind of guy girls like me did the "point and snicker" thing to back in 8th grade. You're
the kind of guy we ignored, laughed at, and nuclear rejected. You're the kind of guy who we wouldn't
have let come anywhere NEAR us.
You're not the kind of guy girls like to fuck. You're the kind of guy girls use, exploit, and take
advantage of when they finally figure out the hot guys won't marry them.
Most importantly, though, YOU WEREN'T MY FIRST CHOICE. Not anywhere close to my first
choice, in fact. More like 41st or 51st. The only reason I picked you as I got older is because I
couldn't get commitment from one of the hot guys I really wanted. If I could have gotten a hot guy,
you would never have shown up on my radar. If I could have gotten a hot guy, I wouldn't be seen in
public with you. But, I couldn't get a hot guy, so if I wanted to get married and have MY kids, I had
to settle for your boring beta ass.
And don't think I don't resent it -- I seethe with anger and resentment Every. Single. Day about it. I
cringe every time you touch me. I fondly remember the hot men I used to fuck, and mentally note
every day how sexy they were and how unsexy you are. And I curse you under my breath every night
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after you fall asleep.
We girls really like you guys, because you're always around when we need you. You're steady,
reliable, predictable, and always there for us. And we really like being able to use you rely on you.
I love the way you provide for me, but I hate you because I couldn't do any better than you. I hate you
because I hate what my having to settle for you says about me.
My settling for you means I wasn't good enough for the attractive men I really wanted, and I know it.
It means they evaluated and judged me, and found me lacking, and I know it - just as I evaluated and
judge you, and find you lacking.
They didn't have to settle for me, but I had to settle for you. And that burns my ass. It's not fair. And I
am going to make you pay for my life disappointments. I will make you suffer because I didn't get
what I wanted. I failed, and you will suffer the consequences. I wasn't good enough, and I will visit
that unfairness on you.

Men: You have no excuses now. We have laid it all out for you. You know what women are like.
You know what they're doing. You know what they are saying. You know the meaning of what
they're saying, because I and other men here are translating it for you. We are doing so with the
benefit of collective experience and from watching what women do as well as translating what they
say. Now you know.
Now go and do likewise.
EDIT: Thank you to all the detractors posting your disagreement in shrill, angry as fuck tones. This
indicates to me how on the right track I am. It's clear to me that I'm over the target.
The louder you all squawk, the closer I know I am to the truth.
Thank you.
EDIT 2 Come on, guys. Is "pathetic", "sad", "bitter", "unconfident", "cheetos-dusted', and the ever
popular "Incel" really the best you can do? Is that all you've got? You all need some better personal
attacks.
When all you can do is insult me, you've already lost.
EDIT 3 Here are examples of poor argumentation/response style. If you come at a poster with these,
you lose, automatically, because you're not addressing the substance of the post. You're attacking the
poster with ad hominems and deflecting to irrelevant matter.
"[Poster/commenter] is an incel/cheetos dusted basement dweller/incest practitioner."
"[Insert name of group or individual here] do it too!"
"You're a bitter small dicked loser who can't get laid."
"You're angry/bitter/jealous/envious/[insert other negative adjective here]."
"I really hope you find happiness someday."
"I feel so sad for you."
"NAWALT. IANLT (I am not like that). NOIKILT (No One I Know Is Like That)."
"I changed. Therefore, other people changed also."
"People are really complex and you can't generalize about them."
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"You're circlejerking"
"You all demand virgin supermodels"
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A woman "growing up" and "maturing" is not the same as
"becoming sexually attracted to men she was not sexually
attracted to before". Her priorities changed but her
preferences did not.
280 upvotes | August 13, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

We are often told that a woman "growing up" and "maturing" means that her preferences in men have
changed. We're told that her focus on marriageable men in her late 20s and early 30s means she has
changed her preferences from immature, good looking, and fun but irresponsible men who aren't
marriage material, to these marriageable men. The clear implication is that these women's growing up
and newfound maturity has caused them to become sexually attracted to these marriageable (read:
less attractive) men they spent the previous several years passing up and rejecting.
This isn't true. There's a difference between "maturing" and "changing one's preferences". "Maturing"
means one's priorities have changed. It does not mean one's preferences have changed.
"Growing up" just means the woman has learned to become more genteel, polite, kind, and socially
acceptable about rejecting men she's not sexually attracted to. She's learned to reject men without
nuking them. Women also learn how to lie better and more effectively. They learn to conceal their
personality flaws. They don't change their preferences to become attracted to men they weren't
attracted to before. "Growing up" does not mean that something internally has happened to her that
caused her to become sexually attracted to men she wasn't sexually attracted to before.
Women who have matured and grown up show a shift in focus. Growing up means she now has to
get serious about her life. She has to decide, now, whether she's going to marry and have kids, or
forego one or both. Perhaps she should have made that decision sooner, but she's making it now,
which adds to her desperation.
That, in turn, means shifting focus from hot men to marriageable men; from "fun" men to "serious"
men; from "men you date" to "men you marry". It means shifting focus from alpha fucks to beta
bucks. It means shifting focus from preferences to priorities.
None of this means "I got older, therefore, I'm sexually attracted to men I was not sexually attracted
to when I was younger". Nor does this mean "I got older, therefore, I now find men I wasn't attracted
to, more attractive". It just means "I got older, therefore, I'm willing to accept men I never really was
all that attracted to and still am not all that attracted to. I am willing to accept men who I wouldn't
have dated before when my focus was on fun and spontaneity and adventure."
"Growing up" and "maturing" does NOT mean "I am now sexually attracted to men I was not
sexually attracted to before". Her priorities changed to less attractive, but marriageable, men. She still
prefers the more attractive men she cannot marry or is choosing not to marry.
The fact that they're looking downmarket to the less attractive previously ignored guys does not mean
that something's changed in these women, or that they "outgrew" their attraction to the bad boys. It
just means their priorities and circumstances changed. It just means they're willing to accept a less
attractive man because they've finally figured out that's the only way they're going to get the
commitment they crave.
EDIT: Mod queue has some people giving mods crap about their bans. Listen. You do NOT have a
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right to post or comment here. Posting and commenting and participating here are privileges, not
rights. This is NOT a government owned subreddit, the First Amendment does NOT apply to this
space, and you do NOT have the right to say anything you want here. You especially do not have the
right to abuse posters or commenters.
EDIT 2: Do not come here and tell me that "men do this too". That may very well be true. I don't
care. We do not concern ourselves with how to date men, how to fuck men, or how to navigate what
men do or don't do. If men do this too, that's women's problem. Let women figure out what to do
about men doing this too.
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What "Attractive" Means to Men and Women.
203 upvotes | August 14, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

We men often get confused when women talk about what they find "attractive". It's because of the
different meanings men and women ascribe to the word and its forms.
When men say a woman is attractive, it means one thing and one thing only: She is fuckable. She is
sexually attractive. She is sexually desirable. The man who's describing her wants to have sex with
her.
She has the necessary attributes for sexual attractiveness: Pretty face. Large eyes. Plump lips. Small
nose. Lustrous, shiny hair. Youth, or at least youthful appearance. Clear skin. Not fat. Proportional
from bust to waist to hips. Good waist-hip ratio.
When men use the word "attractive" and its forms in conjunction with women, it means "sexually
attractive" and nothing else. A woman can be an irredeemable bitch or otherwise have no other good
or favorable qualities whatsoever, and still be "attractive" to men.
When women use the word "attractive", it means whatever they internally, mentally intend for it to
mean at that time. It can mean
-- "sexually attractive"
--The bullshit, oxymoronic "attractive for a relationship"
-- "nice"
-- "kind"
-- "useful and utilitarian"
-- "has a good job"
-- "my dad likes him"
-- "fun to hang out with"
A key tell is women referring to men they find sexually attractive as "hot". If a woman thinks a man
is sexually attractive, she'll usually describe him as "hot" or "hawt" or, less often, "sexy". To women,
sexual attractiveness is comprised of two, and only two, things: (1) Physical appearance with typical
masculine physical markers, and (2) Game.
Don't be fooled when women describe men as "attractive" at the pill subs. They're talking about
literally anything from "want to fuck him" to "want to use him, exploit him, and strip mine him for
resources".
Be careful out there.
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Sexual Utopia In Power - A Foundational Document.
6 upvotes | August 15, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Gents:
Your reading assignment for the day is Sexual Utopia in Power by an independent scholar and
essayist named F. Roger Devlin. This essay is a foundational document for the manosphere,
published in 2006 - a year after Roosh's first blog, DCBachelor.blogspot.com; and a year before
Roissy started writing his pioneering blog. Devlin's monumental work is essentially the Constitution
of the manosphere.
This essay is a crash course in the truths we espouse and write about. Points made:
--sperm is cheap, eggs are expensive
--women are not naturally monogamous
--hypergamy explained (This essay is the origin of the manosphere's use of the word - previously
hypergamy refers to women looking to marry up)
--how women really act sexually (women absolutely love casual sex and will jump at the chance to
have casual sex with attractive men)
--sexual double standards exist for very good reasons
--the compromises each sex must make for commitment
--the sexual interests/goals of men and women are at direct cross purposes with each other
--If men realize their sexual interests/goals, women do not. If women realize their sexual
interests/goals, men do not. If one sex "wins", the other "loses"
--the "Date Rape" fallacy
--Women's agency
And much, much more.
Go. Read it. Now. If you understand the points in this essay, you've got 90% of it.
Comment below.
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Sexual Utopia in Power - A Foundational Document.
56 upvotes | August 15, 2019 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Gents:
Your reading assignment for the day is Sexual Utopia in Power by an independent scholar and
essayist named F. Roger Devlin. This essay is a foundational document for the manosphere,
published in 2006 - a year after Roosh's first blog, DCBachelor.blogspot.com; and a year before
Roissy started writing his pioneering blog. Devlin's monumental work is essentially the Constitution
of the manosphere.
This essay is a crash course in the truths we espouse and write about. Points made:
--sperm is cheap, eggs are expensive
--women are not naturally monogamous
--hypergamy explained (This essay is the origin of the manosphere's use of the word - previously
hypergamy refers to women looking to marry up)
--Female sexual nature (women absolutely love casual sex and will jump at the chance to have casual
sex with attractive men; women tend to "think with their feelings")
--sexual double standards exist for very good reasons
--the compromises each sex must make for commitment
--the sexual interests/goals of men and women are at direct cross purposes with each other
--If men realize their sexual interests/goals, women do not. If women realize their sexual
interests/goals, men do not. If one sex "wins", the other "loses"
--the "Date Rape" fallacy
--Women's agency
--the sexual and marriage marketplaces
--preselection explained
--The fallacy of modern chivalry and "Captain Save-A-Ho"
And much, much more.
Go. Read it. Now. If you understand the points in this essay, you've got 90% of it. And you'll also
understand why women are complaining and shrieking "Where Are All The Good Men??"
Comment below.
EDIT: u/lurkerhasarisen wisely points us to the work of Professor Daniel Amneus and his books "The
Case for Father Custody" and "Garbage Generation". Those books are good and should be
commended to your reading. The beauty of Devlin's essay here is that it's relatively brief and is
packed full of a sensible discussion of most of the issues the manosphere has discussed and chewed
over for the past 10 years or so.
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What It's Like For A Man Going Through A Divorce.
55 upvotes | August 17, 2019 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Adam Piggott is an Australian manosphere blogger. He blogs at pushingrubberdownhill.com. He
authored a book by the same name that talks of his exploits as a whitewater rafter.
Well, he was married. Like so many men before him, his wife blew up his marriage. Piggott talks
about it in this blog entry. I commend it to your reading.
Be well and have the best weekend you can.
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Women, Risk, and Danger.
82 upvotes | August 20, 2019 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Over at the main sub is a discussion about why women love tattoos on men so much. I think it's
because women love risk, but not danger. Tattoos on men signify men who are risky, but probably
not dangerous.
Tattoos are a proxy for unrestrained masculinity. For rulebreaking men. Badass men. Dangerous men.
Fun men with a propensity for spontaneity and adventurousness.
They want a man to be dangerous or have indicia of dangerousness, without being TOO dangerous.
Hence the idea of
--the hot tatted up guy with the heart of gold
--the hot tatted up former outlaw who works as the building maintenance supervisor
--the hot tatted up retired Marine who works as a cop and clearly keeps in shape
--the hot tatted up hipster who now works as a lawyer or in investment banking
That's why chicks love tats on guys.
Also remember this about women and danger. Women love things to be kind of risky because that
brings excitement and thrills, but she doesn't want it to be so dangerous as to pose a threat to life or
limb. Tats are like motorcycles, weed, and casual sex. They signify excitement and risk, but they're
not too dangerous, like guns, or hard illegal drugs like crystal meth or coke or heroin.
There's also a phenomenon that manosphere blogger Dalrock identified some time ago at Rollo's. It
essentially talks about how women want to experience life and attraction. They want it to be fun but
not dangerous. They want it to be exciting, but want men to make it safe. They want "fun" and
"excitement" to just spring up wherever they are, and for the man they're with to control the ride and
make them safe.
He uses the roller coaster analogy. Roller coasters are fun, exciting, and thrilling. They create a sense
of being out of control, while someone else is firmly in control. Roller coasters feel unsafe, but are
safe because somewhere, a man is controlling the roller coaster making it safe. Roller coasters are
fast, but safe because, again, a man is in control. At the end of the ride, she can get off the roller
coaster, safe and unharmed, and can go ride the ride again whenever she wants, all the while knowing
someone else is there to make it safe for her.
Here's Dalrock explaining it as only he can:

I think there is another side to the same coin. These women don’t just want to
build a better beta, they want to tame the alpha. In fact, I think the former is just
another way they are trying to approach the latter. They want to take an inherently
unsafe activity and make it safe. They want to submit to a man without having to
submit; they want a man who can tame their feral self. They want him to trip their
danger signals. Even better if he is a stranger from a strange land.

They want this all to happen without giving up their freedom; they want to play
this out in the context of serial monogamy, so they can feel loved while also
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claiming their promiscuity is moral. They want to lose control to a string of
strangers who have all of the hallmarks of very dangerous men, and they want a
promise that this will always end well.

They want to know that this will be safe, without it losing the excitement of it
feeling unsafe. They are telling men to build a sort of serial monogamy amusement
park where they can ride the roller coaster and experience the fear of falling or
crashing, while knowing that just behind the scenes grown ups are actually in
charge and are responsible for them safely feeling unsafe.

One more thing. As I mentioned above they don’t want to be hemmed in. So
instead of building an actual amusement park, they want roller coasters to spring
up randomly in the same exact circumstances where the real danger they mimic
would appear. They want to be driving their car on the freeway one instant, and
the next experience the fear of careening out of control. They want to impulsively
jump off the edge of the Grand Canyon and have a parachute appear and deploy
at the last minute. And all they ask is your guarantee that all of this will be safe.

This also explains women's "rape fantasies" and women's obsessions with bodice ripper smut novels.
She wants to be ravished, or "raped" if you will, so long as she gets to pick the man who's
"ravishing/raping" her. She's out of control, but still kind of in control because she gets to select the
man to do it. She also trusts the man, so she feels safe relinquishing most of her control.
Look at 50 Shades of Grey. Christian Grey is a handsome billionaire with a penchant for hardcore
BDSM. The sex he offers is risky, exciting, thrilling, even painful. Christian is in control, but
Anastasia chooses him and also has to choose to experience it. When Christian first does anything
sexual or dominating to her, he requires her to express, clearly, explicitly and verbally, that she wants
him to do it to her. She selects the man, and chooses the conduct. She chooses, and gives up control
to, a risky, exciting, even slightly dangerous man, to do what he does to her - but she still retains
control over what is done and who the man doing it is.
So, if you want to get down to it, women don't want to be "raped" per se. What women want is for the
sex to be exciting, thrilling, and risky, but not dangerous. They want sex with men who look and act
dangerous, but who really aren't dangerous. Risky and heart-stopping, but not injurious or life-
threatening.
Women like risk, but not danger.
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Women, Risk, and Danger.
60 upvotes | August 21, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Women, Risk, and Danger.
84 points•39 comments•submitted 6 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod[M] to
r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

Over at the main sub is a discussion about why women love tattoos on men so much. I think it's
because women love risk, but not danger. Tattoos on men signify men who are risky, but probably
not dangerous.
Tattoos are a proxy for unrestrained masculinity. For rulebreaking men. Badass men. Dangerous men.
Fun men with a propensity for spontaneity and adventurousness.
They want a man to be dangerous or have indicia of dangerousness, without being TOO dangerous.
Hence the idea of
--the hot tatted up guy with the heart of gold
--the hot tatted up former outlaw who works as the building maintenance supervisor
--the hot tatted up retired Marine who works as a cop and clearly keeps in shape
--the hot tatted up hipster who now works as a lawyer or in investment banking
That's why chicks love tats on guys.
Also remember this about women and danger. Women love things to be kind of risky because that
brings excitement and thrills, but she doesn't want it to be so dangerous as to pose a threat to life or
limb. Tats are like motorcycles, weed, and casual sex. They signify excitement and risk, but they're
not too dangerous, like guns, or hard illegal drugs like crystal meth or coke or heroin.
There's also a phenomenon that manosphere blogger Dalrock identified some time ago at Rollo's. It
essentially talks about how women want to experience life and attraction. They want it to be fun but
not dangerous. They want it to be exciting, but want men to make it safe. They want "fun" and
"excitement" to just spring up wherever they are, and for the man they're with to control the ride and
make them safe.
He uses the roller coaster analogy. Roller coasters are fun, exciting, and thrilling. They create a sense
of being out of control, while someone else is firmly in control. Roller coasters feel unsafe, but are
safe because somewhere, a man is controlling the roller coaster making it safe. Roller coasters are
fast, but safe because, again, a man is in control. At the end of the ride, she can get off the roller
coaster, safe and unharmed, and can go ride the ride again whenever she wants, all the while knowing
someone else is there to make it safe for her.
Here's Dalrock explaining it as only he can:

I think there is another side to the same coin. These women don’t just want to
build a better beta, they want to tame the alpha. In fact, I think the former is just
another way they are trying to approach the latter. They want to take an inherently
unsafe activity and make it safe. They want to submit to a man without having to
submit; they want a man who can tame their feral self. They want him to trip their
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danger signals. Even better if he is a stranger from a strange land.

They want this all to happen without giving up their freedom; they want to play
this out in the context of serial monogamy, so they can feel loved while also
claiming their promiscuity is moral. They want to lose control to a string of
strangers who have all of the hallmarks of very dangerous men, and they want a
promise that this will always end well.

They want to know that this will be safe, without it losing the excitement of it
feeling unsafe. They are telling men to build a sort of serial monogamy amusement
park where they can ride the roller coaster and experience the fear of falling or
crashing, while knowing that just behind the scenes grown ups are actually in
charge and are responsible for them safely feeling unsafe.

One more thing. As I mentioned above they don’t want to be hemmed in. So
instead of building an actual amusement park, they want roller coasters to spring
up randomly in the same exact circumstances where the real danger they mimic
would appear. They want to be driving their car on the freeway one instant, and
the next experience the fear of careening out of control. They want to impulsively
jump off the edge of the Grand Canyon and have a parachute appear and deploy
at the last minute. And all they ask is your guarantee that all of this will be safe.

This also explains women's "rape fantasies" and women's obsessions with bodice ripper smut novels.
She wants to be ravished, or "raped" if you will, so long as she gets to pick the man who's
"ravishing/raping" her. She's out of control, but still kind of in control because she gets to select the
man to do it. She also trusts the man, so she feels safe relinquishing most of her control.
Look at 50 Shades of Grey. Christian Grey is a handsome billionaire with a penchant for hardcore
BDSM. The sex he offers is risky, exciting, thrilling, even painful. Christian is in control, but
Anastasia chooses him and also has to choose to experience it. When Christian first does anything
sexual or dominating to her, he requires her to express, clearly, explicitly and verbally, that she wants
him to do it to her. She selects the man, and chooses the conduct. She chooses, and gives up control
to, a risky, exciting, even slightly dangerous man, to do what he does to her - but she still retains
control over what is done and who the man doing it is.
So, if you want to get down to it, women don't want to be "raped" per se. What women want is for the
sex to be exciting, thrilling, and risky, but not dangerous. They want sex with men who look and act
dangerous, but who really aren't dangerous. Risky and heart-stopping, but not injurious or life-
threatening.
Women like risk, but not danger.
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Aldabruzzo's Story
145 upvotes | September 24, 2019 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

I was brought up in a two parent home, breadwinner dad, housewife mom. Dad was an only child of
an overbearing mom and a kind but passive father. Looking at him objectively, he has Asperger's. He
was more or less alpha at work (he owned his own business) but a pathetic beta at home. Spent most
of his adult life anxious and depressed working a job he hated.
Mom has one sibling. She was the daughter of a phone company worker and a junior high
schoolteacher. In around 1955, her dad died of a heart attack when she was 10, her mother never
remarried. To manage, my maternal grandmother took tight fisted control over everything and
everyone in her circle of influence. Grandma quickly got hooked on Dexedrine to get up in the
morning and Valium to calm down at night. As a result, my mom developed undiagnosed borderline
personality disorder. Her younger brother became an alcoholic (but recovered in his 30s).
Mom finished college (where she met Dad) and started teaching school. She was going to go out of
state to get a master's degree but she decided to get married to Dad instead.
I am their second child, born 2 years after they married. I have an older sister and a younger sister.
Mom's borderline personality was the defining feature of my childhood and family life. All of life
was centered around walking on eggshells to make sure not to ruffle mom's feathers. Everyone did
this - Dad did, and made sure I did too. All dad could do was try to keep the peace and avoid her
periodic emotional volcanic eruptions. My sisters did as well. I tried to rebel. My older sister became
the peacemaker. My younger sister became withdrawn.
No one could predict what could set mom off. We never knew what could precipitate an emotional
explosion with mom. Sometimes, things were going terribly that day and mom was fine. Sometimes,
it was as little as not having any Kleenex around that could cause her to rampage.
I never had any grandfathers. Both were dead before I was born. So my grandmothers had lived a
good portion of their adult lives alone, as widows, without the tempering influence or calming
presence of a man. They didn't even have to compromise with another human being to get through a
day. My grandmothers had learned as adult women to live their lives on their own. They learned that
what they say goes, that they get their way how they want it, when and where they want it, and that
everyone must bend the knee, bow their wills, and do their bidding.
This is how my mother learned to live life as a woman: That you must control everything and
everyone around you, and if you do not, bad things will happen - you might go broke, lose your
house, become poor, not have enough to eat. You are the woman, and therefore you run things. You
get your way, every time. You just decide it and do it. If that doesn't work, all you have to do is yell,
scream, bitch, complain, pout, or explode, loud enough, long enough, or in the right way, and you'll
get your way.
And so, I grew up believing that this is normal. That this is just how women act. I believed that all
women acted like this, all the time. And that it is a man's job to either control or avoid a woman's
emotional outbursts and episodes of uncontrollable rage or anger.
I am 50 years old. I was in grade school in the 1970s and in high school and college in the 1980s,
during peak second wave feminism. These were the prevailing messages I was being fed on a daily
basis. These messages were coming at me from every corner: parents, church, school, extended
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family, mass media:

"Nice guys are sexy! Nerds are sexy! Be nice, be yourself, and someday someone
will love you just for who you are!"

"If a woman wants something, it is your job to get it for her, do it for her, or give it
to her."

"If you want something from a woman, you have to ask for it, nicely and kindly
and deferentially."

"Women are better than men. They're better human beings than men. Men are evil,
sex crazed perverts. Men's sex drives are evil, bad, perverted, sick, and criminal.
But women are good and pure. Women's sex drives exist because they just want to
be wives and mothers. The only reason girls have anything to do with men is
because they want those men to marry them."

"Women never ever sleep around. If they do, it is because bad men tricked them
into sex, or it is because those women are stupid, slutty, crazy, or damaged. You,
my son, must never ever do this. If you get a woman to sleep with you and you
don't offer her whatever relationship she wants, you are a bad man and you must
have lied to her to get her to sleep with you."

"Women never lie. Women especially never lie about sex."

"A woman will not have sex unless she has an emotional connection with the man
she's having sex with. For women, that emotional connection is an absolute
prerequisite for sex, and they won't have sex without it.

"Your job as a boy is to get trained to be a husband and a father. Your sole role as
a man is to be a husband to a woman who will have you, and to be a father to her
(not your, not yours together, but HER) children."

And so I was trained to pedestalize women. To supplicate to them. To give them whatever they asked
for. To engage in extreme self-abnegation with women. If they wanted it, they got it from me. I
would do ANYTHING for any woman who asked. I asked. I begged. I pleaded. I cajoled. On a date,
if I wanted to kiss a girl, I asked first.
But: Those messages were NOT coming from the real world. In the real world, The Red Pill was on
full display. From junior high school on, it was all the cute girls attracted to the hot guys: the star
quarterback, the basketball player, the burnout smoking his Camel no-filters on the back porch at the
high school before shuffling off to advanced shop class. It was sluts having sex with guys but keeping
it mostly on the downlow except for the neck hickies they showed up to class with.
Most of the girls weren't fucking yet, but they sure made it clear who they were attracted to, and it
was not me - Mr. Nice Guy, Mr. Deferential Supplicant.
Starting in college in the fall of 1986 it was much the same except on a much larger scale. Because I
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was an unknown in college, I was attracting women and I had no idea why. So called "girls next
door" to sketchy sluts to smart girls to working class girls - many were attracted to me. But I had no
idea how to handle them, so most of them very quickly lost attraction. I also had no idea how to keep
attraction going once established. Compounding the problem, I didn't understand that girls had their
own reasons for pursuing men, only some of which involved affection or interest in long term
relationships.
I knew some normal women. Women who were attracted to me and treated me well and actually
wanted to have sex with me. But I had no idea how to relate to them, because I had never seen a
woman act like this. I had never seen a woman treat me well.
I had never been taught, or paid attention, or learned, about women, normal women, or why they act
the way they do. Some women fall in love. Some of them want to use you. Some women want to
have fun with you. And some just want to get laid right then. I met every one of those kinds of
women in high school and college. But I had no idea what I was seeing, because I'd been trained
differently and carefully steered away from the truth of what I was actually seeing.
I had seen some glimpses of this back in high school - that sometimes girls just wanted sex and
attention. I saw that girls were attracted to good looking, in shape, self-absorbed boys who didn't care
about girls much, didn't take girls seriously at all, didn't treat girls very well, dated girls but didn't
care too much whether anything came of it, and had sex with girls who would have sex.
But whenever I pointed this out to anyone, i was quickly crushed with

--"You're not really seeing that. That's not what is happening. Boys don't act like
that. Girls don't act like that."

--"Boys who act like that are bad, evil, sick, perverted, and criminal. If you act like
that, you will get kicked out of school, be unemployed, live in poverty, never get
married, and no one will ever love you.

--"Girls who act like that are slutty, stupid, crazy, or damaged. You don't want a
girl like that, do you?"

--"If boys and girls are having sex, it is because the boys are bad and evil, and they
are tricking and deceiving those girls into sex. It is because the boys are lying to
those girls.

"Those girls don't really want this. They are doing this only because bad boys and
bad men trick them into it and lie to them."

--"You had better never do this to any woman. No self respecting man should
EVER be treating ANY woman like this."

--"This is because men's sex drives are uncontrollable, bad, evil, sick, and
perverted. If men would just control themselves and just be better people, like
women are, we wouldn't have all these problems. If men would just get in touch
with their feminine sides, life would be better. Because women think that
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sensitive, kind, caring, quiet, docile, and controllable men are hot, sexy, sexually
attractive, and desirable."

I still didn't pick up on it through grad school, mostly because I was in a horrid long distance
relationship for 4 years with a young woman of divorced parents, who consistently refused to have
sex with me. I was also working my ass off trying to finish school, get out, and get a job.
So it was when I got out of school I moved to my new city to start my new job. I was 25 and instantly
inundated with women in their late 20s and early 30s who really really REALLY wanted to date me. I
had no idea why it was older women who were interested in me....
So I dated, and ended up married to, a woman who is 3 years older than I am. I thought everything
went OK. She had quite a colorful history. And I found out later that history is even more colorful
than I thought. (She had lied about her N.) She is also a borderline, just like dear old Mom. She also
came from a dysfunctional family with "issues", just like mom. She also was prone to violent mood
swings and volcanic emotional eruptions.
She took control of everything, mostly because I allowed her to. I let her run the marriage. I let her
decide how our lives would look. I let her decide how our sex life would look. Let's just say that our
sex life was OK for her, but dismal for me. And I had no way to rectify it.
Why did I do this? Because I thought women were just like this. I was carefully trained that this is
just what I was supposed to do - put up with a woman treating me like shit. It was all I knew, all I had
ever really seen.
Fast forward, 2 houses, 2 kids, 8 cars, 3 jobs, and 15 years later. Our marriage had deteriorated to the
point where I was just muddling through. I had been internet surfing at work and found the fledgling
manosphere. And one day after church, I demanded to know why she was treating me so badly. She
said "sometimes I am just not physically attracted to you."
I snapped. That was the straw that broke the camel's back.
I went away for a few hours and returned to talk with Mrs. Aldabruzzo.
"If you're so unhappy with me, perhaps you'll be happier without me. I am not putting up with this
shit for one minute longer. Frankly, I think we should end this marriage. I'm not changing any more
for this marriage. I've changed and twisted and contorted myself enough. If this marriage survives,
you'll have to carry it on your back, because I don't care anymore. I will do whatever I have to do to
protect myself. I don't care what happens from here on out. We stay together? Fine. You want to end
this trainwreck of a marriage? Fine. Let's go see lawyers on Monday."
Her response was... surprising. No fighting. No complaining. Lots of waterworks "don't leave me"
"I'm sorry" "OK I'll do what you want".
And that was what started my journey as a recovering Nice Guy, a recovering low beta.
Since then it's better. It's been some roses and lots of thorns. I have better sex. I live a life I want to
live now (mostly). I don't put up with getting treated like shit. I make clear what I expect, what I
want, and what I need. And I don't walk on eggshells and I don't put up with emotional eruptions.
In Part II: The lessons learned.
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In Part I, I told you my story. I focused on my developmental years because those are so important
for the development of boys and young men. It's my hope that boys and young men will learn from
my experiences, so as to avoid the pitfalls I fell into.
Here's what I hope you take away from it.
1) Women need the steadying hand and calming influence of men in their lives, from their
earliest memories until their old age. My maternal grandmother was a widow at 44. My paternal
grandmother was a widow at 56. They were always strong willed women, capable, intelligent, and
resourceful. But they were miserably unhappy. They had to do it all themselves.
In men, doing it yourself leads to character building. In women, doing it all yourself leads to misery,
dysfunction, lack of control, emotional dysregulation, insufferability, personality disorders, substance
abuse/addiction, and social isolation.
And women can't seem to avoid visiting all those problems on all the people around them. Women
like this create sons and daughters with personality disorders, addictions, emotional dysregulation,
and dysfunction.
It's not a stretch to think that if their husbands had survived into adulthood and old age with them, my
grandmothers might have had happier middle age years. And their husbands might have been able to
stop them from inflicting themselves on their children as they did.
2) Dysfunction, volcanic emotional outbursts, Cluster B personality disorders, and overall
bitchiness ARE NOT NORMAL. This is NOT "just how women are". AWALT is hypergamy and a
tendency to "think emotionally". AWALT is NOT "all women are mentally ill, borderline insane,
emotionally unstable, prescription pill addicts who try to run every aspect of your life." That is not
normal. That is mentally ill. And you need to recognize that for what it is.
The people in your life who are like this are sick. They are not well. And it is not normal. At the very
least you need to not listen to anything they tell you about human nature and sexual nature.
3) Pay attention to what people around you are actually doing, not what the adults in your life
say about what they are doing. Do not listen to what others say about what they're doing. Hell, don't
listen to what I say about what they're doing. Read. Think. Watch. Observe. Draw your own
conclusions. Apply the principles you learn here and at The Red Pill and at WAATGM for yourself.
4) Do not take advice from women about anything. Whatever your mother says about women? Do
the opposite. Mom has no actionable advice for you. Women have no actionable advice for you, at
all, about much of anything. That's not just women or sex. That's friends, leisure time, school, studies,
human interaction, and life.
5) Find older boys and men who are doing what you want to do or have what you want, and
emulate them. Do not emulate women. The way boys learn to be men is by watching older boys
and men, being men. Find men who have succeeded. Learn what they learned. Watch what they do,
and do likewise. Find your own style of course. But if someone has something you have, or
accomplished something you want to accomplish, odds are he has something you could learn. So
watch and learn.
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6) Learn and understand human sexual nature: your own, and that of women. By the time you
get out of high school you need to have a good understanding of this. The only way you will learn it
is by experiencing it for yourself. To experience it you need to get out there and date and ask and fail
and succeed and fuck and get shot down and get rejected and get laid.
7) Women have their own reasons for doing what they do, and they are as self interested as you
are. Women do NOT just want to be wives and mommies. When they're in high school or college or
in their 20s, or off a bad marriage, they want to have fun. Sometimes girls want to get serious.
Sometimes they just want "a boyfriend". Sometimes they're looking for husbands. But most of the
time at that young age they're looking for fun guys to have fun with, and sometimes that means using
sex to cap off a few hours of fun. Sometimes a girl just wants to get laid and she wants you to take
care of that for her.
Women don't need commitment or love before they'll fuck you. They don't need an "emotional
connection". Shit, they don't even need to know your name or much of anything about you. They just
need to feel attraction and comfort. That's it. You don't have to offer them commitment or emotional
attachment. If a woman is demanding those things from you before she'll fuck, she's not sexually
attracted to you. She's demanding a surplus of comfort in the form of your commitment and resources
to make up for her lack of sexual attraction.
The point is, girls have sex drives. And they want to fuck too. Girls and young women enjoy sex
very, very much. They want to have sex. Some of them will want to have sex with you. That is
normal. It does NOT mean you are bad or evil or sick or perverted. It does NOT (necessarily) mean
the girls are slutty, crazy, stupid, or damaged. Some are. But most are not.
Which leads to my next point, which is
8) Women are capable of far more sexual activity - and depravity - than most men are. Get
alone with a woman who really wants to fuck you, and you will see a side of her you didn't know
existed. She won't be able to control herself. She'll let you do almost anything you want to her. She'll
be capable of having so much sex she'll be sore for a day afterwards.
Don't believe women when they say they don't like sucking dick. Most women do enjoy it -- IF they
are attracted to you. Women very, very much want sex with attractive men. A woman's sex drive
when with an attractive man will easily outlast that man's sexual endurance.
Don't believe women when they say they really aren't all that into the act of intercourse. They like it
very much - IF they are attracted to you. Women do enjoy their clitoral orgasms, but sometimes they
just like being penetrated.
Women will say they aren't all that into sex, or intercourse, or head, when they're with or around men
they're not sexually attracted to. If you're a guy who fucks, and she's attracted to you, she will have no
compunction at all about having sex with you. This was true 35 years ago when I was going through
it in The Time Before The Internet, and it's true today.
9) Your sex drive is not bad or evil. It is normal and you should embrace it. That does not mean
you should not harness your sex drive. But it does mean that you are not bad, evil, sick, perverted or
criminal simply because you want to have sex with women. You wanting to have sex with women,
lots of sex with lots of women, is perfectly normal. Ignore anyone who tells you otherwise.
10) Avoid never-married women around age 30, unless you yourself want to marry. If a woman
like this is expressing interest in you, most likely, she is looking to marry. If a woman has made it
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to 30 without marrying, something went wrong somewhere. She was either too ugly, too fat, too
bitchy, too crazy, or too busy.
A woman like this expressing interest in you means she's marked you for potential commitment. She
will press you HARD for commitment. She will give up sex rapidly in the hopes of locking you
down. DON'T DO IT.
11) It's not enough to be funny, nice, Godly, and have a good job. If that's all you've got going for
you, you'll make a fine employee and good friend. But you will not attract women and you will not be
attractive to women. If you somehow manage to attract a woman you will be unable to maintain it. If
by some happenstance a woman consents to be with you, you'll be completely unable to manage any
relationship at all with her.
12) Marriage is a total crapshoot, no matter how attractive, smart, or Red-Pill aware you are.
The only reason, and I mean the ONLY reason, I am still married is because I'm really lucky. My
wife has some semblance of character and sense of duty to her family and children. She isn't
completely batshit. And, well, to be honest, she has just chosen not to blow it all up.... YET. If she
decides to blow it up tomorrow, next week, next year, 5 years from now, there's not a damn thing I
can do about that. So don't get married.
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I was brought up in a two parent home, breadwinner dad, housewife mom. Dad was an only child of
an overbearing mom and a kind but passive father. Looking at him objectively, he has Asperger's. He
was more or less alpha at work (he owned his own business) but a pathetic beta at home. Spent most
of his adult life anxious and depressed working a job he hated.
Mom has one sibling. She was the daughter of a phone company worker and a junior high
schoolteacher. In around 1955, her dad died of a heart attack when she was 10, her mother never
remarried. To manage, my maternal grandmother took tight fisted control over everything and
everyone in her circle of influence. Grandma quickly got hooked on Dexedrine to get up in the
morning and Valium to calm down at night. As a result, my mom developed undiagnosed borderline
personality disorder. Her younger brother became an alcoholic (but recovered in his 30s).
Mom finished college (where she met Dad) and started teaching school. She was going to go out of
state to get a master's degree but she decided to get married to Dad instead.
I am their second child, born 2 years after they married. I have an older sister and a younger sister.
Mom's borderline personality was the defining feature of my childhood and family life. All of life
was centered around walking on eggshells to make sure not to ruffle mom's feathers. Everyone did
this - Dad did, and made sure I did too. All dad could do was try to keep the peace and avoid her
periodic emotional volcanic eruptions. My sisters did as well. I tried to rebel. My older sister became
the peacemaker. My younger sister became withdrawn.
No one could predict what could set mom off. We never knew what could precipitate an emotional
explosion with mom. Sometimes, things were going terribly that day and mom was fine. Sometimes,
it was as little as not having any Kleenex around that could cause her to rampage.
I never had any grandfathers. Both were dead before I was born. So my grandmothers had lived a
good portion of their adult lives alone, as widows, without the tempering influence or calming
presence of a man. They didn't even have to compromise with another human being to get through a
day. My grandmothers had learned as adult women to live their lives on their own. They learned that
what they say goes, that they get their way how they want it, when and where they want it, and that
everyone must bend the knee, bow their wills, and do their bidding.
This is how my mother learned to live life as a woman: That you must control everything and
everyone around you, and if you do not, bad things will happen - you might go broke, lose your
house, become poor, not have enough to eat. You are the woman, and therefore you run things. You
get your way, every time. You just decide it and do it. If that doesn't work, all you have to do is yell,
scream, bitch, complain, pout, or explode, loud enough, long enough, or in the right way, and you'll
get your way.
And so, I grew up believing that this is normal. That this is just how women act. I believed that all
women acted like this, all the time. And that it is a man's job to either control or avoid a woman's
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emotional outbursts and episodes of uncontrollable rage or anger.
I am 50 years old. I was in grade school in the 1970s and in high school and college in the 1980s,
during peak second wave feminism. These were the prevailing messages I was being fed on a daily
basis. These messages were coming at me from every corner: parents, church, school, extended
family, mass media:

"Nice guys are sexy! Nerds are sexy! Be nice, be yourself, and someday someone
will love you just for who you are!"

"If a woman wants something, it is your job to get it for her, do it for her, or give it
to her."

"If you want something from a woman, you have to ask for it, nicely and kindly
and deferentially."

"Women are better than men. They're better human beings than men. Men are evil,
sex crazed perverts. Men's sex drives are evil, bad, perverted, sick, and criminal.
But women are good and pure. Women's sex drives exist because they just want to
be wives and mothers. The only reason girls have anything to do with men is
because they want those men to marry them."

"Women never ever sleep around. If they do, it is because bad men tricked them
into sex, or it is because those women are stupid, slutty, crazy, or damaged. You,
my son, must never ever do this. If you get a woman to sleep with you and you
don't offer her whatever relationship she wants, you are a bad man and you must
have lied to her to get her to sleep with you."

"Women never lie. Women especially never lie about sex."

"A woman will not have sex unless she has an emotional connection with the man
she's having sex with. For women, that emotional connection is an absolute
prerequisite for sex, and they won't have sex without it.

"Your job as a boy is to get trained to be a husband and a father. Your sole role as
a man is to be a husband to a woman who will have you, and to be a father to her
(not your, not yours together, but HER) children."

And so I was trained to pedestalize women. To supplicate to them. To give them whatever they asked
for. To engage in extreme self-abnegation with women. If they wanted it, they got it from me. I
would do ANYTHING for any woman who asked. I asked. I begged. I pleaded. I cajoled. On a date,
if I wanted to kiss a girl, I asked first.
But: Those messages were NOT coming from the real world. In the real world, The Red Pill was on
full display. From junior high school on, it was all the cute girls attracted to the hot guys: the star
quarterback, the basketball player, the burnout smoking his Camel no-filters on the back porch at the
high school before shuffling off to advanced shop class. It was sluts having sex with guys but keeping
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it mostly on the downlow except for the neck hickies they showed up to class with.
Most of the girls weren't fucking yet, but they sure made it clear who they were attracted to, and it
was not me - Mr. Nice Guy, Mr. Deferential Supplicant.
Starting in college in the fall of 1986 it was much the same except on a much larger scale. Because I
was an unknown in college, I was attracting women and I had no idea why. So called "girls next
door" to sketchy sluts to smart girls to working class girls - many were attracted to me. But I had no
idea how to handle them, so most of them very quickly lost attraction. I also had no idea how to keep
attraction going once established. Compounding the problem, I didn't understand that girls had their
own reasons for pursuing men, only some of which involved affection or interest in long term
relationships.
I knew some normal women. Women who were attracted to me and treated me well and actually
wanted to have sex with me. But I had no idea how to relate to them, because I had never seen a
woman act like this. I had never seen a woman treat me well.
I had never been taught, or paid attention, or learned, about women, normal women, or why they act
the way they do. Some women fall in love. Some of them want to use you. Some women want to
have fun with you. And some just want to get laid right then. I met every one of those kinds of
women in high school and college. But I had no idea what I was seeing, because I'd been trained
differently and carefully steered away from the truth of what I was actually seeing.
I had seen some glimpses of this back in high school - that sometimes girls just wanted sex and
attention. I saw that girls were attracted to good looking, in shape, self-absorbed boys who didn't care
about girls much, didn't take girls seriously at all, didn't treat girls very well, dated girls but didn't
care too much whether anything came of it, and had sex with girls who would have sex.
But whenever I pointed this out to anyone, i was quickly crushed with

--"You're not really seeing that. That's not what is happening. Boys don't act like
that. Girls don't act like that."

--"Boys who act like that are bad, evil, sick, perverted, and criminal. If you act like
that, you will get kicked out of school, be unemployed, live in poverty, never get
married, and no one will ever love you.

--"Girls who act like that are slutty, stupid, crazy, or damaged. You don't want a
girl like that, do you?"

--"If boys and girls are having sex, it is because the boys are bad and evil, and they
are tricking and deceiving those girls into sex. It is because the boys are lying to
those girls.

"Those girls don't really want this. They are doing this only because bad boys and
bad men trick them into it and lie to them."

--"You had better never do this to any woman. No self respecting man should
EVER be treating ANY woman like this."
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--"This is because men's sex drives are uncontrollable, bad, evil, sick, and
perverted. If men would just control themselves and just be better people, like
women are, we wouldn't have all these problems. If men would just get in touch
with their feminine sides, life would be better. Because women think that
sensitive, kind, caring, quiet, docile, and controllable men are hot, sexy, sexually
attractive, and desirable."

I still didn't pick up on it through grad school, mostly because I was in a horrid long distance
relationship for 4 years with a young woman of divorced parents, who consistently refused to have
sex with me. I was also working my ass off trying to finish school, get out, and get a job.
So it was when I got out of school I moved to my new city to start my new job. I was 25 and instantly
inundated with women in their late 20s and early 30s who really really REALLY wanted to date me. I
had no idea why it was older women who were interested in me....
So I dated, and ended up married to, a woman who is 3 years older than I am. I thought everything
went OK. She had quite a colorful history. And I found out later that history is even more colorful
than I thought. (She had lied about her N.) She is also a borderline, just like dear old Mom. She also
came from a dysfunctional family with "issues", just like mom. She also was prone to violent mood
swings and volcanic emotional eruptions.
She took control of everything, mostly because I allowed her to. I let her run the marriage. I let her
decide how our lives would look. I let her decide how our sex life would look. Let's just say that our
sex life was OK for her, but dismal for me. And I had no way to rectify it.
Why did I do this? Because I thought women were just like this. I was carefully trained that this is
just what I was supposed to do - put up with a woman treating me like shit. It was all I knew, all I had
ever really seen.
Fast forward, 2 houses, 2 kids, 8 cars, 3 jobs, and 15 years later. Our marriage had deteriorated to the
point where I was just muddling through. I had been internet surfing at work and found the fledgling
manosphere. And one day after church, I demanded to know why she was treating me so badly. She
said "sometimes I am just not physically attracted to you."
I snapped. That was the straw that broke the camel's back.
I went away for a few hours and returned to talk with Mrs. Aldabruzzo.
"If you're so unhappy with me, perhaps you'll be happier without me. I am not putting up with this
shit for one minute longer. Frankly, I think we should end this marriage. I'm not changing any more
for this marriage. I've changed and twisted and contorted myself enough. If this marriage survives,
you'll have to carry it on your back, because I don't care anymore. I will do whatever I have to do to
protect myself. I don't care what happens from here on out. We stay together? Fine. You want to end
this trainwreck of a marriage? Fine. Let's go see lawyers on Monday."
Her response was... surprising. No fighting. No complaining. Lots of waterworks "don't leave me"
"I'm sorry" "OK I'll do what you want".
And that was what started my journey as a recovering Nice Guy, a recovering low beta.
Since then it's better. It's been some roses and lots of thorns. I have better sex. I live a life I want to
live now (mostly). I don't put up with getting treated like shit. I make clear what I expect, what I
want, and what I need. And I don't walk on eggshells and I don't put up with emotional eruptions.
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In Part II: The lessons learned.
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86 points•21 comments•submitted 5 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod to
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In Part I, I told you my story. I focused on my developmental years because those are so important
for the development of boys and young men. It's my hope that boys and young men will learn from
my experiences, so as to avoid the pitfalls I fell into.
Here's what I hope you take away from it.
1) Women need the steadying hand and calming influence of men in their lives, from their
earliest memories until their old age. My maternal grandmother was a widow at 44. My paternal
grandmother was a widow at 56. They were always strong willed women, capable, intelligent, and
resourceful. But they were miserably unhappy. They had to do it all themselves.
In men, doing it yourself leads to character building. In women, doing it all yourself leads to misery,
dysfunction, lack of control, emotional dysregulation, insufferability, personality disorders, substance
abuse/addiction, and social isolation.
And women can't seem to avoid visiting all those problems on all the people around them. Women
like this create sons and daughters with personality disorders, addictions, emotional dysregulation,
and dysfunction.
It's not a stretch to think that if their husbands had survived into adulthood and old age with them, my
grandmothers might have had happier middle age years. And their husbands might have been able to
stop them from inflicting themselves on their children as they did.
2) Dysfunction, volcanic emotional outbursts, Cluster B personality disorders, and overall
bitchiness ARE NOT NORMAL. This is NOT "just how women are". AWALT is hypergamy and a
tendency to "think emotionally". AWALT is NOT "all women are mentally ill, borderline insane,
emotionally unstable, prescription pill addicts who try to run every aspect of your life." That is not
normal. That is mentally ill. And you need to recognize that for what it is.
The people in your life who are like this are sick. They are not well. And it is not normal. At the very
least you need to not listen to anything they tell you about human nature and sexual nature.
3) Pay attention to what people around you are actually doing, not what the adults in your life
say about what they are doing. Do not listen to what others say about what they're doing. Hell, don't
listen to what I say about what they're doing. Read. Think. Watch. Observe. Draw your own
conclusions. Apply the principles you learn here and at The Red Pill and at WAATGM for yourself.
4) Do not take advice from women about anything. Whatever your mother says about women? Do
the opposite. Mom has no actionable advice for you. Women have no actionable advice for you, at
all, about much of anything. That's not just women or sex. That's friends, leisure time, school, studies,
human interaction, and life.
5) Find older boys and men who are doing what you want to do or have what you want, and
emulate them. Do not emulate women. The way boys learn to be men is by watching older boys
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and men, being men. Find men who have succeeded. Learn what they learned. Watch what they do,
and do likewise. Find your own style of course. But if someone has something you have, or
accomplished something you want to accomplish, odds are he has something you could learn. So
watch and learn.
6) Learn and understand human sexual nature: your own, and that of women. By the time you
get out of high school you need to have a good understanding of this. The only way you will learn it
is by experiencing it for yourself. To experience it you need to get out there and date and ask and fail
and succeed and fuck and get shot down and get rejected and get laid.
7) Women have their own reasons for doing what they do, and they are as self interested as you
are. Women do NOT just want to be wives and mommies. When they're in high school or college or
in their 20s, or off a bad marriage, they want to have fun. Sometimes girls want to get serious.
Sometimes they just want "a boyfriend". Sometimes they're looking for husbands. But most of the
time at that young age they're looking for fun guys to have fun with, and sometimes that means using
sex to cap off a few hours of fun. Sometimes a girl just wants to get laid and she wants you to take
care of that for her.
Women don't need commitment or love before they'll fuck you. They don't need an "emotional
connection". Shit, they don't even need to know your name or much of anything about you. They just
need to feel attraction and comfort. That's it. You don't have to offer them commitment or emotional
attachment. If a woman is demanding those things from you before she'll fuck, she's not sexually
attracted to you. She's demanding a surplus of comfort in the form of your commitment and resources
to make up for her lack of sexual attraction.
The point is, girls have sex drives. And they want to fuck too. Girls and young women enjoy sex
very, very much. They want to have sex. Some of them will want to have sex with you. That is
normal. It does NOT mean you are bad or evil or sick or perverted. It does NOT (necessarily) mean
the girls are slutty, crazy, stupid, or damaged. Some are. But most are not.
Which leads to my next point, which is
8) Women are capable of far more sexual activity - and depravity - than most men are. Get
alone with a woman who really wants to fuck you, and you will see a side of her you didn't know
existed. She won't be able to control herself. She'll let you do almost anything you want to her. She'll
be capable of having so much sex she'll be sore for a day afterwards.
Don't believe women when they say they don't like sucking dick. Most women do enjoy it -- IF they
are attracted to you. Women very, very much want sex with attractive men. A woman's sex drive
when with an attractive man will easily outlast that man's sexual endurance.
Don't believe women when they say they really aren't all that into the act of intercourse. They like it
very much - IF they are attracted to you. Women do enjoy their clitoral orgasms, but sometimes they
just like being penetrated.
Women will say they aren't all that into sex, or intercourse, or head, when they're with or around men
they're not sexually attracted to. If you're a guy who fucks, and she's attracted to you, she will have no
compunction at all about having sex with you. This was true 35 years ago when I was going through
it in The Time Before The Internet, and it's true today.
9) Your sex drive is not bad or evil. It is normal and you should embrace it. That does not mean
you should not harness your sex drive. But it does mean that you are not bad, evil, sick, perverted or
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criminal simply because you want to have sex with women. You wanting to have sex with women,
lots of sex with lots of women, is perfectly normal. Ignore anyone who tells you otherwise.
10) Avoid never-married women around age 30, unless you yourself want to marry. If a woman
like this is expressing interest in you, most likely, she is looking to marry. If a woman has made it
to 30 without marrying, something went wrong somewhere. She was either too ugly, too fat, too
bitchy, too crazy, or too busy.
A woman like this expressing interest in you means she's marked you for potential commitment. She
will press you HARD for commitment. She will give up sex rapidly in the hopes of locking you
down. DON'T DO IT.
11) It's not enough to be funny, nice, Godly, and have a good job. If that's all you've got going for
you, you'll make a fine employee and good friend. But you will not attract women and you will not be
attractive to women. If you somehow manage to attract a woman you will be unable to maintain it. If
by some happenstance a woman consents to be with you, you'll be completely unable to manage any
relationship at all with her.
12) Marriage is a total crapshoot, no matter how attractive, smart, or Red-Pill aware you are.
The only reason, and I mean the ONLY reason, I am still married is because I'm really lucky. My
wife has some semblance of character and sense of duty to her family and children. She isn't
completely batshit. And, well, to be honest, she has just chosen not to blow it all up.... YET. If she
decides to blow it up tomorrow, next week, next year, 5 years from now, there's not a damn thing I
can do about that. So don't get married.
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Our good friend u/moorekom gave us a good summary of Boys on the Side by Hanna Rosin. You can
read his article here.
As always, there are a lot of takeaways you should get and internalize from a topnotch article like
Moorekom's. So I'll make one of my little listicles here for your reference.
1) Hookup culture is here to stay, at least for the time being. Hookup is part of the Western
cultural and intersexual relationship scene now. If you want relationships with women, hookup will
be part of that. Or, she will have hooked up with other men.
2) This is what women are really like. Women are not sugar and spice and everything nice. Women
are calculating, self-interested, selfish, shallow, and cold hard self-promoters. They're extraordinarily
good liars. They will conceal their pasts from you. They will use you and exploit you, and not lose a
second's sleep over it. They will take advantage of you, if you allow them to.
3) Women like it like this. The current social structure is great for most of them. Women very
much enjoy having consequence-free casual sex. All of society is set up to advantage women in every
way imaginable. And not surprisingly, women really like this, revel in it, and use it to every
conceivable advantage.
4) Women still expect men to adhere to traditional gender roles of pursuit, investment,
payment, provision, protection, and bearing all risk. Women get to do pretty much whatever they
want. But they still want, hope for, and expect, men to do the traditional things men do. The article
contains a statement from one slut that all she wants is for a guy to ask her on a cheap date to go get
yogurt or something. "Just ask me out on a date." "Just ask me to go out." "Just buy me a drink."
They expect men to chase, pursue, and compete with other men for them. They expect men to pay.
They expect men to invest in them and commit to them. They expect men to provide for them. And
they expect men to lay down their lives for them, figuratively and literally.
But what do you get in return for all that? Nothing. You're not entitled to anything. You're not
entitled to expect anything or even ask for anything.
5) Men are blamed for the problems. Women have all these benefits and advantages, but assume
no responsibility for the problems or detriments. This is because no one holds them accountable. No
one - from individual men, to husbands, to employers, to spiritual leaders, to law enforcement -
imposes standards on women, for anything, anywhere.
Never, ever forget these things.
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Don't Forget These Key Items. What Men Are, What Women Are, How It Works.
156 points•20 comments•submitted 4 months ago by AldabruzzoMod to
r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

Our good friend u/moorekom gave us a good summary of Boys on the Side by Hanna Rosin. You can
read his article here.
As always, there are a lot of takeaways you should get and internalize from a topnotch article like
Moorekom's. So I'll make one of my little listicles here for your reference.
1) Hookup culture is here to stay, at least for the time being. Hookup is part of the Western
cultural and intersexual relationship scene now. If you want relationships with women, hookup will
be part of that. Or, she will have hooked up with other men.
2) This is what women are really like. Women are not sugar and spice and everything nice. Women
are calculating, self-interested, selfish, shallow, and cold hard self-promoters. They're extraordinarily
good liars. They will conceal their pasts from you. They will use you and exploit you, and not lose a
second's sleep over it. They will take advantage of you, if you allow them to.
3) Women like it like this. The current social structure is great for most of them. Women very
much enjoy having consequence-free casual sex. All of society is set up to advantage women in every
way imaginable. And not surprisingly, women really like this, revel in it, and use it to every
conceivable advantage.
4) Women still expect men to adhere to traditional gender roles of pursuit, investment,
payment, provision, protection, and bearing all risk. Women get to do pretty much whatever they
want. But they still want, hope for, and expect, men to do the traditional things men do. The article
contains a statement from one slut that all she wants is for a guy to ask her on a cheap date to go get
yogurt or something. "Just ask me out on a date." "Just ask me to go out." "Just buy me a drink."
They expect men to chase, pursue, and compete with other men for them. They expect men to pay.
They expect men to invest in them and commit to them. They expect men to provide for them. And
they expect men to lay down their lives for them, figuratively and literally.
But what do you get in return for all that? Nothing. You're not entitled to anything. You're not
entitled to expect anything or even ask for anything.
5) Men are blamed for the problems. Women have all these benefits and advantages, but assume
no responsibility for the problems or detriments. This is because no one holds them accountable. No
one - from individual men, to husbands, to employers, to spiritual leaders, to law enforcement -
imposes standards on women, for anything, anywhere.
Never, ever forget these things.
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Author's Note: Do not comment at any sites or subreddits talked about on this subreddit. Do not
seek out, DM, PM, or otherwise engage, any individual users at said sites or subreddits. If you do,
and we find out about it, you will be permabanned and reported to reddit admins.
There is a certain subreddit that discusses female dating strategy. You need to be aware of this. This
subreddit portrays itself as a self interested dating strategy site for "high value women". In reality it's
a Machiavellian subreddit populated with hateful, delusional women trying to go all dark triad. Here's
what you need to know.
This subreddit encourages women to:
--withhold sex until a man commits and while getting a man to commit, to have sex with men they
don't want commitment from, and lie to men about it
--insist that a man pay for everything while dating him
--refuse to date men who offer to "go Dutch"
--cheat on husbands and boyfriends
--ride the cock carousel
--overtly lie about how many men they've had sex with
--marry men for provisioning ability and money, rather than for affection, common interest, or sexual
attraction
--use fraud, deceit and subterfuge to extract provisioning from men while dating them
--assert maximum power over their interactions with men by any means necessary for the express
purpose of using, exploiting, and taking advantage of the men they date/have relationships with
--demand that any man interested in them demonstrate all the interest, take all the risk and initiative,
do all the pursuing, and do all the work on the relationship
Supposedly, this is all for the purpose of showing that these women are "high value" and to extract
commitment from high value men.
The strategies usually don't work to get the men they say they want. This is straight from the
1990s book The Rules by Sherri Schneider and Ellen Fein. Most attractive high value men will not
put up with this kind of behavior from women. These are strategies tailor made to snag unattractive
men, because they tolerate this behavior.
The attractive men they say they want (players, pick up artists, high N men, high earning men) won't
commit to these kinds of women. They will have sex with other women while "dating" these women.
Then if they get sex from these alleged "high value" women, they'll move on afterwards, or perhaps
after a few weeks or months. These women get nothing other than fleeting short term relationships
with such men, because once those men get what they want, they move on, especially after the lying,
cheating, and manipulation take their toll.
The strategies ultimately destroy the relationships they do get. These strategies also snag
unsuspecting good men, including some attractive men. But in the end, the lying, cheating,
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manipulation and dysfunction always cripple and kill the relationship. These strategies lead to
resentment, dead bedrooms, and divorce rape.
Their high value is sexual only, which doesn't get them what they claim to want. Lying, cheating,
and using and exploiting men are not behaviors of high relationship value women. It's common for
high sexual market value women to act like this. It's common for sexually promiscuous women to act
like this. It's common for dysfunctional women with mental illnesses or personality disorders to act
like this. It's common for sociopathic women to act like this.
Women who follow this strategy will bounce around from relationship to relationship because the
men they're attracted to won't put up with it, and the men who will put up with it can't keep their
interest long enough. When an unattractive man she's exploiting is finally bled dry, she'll discard him
like a used tissue and move on to the next one. Don't be that man.
Women know how to behave well with men they want. They also know when they're not behaving in
manners conducive to good relationships. Women know how to be bitches and how not to be bitches.
So when a woman is being a bitch to you, most of the time she knows it and is doing so intentionally,
or knows it and just doesn't care.
A high relationship value woman is honest, faithful, loyal, attentive, a clear communicator, reliable,
giving, compassionate, practices good physical and mental self-care, does what she says she'll do, and
does what her man asks of her. It is true that all women have it in them not to be these things. But a
high relationship value woman at least tries to do these things.
They expressly rely on deceit and manipulation to achieve their objectives. Women who employ
this kind of strategy are clear: They will manipulate, use, exploit, and take advantage of you. They
will lie to you. They will manipulate you with sex. They will feign attraction to lure and fraud
unsuspecting men into marriage, then cheat on you and divorce rape you. Even before they get you
into marriage, they'll date you for months on end while they have sex with other men. They'll use you
for your money. They'll use your time and attention. And you'll get nothing in return.
Guys, reviewing this material and thought process is helpful to understand what women are doing
and what they want to do. It's being laid out there in black and white for you to see. They're telling
you clearly what their plans are for you.
To highlight how bad things are, here is what one of their moderators has to say:

The “average chump” is most men. Hilarious that men like to deceive themselves
that they’re better than that, but at the end of the day, most of you are the same.
Some suggestions at sex and a little attention, makes you stupid and women will
continue to capitalize on that. The guy we oogle in magazines is the very small
minority of men, and is the one that we cheat on our boyfriends and husbands
with when we’re bored, and because dick is so cheap.

Next:

So yes, continue to delay sex with the one you actually want a relationship
with and if you’re really horny, find some hot but unsuitable for relationship
guy to fuck on the side to bide your time. It’s the only thing that works to get
you to what you want from men, maximize benefit and stay one step ahead.
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We’ve realized that when it comes to men, unless you show them that you can
be just as toxic and just as shitty as they are, they never take you seriously
and will walk all over you. If all women were aware of men’s manipulation
tactics and not only had ways to spot and counter them, but also have tactics of
their own, this dating market would be so much better for women. And that’s our
goal.

Then:

we will continue to manipulate men as we see fit.

Indeed. As we've all seen.

Men calling us pieces of trash does nothing. It’s lost it’s sting and significance
because we’ve now realized that men will shame women for literarily anything,
esp if it does not fit their own selfish imperatives. As long as the women here are
getting what they want, maximizing their benefits, even at the expense of men,
then I’m good.

Next:

I’ll still continue to use the men I don’t want for money while fucking the ones
I want, because men are incredibly stupid, easy to manipulate and dick is
ridiculously cheap.

Going on:

I love being “equally bad”. Because that’s what men deserve. And until women
use more men and discard them like the trash they are, you idiots will never
learn.

Next:

Women have a lot more value than men and are the ones that choose who to have
sex with and be in a relationship with. Men’s only value is money and if anyone
should be submitting, its the man.

Pay close attention to that one up there. That's what they really think.

[what's being described here is the woman making the man stop during sex, just
before ejaculation, for the purpose of "training him" and sexual dominance.] You
ladies make me so proud. Love this. Done it a few times and the results were
similar to what you described. My guy whined and bitched for a while,
eventually did what I wanted him to do and then got rewarded with sex after
he was done. Worked like a charm.

Sadistic.
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No past hurt here, but knowing the fact that men are only useful for money has
actually really improved my dating life and helped me find better men.

Then look at this clear description below of how to manipulate men into relationships. This happens
all the time. Don't let it happen to you:

My advice is that if you see a potential relationship with a particular guy, wait
at least 6 weeks before having sex with him.

Use those 6 weeks to suss out his intentions towards you and build a good
relational foundation before jumping into sex. It’s also a good way to weed out the
guys that are just looking for sex. Feel free to talk about sex with him during those
6 weeks, flirt and [ed. lie] show that you’re sexually attracted to him [ed. feign
attraction for the purpose of reining him in] and look forward to having sex with
him when the “time is right”.

If you have a high libido and feel sexually frustrated, you can either invest in a
good vibrator, or find some other guy that you’re attracted to but you know
won’t be good relationship material, just to tide you over in the meantime.
Ideally someone you’ve known before and can trust to be discrete, clean and is
STI free.

Another bit of "strategy" dooming a couple to beta bux, dead bedroom, and divorce rape:

If he actually offered exclusivity, and you guys were confirmed bf/gf, but you
were still dating other men on the side, then you have two options:

1.) Lie about seeing other men and paint it as a misunderstanding on his part

2.) Leave him or allow him to leave.

If you enjoy sleeping with the FWB and you know you won’t be able to hold off
on sleeping with the “potential relationship” guy, if you weren’t at least getting
your sexual needs met somewhere else, then keep both for now.

Because sleeping with the relationship guy too soon can ruin your chances with
him. He does not need to know about the FWB guy. There is no benefit to being
“upfront” with the truth about seeing other guys. If you’re having difficulty
lying, then you need to ask yourself what’s more important to you. The guy
you’re trying to get into a relationship with, or him potentially leaving because
he’s insecure due to your honesty.

Guys, it's all right there. Read it and be edified, and know that what we have told you is the truth.
4) What they get right: Most men can be easily manipulated with sex. So, don't let a woman
manipulate you with sex. You guide and steer the relationship. She can get out of the car anytime she
wants, but you drive. You ALWAYS drive. And, women want men to love them. Men really don't
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want love from women. Men want their women to respect them. Men want their women to do what
they ask them to do and to help do what needs done. Men want their women to go with them where
they want to go. Men want their women to help them both get there.
This has been a public service announcement. Be well, my friends.
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Women Helping Women Become More Predatory and Vicious isn't A Good Dating Strategy for Men
or Women.
339 points•126 comments•submitted 4 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod to
r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

Author's Note: Do not comment at any sites or subreddits talked about on this subreddit. Do not
seek out, DM, PM, or otherwise engage, any individual users at said sites or subreddits. If you do,
and we find out about it, you will be permabanned and reported to reddit admins.
There is a certain subreddit that discusses female dating strategy. You need to be aware of this. This
subreddit portrays itself as a self interested dating strategy site for "high value women". In reality it's
a Machiavellian subreddit populated with hateful, delusional women trying to go all dark triad. Here's
what you need to know.
This subreddit encourages women to:
--withhold sex until a man commits and while getting a man to commit, to have sex with men they
don't want commitment from, and lie to men about it
--insist that a man pay for everything while dating him
--refuse to date men who offer to "go Dutch"
--cheat on husbands and boyfriends
--ride the cock carousel
--overtly lie about how many men they've had sex with
--marry men for provisioning ability and money, rather than for affection, common interest, or sexual
attraction
--use fraud, deceit and subterfuge to extract provisioning from men while dating them
--assert maximum power over their interactions with men by any means necessary for the express
purpose of using, exploiting, and taking advantage of the men they date/have relationships with
--demand that any man interested in them demonstrate all the interest, take all the risk and initiative,
do all the pursuing, and do all the work on the relationship
Supposedly, this is all for the purpose of showing that these women are "high value" and to extract
commitment from high value men.
The strategies usually don't work to get the men they say they want. This is straight from the
1990s book The Rules by Sherri Schneider and Ellen Fein. Most attractive high value men will not
put up with this kind of behavior from women. These are strategies tailor made to snag unattractive
men, because they tolerate this behavior.
The attractive men they say they want (players, pick up artists, high N men, high earning men) won't
commit to these kinds of women. They will have sex with other women while "dating" these women.
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Then if they get sex from these alleged "high value" women, they'll move on afterwards, or perhaps
after a few weeks or months. These women get nothing other than fleeting short term relationships
with such men, because once those men get what they want, they move on, especially after the lying,
cheating, and manipulation take their toll.
The strategies ultimately destroy the relationships they do get. These strategies also snag
unsuspecting good men, including some attractive men. But in the end, the lying, cheating,
manipulation and dysfunction always cripple and kill the relationship. These strategies lead to
resentment, dead bedrooms, and divorce rape.
Their high value is sexual only, which doesn't get them what they claim to want. Lying, cheating,
and using and exploiting men are not behaviors of high relationship value women. It's common for
high sexual market value women to act like this. It's common for sexually promiscuous women to act
like this. It's common for dysfunctional women with mental illnesses or personality disorders to act
like this. It's common for sociopathic women to act like this.
Women who follow this strategy will bounce around from relationship to relationship because the
men they're attracted to won't put up with it, and the men who will put up with it can't keep their
interest long enough. When an unattractive man she's exploiting is finally bled dry, she'll discard him
like a used tissue and move on to the next one. Don't be that man.
Women know how to behave well with men they want. They also know when they're not behaving in
manners conducive to good relationships. Women know how to be bitches and how not to be bitches.
So when a woman is being a bitch to you, most of the time she knows it and is doing so intentionally,
or knows it and just doesn't care.
A high relationship value woman is honest, faithful, loyal, attentive, a clear communicator, reliable,
giving, compassionate, practices good physical and mental self-care, does what she says she'll do, and
does what her man asks of her. It is true that all women have it in them not to be these things. But a
high relationship value woman at least tries to do these things.
They expressly rely on deceit and manipulation to achieve their objectives. Women who employ
this kind of strategy are clear: They will manipulate, use, exploit, and take advantage of you. They
will lie to you. They will manipulate you with sex. They will feign attraction to lure and fraud
unsuspecting men into marriage, then cheat on you and divorce rape you. Even before they get you
into marriage, they'll date you for months on end while they have sex with other men. They'll use you
for your money. They'll use your time and attention. And you'll get nothing in return.
Guys, reviewing this material and thought process is helpful to understand what women are doing
and what they want to do. It's being laid out there in black and white for you to see. They're telling
you clearly what their plans are for you.
To highlight how bad things are, here is what one of their moderators has to say:

The “average chump” is most men. Hilarious that men like to deceive themselves
that they’re better than that, but at the end of the day, most of you are the same.
Some suggestions at sex and a little attention, makes you stupid and women will
continue to capitalize on that. The guy we oogle in magazines is the very small
minority of men, and is the one that we cheat on our boyfriends and husbands
with when we’re bored, and because dick is so cheap.
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Next:

So yes, continue to delay sex with the one you actually want a relationship
with and if you’re really horny, find some hot but unsuitable for relationship
guy to fuck on the side to bide your time. It’s the only thing that works to get
you to what you want from men, maximize benefit and stay one step ahead.

We’ve realized that when it comes to men, unless you show them that you can
be just as toxic and just as shitty as they are, they never take you seriously
and will walk all over you. If all women were aware of men’s manipulation
tactics and not only had ways to spot and counter them, but also have tactics of
their own, this dating market would be so much better for women. And that’s our
goal.

Then:

we will continue to manipulate men as we see fit.

Indeed. As we've all seen.

Men calling us pieces of trash does nothing. It’s lost it’s sting and significance
because we’ve now realized that men will shame women for literarily anything,
esp if it does not fit their own selfish imperatives. As long as the women here are
getting what they want, maximizing their benefits, even at the expense of men,
then I’m good.

Next:

I’ll still continue to use the men I don’t want for money while fucking the ones
I want, because men are incredibly stupid, easy to manipulate and dick is
ridiculously cheap.

Going on:

I love being “equally bad”. Because that’s what men deserve. And until women
use more men and discard them like the trash they are, you idiots will never
learn.

Next:

Women have a lot more value than men and are the ones that choose who to have
sex with and be in a relationship with. Men’s only value is money and if anyone
should be submitting, its the man.

Pay close attention to that one up there. That's what they really think.

[what's being described here is the woman making the man stop during sex, just
before ejaculation, for the purpose of "training him" and sexual dominance.] You
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ladies make me so proud. Love this. Done it a few times and the results were
similar to what you described. My guy whined and bitched for a while,
eventually did what I wanted him to do and then got rewarded with sex after
he was done. Worked like a charm.

Sadistic.

No past hurt here, but knowing the fact that men are only useful for money has
actually really improved my dating life and helped me find better men.

Then look at this clear description below of how to manipulate men into relationships. This happens
all the time. Don't let it happen to you:

My advice is that if you see a potential relationship with a particular guy, wait
at least 6 weeks before having sex with him.

Use those 6 weeks to suss out his intentions towards you and build a good
relational foundation before jumping into sex. It’s also a good way to weed out the
guys that are just looking for sex. Feel free to talk about sex with him during those
6 weeks, flirt and [ed. lie] show that you’re sexually attracted to him [ed. feign
attraction for the purpose of reining him in] and look forward to having sex with
him when the “time is right”.

If you have a high libido and feel sexually frustrated, you can either invest in a
good vibrator, or find some other guy that you’re attracted to but you know
won’t be good relationship material, just to tide you over in the meantime.
Ideally someone you’ve known before and can trust to be discrete, clean and is
STI free.

Another bit of "strategy" dooming a couple to beta bux, dead bedroom, and divorce rape:

If he actually offered exclusivity, and you guys were confirmed bf/gf, but you
were still dating other men on the side, then you have two options:

1.) Lie about seeing other men and paint it as a misunderstanding on his part

2.) Leave him or allow him to leave.

If you enjoy sleeping with the FWB and you know you won’t be able to hold off
on sleeping with the “potential relationship” guy, if you weren’t at least getting
your sexual needs met somewhere else, then keep both for now.

Because sleeping with the relationship guy too soon can ruin your chances with
him. He does not need to know about the FWB guy. There is no benefit to being
“upfront” with the truth about seeing other guys. If you’re having difficulty
lying, then you need to ask yourself what’s more important to you. The guy
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you’re trying to get into a relationship with, or him potentially leaving because
he’s insecure due to your honesty.

Guys, it's all right there. Read it and be edified, and know that what we have told you is the truth.
4) What they get right: Most men can be easily manipulated with sex. So, don't let a woman
manipulate you with sex. You guide and steer the relationship. She can get out of the car anytime she
wants, but you drive. You ALWAYS drive. And, women want men to love them. Men really don't
want love from women. Men want their women to respect them. Men want their women to do what
they ask them to do and to help do what needs done. Men want their women to go with them where
they want to go. Men want their women to help them both get there.
This has been a public service announcement. Be well, my friends.
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The Facts About Female Fertility.
170 upvotes | November 2, 2019 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

From a comment.
I think it's time we dispel fertility myths about women. And also myths about what men, or the
manosphere, claim about women's fertility.
No one in the manosphere or anywhere else claims that women suddenly become infertile when they
turn 30. No one says that. No one. If they do say that, they're wrong. Any woman who claims that the
manosphere is saying that is raising a massive strawman, and everyone knows it.

Here's the facts. FACTS:
"Fertility", or "fecundity" - how easy it is to conceive, to get pregnant.
And it isn't just conception. It's conceiving a healthy child free from birth defects. It's also the ability
of the woman to carry the child to term. It's also the ability of the woman to give birth to a live child.
In general, the younger a woman is, the more fertile she is. Conversely, the older she is, it gets
more difficult for her to get pregnant and carry to term and avoid congenital birth defects, especially
Down syndrome and autism.
The healthier a woman is, the easier it will be for her to get pregnant. Conversely, the more
health issues she has (i.e. chronic pain, degenerative arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, organ problems,
diabetes, genetic anomalies, uses drugs, uses tobacco, is on any long term medications, etc. ) the
harder it will be for her to get pregnant and carry to term and avoid major birth defects.
The less obese a woman is, the easier it is for her to get pregnant. Conversely, the more unhealthy
weight a woman is carrying, the harder it is for her to get pregnant and carry to term and avoid
congenital birth defects.
If she doesn't have a history of STDs (especially chlamydia or gonorrhea), it's easier for her to
get pregnant. Conversely, if your girl picked up an STD somewhere along the way, she probably had
a touch of pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) and maybe scarred up Fallopian tubes, which will make
it harder for her to get pregnant - even if she got treated for it.
That's because most times, a woman doesn't know she has an STD until she starts showing clinical
symptoms, like vaginal discharge, pelvic pain, pain on urination, pain with sex, etc. By then, the bug
has had a chance to fulminate for at least a week and fuck everything up in there. (The incubation
time for chlamydia is 1 to 3 weeks, and that's if symptoms appear. It can take up to a month or more
for symptoms to appear. The incubation time for gonorrhea is 2 to 5 days but can be up to 30 days. In
both cases, it's plenty of time to wreak havoc on a woman's delicate reproductive tract.) So by the
time symptoms appear, the damage to her internal reproductive tract is already done. Sure, she can
get cured and go on to have sex, even get pregnant and have kids. But it will probably be more
difficult to get pregnant.
A woman who has genital herpes can still get pregnant. But she will probably have to deliver by
C-section to avoid infecting the child during passage through the birth canal. Newborns born
naturally to herpes infected mothers have been known to contract the virus. The virus can infect the
child's eyes and can cause blindness. Or worse, neonatal herpes infection can result in mental
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retardation or death in the fetus.
A woman with genital herpes will have it for the rest of her life. Herpes is caused by the HSV-1
and HSV-2 viruses. It is incurable, but very, very treatable and can be medically managed almost to
the point of becoming asymptomatic. The medications used to manage it are acyclovir, famciclovir,
or Valtrex, the latter of which is very expensive. Whichever medication she takes, she will probably
need to take it for the rest of her life.
A woman with herpes can marry, have a normal sex life, and have children. However, there is always
a risk that she will give the virus to any sex partner she has. There is always a risk of giving the virus
to other partners even during periods of time when she has no outbreaks.
A woman with "cold sores" has oral herpes. That's usually HSV-1. Never ever ever let a woman
with a cold sore suck your cock. Ever. You can get genital herpes from a BJ from a woman with an
active cold sore. Don't kiss her either - you'll pick up "cold sores" too.
Women's fertility peaks in the early- to mid-20s. (EDIT: Some in the comments are saying fertility
peak is late teens to early 20s. That might be true. The point stands: The younger she is, the more
fertile she is.)
Women's fertility starts declining in the early 30s.
Any pregnancy in a woman at or after age 35 is a "high risk" pregnancy. (EDIT: This is an
obstetrical, medical classification, not a manosphere invention. "High risk pregnancy due to maternal
age" is something physicians and obstetrical experts determined and concluded in evidence based
medical practice. It is a medical and scientific term. It is NOT something a bunch of men on the
internet devised.)
The risks of autism and Down syndrome rise exponentially after a woman reaches age 35 -
especially if she has never borne a child before.
The risks of miscarriage and ectopic pregnancy rise exponentially if she's ever had chlamydia
or gonorrhea. Left untreated, these STD can cause PID in women which will scar up her fallopian
tubes, increasing the risks of infertility, ectopic pregnancy, and miscarriage.
The older a woman is, the risks of miscarriage rise exponentially.
Artificial insemination and in vitro fertilization procedures will cost at least $30,000 PER
PROCEDURE. For women under 35, the failure rate is 60% (but you still have to pay even when it
doesn't work). For women over 42, the failure rate is 96%. That's a success rate of only 4%.
For a woman age 40 and up who has never carried a child to term, trying to get pregnant is a
fool's errand. She has almost NO CHANCE AT ALL even of conceiving, much less carrying even a
defective child to live birth. By the time a woman reaches age 43, her chances of getting pregnant are
1 to 2 percent. This includes women who have had previous successful pregnancies.
Many women use hormonal birth control (HBC). After discontinuation of hormonal IUDs, fertility is
eventually restored after a few months. With discontinuation of oral contraceptives, "The Pill", the
effects reverse but it will take up to a year to reach full fertility.
KEEP IN MIND: HBC affects and alters women's internal body chemistry and skews her
attraction vectors. HBC can change who she is sexually attracted to and who she finds
attractive. It's proven that women's attraction cues change depending on when and whether they're
ovulating. HBC works by preventing ovulation, which is important for determining attraction cues.
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EDIT: Thank you, u/honestyovercivility:
The way in which HBC impacts attraction cues is very important and to elaborate:
---Women on HBC are more likely to select low testosterone, less masculine men who are more
agreeable and less dominant
---Women not on HBC are more likely to select high testosterone, more masculine men who are
less agreeable and more dominant (ed: this tendency is most pronounced during ovulation)
As one can imagine, the shift in attraction from one to another can really create problems in the
marriage (End edit)
So, it stands to reason: If a woman dates/marries you while on the Pill, then goes off the Pill, she can
lose attraction to you simply because of the hormones' effect: She was attracted to you while on the
pill, but now while off the Pill and trying to conceive, she is not. That's because she's returned to her
natural cycles. She wasn't ovulating while dating you and when she married you. Now she is
ovulating, and her attraction cues and vectors are now "normal". You're now seeing who she really is,
without hormone enhancement. But you dated and married the abnormal, hormonally affected
version of her. This is just one reason why so many women lose attraction for men they married -
they went off HBC and then discovered the hormones had fucked up their attraction vectors,
influencing them to marry lower T, "father types" they aren't all that sexually attracted to, men
they otherwise wouldn't have married without the hormonal overlay.
The earlier a woman started having live births, the easier it will be for her to continue getting
pregnant and having live births. Stated another way, the earlier she started having kids, the easier
it will be for her to get pregnant again and have more children as she ages.
For example: If a woman had her first healthy live birth at 25, she'll probably be able to bear and have
healthy children until her early 40s. That's probably 6 kids, if she wants them. A woman who had her
first at 27 can probably have at least another 3 children until she's at least 40, if she wants to.
Hell: Even a woman who had her first at 30 can probably have at least another 2 kids until her late
30s. Assuming good prior health, few to no STDs, and didn't spend a decade on HBC.
But, conversely, if she had an abortion at 21, chlamydia at 24, was on the pill for 8 years after that,
did some heavy drinking and partying, gained/lost some weight, and then started trying to get
pregnant at 33, well, she's going to have problems.
If she had been on the pill for 12 years, gets married at 35, and then starts trying to get pregnant
immediately at 35 with no prior pregnancy history and having spent the prior 20 years sexually active
while using all manner of artificial birth control? Yeah, that's gonna be a toughie.
If she's 25 years old but weighs 300 pounds and has polycystic ovarian syndrome and insulin
dependent diabetes, yeah, getting her knocked up will be tough. And even if she can get pregnant, she
will have a hard pregnancy and increased risks of birth defects and miscarriage.
If she's 33 and otherwise in good health, but has been on the pill for 15 or more years and had to get
treated for chlamydia and gonorrhea during her party girl days? Her carrying one healthy non-Down's
child to term and live birth is a fucking miracle.

These are facts. Medically and clinically observable and proven facts.
I do not care how women feel about these facts. I do not care that these are "hatefacts" and
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"thoughtcrime" to women. Hell, I don't care even how YOU feel about these facts. They are facts and
you ignore them at your peril.
This right here is why you as men have a right to know about your woman's sexual history. Because
it affects YOU and your ability to have the children and families you want (if you want them).
Because she very well might not be able to get pregnant at all.
Because if she can get pregnant, the pregnancy might threaten her health.
Because even if she can get pregnant, she might not be able to give birth to healthy children.
Because YOU will be the one paying for the miscarriage treatments and the fertility treatments and
the psychotherapy.
Because as much as she will suffer, YOU will suffer right along with her.
Any woman who demands that you sire her children, has an obligation to tell you her past medical
and sexual history, BECAUSE OF THESE FACTS. And you have a right to know that medical and
sexual history.
It's your money. It's your time. It's your commitment. It's your marriage. It's your family. YOU will
be the one she looks to to pay the bills. Society will demand that YOU pay the bills, take the
responsibility, and father those kids and pay for it all.
Since it's your money, your life, your time, and your potential family, YOU have an absolute RIGHT
to know these things.
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The Facts About Female Fertility.
167 points•47 comments•submitted 4 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod to

r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

From a comment.
I think it's time we dispel fertility myths about women. And also myths about what men, or the
manosphere, claim about women's fertility.
No one in the manosphere or anywhere else claims that women suddenly become infertile when they
turn 30. No one says that. No one. If they do say that, they're wrong. Any woman who claims that the
manosphere is saying that is raising a massive strawman, and everyone knows it.

Here's the facts. FACTS:
"Fertility", or "fecundity" - how easy it is to conceive, to get pregnant.
And it isn't just conception. It's conceiving a healthy child free from birth defects. It's also the ability
of the woman to carry the child to term. It's also the ability of the woman to give birth to a live child.
In general, the younger a woman is, the more fertile she is. Conversely, the older she is, it gets
more difficult for her to get pregnant and carry to term and avoid congenital birth defects, especially
Down syndrome and autism.
The healthier a woman is, the easier it will be for her to get pregnant. Conversely, the more
health issues she has (i.e. chronic pain, degenerative arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, organ problems,
diabetes, genetic anomalies, uses drugs, uses tobacco, is on any long term medications, etc. ) the
harder it will be for her to get pregnant and carry to term and avoid major birth defects.
The less obese a woman is, the easier it is for her to get pregnant. Conversely, the more unhealthy
weight a woman is carrying, the harder it is for her to get pregnant and carry to term and avoid
congenital birth defects.
If she doesn't have a history of STDs (especially chlamydia or gonorrhea), it's easier for her to
get pregnant. Conversely, if your girl picked up an STD somewhere along the way, she probably had
a touch of pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) and maybe scarred up Fallopian tubes, which will make
it harder for her to get pregnant - even if she got treated for it.
That's because most times, a woman doesn't know she has an STD until she starts showing clinical
symptoms, like vaginal discharge, pelvic pain, pain on urination, pain with sex, etc. By then, the bug
has had a chance to fulminate for at least a week and fuck everything up in there. (The incubation
time for chlamydia is 1 to 3 weeks, and that's if symptoms appear. It can take up to a month or more
for symptoms to appear. The incubation time for gonorrhea is 2 to 5 days but can be up to 30 days. In
both cases, it's plenty of time to wreak havoc on a woman's delicate reproductive tract.) So by the
time symptoms appear, the damage to her internal reproductive tract is already done. Sure, she can
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get cured and go on to have sex, even get pregnant and have kids. But it will probably be more
difficult to get pregnant.
A woman who has genital herpes can still get pregnant. But she will probably have to deliver by
C-section to avoid infecting the child during passage through the birth canal. Newborns born
naturally to herpes infected mothers have been known to contract the virus. The virus can infect the
child's eyes and can cause blindness. Or worse, neonatal herpes infection can result in mental
retardation or death in the fetus.
A woman with genital herpes will have it for the rest of her life. Herpes is caused by the HSV-1
and HSV-2 viruses. It is incurable, but very, very treatable and can be medically managed almost to
the point of becoming asymptomatic. The medications used to manage it are acyclovir, famciclovir,
or Valtrex, the latter of which is very expensive. Whichever medication she takes, she will probably
need to take it for the rest of her life.
A woman with herpes can marry, have a normal sex life, and have children. However, there is always
a risk that she will give the virus to any sex partner she has. There is always a risk of giving the virus
to other partners even during periods of time when she has no outbreaks.
A woman with "cold sores" has oral herpes. That's usually HSV-1. Never ever ever let a woman
with a cold sore suck your cock. Ever. You can get genital herpes from a BJ from a woman with an
active cold sore. Don't kiss her either - you'll pick up "cold sores" too.
Women's fertility peaks in the early- to mid-20s. (EDIT: Some in the comments are saying fertility
peak is late teens to early 20s. That might be true. The point stands: The younger she is, the more
fertile she is.)
Women's fertility starts declining in the early 30s.
Any pregnancy in a woman at or after age 35 is a "high risk" pregnancy. (EDIT: This is an
obstetrical, medical classification, not a manosphere invention. "High risk pregnancy due to maternal
age" is something physicians and obstetrical experts determined and concluded in evidence based
medical practice. It is a medical and scientific term. It is NOT something a bunch of men on the
internet devised.)
The risks of autism and Down syndrome rise exponentially after a woman reaches age 35 -
especially if she has never borne a child before.
The risks of miscarriage and ectopic pregnancy rise exponentially if she's ever had chlamydia
or gonorrhea. Left untreated, these STD can cause PID in women which will scar up her fallopian
tubes, increasing the risks of infertility, ectopic pregnancy, and miscarriage.
The older a woman is, the risks of miscarriage rise exponentially.
Artificial insemination and in vitro fertilization procedures will cost at least $30,000 PER
PROCEDURE. For women under 35, the failure rate is 60% (but you still have to pay even when it
doesn't work). For women over 42, the failure rate is 96%. That's a success rate of only 4%.
For a woman age 40 and up who has never carried a child to term, trying to get pregnant is a
fool's errand. She has almost NO CHANCE AT ALL even of conceiving, much less carrying even a
defective child to live birth. By the time a woman reaches age 43, her chances of getting pregnant are
1 to 2 percent. This includes women who have had previous successful pregnancies.
Many women use hormonal birth control (HBC). After discontinuation of hormonal IUDs, fertility is
eventually restored after a few months. With discontinuation of oral contraceptives, "The Pill", the
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effects reverse but it will take up to a year to reach full fertility.
KEEP IN MIND: HBC affects and alters women's internal body chemistry and skews her
attraction vectors. HBC can change who she is sexually attracted to and who she finds
attractive. It's proven that women's attraction cues change depending on when and whether they're
ovulating. HBC works by preventing ovulation, which is important for determining attraction cues.
EDIT: Thank you, u/honestyovercivility:
The way in which HBC impacts attraction cues is very important and to elaborate:
---Women on HBC are more likely to select low testosterone, less masculine men who are more
agreeable and less dominant
---Women not on HBC are more likely to select high testosterone, more masculine men who are
less agreeable and more dominant (ed: this tendency is most pronounced during ovulation)
As one can imagine, the shift in attraction from one to another can really create problems in the
marriage (End edit)
So, it stands to reason: If a woman dates/marries you while on the Pill, then goes off the Pill, she can
lose attraction to you simply because of the hormones' effect: She was attracted to you while on the
pill, but now while off the Pill and trying to conceive, she is not. That's because she's returned to her
natural cycles. She wasn't ovulating while dating you and when she married you. Now she is
ovulating, and her attraction cues and vectors are now "normal". You're now seeing who she really is,
without hormone enhancement. But you dated and married the abnormal, hormonally affected
version of her. This is just one reason why so many women lose attraction for men they married -
they went off HBC and then discovered the hormones had fucked up their attraction vectors,
influencing them to marry lower T, "father types" they aren't all that sexually attracted to, men
they otherwise wouldn't have married without the hormonal overlay.
The earlier a woman started having live births, the easier it will be for her to continue getting
pregnant and having live births. Stated another way, the earlier she started having kids, the easier
it will be for her to get pregnant again and have more children as she ages.
For example: If a woman had her first healthy live birth at 25, she'll probably be able to bear and have
healthy children until her early 40s. That's probably 6 kids, if she wants them. A woman who had her
first at 27 can probably have at least another 3 children until she's at least 40, if she wants to.
Hell: Even a woman who had her first at 30 can probably have at least another 2 kids until her late
30s. Assuming good prior health, few to no STDs, and didn't spend a decade on HBC.
But, conversely, if she had an abortion at 21, chlamydia at 24, was on the pill for 8 years after that,
did some heavy drinking and partying, gained/lost some weight, and then started trying to get
pregnant at 33, well, she's going to have problems.
If she had been on the pill for 12 years, gets married at 35, and then starts trying to get pregnant
immediately at 35 with no prior pregnancy history and having spent the prior 20 years sexually active
while using all manner of artificial birth control? Yeah, that's gonna be a toughie.
If she's 25 years old but weighs 300 pounds and has polycystic ovarian syndrome and insulin
dependent diabetes, yeah, getting her knocked up will be tough. And even if she can get pregnant, she
will have a hard pregnancy and increased risks of birth defects and miscarriage.
If she's 33 and otherwise in good health, but has been on the pill for 15 or more years and had to get
treated for chlamydia and gonorrhea during her party girl days? Her carrying one healthy non-Down's
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child to term and live birth is a fucking miracle.

These are facts. Medically and clinically observable and proven facts.
I do not care how women feel about these facts. I do not care that these are "hatefacts" and
"thoughtcrime" to women. Hell, I don't care even how YOU feel about these facts. They are facts and
you ignore them at your peril.
This right here is why you as men have a right to know about your woman's sexual history. Because
it affects YOU and your ability to have the children and families you want (if you want them).
Because she very well might not be able to get pregnant at all.
Because if she can get pregnant, the pregnancy might threaten her health.
Because even if she can get pregnant, she might not be able to give birth to healthy children.
Because YOU will be the one paying for the miscarriage treatments and the fertility treatments and
the psychotherapy.
Because as much as she will suffer, YOU will suffer right along with her.
Any woman who demands that you sire her children, has an obligation to tell you her past medical
and sexual history, BECAUSE OF THESE FACTS. And you have a right to know that medical and
sexual history.
It's your money. It's your time. It's your commitment. It's your marriage. It's your family. YOU will
be the one she looks to to pay the bills. Society will demand that YOU pay the bills, take the
responsibility, and father those kids and pay for it all.
Since it's your money, your life, your time, and your potential family, YOU have an absolute RIGHT
to know these things.
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Dangerous Women: Physically Attractive Women in their 30s.
114 upvotes | November 5, 2019 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

At the main sub are a couple of posts, here and here, about physically attractive women in their 30s,
attractive for their age, and who are, of course, looking for commitment.
I got some heat for saying these are attractive women. Many disagreed with me, saying they were fat,
used up, all make up, take off the makeup and they're ugly, etc. I respectfully disagree with them.
These women are objectively physically attractive for their ages. They will have no problem at all
getting men for sex. These are women who can still get all the sex they want, and from attractive
men. And any of you guys who are denying this are just not paying attention to reality. Because that
IS reality.
The dangerous part is that they will be able to extract commitment from less attractive men. Non-
Chads and Non-Tyrones. Decent men, good men (who are not, by the way, "good men" in women's
opinions), will commit to these women. Oh yes they will.
The danger is that it is precisely because these women are physically attractive for their ages that
they can extract commitment from good decent beta men with good jobs. These women are by far and
away the most attractive women these men have ever gotten into bed with. These women know and
understand this very well. They use and exploit their physical attractiveness, and these men's scarcity
mentalities, to extract commitment.
They play a long game of delaying sex for a few weeks or months, then after that, deploying the best
sex these men have ever had for the express purpose of roping these men in. Then, after the trap has
been laid, they spring The Talk on the men and demand commitment. We all know what The Talk is:

"Where are we going with this?? We've been Serious for [insert duration of
relationship here] and I just don't know what I am to you. All my friends are
getting married or are married. My family's starting to ask me when I'm getting
married and what my plans are. I wanna get married. When are we gonna get
married?"

Translate The Talk:

"You're just using me. Well, you're not like the alpha guys I love fucking. You're a
beta, and betas don't get commitment-free sex. I'm sick of giving you sex for free.
I'm not even all that into you. The only reason I'm fucking you is because I am
trying to get you to commit to me and you're not doing what I want.

"It is now time for you to start paying up, beta bitchboi. I need respectability. I
need status with the other women I know - my friends, my family, the women I
work with, the women I go to church with. I need to show other women that I can
get a man to make the ultimate commitment to me. You will commit to me now and
put a ring on it now. If you don't, I will break up with you and you can say bye bye
to this body and this great sex."

He complies. He wifes her up, she cuts him off sexually within weeks of the wedding. Things
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deteriorate over a course of years. She stews in her lack of sexual attraction and plans her exit.
Meanwhile, Mr. Decent Beta runs himself ragged on the Personality Disorder Marriage Treadmill Rat
Race "taking care of her" and "being supportive" and "giving her whatever she wants" because "she is
wife" and "she must be taken care of".
Eventually, she leaves him and divorces him because, despite all his efforts, she just isn't "happy" and
she is leaving so she can find "happiness". He's left with child support for kids that might or might
not be his, alimony, and a shitty apartment, while she bangs Chads and Tyrones in the bed and house
he bought for her.
Again. This is important and I cannot stress it enough, and everyone here needs to pay attention to
this.
She is not dating Mr. Decent Beta because she is sexually attracted to him. She is dating Mr.
Decent Beta because she has targeted him for commitment. She has identified him as a man she
can control. She has identified him as a man from whom she can extract commitment and
resources. She firmly believes she can use him for her own agenda and purposes.
She has just enough sexual attraction to him to avoid puking while he fucks her. It's enough to date.
It's not enough for a commitment. It's not enough to make it even 2 years.
That's her agenda. Those are her purposes. And that's how this always goes down. Always.
So here's what Mr. Decent Beta should do.
You fuck these women. You date them. Have a little fun with them. And then when they initiate The
Talk where they start pressuring you for commitment, you either bounce, or you just tell them you're
not interested in commitment. Then when she threatens to break up with you, let her do it. Or when
she does break up with you, it's OK.
And it is OK because you've self improved. You have a good job and are kicking ass and taking
names at it. You look good and feel good, look your best and are in good health. You dress well and
have a decent hairstyle.
It's OK because you learned how this works, that there are thousands of women just like her, and that
you can go get another one. Or two. Or, you can do without, which you likely will for a bit. It's OK
that this one woman doesn't get what she wants from you, and that she is withdrawing sexual access
because of it.
You don't commit to these women. Ever.
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On Hard Power and Soft Power.
65 upvotes | November 25, 2019 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

I've on occasion written about hard power and soft power. This post on masculine women by
u/Deeplydisturbed1 reminded me of this.
Hard power: Brute strength. Using and deploying force, or at least the willingness to deploy force.
Generating and marshaling resources. The use, distribution, and allocation of resources. Determining
and deciding what needs done, when it needs done, who will do it, and how it will get done. Setting
up, operating within, and enforcing, hierarchical power structures.
Soft power: Gossip. Manipulation. Deceit. Subversion. Subterfuge. Behind the scenes discussions
and machinations. Wit and wiles, especially when deployed upon men.
Men are more suited to hard power. Women are more suited to soft power.
Hard power reaches unequal and unfair results. Hard power is concerned with getting things done.
Hard power identifies winners and losers. Winners get the spoils. Losers get the scraps. Or if they're
lucky, they work for winners and get some of the winners' spoils.
Hard power demands that you work, live, and operate in a merit-based hierarchy. Some men are
worse than you are, but some are better. It will always be this way. If you prove yourself, you move
up. If you can't prove yourself or you fuck up, you move down.
To get what they want, men are prone to deploy hard power. Giving orders. Organizing ideas and
tasks, and delegating responsibility for those tasks to others. Granting and withholding resources.
Granting and withholding respect. Promoting those who carry out their tasks well and get results;
demoting or removing those who do not. Granting rewards for good compliant behavior; and
imposing consequences for bad, rebellious behavior. Threats of physical force. Deploying physical
force.
The 3 R's of hard power are responsibility, results, and respect. Hard power demands that you take
responsibility and you get shit done. It demands honesty and loyalty. It demands your accountability
to those above you, and that you hold those below you accountable. It rewards hard work and merit;
it punishes laziness and error. Or, at least, it trusts those who get it done and does not trust those who
don't. Those at the top are respected; those at the bottom can get respect if they work hard and merit
that respect. If you fuck up enough times, you can get kicked out of the tribe. Or you can leave the
tribe if you want.

Soft power depends on consensus, keeping everyone in the fold, and courses of action that everyone
feels good about. Soft power is concerned about fairness and equality, and seeing to it that everyone
gets something. Everyone gets a participation trophy. Equality of result - everyone gets something,
everyone gets more or less the same things. Or, at least, the appearance of getting the same things.
Soft power is based on who is in the "in" group, and who is in the "out" group. The soft power
hierarchy, and where each individual woman resides within that hierarchy, depends on each
individual woman's marital status, maternal status, and race. In general:
--married women and widows> divorced women> never married women> never married mothers.
("Married" = legal marriage such that if the relationship ends the woman has legal rights and
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protections that will kick in to fuck over the man who married her. Permagirlfriend status, baby
mama status, cohabitation, or financial support? Not enough. Women demand LEGAL marriage
because then she's got him. She's got his nuts in a vise and bent over a barrel. They want legal
marriage so that they can continue the same standard of living as a married woman with the resources
of a married woman, even if she decides to end the marriage.)
--Women with more than one kid> women with one kid> childless women.
(Caveat: If you have a child, you must be married to or divorced from the child's father. If not, you're
a never-married mother, and you go directly to the bottom.)
--White/European/Ashkenazi Jewish women> East Asian women> Middle Eastern/Sephardic
Jewish/Mediterranean/North African women> Indian subcontinent women> subSaharan
African/black women.
This is all self evident. It's based on women's physical appearances, which women can assess as well
as men can. In general, women of Caucasian extraction, originating in Europe west of the Caucasus
mountains, are considered worldwide the most attractive. This includes women of the Jewish
diaspora which had migrated from the Middle East into Europe and which had resulted from
Sephardic Jews intermarrying with white Europeans. This is followed by women in the Far East,
what used to be called "the Orient". Women from China, Japan, the Koreas, Cambodia, Vietnam,
Laos, etc. After that are women from Arab countries and on the east shore of the Mediterranean Sea,
including native born Israeli women (Sephardic Jewish). Indian Subcontinent women and women
from subSaharan Africa are worldwide considered the least sexually attractive women.
You can dislike this all you want. But everyone understands this is true, instinctively, and women put
each other in their feminine social matrix/status hierarchy in part based on race.
The way a woman gets "promoted" in the hierarchy is to get married, and have at least one child. Lots
of bonus points if she is white or East Asian. At the very top of the hierarchy are married white
mothers. At the very bottom are never married black mothers of bastard children. This is social status
only. The women confer status and position on one another, based on the above three factors. All of it
is unstated and implicit. Women at the bottom get resources because ALL women pressure men to
give it to them, because that's "fair". Women in the middle and at the top work hard to enforce social
position on each other.
But, importantly, even the lowliest woman has a place in the hierarchy, because she's a woman.
Women NEVER get kicked out of the herd. When even the lowliest woman is down or in peril, all
women circle around her for shelter and protection, and yelp constantly for the men to do something
to help/protect her. Every woman, regardless of age or station or place in the hierarchy, will get what
she needs. Maybe not what she wants... but she will always get her needs met.
To get what they want, women deploy soft power. They manipulate, deceive, and scheme. They tell
one person one thing, and another person the exact opposite. To get what they want from other
women, women will use deceit, duplicity, shame, and verbal/emotional bullying and abuse. To get
what they want from men, women use sex appeal and sometimes shaming (especially "incel" and
"manlet" and "you need to man up and step up" and "you're not a real man" and "you're so bitter and
angry").

Women got dissatisfied with using soft power and demanded more hard power. The problem
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happened when women demanded, and then were given, more and more hard power. That resulted in
several problems:
--forcing hard power to be used and deployed "fairly". That meant restraining hard power and
deploying it in unpredictable, inconsistent ways, which lessens its effectiveness.
--eliminating brute strength, physical force, and threats of force, except when used in the service of
women.
--lack of responsibility and accountability. Buck-passing, corruption, dishonesty, disloyalty,
untrustworthiness.
--lack of results, poor results. Incompetence, unpreparedness, work that needs done left undone.
--effeminate, indecisive, ineffectual men. Hard, masculine, bitchy women.
--Men were forced to use soft power. Men aren't suited to it, so it made them more like women: soft,
indecisive, overly concerned with what others think and want, emphasizing how they feel over what
they think. Since men aren't suited to soft power, they misused it often, and that lessened soft power's
effectiveness too.
--women aren't suited to hard power. Their using it masculinizes them and causes them to imitate
men at the top of the hierarchy. Those men tend to be the most masculine and "toughest":
Competitive. Unyielding. Uncompromising. Accustomed to getting their own way. Giving orders.
Confident to the point of arrogance; inconsiderate to the point of rudeness. Sexually promiscuous.
Prone to violence, willing to use physical force or at least threaten the use of force.
Now, imagine what you get when you have women emulating men at the top of the male hierarchy.
You get today's western woman: Rude, mouthy, entitled, bitchy, pushy, dishonest, disloyal, sexually
promiscuous, overconfident, and overestimates her own capabilities. She even hits, pushes, strikes
and punches men. But it's all overlaid on top of what a woman is at her core: emotional,
hypergamous, prone to complaining, and at the end of the day, uses feminine charm and access to her
body to get men to do the dirty work. Because in the final analysis, women kept all the benefits of
being women, so they can't be penalized or punished as men can be.
And she's willing to do all the shit that powerful men do; but GOD FORBID anyone actually treat her
like a man. Any man who acted like a masculinized woman does would very quickly be knocked on
his ass, figuratively or literally, and all status and respect would be GONE by the end of the day. But
with women, it's "you can't hit me! I'm a girl!"
And we have a very few alpha attractive men who know how to handle these women. The vast
majority of men have been emasculated, beaten down, injured, defeated, stripped of their resources,
forced to "talk about their feelings", and otherwise forced to become women with penises.
That's what giving women hard power has done.
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On Hard Power and Soft Power.
53 upvotes | November 25, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

On Hard Power and Soft Power.
64 points•8 comments•submitted 5 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod to r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

I've on occasion written about hard power and soft power. This post on masculine women by
u/Deeplydisturbed1 reminded me of this.
Hard power: Brute strength. Using and deploying force, or at least the willingness to deploy force.
Generating and marshaling resources. The use, distribution, and allocation of resources. Determining
and deciding what needs done, when it needs done, who will do it, and how it will get done. Setting
up, operating within, and enforcing, hierarchical power structures.
Soft power: Gossip. Manipulation. Deceit. Subversion. Subterfuge. Behind the scenes discussions
and machinations. Wit and wiles, especially when deployed upon men.
Men are more suited to hard power. Women are more suited to soft power.
Hard power reaches unequal and unfair results. Hard power is concerned with getting things done.
Hard power identifies winners and losers. Winners get the spoils. Losers get the scraps. Or if they're
lucky, they work for winners and get some of the winners' spoils.
Hard power demands that you work, live, and operate in a merit-based hierarchy. Some men are
worse than you are, but some are better. It will always be this way. If you prove yourself, you move
up. If you can't prove yourself or you fuck up, you move down.
To get what they want, men are prone to deploy hard power. Giving orders. Organizing ideas and
tasks, and delegating responsibility for those tasks to others. Granting and withholding resources.
Granting and withholding respect. Promoting those who carry out their tasks well and get results;
demoting or removing those who do not. Granting rewards for good compliant behavior; and
imposing consequences for bad, rebellious behavior. Threats of physical force. Deploying physical
force.
The 3 R's of hard power are responsibility, results, and respect. Hard power demands that you take
responsibility and you get shit done. It demands honesty and loyalty. It demands your accountability
to those above you, and that you hold those below you accountable. It rewards hard work and merit;
it punishes laziness and error. Or, at least, it trusts those who get it done and does not trust those who
don't. Those at the top are respected; those at the bottom can get respect if they work hard and merit
that respect. If you fuck up enough times, you can get kicked out of the tribe. Or you can leave the
tribe if you want.

Soft power depends on consensus, keeping everyone in the fold, and courses of action that everyone
feels good about. Soft power is concerned about fairness and equality, and seeing to it that everyone
gets something. Everyone gets a participation trophy. Equality of result - everyone gets something,
everyone gets more or less the same things. Or, at least, the appearance of getting the same things.
Soft power is based on who is in the "in" group, and who is in the "out" group. The soft power
hierarchy, and where each individual woman resides within that hierarchy, depends on each
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individual woman's marital status, maternal status, and race. In general:
--married women and widows> divorced women> never married women> never married mothers.
("Married" = legal marriage such that if the relationship ends the woman has legal rights and
protections that will kick in to fuck over the man who married her. Permagirlfriend status, baby
mama status, cohabitation, or financial support? Not enough. Women demand LEGAL marriage
because then she's got him. She's got his nuts in a vise and bent over a barrel. They want legal
marriage so that they can continue the same standard of living as a married woman with the resources
of a married woman, even if she decides to end the marriage.)
--Women with more than one kid> women with one kid> childless women.
(Caveat: If you have a child, you must be married to or divorced from the child's father. If not, you're
a never-married mother, and you go directly to the bottom.)
--White/European/Ashkenazi Jewish women> East Asian women> Middle Eastern/Sephardic
Jewish/Mediterranean/North African women> Indian subcontinent women> subSaharan
African/black women.
This is all self evident. It's based on women's physical appearances, which women can assess as well
as men can. In general, women of Caucasian extraction, originating in Europe west of the Caucasus
mountains, are considered worldwide the most attractive. This includes women of the Jewish
diaspora which had migrated from the Middle East into Europe and which had resulted from
Sephardic Jews intermarrying with white Europeans. This is followed by women in the Far East,
what used to be called "the Orient". Women from China, Japan, the Koreas, Cambodia, Vietnam,
Laos, etc. After that are women from Arab countries and on the east shore of the Mediterranean Sea,
including native born Israeli women (Sephardic Jewish). Indian Subcontinent women and women
from subSaharan Africa are worldwide considered the least sexually attractive women.
You can dislike this all you want. But everyone understands this is true, instinctively, and women put
each other in their feminine social matrix/status hierarchy in part based on race.
The way a woman gets "promoted" in the hierarchy is to get married, and have at least one child. Lots
of bonus points if she is white or East Asian. At the very top of the hierarchy are married white
mothers. At the very bottom are never married black mothers of bastard children. This is social status
only. The women confer status and position on one another, based on the above three factors. All of it
is unstated and implicit. Women at the bottom get resources because ALL women pressure men to
give it to them, because that's "fair". Women in the middle and at the top work hard to enforce social
position on each other.
But, importantly, even the lowliest woman has a place in the hierarchy, because she's a woman.
Women NEVER get kicked out of the herd. When even the lowliest woman is down or in peril, all
women circle around her for shelter and protection, and yelp constantly for the men to do something
to help/protect her. Every woman, regardless of age or station or place in the hierarchy, will get what
she needs. Maybe not what she wants... but she will always get her needs met.
To get what they want, women deploy soft power. They manipulate, deceive, and scheme. They tell
one person one thing, and another person the exact opposite. To get what they want from other
women, women will use deceit, duplicity, shame, and verbal/emotional bullying and abuse. To get
what they want from men, women use sex appeal and sometimes shaming (especially "incel" and
"manlet" and "you need to man up and step up" and "you're not a real man" and "you're so bitter and
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angry").

Women got dissatisfied with using soft power and demanded more hard power. The problem
happened when women demanded, and then were given, more and more hard power. That resulted in
several problems:
--forcing hard power to be used and deployed "fairly". That meant restraining hard power and
deploying it in unpredictable, inconsistent ways, which lessens its effectiveness.
--eliminating brute strength, physical force, and threats of force, except when used in the service of
women.
--lack of responsibility and accountability. Buck-passing, corruption, dishonesty, disloyalty,
untrustworthiness.
--lack of results, poor results. Incompetence, unpreparedness, work that needs done left undone.
--effeminate, indecisive, ineffectual men. Hard, masculine, bitchy women.
--Men were forced to use soft power. Men aren't suited to it, so it made them more like women: soft,
indecisive, overly concerned with what others think and want, emphasizing how they feel over what
they think. Since men aren't suited to soft power, they misused it often, and that lessened soft power's
effectiveness too.
--women aren't suited to hard power. Their using it masculinizes them and causes them to imitate
men at the top of the hierarchy. Those men tend to be the most masculine and "toughest":
Competitive. Unyielding. Uncompromising. Accustomed to getting their own way. Giving orders.
Confident to the point of arrogance; inconsiderate to the point of rudeness. Sexually promiscuous.
Prone to violence, willing to use physical force or at least threaten the use of force.
Now, imagine what you get when you have women emulating men at the top of the male hierarchy.
You get today's western woman: Rude, mouthy, entitled, bitchy, pushy, dishonest, disloyal, sexually
promiscuous, overconfident, and overestimates her own capabilities. She even hits, pushes, strikes
and punches men. But it's all overlaid on top of what a woman is at her core: emotional,
hypergamous, prone to complaining, and at the end of the day, uses feminine charm and access to her
body to get men to do the dirty work. Because in the final analysis, women kept all the benefits of
being women, so they can't be penalized or punished as men can be.
And she's willing to do all the shit that powerful men do; but GOD FORBID anyone actually treat her
like a man. Any man who acted like a masculinized woman does would very quickly be knocked on
his ass, figuratively or literally, and all status and respect would be GONE by the end of the day. But
with women, it's "you can't hit me! I'm a girl!"
And we have a very few alpha attractive men who know how to handle these women. The vast
majority of men have been emasculated, beaten down, injured, defeated, stripped of their resources,
forced to "talk about their feelings", and otherwise forced to become women with penises.
That's what giving women hard power has done.
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It's a New Year. Make This the Year You Get Better.
85 upvotes | January 8, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Hello Gents.
This is directed at some of our new readers. Men who might be new around here, just checking out
some of this Women Behaving Badly stuff. Women being women.
Women choosing to procreate with shitbags and then complaining about the consequences.
Women partying down, getting drunk, getting high, getting wasted, and getting laid, and then
complaining about why they can't find Good Men to marry their 36 year old washed up asses.
Women who threw away perfectly good men, men who fathered their children and supported them,
and who can't figure out why they can't attract men to wife them up.
"Entitled" women who demand that you give up every last hard-earned dollar to their financial
support while at the same time refusing you even common courtesy much less a romp in the hay.
Women suffering from Cluster B personality disorders who ruin your life and blame you for their
own suffering.
Delusional women engaging in insane female dating strategies designed to maximize their benefit at
your expense.
We here at WATGMA and WAATGM chronicle these pestilences for you. We've seen them. We've
been to their blogs and subreddits. We've dated them, fucked them, married them, divorced them,
fathered their children, and in some cases, protected our children from them.
We did those things and learned it the hard way, so you don't have to. At least, not anymore.
The jig is up, the news is out, we finally found them. The advent of the Internet means women can't
lie about their intentions or problems anymore. They can't hide their messes, issues, disorders, and
pathologies anymore. We know about them. We catalog them. From Bailout Babes to
FemaleDatingStrategists to FriendZone Fionas, we categorize them all. We also highlight the endless
parade of female detritus, the dregs of womanhood, that comprises the average woman using online
dating to snag an unsuspecting simp Beta Bux hook up with Chads for fun find Good Men for dating.
Wise the fuck up. Don't be a sucker. Stop putting up with these women's bullshit. The minute you see
a woman exhibiting these things, you call it out. If it continues, you kick that bitch to the curb. You
get rid of her and get her out of your life TODAY.
And you read here and get knowledge. Stop being a simp and start being smart. Go from chump to
champ. Read. Learn. Stop putting up with these women's bullshit. Learn what they're about and what
they do. Date women, fuck them, have fun with them, but don't let them rule you and don't let them
run your life. Get with the program.
Make this the year you get better.
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It's a New Year. Make This the Year You Get Better.
60 upvotes | January 12, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

It's a New Year. Make This the Year You Get Better.
89 points•8 comments•submitted 3 months ago by AldabruzzoMod to r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

Hello Gents.
This is directed at some of our new readers. Men who might be new around here, just checking out
some of this Women Behaving Badly stuff. Women being women.
Women choosing to procreate with shitbags and then complaining about the consequences.
Women partying down, getting drunk, getting high, getting wasted, and getting laid, and then
complaining about why they can't find Good Men to marry their 36 year old washed up asses.
Women who threw away perfectly good men, men who fathered their children and supported them,
and who can't figure out why they can't attract men to wife them up.
"Entitled" women who demand that you give up every last hard-earned dollar to their financial
support while at the same time refusing you even common courtesy much less a romp in the hay.
Women suffering from Cluster B personality disorders who ruin your life and blame you for their
own suffering.
Delusional women engaging in insane female dating strategies designed to maximize their benefit at
your expense.
We here at WATGMA and WAATGM chronicle these pestilences for you. We've seen them. We've
been to their blogs and subreddits. We've dated them, fucked them, married them, divorced them,
fathered their children, and in some cases, protected our children from them.
We did those things and learned it the hard way, so you don't have to. At least, not anymore.
The jig is up, the news is out, we finally found them. The advent of the Internet means women can't
lie about their intentions or problems anymore. They can't hide their messes, issues, disorders, and
pathologies anymore. We know about them. We catalog them. From Bailout Babes to
FemaleDatingStrategists to FriendZone Fionas, we categorize them all. We also highlight the endless
parade of female detritus, the dregs of womanhood, that comprises the average woman using online
dating to snag an unsuspecting simp Beta Bux hook up with Chads for fun find Good Men for dating.
Wise the fuck up. Don't be a sucker. Stop putting up with these women's bullshit. The minute you see
a woman exhibiting these things, you call it out. If it continues, you kick that bitch to the curb. You
get rid of her and get her out of your life TODAY.
And you read here and get knowledge. Stop being a simp and start being smart. Go from chump to
champ. Read. Learn. Stop putting up with these women's bullshit. Learn what they're about and what
they do. Date women, fuck them, have fun with them, but don't let them rule you and don't let them
run your life. Get with the program.
Make this the year you get better.
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More Advice for Women: The Reformed Slut.
106 upvotes | January 28, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

My comment here rustled more than a few jimmies and caused quite the butthurt over at
"againsthatesubreddits", a subreddit devoted to going around and finding things to get pissed off
about.
It's too bad those folks don't have much of a sense of humor.
Well.
In spite of that, I still don't want the message of the original comment to get lost. Here's why. I love
women. I really do. I love women and I want them to be happy. I also want to help them correct their
mistakes to the extent they can. And I'm here to help. I really am and I mean that in good faith.
So in the interests of extending a little teeny olive branch, I am going to rewrite and paraphrase my
original comment into earnest, heartfelt advice for women who really do want to stop slutting it up.
1) Stop dating, and stop having sex. Go voluntary celibate. Get off the dating apps. No more dating at
all. Stay away from your party spots and your slut friends. Avoid old playmates and old playgrounds.
Do this for at least one full year, one consecutive 12 month period.
The idea behind this is to help straighten out your priorities, and an effort to reset your attraction
vectors and triggers. Taking time off can help someone recalibrate attraction triggers, get reasonable,
and come back down to earth.
2) Get a full physical, head to toe, full STD panel. Make sure you're clean. Also, get in shape. Stop
eating junk, cut down on your drinking, and lose excess weight.
3) Get counseling. There's a reason you went out slutting it up. There's a reason you were having a lot
of sex that wasn't fulfilling you or satisfying you. You need to find out what that reason is. Maybe it's
daddy issues, maybe your single mom messed you up, maybe it's a personality disorder or a character
defect. Maybe it's childhood trauma of some kind (best bet). Maybe your slutty friends corrupted you.
I mean, you're saying you want a relationship. You're saying that what you've been doing hasn't
worked. You're saying you don't want to do this anymore and you want to try something else. Well,
that "something else" won't work unless you find out why you were doing what hasn't worked. And
usually, there's some underlying reason, something that happened to you in your past, something or
things you did, that sent you down that path. Find out what it is, and deal with it.
You say you want serious relationship with one man. You want marriage. You want to be a wife.
Then you need to develop wife skills. You need to show him you have something to offer him.
4) Get your finances in order. Eliminate or reduce debt. Learn to live frugally and within your means.
If you want to be a wife, you need to show your man you can be trusted to handle money, both
earning it and managing it wisely.
5) Learn domestic skills. You need to show your man you have something to offer him, something he
cannot do or be for himself. If you want to be a wife you need to show a man you can take care of
and manage a household.
Now your year of voluntary celibacy is up. Now you are ready to start dating again.
6) This is one of the toughest things for women. I know that it is. The dilemma most women have is:
sexually attracted to men who won't commit; just not feeling it for the men who will commit. I get it.
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That's tough. It is very, very tough to find men who tingle you AND who will commit to you. Part of
that is men; but part of that is YOU and your experiences. You need to deal with and address that. I
suggest you face the fact that you are going to have to get realistic here about what you can attract for
marriage vis a vis what you can attract for casual sex.
Decide who you can reasonably attract for marriage. Then decide whether you can actually be
attracted to those men. I mean SEXUALLY attracted to them. Want to fuck them. It's not the fucking
that keeps you together down the road. It's the fucking early on that bonds you to him and him to you.
The bonding leads to intimacy that leads to lots of time spent together that leads to shared
experiences over a long arc of time. It's that bonding and shared set of experiences that keeps you
together, and that starts with immediate hot and heavy sexual attraction.
If you really honestly cannot ratchet up enough sexual attraction for any of the men you can
reasonably get, then don't pick any of them and be content with either serial dating or a return to a
casual sex lifestyle. You need to be brutally, painfully honest with yourself here. If you compromise
too far on sexual attraction you will ruin your life, his life, and the lives of any children you have.
Don't do it. Don't pick a guy you don't want to have lots and lots of wild sex with. It won't work.
This means many of you will be single. This means many of you will not marry. So be it - better to be
alone and content than forever tethered to a man you never really wanted.
7) Once you find a man you are sexually attracted to and you both want to commit to each other, and
you're exclusive, you need to tell him about your past. No, you don't need to go into lots of blow by
blow detail. But you do need to tell him your N and you do need to tell him that you were
promiscuous. Because, trust me - he will find out, regardless of what certain other subreddit
purveyors say. The truth always comes out, usually through something you say or do yourself or one
of your friends. It will be better coming from you in a sober conversation rather than from one of
your friends or from his discovery of some set of souvenirs from your past.
Whatever he asks, you must be forthcoming and straightforward. He's taking on enormous risks
committing to you, in no small part because of your past. You're asking him to commit to you and
you alone. If he commits to you, he will be taking on the vast majority of the risk, and will bear
almost all of the costs of failure. He has a right to know whatever he wants to know, and you have an
obligation to tell him. Just as you have rights to know about him and what you're committing to, he
has rights to know about you and what he is committing to.
8) And once you tell him and he accepts you, then be grateful to him. Be grateful that he has accepted
you despite your flaws, as you accept him and his flaws. Be grateful that a man was willing to accept
you. Have some humility, grace, and gratitude.
And have lots of sex with him. The very least you can do is have the sex with him that you had with
the men you gave it up to for so little effort. The very least you can do is to give him the frequent
enthusiastic sex he wants.
And if you cannot do that, if you really can't do that because he's not attractive enough or he doesn't
do it for you or whatever, then do the right, decent thing, and cut him loose. Be kind to him and let
him go. Be kind to him, release him, and let him try to find someone who will treat him the way he
wants to be treated.

What I was trying to say, and what humorless strident militant anti-males missed, is that you must
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compromise. You must do some giving along with the taking. You are not going to get everything
you want. No one does.
And the fact of the matter is that you don't want to compromise. Most of you have never been told or
shown that you have to compromise. Most of you have been given literally everything you want, all
your lives. Most of you have been told from your earliest memories how wonderful and smart and
beautiful you are. People have simply given you things and been unfailingly nice to you, because you
are women. Life has come much, much easier to you than it has for most men.
As a result of this, you have never learned to compromise. You have never been required to
compromise. You have never learned, or been required to, participate in the give-and-take of a long
term relationship. Whenever something got difficult, you simply ended the relationship or made life
so painful and oppressive for the man that he ended it. And why not, right? You don't have to keep
him.
But if you want a relationship that goes the distance, you have to compromise. You have to put your
head down, push through, make concessions, and make it work.
I don't need to tell men this. Men are told and shown all the time, from every corner, from every
media outlet, from every aspect of culture and society, that they must compromise. Men learn early
on how to give and take, how to go along to get along, how to negotiate and bargain. How to give
something to get something. Almost all men learn this because if they don't, they immediately learn
they will get NOTHING. Every man, from the most humble to the most exalted, learns very, very
quickly that the only one looking out for him is himself. If he doesn't learn to compromise to get
something for himself, no one will give it to him. And if he wants to get something, he has to have
something to give. He has to compromise.
It seems we do have to tell women this, though. That's what I was trying to do with my post - to tell
you to compromise - something so few women will do, or even are able to do. If you, an imperfect
woman, want marriage to an imperfect man, you will have to compromise. You will have to give him
some things. You will have to give up some things in order to get some other things.
And if you really cannot do that, if you really cannot find a man who is sufficiently appealing to you
that you're willing to give up some things to get more, if you really can't find a man who is sexually
attractive enough, then learn to be content as a single woman. Stop complaining about the lack of
good men who you don't want anyway, and get about the business of the rest of your life.
Cheers.
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How Women Select For Marriage And What Marriage Is Now.
161 upvotes | January 30, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

From r/purplepilldebate, a comment here. From a man-brained woman (that's not necessarily a
compliment), it's one of the best expositions I've ever read of how women actually think about
selecting men for marriage:

it is NOT that women start looking for men to whom they are NOT sexually
attracted to marry. it is that the ADDITION of HUSBAND (comfort) traits to the
suite of traits women start looking for MUST diminish raw sexual attraction. in
reality (as opposed to mentally ill mgtow fever dreams) women TRY to choose the
MOST sexually attractive man who ALSO has the suite of comfort traits marriage
needs, and when they fail in the sexual attraction department for whatever reason
they go for "At least he will be a great husband and father". because to women
marriage is not a sex party, its a family making machine

young single western women are looking for sex partners and BOYFRIENDS. a
BOYFRIEND is not a husband or father to your kids. he is still a "lover", like a
mistress to men. when women get serious about marriage they dont start
disregarding sexual attraction, they TRY to ADD husband traits TO sexually
attractive traits. this inevitably leads to LESS sexy partners. add too many comfort
traits to the chaddiest looking chad and he will be less sexy. but that is a
caricature, in reality the men who are suitable as husbands and fathers will
inevitably have at least a slight overbalance of comfort traits. this is a POSITIVE
for marriage for women, marriage for women wants a man who will stay with you
when you are pregnant, sick or old, who wont press you for sex when your
episiotomy is bleeding or youre genuinely ill etc. marriage for women is best with
a man who is domesticated enough to tolerate living with a woman etc etc etc

the real switch has been from men trying to marry for a family to trying to marry
for lifelong porn sex, which no generation of men in human history has ever
expected marriage to be for. women have actually NOT change din their choices
of marriage, theyve simply become disinhibited when unmarried

She is right about most things. Note that this does not talk about men's interests AT ALL. It talks
solely and only about women's best interests, separate and apart from men's interests.
Note:
--women absolutely want Alpha Fucks in their youth. (And women getting AF'd in their youth is
societally and culturally condoned, even encouraged, now.)
--women don't want to marry men they're sexually unattracted to, but they have to add "husband and
father traits" to "attraction traits" to get men who are actually willing to (1) get married, (2) be
fathers, (3) marry THEM, and (4) father children with THEM.
--adding beta comfort to alpha attraction diminishes attractiveness.
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--but overloading on beta comfort is good for marriage and for women because it selects for men who
stay with women even when it is very, very difficult and even when men aren't getting anything out
of it.
--women absolutely will marry a man they're not attracted to if they have few to no other options and
"well, at least he'll be a great husband and father".
--men shouldn't expect "lifelong pornsex" from wives because that's not what marriage is for. Men
are being unreasonable in expecting "lifelong pornsex" from wives.

What this doesn't talk about is men's interests. She didn't talk about those. She's also wrong about a
couple of things.
1) Women most definitely HAVE changed what they expect from husbands. Women want men
to be utter perfection in every way. They want Chad to get a job paying $300K a year (but work only
10 hours a week), and stop dating around. They expect to convert hot sexy sex partners into hot sexy
boyfriends, and then hot sexy boyfriends into hot sexy husbands.
This is entirely new. 50 or 60 years ago, women were OK with marrying Billy Beta. Maybe they
weren't really happy with Billy, but they didn't expect him to be anything other than what he was - a
workaday, everyday, ordinary working stiff who ran his own life OK, was mostly nice to her, didn't
gamble or drink his paycheck, and didn't kick the shit out of her and the kids. She probably had
known him since they were in their teens or maybe they met at college.
Now, they expect Billy to have the four 6's and a double digit N before marriage. Now, they expect
Billy to look and act like Chad. They expect all this ON TOP OF the necessary "comfort traits" like
conscientiousness, loyalty, predictability, etc. And Billy just can't do that. He isn't that, and he's never
going to be that.
And then they get all pissed and disillusioned and disappointed when - gasp - Billy turns out not to be
sexy boyfriend with a 9 inch cock who can fuck her 5 times every night. (And if Billy were Mr.
Pornstar Hugecock, he sure as fuck wouldn't be married, much less married TO HER.) They expect
the Toyota Corollas they can actually afford and get to perform like the Lambos and Ferraris and
Porsches they used to borrow. It's completely unreasonable.
The usual "husband material" guy who has his own job, apartment, car, and bank account - the guy
most men were expected to be 60 years ago, the guy most women actually end up marrying - is
"boring" and "vanilla" and "not sexy enough". Or, she hamsterizes herself into saying she's
"attracted" when what she's really doing is rationalizing and justifying her "meh" attitude and utter
lack of any attraction at all.
The real switch has NOT been men marrying for pornsex. The real switch has been women trying to
convert bad boys into boyfriends. The real switch has been women expecting Frank Fratboy to be a
faithful husband and dutiful father. The real switch has been women expecting to domesticate
fuckboys into husbands. And, the real switch is that every woman deems herself entitled to absolute
perfection in their husbands.
Here's reality: Frank Fratboy marries Stacy and cheats on her with Becky and Jane. Alpha
McGorgeous marries Becky but is an alcoholic and yells at her and threatens her physically. Harley
McBadboy marries a Becky, but Harley has a shady past and disappears for days at a time. Jane
marries Billy Beta, cheats on him with Frank, resents the shit out of him for not being Frank, and then
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divorce rapes him.
2) Women are crushingly unforgiving of ANY flaws in their husbands. Women used to accept
Billy. Now, Billy's gaining 10 pounds is a divorceable flaw. Now, Billy not coming home at 5:30 pm
every day is a divorceable flaw. If he won't play with the kids he's a horrible human being. He looks
at porn even one time? He's "cheated on" her and has "committed adultery". He either works too
hard, or he doesn't work hard enough. He doesn't make enough money. He watches too much TV.
He's not nice to her mom and dad because he doesn't want to spend the weekend at their house once a
month.
It was OK because women couldn't easily divorce Billy. Now, women can easily divorce him and use
a court to compel him to give them an income stream into perpetuity. SO they feel fine with bitching
and complaining at Billy all the time now, because if she gets unhappy enough, she'll just divorce him
and take his shit.
Men: you need to stand against this. Either don't marry at all, or make it clear you'll do what you want
and need and will not tolerate complaining about every little thing.
3) If to women, marriage isn't a sex party, it's a family making machine, then women need to
start being OK with either (a) not getting legally married; or (b) husbands getting their sex
parties on outside the marriage.
Women decided that they didn't want their men cheating on them. Women decided that they DO
NOT like their men fucking other women. If women are going to take that position, then they need to
be the sex partners their husbands need. They need to start fucking their husbands right and fucking
their husbands whenever they reasonably want and giving their husbands the sex acts they want. Or,
do not bitch and complain when those husbands go outside the marriage to get that sex.
Men: Either don't get married, or tell the wife, directly and bluntly:

"If you are my only sex outlet, if you want to be the only one I fuck, then you need
to be available to me for that purpose, pretty much when I want and need it. If you
are not going to do that, we are not getting married, or you need to be OK with a
one-way open marriage."

As a practical matter, it used to be that most wives, past child bearing age, mostly looked the other
way at their husbands' dalliances. As long as Wife retained the Wife title, he didn't shame her
publicly, he didn't divert too much money away, and he didn't give her an STD, she tolerated
Husband's philandering or frequenting hookers.
Not so anymore. Women have demanded that men never ever have sex outside marriage, even when
wives refuse to give them any sex whatsoever. Women and society pressed hard to outlaw
prostitution. Women and society have made it cost prohibitive for men to divorce and cost
advantageous for women to divorce. Women and society have set it up so that men have no rights at
all in marriage, to anything, or for anything. It's now set up so that men get no benefits from
marriage, but men must shoulder all the risks, costs, burdens, and obligations of marriage.
Women, once again, have demanded, and society gave them, the right to have it both ways: "I'm the
only one you can fuck, but I will not fuck you." That situation is absolutely untenable and cannot
stand.
Men: Your wife either fucks, or (a) she is not your wife anymore and/or (b) you fuck other women.
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Before the haters show up claiming I'm advocating for sex slavery: You're wrong. Men need sex.
Wives promise to give that to them. Wives do not get to demand that they be their husbands' only sex
outlet and then refuse to have sex with them. No. That's not acceptable. A woman who wants to be a
wife needs to act like a wife, and that includes sexual congress with her husband. A husband needs to
insist on that.
Also in before: "BUT BUT BUT you're just demanding that she fuck him when she's sick or pregnant
or projectile vomiting or busy!! YoU ArE dEmAnDiNg A LoVe sLaVe aNd A rObOt!! YoU
SeXiSt!!" No. That's not what I'm saying at all, and you people know it. I'm saying she needs to be
available to him within reason. If a woman has a man demanding a Stepford Wife/slave/robot, then
she selected poorly, and that's on her. If a woman's husband is demanding sex when she's exhausted
or her episiotomy is bleeding, she selected poorly, and that's on her. That is NOT a flaw of "men" or
marriage, nor does it mean a husband wanting sex is being unreasonable.
If a wife does not want to have sex with her husband, and refuses him, she needs to look the other
way while he gets it elsewhere. She forfeits any right to complain when his time and attention are
diverted from the marriage. Or, she needs to give him an immediate divorce and a fair divorce
settlement, lest he make his reasons for divorcing her very, very public.
4) If marriage is to continue as a viable institution at all, there has to be something in it for
men. There's nothing in it for men now. All the benefits accrue to women; all the burdens and
obligations accrue to men.
5)

"when they fail in the sexual attraction department for whatever reason they go for
"At least he will be a great husband and father". because to women marriage is not
a sex party, its a family making machine"

This DOES NOT relieve the wife who selects a husband in this fashion from being a proper wife
to the man she picked and who has agreed to marry her. If she is compromising so far down the
attraction ladder to "WeLl, At LeAsT hE WiLL MaKe a GrEaT hUsBanD aNd FaThEr" and she's not
sexually attracted to him, that's her choice, but she is not then excused from being a wife to her
husband. She's obligated to sex him up properly, frequently, correctly, and in the manner he wants.
This is particularly so because she insists on him not fucking other women and she insists on 100%
full access to all of his time, money, labor, attention, and resources.
Men: Insist on your marital rights and do not accept less. If she's your wife, and she expects you to
not fuck other women (guarantee you that's what she expects), do not accept sexlessness from her.
Women who want to be wives must act like wives, and husbands need to make those expectations
clear from the jump.
6) If she tells you what she likes best about you is that she thinks you'll be a great husband and
father, dump her immediately. You're being settled for. She perceives you're just "the best she can
do". She has few to no other options. You're about to be used and exploited, see your resources
decimated, and left for dead. Have nothing to do with such women.
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The Weakened Signal - one reason why women aren't finding
"Good Men".
113 upvotes | February 8, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Adapted with very minor changes from this comment.
Over at the main sub is this post in which a 30 year old woman, never married/no kids/advanced
degree in health care/"highly educated" asks why the only guys messaging her are fuckboys barely
out of high school or less-educated men over 40. This phenomenon of "highly educated",
"accomplished" women in their late 20s and early 30s being unable to find men they consider their
"peers" is common, and getting more common.
There's a serious answer to this "dilemma" that women find themselves in.
It's called The Weakened Signal. And it is more common than people think.
Former blogger Dalrock first identified the weakened signal back in 2012. Until about 30 or so years
ago, women and men used to signal to each other their readiness for marriage and parenthood, and
they did so early on: Women would send the signal through gaining domestic skills and displaying
them to would-be suitors, and by picking a few men from which to select one for lifelong
commitment. Men responded and sent their own signals through getting educated and trained for a
job or career, and through gaining and displaying resources. Men "received" a strong signal from
women that they are ready for marriage and motherhood. Men then responded with strong signals to
women that they were ready for marriage and fatherhood.
What's changed is that women now send weakened signals, or in some cases no signals, of their
preparation for marriage and motherhood. If anything, women are sending loud and strong signals
that marriage and motherhood are the last things they want. Women's signals now are

"I just wanna have fun with my friends and with fun hot guys. I want to have hot
fun sex with hot fun sexy men. I wanna party down, get drunk, get high, get lit, and
get laid. I wanna do all this while going to school to get my degree in art history
or women's studies or athletic theory. And then once that's done, I need a graduate
degree. And then I'm gonna move to and get a job in a major metropolitan area
with a vibrant social and cultural scene, because that's more fun than living in
bumblefuck Backwaterville or Small City. Marriage is for later. Motherhood,
maybe someday.

"Right now is for me. For MY education, MY high octane, high powered career,
and MY fun. I don't know when that will change. And I don't care. Right now is all
about ME."

Men see this, and don't get a signal that it's time to get ready for marriage and fatherhood. So men
don't prepare for marriage and fatherhood. They don't get educated. The jobs they do get provide only
enough for themselves. Men who do get educated/trained for high paying employment fall into two
camps: (1) Unattractive men whose only saving grace is utility as beta resource providers; and (2)
More attractive, savvy men who become players and refuse to commit.
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The men in category (1) prepared for marriage under rules last in use around 1955. They wait. And
wait and wait and wait. They have to wait, because they're sexually unattractive men: They don't
know the current rules or SMP landscape. They don't know what women find attractive. It's not that
there's an unlevel playing field; they can't even FIND the playing field. They don't even know where
the field is. They weren't trained for it or even shown where the field was.
Cat 1 men end up marrying used up carouselers who pop out one kid at 36 and then divorce rape
those men when the one designer kid starts kindergarten. Those men believed they were preparing for
marriage, but really had no idea what kind of bear trap they were walking into.
The men in category (2) learned how the game is now played. They read the signals women are
sending now. Women are literally screaming from every corner that they don't want husband- or
father-type men. Women are clearly telling men they want lovers and "boyfriends", not husbands or
fathers. Women are clearly telling men they want attractive, confident, dominant, good looking, hot,
fun, interesting, socially adept, professionally preeminent badasses with muscles and money. How do
women send that signal to men? By dating and fucking attractive, confident, dominant, good looking,
hot, fun, interesting, socially adept, professionally preeminent badasses with muscles and money.
So instead of becoming beta providers, they focus on living their own best lives. They focus on
developing themselves and self improvement. They refuse commitment and marriage (at least as long
as many women are doing so). Whatever else those Cat 2 men do, they will not wife up their age-peer
women, especially when those women are only just now signaling they are "ready for" marriage and
motherhood.
And that is why women like the OP find themselves in this dilemma. Up until age 30, she, and
women like her, sent the signal that they were all about getting educated and employed, making their
own money, all for the purpose of NOT having to get married to husband/father material-type men or
bear their children.
The only men who are ready for marriage are (1) men who might make good husbands or fathers but
who, sexually, are hopelessly unattractive, or (2) attractive men who might commit to women 8 years
younger, but who will never commit to a career girl in her 30s.
The rest of the men are as she describes: untrained, uneducated, unemployed or underemployed. Or
employed and ready, but are 10 years older than she is, probably divorced with children by a first
wife to whom he pays half his income in child support and maybe some alimony. They're not ready
for marriage or fatherhood. Or they want marriage but not fatherhood.
They aren't ready for marriage or fatherhood, and they don't much care. They spent most of their 20s
getting nuclear rejected for unattractiveness or whatever other reason women found to reject them.
The older, over 40 men experienced the worst rejection of all: divorce rape.
That's fine for women to reject those men for whatever reasons they want. But if women want things
from men, women have to give men a reason to give them those things or do those things.
What women cannot do is complain that there are "no good men" to marry them whenever they want.
What women do not get to do is complain that the men they nuked 10 years before aren't now ready
for marriage.
What women do not get to do is demand that men prepare themselves solely for the benefit of others.
What women do not get to do is demand that men give women what they want whilst women give
men nothing in return.
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What women do not get to do is demand that men do things with no incentive or return on
investment.
The Weakened Signal. It's a thing.
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Here's Why it's A Cock CAROUSEL.
99 upvotes | February 25, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Just a bit of humor, grounded in fact.
It's called a cock carousel for a reason.
--it has lots of pretty horsies on it.
--girls can pick which ones they want to ride.
--a girl can ride all the horsies if she wants to.
--it goes round and round and round, over and over and over again, never goes anywhere, same thing
over and over again, same things, same horsies, same scenery, same view, same same same same.
--She always expects the carousel to take her somewhere, but it never does. She always ends the ride
in the same place where she started.
--the pretty horsies are permanently affixed to the carousel. They are part and parcel of the carousel;
the reason girls like to ride. A girl can borrow a horsie. She can choose one for a while. She might
have to let someone else ride for a while. But no girl is ever allowed even to try to take one of the
pretty horsies off the carousel.
--a girl has to "pay" to ride. Most times, the price of admission is her youth and looks. Sometimes the
"Pay" is in the form of dignity and pride. Sometimes a beta orbiter will "pay" for her ride in the form
of literally driving her to the carousel and standing there watching her ride.
--there's lots of carousel watchers. Some girls are standing there watching, waiting for their turn to
ride. Some girls stand and watch trying to decide if they want to ride. (Most girls do ride at least
once. Most girls really really REALLY want to ride, even if they aren't presently riding.)
Some girls have a particular horse they like to ride, so they watch and wait their turn for that horsie to
free up. And some other girls ride a less pretty horsie until the horsie they REALLY want gets freed
up. Some girls even switch horsies in mid-ride, if they see a horsie free up during the ride.
And there's a lot of guys, who aren't horsies on the carousel, watching the girls ride. Except the girls
are telling all those guys that it's not a carousel and they're not riding at all. The girls are telling the
guys

"no, that's not a carousel. It's not. We aren't sure what it is , but it is TOTALLY
NOT A CAROUSEL. yes, we are waiting for our turn to ride this thing. Yes, we all
love riding this thing that is CLEARLY NOT A CAROUSEL, YOU ASSHOLE. And
if you keep saying it is a carousel, then you hate women, you are stupid, a
misogynist, and you will never ever have any fun at this park."

Those guys stand there and wait until the girl gets kicked off the noncarousel she totally was NOT
riding. When she gets off the carousel, she just picks one of the guys standing around. And then she
spends the rest of her time at the park lying to him that there is no cock carousel. She lies to him that
even if there was a cock carousel, she never rode it. And if it was a carousel and she rode it, she rode
only once or twice, and she didn't like it. Or her friends made her ride it. And her friends rode it more
than she did.
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"That's a carousel."
"No it isn't."
"It is. I just saw you get off of it."
"no, no you did not. It is not a carousel and I was not on it. YOU DID NOT SEE ME ON IT. I WAS
NOT ON WHATEVER THAT IS."
"But.. I saw it. It's....."
"OH MY GOD YOU ASSHOLE STOP TALKING ABOUT THIS CAROUSEL YOU ARE SUCH
A MISOGYNIST WHY DO YOU HATE WOMEN YOU ARE SO MEAN TO ME
AAAAAAAUUUUGGGGGGGHHHHHH!"

In exchange for the promise that she will make him her permanent "horsie", she makes him pay for
the rest of her rides, and carnival food and lemon shakeups and prizes and souvenirs. And then she
makes him buy her a car to drive home in. And she shrieks and screams every time she is asked about
that noncarousel thing she was totally not riding. And she makes him promise never ever to talk
about the noncarousel she didn't ride.
And then spends the rest of her life angry as fuck at him because she couldn't take home one of the
pretty horsies from the carousel. She got all her expenses paid for, and a car, and a house. But what
she REALLY REALLY wanted was a pretty horsie, that she could not have. And she is angry at him
for not being something she wants him to be, and because he cannot be - a pretty horsie. He's not a
pretty horsie from the carousel, and man is she pissed about that.
--Some girls admit to everyone that, yes, it's a carousel, yes, they've ridden all the horsies, and yes,
they realize it's not going anywhere. But they can't stop riding, or dont want to. It's all they know,
they like the familiarity of the same horsies and scenery, and they don't really want to go anywhere
anyway.
--most times, girls run out of youth and looks to "pay" for their ride, in which case they aren't allowed
to ride anymore.
--In a few instances, the riders genuinely get tired of riding, in which case they stop, but only for a
while... she then finds a new, older, slower carousel to ride with older, more broken down horsies.
--She doesn't have to pay as much to ride this bigger, older, slower carousel. Hell, sometimes the
carousel owners will pay her to ride. If she is nice enough, she might- MIGHT- be allowed to take
one of the horsies off the carousel. Some of these horsies would love to be taken off this carousel. But
most of these horsies LOVE this carousel and refuse to be removed.
--It might be lots bigger, it might be older and slower, but it is still a carousel. It's still the same, with
horsies that are fatter and balder but who have the money to pay her to ride. It still doesn't go
anywhere, she still ends up in the same place, except it takes her longer to get back to where she
started.
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Just a Little Reminder of What Women Think of Good Men.
1 upvotes | March 12, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Men, don't listen to me. Don't believe me when I say women want only to use, exploit, and take
advantage of you. Don't believe a word I say about it.
Believe women when THEY say it and do it.
Here's Sheryl Sandberg, summing it all up:

When looking for a life partner, my advice to women is date all of them: the
bad boys, the cool boys, the commitment-phobic boys, the crazy boys. But do
not marry them. The things that make the bad boys sexy do not make them
good husbands. When it comes time to settle down, find someone who wants
an equal partner. Someone who thinks women should be smart, opinionated
and ambitious. Someone who values fairness and expects or, even better,
wants to do his share in the home. These men exist and, trust me, over time,
nothing is sexier.

Read that over again. And again. As many times as it takes for it to sink in. Read it this morning, and
read it again before you go to bed tonight.
Read it when you eat lunch tomorrow.
You guys better read this very, very carefully, and learn it and know it.
Because that's what women think of you.
That's what women are doing.
That's what they want to do.
That's how they want to use you.
They won't give you the time of day... until they need you. And your money, and time, and
investment, and labor, and attention.
They hate you. They want to use you, milk you for all you're worth, and then toss your dessicated
husk into a trash can while looking for new dick, or your replacement.
Understand who and what these people are. Because that up there - Alpha Fucks, and Beta Bucks - is
what they are all about.
This has been a public service announcement, brought to you by our sponsor,
r/whereareallthegoodmen.
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Just a Little Reminder of What Women Think of Good Men.
109 upvotes | March 12, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Men, don't listen to me. Don't believe me when I say women want only to use, exploit, and take
advantage of you. Don't believe a word I say about it.
Believe women when THEY say it and do it.
Here's Sheryl Sandberg, summing it all up:

When looking for a life partner, my advice to women is date all of them: the
bad boys, the cool boys, the commitment-phobic boys, the crazy boys. But do
not marry them. The things that make the bad boys sexy do not make them
good husbands. When it comes time to settle down, find someone who wants
an equal partner. Someone who thinks women should be smart, opinionated
and ambitious. Someone who values fairness and expects or, even better,
wants to do his share in the home. These men exist and, trust me, over time,
nothing is sexier.

Read that over again. And again. As many times as it takes for it to sink in. Read it this morning, and
read it again before you go to bed tonight.
Read it when you eat lunch tomorrow.
You guys better read this very, very carefully, and learn it and know it.
Because that's what women think of you.
That's what women are doing.
That's what they want to do.
That's how they want to use you.
They won't give you the time of day... until they need you. And your money, and time, and
investment, and labor, and attention.
They hate you. They want to use you, milk you for all you're worth, and then toss your dessicated
husk into a trash can while looking for new dick, or your replacement.
You think Good Men get the sex and fun that the bad boys and irresponsible guys get? Fuck no. No,
she's "had her fun" and "worked that out of her system" and "ready to get serious now cuz I need to
get this baby thing going". You don't get to have good sex. If you're lucky, maybe she'll give you a
hand job once every other month.
Understand who and what these people are. Because that up there - Alpha Fucks, and Beta Bucks - is
what they are all about.
Turn the tables. Be her Alpha Fucks. Turn it to your advantage. Take what you can, give only what
you must. Give when it is to your advantage, and only when you get something in return. Never, ever
give more than what you get. The minute it starts going into imbalance against you, withdraw
everything until balance returns, or disengage and withdraw permanently.
Never, ever be a woman's Beta Bucks. Never. If you even suspect she views you as a Beta Bucks,
disengage and withdraw permanently. Because the Beta Bucks zone is like the friendzone - once
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you're there, the only way out is total disengagement.
This has been a public service announcement, brought to you by our sponsor,
r/whereareallthegoodmen.
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Public Service Announcement: Be on the Lookout for
Predatory Women Seeking "Assistance".
129 upvotes | March 24, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

This is an important public service announcement. We here at WhereAllTheGoodMenAre, are
devoted to providing news and information to the general public about women, and about men's
dealings with women.

March 24, 2020
In this time of global pandemic crisis and the resulting uncertainty, an uptick of women who can't
make ends meet is expected. Many women work in low income, low paying jobs. Many women in
the hospitality and food service industries (restaurants, bars, hotels, etc.) are not working. Many
women who work retail are also not working. Many women who work in support services for
educational and religious facilities are not working. And if they're not working, they're not getting
paid.
It's not clear when they'll return to work. Many of them will not have jobs to return to when their
employers go out of business.
So, what do many women do when they can't make ends meet?
Start throwing themselves at betas. You know, the responsible men who plan for shit like this. You
know, the forward thinking men who are ready for things like this, who have provisions and money.
The Bible talks of things like this. Isaiah 3 describes judgment on Jerusalem. Death. Poverty. Women
stripped of their finery and clothes. Mighty men of war being killed. Women and children exposed to
risk, death, rape, and conquest by foreign lands. (This isn't a religious argument or a claim that God
has "all the answers" or an exhortation to repentance. It's a reference to a historical document that
in this case gives us an accurate description of female nature.)
And then Isaiah says this:

And in that day seven women shall take hold of one man, saying, “We will eat our
own food and wear our own apparel; Only let us be called by your name, To take
away our reproach.” (Is. 4:1)

Translation: When times for women get tough, women will in groups share one man and glom onto a
man who has what they need. They will promise not to be a burden to him. Yet, they will demand
marriage from him so that they will not live in shame or lack.
And they'll do this with beta men too. Seek them out for help, provisioning, and "assistance" here and
there. "Can you help me out?" "Hey, there, Billy. Just need some help. Can you help me out? (Bats
eyes and gives "come hither" look)
this post is a great example, and thanks to u/skank__hunt for posting it here.
And here's another one from that same user. Will women really prostitute themselves in a collapsed
economy? History says yes, if they fall on really hard times.
This post from u/mimiczx is also a good one to be on the lookout for. Women you haven't heard from
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in weeks or months, showing up out of the blue... "Hey, Billy Beta! Missed youuuuu..... How are
you???" "Hey, Billy Beta! You dating anyone? I $uuure wi$h we'd gotten together back then... I
alway$ had a cru$h on you. Let'$ talk $oon!"
Remember:
a woman needing your provisioning is NOT attraction.
A woman needing your money is NOT sexual attraction.
A woman needing some "help" is NOT sexual desire.
She just wants your money. When all this blows over, you'll be tossed on the trash heap as she heads
back over to Chad's shitty apartment. You'll be forgotten like a used Kleenex. Or if you were unlucky
enough to get deeply involved with her, your life will now be a living hell as you work to extract your
life from hers, and cut her off financially.
Don't do it, men. No. They didn't want you then when times were good. So they can't have you now
while things are unpredictable and uncertain. And they sure as fuck should not be allowed anywhere
near your money or your possessions. Let these "strong independent women" use their strength and
independence, and fend for themselves. Like you have to. Do you think they'd give you anything you
needed if the shoe were on the other foot? Fuck no. So don't give them anything.
Be smart. Protect yourselves.
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Men Have Always Known What Women Are Like. Just Look
At the World's Best Known Ancient Text.
121 upvotes | March 30, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

*AUTHOR'S NOTE: This post is NOT about proselytizing. This post is NOT a suggestion that
Christianity is "better" than other faiths. This post uses passages from the Bible, one of the worlds
best known books, to illustrate a point, namely: That the true nature and character of women has been
known since time immemorial, and has been written about extensively and clearly.

We all know what men are like when left to their own devices. We all know men's nature and
character, in part because we are men, in part because the media never, ever lets us forget it.
Women's nature and character were well known to men even as recently as 70 years ago. But even
before that, the nature and character of women was known - and written about - since the beginnings
of recorded history.
The Bible contains ancient historical texts dating back to a couple thousand years before Christ. Here
are some texts that talk about the good, the bad, and the ugly about women. I'm going to focus on
women's nature and character since this is most important for our readership.

It all starts with the story of the Fall. (Genesis 3). Summary: The serpent deceives Eve, who falls for
it first and eats from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Eve then gets Adam to eat. God
finds out, tells them what they did wrong, and curses all three of them.
The serpent's wrongdoing: Interfering in and deceiving Creation. Eve's wrongdoing: Listening to the
serpent and disobeying God and her husband. Adam's wrongdoing: listening to his wife and
disobeying God. (See the Red Pills in this? Are you paying attention??)
The serpent's curse: He's turned into a lowly creature. A descendant of Adam and Eve will "crush
(his) head". Eve's curses: pain in childbirth. Because she tried to rule over her husband, now her
husband will rule over her. Adam's curse: He has to work now. He has to get provisioning from the
earth - find it, grow it, hunt it, kill it. He has to find shelter for himself and Eve, because God just
kicked them out of the Garden.
Adam's and Eve's joint curses: They don't get to live in the Garden anymore. They have to wear
clothes now and cover their bodies. Their physical bodies will cause them pain. They will get old, fall
apart, and die.
You all should have a better understanding now of male and female nature: Women's nature is that
they're more easily deceived, they don't listen to instruction, they don't listen to their husbands, and
they try to dominate and manipulate their men. Men's nature with respect to women is that they
pedestalize and supplicate to women, assign too much credence to women's opinions, try to please
women, do what women tell them to do, and ignore what they know to be true for the sake of a
woman.
Samson and Delilah (Judges 16). Summary: Samson is a strong dude, one of Israel's earliest judges.
Delilah is a local hot chick and of course he falls in love with her. He was fine up until then. All his
problems start when Delilah shows up. She bothers and nags him until he can't stand it anymore.
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Instead of keeping frame, he caves and tells her the secret of his strength. And she betrays him and
uses it to get other men to destroy him. Here's the key passage:

With such nagging she prodded him day after day until he was sick to death of it.
So he told her everything. (Judges 16:16-17)

Even 4000 years ago, women were nagging the shit out of men, and men were caving in to them. All
for some hot pussy.

Jezebel (I Kings 21, 22): The first evil manipulator. Israel's Queen Jezebel was the wife of King
Ahab, a particularly weak and stupid man. Naboth was a rich man who owned a really nice vineyard
Ahab wanted. Naboth wouldn't sell it to Ahab, who pouted and bitched around the palace. Jezebel
said "Sheesh. Stop being such a pussy, Ahab. I'll tell you how to get that vineyard. Have a feast for
Naboth, but have people accuse him of wrongdoing. Then have Naboth taken out and killed." Ahab
did what Jezebel told him to do. Then instead of paying Naboth's relatives for the vineyard, Ahab just
took it.
Jezebel manipulated everyone: her husband. The royal court. Naboth. All for some grapes. (I Kings
21) And they paid for it. Ahab was eventually killed in battle. Jezebel was thrown out a window, was
trampled by battle horses, and dogs ate her body. (I Kings 22)

Abigail (I Samuel 25): A good one for once. Abigail was married to Nabal, a pretty stupid hotheaded
guy. Nabal pissed off David, who before he became King David, was a war hero and all around
Israelite BAMF. Well, David was going to go out and kill Nabal and take all his stuff. Abigail found
out about Nabal shooting his mouth off, went to Nabal, and said "you dumbfuck. Do you realize who
you pissed off? DAVID. He's gonna come here and kill us all and take all our shit. I'll fix it."
Abigail goes out, takes a peace offering to David, bows to him, and tells him, essentially, "David, I'm
married to a real dumbass. He is sorry for what he said. I offer you his apologies. Don't take needless
revenge on Nabal the dummy, because if you do it will reflect badly on you, not my husband. His
worthless blood on your hands isn't worth your conscience. Plus, remember: God says you'll be King
someday, and you don't want people talking about this stupid stuff, do you?"
David told her that her good judgment and quick thinking had saved them. David accepted her peace
offering, spared the lives of Nabal, Abigail and their house, and told her to go home. When Abigail
got home, she found Nabal throwing a party and very drunk. When he sobered up, Abigail told him
everything: "You pissed off David and he was about to come here and kill us all. But don't worry
about it. I fixed it. Dumbass." Nabal stroked out and died 10 days later. David remembered Abigail
and when he heard Nabal was dead, he married her and she became one of his wives.
The moral of that story is: A woman at her best is gracious, humble, understands authority and those
who wield it properly, and submits to those in authority, while at the same time thinking quickly to
avert disaster, and uses good judgment.
What patterns do we see here? (1) Weak, stupid men whose wives either manipulate them or have to
save them. (2) Strong men who forget what they know and let women deceive and manipulate them,
causing said men's ultimate destruction. (3) Women who manipulate, deceive, are susceptible to
deception, nag, complain, and scheme. in other words, soft power.
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It is better to live in a desert land than with a quarrelsome and fretful woman. (Proverbs 21:19)
An excellent wife is the crown of her husband, but she who brings shame is like rottenness in
his bones. (Proverbs 12:4)
....a wife's quarreling is a continual dripping of rain. (Proverbs 19:13b)
The wisest of women builds her house, but folly with her own hands tears it down. (Prov. 14:1)
Proverbs 7's Warning Against the Adulterous Woman (Prov. 7:6-27) (read it. Here's a summary:
the adulteress seeks out foolish men and men of weak character, entices them to sleep with her, and
they do not know she will lead them to death. Perhaps not physical death. But financial death,
spiritual death, and death of character.)
This is the way of an adulterous woman: she eats and wipes her mouth and says, “I have done
no wrong.” (Prov. 30:20)

For Adam was formed first, then Eve; and Adam was not deceived, but the woman was
deceived and became a transgressor. (I Tim. 2:13-14)
Husbands, likewise, dwell with them with understanding, giving honor to the wife, as to the
weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life, that your prayers may not be
hindered. (I Peter 3:7)

What is a woman's nature and character, if left to her own devices? These old stories and passages tell
us. Disobedient, rebellious, domineering, nagging, manipulative, complaining, cunning, arrogant.
More easily deceived. The weaker vessel. But they can also be helpful and of good judgment, if they
show grace, humility, and understand their place in the grand scheme of things.
Our forefathers knew these things. Now, you do too.
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More From Ancient Texts on Women.
95 upvotes | March 31, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Yesterday I posted this set of Bible stories and passages to illustrate what men have always known
about women. At least, up until about 70 years or so ago.
Here are a couple more:

The Story of Joseph and Potiphar's Wife (Genesis 39). Behold, the world's first false rape
accusation:
Joseph was the favorite of the sons of Jacob (later Israel). His brothers sold him into slavery.
Potiphar, an Egyptian and officer of Pharaoh, purchased Joseph. Well, Joseph was a real Chad (Gen
39:6b - "Now Joseph was well built and handsome"), which Potiphar's wife readily noticed. She
demanded that he sleep with her. When he finally refused a third time, she had grabbed his cloak.
Joseph pulled away so hard she pulled his cloak off his body, and he ran away from her, leaving his
cloak with her.
Potiphar's wife was pissed that Joseph wouldn't fuck her. So she told Potiphar "Look, hubby! Your
slave Joseph came in and tried to sleep with me, but I screamed. Joseph ran away so fast that he didn't
even take his cloak with him! See! I have PROOF he tried to rape me!!"
And sure enough, Joseph was thrown into prison. (Gen 39). (See also Proverbs 7 and The Warning
Against the Adulterous Woman.)

The Story of Oholah and Oholibah (Ezekiel 23): Yes, Virginia, there were sluts in Biblical times
too:
I am going to post a large excerpt here from Ezekiel 23, and then translate it into modern English.
This is an allegory about Jerusalem becoming too worldly, illustrated with what men knew women
did- playing the slut, playing the whore.
Keep in mind: I did not make this up. This passage appears in EVERY Bible and is part of the Canon
of Scripture. But no one told you about this, did they? This was pretty well concealed from you,
wasn't it??
Ready? Here we go:
Son of man, there were two women, the daughters of one mother. They played the whore in Egypt;
they played the whore in their youth; there their breasts were pressed and their virgin bosoms
handled. Oholah was the name of the elder and Oholibah the name of her sister. They became mine,
and they bore sons and daughters. As for their names, Oholah is Samaria, and Oholibah is Jerusalem.
Oholah played the whore while she was mine, and she lusted after her lovers the Assyrians, warriors
clothed in purple, governors and commanders, all of them desirable young men, horsemen riding on
horses. She bestowed her whoring upon them, the choicest men of Assyria all of them, and she
defiled herself with all the idols of everyone after whom she lusted. She did not give up her whoring
that she had begun in Egypt; for in her youth men had lain with her and handled her virgin bosom and
poured out their whoring lust upon her. Therefore I delivered her into the hands of her lovers, into the
hands of the Assyrians, after whom she lusted. These uncovered her nakedness; they seized her sons
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and her daughters; and as for her, they killed her with the sword; and she became a byword among
women, when judgment had been executed on her.
Her sister Oholibah saw this, and she became more corrupt than her sister in her lust and in her
whoring, which was worse than that of her sister. She lusted after the Assyrians, governors and
commanders, warriors clothed in full armor, horsemen riding on horses, all of them desirable young
men. And I saw that she was defiled; they both took the same way. But she carried her whoring
further. She saw men portrayed on the wall, the images of the Chaldeans portrayed in vermilion,
wearing belts on their waists, with flowing turbans on their heads, all of them having the appearance
of officers, a likeness of Babylonians whose native land was Chaldea. When she saw them, she lusted
after them and sent messengers to them in Chaldea. And the Babylonians came to her into the bed of
love, and they defiled her with their whoring lust. And after she was defiled by them, she turned from
them in disgust. When she carried on her whoring so openly and flaunted her nakedness, I turned in
disgust from her, as I had turned in disgust from her sister. Yet she increased her whoring,
remembering the days of her youth, when she played the whore in the land of Egypt and lusted after
her lovers there, whose members were like those of donkeys, and whose issue was like that of horses.
Thus you longed for the lewdness of your youth, when the Egyptians handled your bosom and
pressed your young breasts. (Ezekiel 23:2-21)
TRANSLATION:

Two sisters were sluts. Oholah was the lesser of them. She cheated on me with all
the hot Chads everyone told her to stay away from - good looking men, powerful
men, wealthy men, older men. Oholah did this after letting all the high school and
college Chads manhandle her, squeeze her tits, and fuck her. So, instead of trying
to stop her, I just let the Chads fuck her, and they destroyed her.

Oholibah saw all this, but she was worse. Oh, she did the stuff Oholah did, and
fucked the same Chads Oholah fucked. But then she saw pictures and images of
hot men from far away. She sent messages to those Chads too and told them to
come to her. And those Chads from far away drove to her house and fucked her
too. She kind of hated it though. But even though she hated it, she kept on doing it.
Oholibah remembered her youth in high school and college, how she loved it when
all the Chads she fucked had enormous donkey cocks and cum like that of horses,
and manhandled her and squeezed her tits.

How is it, gents, that a biblical writer who died at least 500 years before Christ's birth was able to
describe slutty behavior and then write about it in an allegory? Because he had seen women acting
like this. Because others he knew had seen women acting like this and described it to him. Because
women want to fuck hot men.
And, why do you suppose this particular writing got canonized into Scripture? Because it contains
valuable lessons about women and the consequences of slutty behavior that men and women needed
to understand. Because men and women both understood that this is how women will act if left to
their own devices. Because men and women both understood this is how women WANT to act.
Women wanted to fuck, and did fuck, hot men 5000 years ago, just as they do now. Women have
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ALWAYS wanted to fuck, and do fuck, hot men. And they do it without a single care about what
anyone else thinks, other than some momentary self-loathing.
Women have always wanted to find other hot men from elsewhere after they've gone through all the
men in their immediate vicinity. Read it again:

But she carried her whoring further. She saw men portrayed on the wall, the
images of the Chaldeans portrayed in vermilion, wearing belts on their waists,
with flowing turbans on their heads, all of them having the appearance of officers,
a likeness of Babylonians whose native land was Chaldea. When she saw them,
she lusted after them and sent messengers to them in Chaldea. 17 And the
Babylonians came to her into the bed of love, and they defiled her with their
whoring lust. (Ez. 23:14-17a)

Which means: After all the hot guys around her had fucked her, she went looking for more men. She
saw images of Chads from the next country over. She wanted them too. So she sent messages to the
foreign Chads telling them to hurry up to her place and fuck her. And, of course, men being men,
they went posthaste to her place to fuck her.
What does that sound like to you people? Yes. That's right. ONLINE DATING. "More men! I need
more men! I've gone through all the ones right here. Find me MORE MEN!!" Enter online dating and
endless choice. The hottest most attractive men available in as large a radius as she can handle - all of
them at her fingertips. All she needs is a dating app, a cell phone, and an hour, and she can have as
many hot horsecocked men as she wants at her place with hardons at the ready.

All you people calling this misogyny and hatred need to stop for a minute and think. Here's the point:
this is FEMALE NATURE. This is what women do, and want to do, when you leave them to their
own devices. They find and fuck hot guys, and then find more hot guys to fuck. And the women who
don't do this, badly, sorely WANT to do this and regret not doing it at least once or twice. And it has
ALWAYS been like this, since long before your great-to-the-25th-power-grandparents were born,
since before Western Civilization, since before anyone who was writing even knew there was
anything beyond the Mediterranean Sea.
As it has ever been, so it is now, and so it shall ever be.
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It Doesn't Matter That "Men Do It Too!"
89 upvotes | April 13, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

The few women who post here, and sometimes men, will often offer BUT MEN DO IT TOO! as an
explanation for women's conduct, choices, or statements.
"Women pick shitty partners." Well, men do that too!
"Women have no foresight and don't seem to care much about the future." But men are like that too!
"Women act like bitches sometimes." Well, men act like assholes sometimes!

Men, you need to realize what people are doing here when they shout "but men do it too" at you.
As Excuse for Women's Bad Behavior: First, the purpose is to excuse women's bad behavior. If
MDIT is true, then you have no right to criticize women for their behavior. Wrong. Even if it is true
that MDIT, that does NOT mean it is OK for women to do "it", whatever "it" is.
Men's Conduct Relates to, and Causes, Women's Conduct Second, even if it's true that MDIT, it's
irrelevant. The fact that MDIT has nothing to do with women's conduct, or whether women's conduct
occurs or is beneficial or detrimental. MDIT has nothing to do with anything.
Women have full agency, and can act independently of men. So, you really should be careful about
asserting MDIT. To assert the charge of MDIT is to assert that women have no agency and act merely
because men do. Do you really want to claim that women are children and are doing something only
because MDIT? Do you really want to assert that women have no agency and are whipped about on
the whim of men? Are you truly arguing that women really are, as TRP says, "the oldest teenagers in
the house"?
The Charge of Hypocrisy: The third reason MDIT is shouted is to call men hypocrites. "You can't
talk about women doing that unless you also talk about men doing that, and if you don't hold men
equally accountable for doing that, then you are a hypocrite." Wrong. MDIT does not mean men are
hypocrites for calling out women's bad behavior. There is men's bad behavior; and there is women's
bad behavior. Two different things, two different standards. You do not get to deflect the
conversation from women's bad behavior by saying that men engage in similar bad behavior.
The Charge of Hypocrisy is also an attack on the man asserting women's bad behavior. It is "attack
the message by shooting the messenger". It is deflection from the truth of the matter asserted by
claiming that the man asserting that truth has a character defect or is lying or attempting to conceal
something.

Finally, it's that we here at WAATGM and associated Red Pill sites simply don't care that Men Do It
Too. You might be correct that MDIT. Men might do all those things, more often, or worse.
We don't give a shit. For two reasons.
The entire world screams MDIT. In fact, the entire world screams "men did it, men did it first, men
are worse than women, the only reason that women do it is because men do it/did it, it's all men's
fault, men are the sole proximate cause of all of the world's ills", etc. etc. etc. ad nauseam ad
infinitum. In the first instance, it's simply not true that "this is all men's fault", because it isn't.
Women bear their share of the responsibiliity too, and we shine a light on it every day. This is one
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place where you don't get to claim "MDIT" as a mealy mouthed, half assed justification for women's
bad conduct.
The other reason is that we are not here to help women avoid bad men. We are not here to alert
women to men's faults and foibles. We are not here to help women find good men, date men, have
sex with men, or get men to marry them. All those things are women's problems. Let women worry
about and discuss those things. It's women's job to figure those things out.
I'm not here to help women solve their men problems. I'm here to help men solve their women
problems.
So I don't really give an atomic particle of a fuck that Men Do It Too. If MDIT, ladies, that's your
problem. It's not my problem, it's not our problem here at these sites, it's not men's problem, it's not
"society's" problem, and it's not government's problem.
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A Note on White Knighting: It Doesn't Matter That "Men Do
It Too!"
256 upvotes | April 13, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

The few women who post here, and sometimes men, will often offer BUT MEN DO IT TOO! as an
explanation for women's conduct, choices, or statements.
"Women pick shitty partners." Well, men do that too!
"Women have no foresight and don't seem to care much about the future." But men are like that too!
"Women act like bitches sometimes." Well, men act like assholes sometimes!

Men, you need to realize what people are doing here when they shout "but men do it too" at you.
As Excuse for Women's Bad Behavior: First, the purpose is to excuse women's bad behavior. "If
MDIT is true, then you have no right to criticize women for their behavior." Wrong. Even if it is true
that MDIT, that does NOT mean it is OK for women to do "it", whatever "it" is.
Men's Conduct Relates to, and Causes, Women's Conduct Second, MDIT is offered as a cause of
women's conduct. "The only reason women do this is because men do it. If men didn't do it, women
wouldn't." Even if it's true that MDIT, it's irrelevant. Men's conduct has nothing to do with women's
conduct. Men's conduct does not affect whether women's conduct occurs or is beneficial or
detrimental. Men's conduct has nothing to do with anything.
Women have full agency, and can act independently of men. So, you really should be careful about
asserting MDIT. To assert the charge of MDIT is to assert that women have no agency and act merely
because men do. Do you really want to claim that women are doing something only because MDIT
and, therefore, can't or won't think for themselves or be responsible for themselves? That their
conduct is wholly dependent on that of men? Do you really want to assert that women have no
agency and are simply playing "follow the leader" with the nearest man? Do you really want to take
those positions?
The Charge of Hypocrisy: The third reason MDIT is shouted is to call men hypocrites. "You can't
talk about women doing that unless you also talk about men doing that, and if you don't hold men
equally accountable for doing that, then you are a hypocrite." Wrong. MDIT does not mean men are
hypocrites for calling out women's bad behavior. There is men's bad behavior; and there is women's
bad behavior. Two different things, two different standards. You do not get to deflect the
conversation from women's bad behavior by saying that men engage in similar bad behavior.
The Charge of Hypocrisy is also an attack on the man asserting women's bad behavior. It is "attack
the message by shooting the messenger". It is deflection from the truth of the matter asserted by
claiming that the man asserting that truth has a character defect or is lying or attempting to conceal
something.

Finally, it's that we here at WAATGM and associated Red Pill sites simply don't care that Men Do It
Too. You might be correct that MDIT. Men might do all those things, more often, or worse.
We don't give a shit. For two reasons.
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The entire world screams MDIT. In fact, the entire world screams "men did it, men did it first, men
are worse than women, the only reason that women do it is because men do it/did it, it's all men's
fault, men are the sole proximate cause of all of the world's ills", etc. etc. etc. ad nauseam ad
infinitum. In the first instance, it's simply not true that "this is all men's fault", because it isn't.
Women bear their share of the responsibiliity too, and we shine a light on it every day. This is one
place where you don't get to claim "MDIT" as a mealy mouthed, half assed justification for women's
bad conduct.
The other reason is that we are not here to help women avoid bad men. We are not here to alert
women to men's faults and foibles. We are not here to help women find good men, date men, have
sex with men, or get men to marry them. All those things are women's problems. Let women worry
about and discuss those things. It's women's job to figure those things out.
I'm not here to help women solve their men problems, or any problems, for that matter. I'm here to
help men solve their problems, alert them to women's bad conduct and what it looks like, and avoid
those bad women.
So I don't really give an atomic particle of a fuck that Men Do It Too. If MDIT, ladies, that's your
problem. It's not my problem, it's not our problem here at these sites, it's not men's problem, it's not
"society's" problem, and it's not government's problem.
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The Good Men Are Right Here, and Are Widely Varied.
88 upvotes | April 27, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

New friend u/freelance_sector gave us this short and well written piece on where he is in his life. He
tells us what his life looks like and how he enjoys his life.
There might have been some mild disputes between the married men and the single men, whether
never married or divorced, about what is best for men, or what the best life is for men.
I prefer to avoid such arguments or distinctions among men and I prefer they not be fomented or
entertained here. And here's why.
The entire point of our subreddits are to help men live the lives they want. We aim to help men
shape and form their lives so they look the way men want them to and so that men get the most
from their own lives. One way we do that is by pointing out and identifying low value women, and
helping men avoid those women in the first place.
So many of us come from former lives where we believed the lies. "Happy wife, happy life!" "Behind
every great man is a great woman!" "Women civilize men." "You can't live a fulfilled life without a
woman." "You have to be single/married/divorced/whatever to be happy".
We believed people who we thought knew better than we did. What they did was give us the 1955
playbook for a 1990s-2000s sexual and marriage marketplace.
And it has been an unmitigated disaster.
We have been working to fix that. And we have, individually, for our own lives.
Most of us have lives that look the way we want them to. Or, we are working toward that goal. We
have our own corners of the world, and we are masters of our domains there. Single, married,
MGTOW, no matter how we identify. We are men who have cast off the old and fully embrace the
new. And the new is of our invention. It belongs to us, individually.
And it can belong to you, too. You, too, can make your life look the way you want. It will be work. It
will take discipline, sacrifice, and planning. You might have to fix relationships you have. You might
have to tell others they need to do some repairs. You might have to get rid of some relationships. But
you can do this.
Get your corner of the world. Shape it to your liking. Then invite others to share it with you. Or not.
It's up to you.
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How to Spot Damaged Women in Dating.
135 upvotes | May 1, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

A Redditor at r/purplepilldebate left this barnburner of a comment there. I am going to copy it here
for posterity, and correct only for typos and syntax. Here it is.

This comment summarizes why it’s better to avoid older women for LTRs and marriage:
Most of those girls are sexually and emotionally broken. I know because I've dated them... Or fucked
them.
The more dicks a woman have had the more chances some guy in her past have ruined or broken
something in her. Sounds cruel, but I've found that usually the girls that "don't do that anymore" or
"are not that kind of girl anymore" OR "grew out of it" OOOR "did it because they were insecure but
didn't like it" are all girls that got dicked by some asshole and have terrible experiences with sex.
I dated a girl that couldn't do doggy because some fucker shoved it in her ass without asking and she
was wary of me all the time and specially in that position. I dated another one that hated when I drank
because her ex was a violent alcoholic fucker. I used to fuck another girl that didn't wanted me to go
to these specific places because "in her single days" these were the places where she picked guys to
fuck ONS. I dated a girl that needed to turn all the lights off for even the minimum interaction...
Guess who used to say to her she was fat and "average ugly" and pointed her stretch marks? And this
other girl that was in a poly... Trust me don't date "poly" girls.
One didn't want me to eat her out because some past comment on her smell. And the girl that couldn't
give head without stopping every 10 seconds to say "tell me when you are about ok?". I have
developed a trauma about this girl, I can hear her voice every time my fiance gives me a blow, no
shit.
Oooohhh wait one of them literally went nuts and started crying because she farted while we were
fucking one night. She said she was worried about shit touching my dick because I would throw up...
Like... Woman what the fuck. I'm not even looking at your ass bottom.
...
Are you ashamed of reading these things? Imagine my face. Imagine going through that shit.
This leads not only to a really mediocre at best if not lame sexual relationship with these girls, but
also a lot of emotional burden. You don't need to be a genius, sex it's not only sex.
They have rooted insecurities, deep recurrent fears about you mistreating them, cheating them, taking
advantage of them. And because of this they are ALWAYS on defense mode. You will never have
the benefit of the doubt, you are always guilty until proven contrary.
And any shit you do can trigger some defense mechanism product of one of those bad experiences
and all goes to hell in record time.
Or just they don't care shit about you, or they pretend you are just "another one" to protect their
fragile egos. Because they get so use to being used and discarded they think you are only here for the
free ride. You can't convince them you want something real with them. Never.
And what do all these girls have in common? Yes, they are "experienced" girls. "They know what
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they like and what they don't". "They are grown women".
I get why women are angry but I don't want to enter a relationship where I get to feel all the time I'm
paying for some other dude's mistakes. I'm not here to "fix" what other man broke. I don't want to be
held accountable for those bad things men did to you.
Women like this are like that meme that goes on "grown women don't give their heart so easily
because X and Z" yeah, because you get pumped and dumped too many times, that's why.
Oh... Am I an insecure jackass? Am I an Incel? I come as a mysoginistic prick? Fine. I don't care.
In my experience, fresh girl, fresh start.
And yes, I know "not all women are like that", but I've dated a lot of women, and enough women, to
realize one thing:
If men are all the same, you better don't be the last then.
FIN

Go read that entire thread. Here is the entire archived thread, saved for posterity. Again, if you go
there and brigade the sub or harass any user, you will be immediately banned and reported to Reddit
admins.
Takeaways:
--Women with high Ns are almost always damaged in some way. Odds are, she dated some
dickbags who mistreated her.
--Always remember that she chose those men. She knew who those men were and what they were
about. She knew those men's character. She knew the risks. She chose to encounter those risks. And
she chose those men.
--It is not your responsibility to deal with her baggage. It's HER responsibility to deal with her
baggage. That said, if you wife up one of these women, you WILL be dealing with that baggage. I
know whereof I speak on this, as does most of the moderatorship here.
--All but one of these items the redditor listed are related to sex. Which should tell you... the
problems stem and result from lack of sexual attraction. Because if the beta offering commitment had
been more sexually attractive, she would have had ZERO problem offering up sexually whatever
those men wanted, regardless of "the past" or "trauma" or "hurts".
Note the women's responses, which boil down to what we have usually seen:
1) But but but MEN DO IT TOO!! Men are damaged too! Men get hurt and take it out on their women
too!
Yeah, no. That bullshit excuse ain't gonna fly with me.
2) Men are just being shallow and mean because they prioritize sex in their relationships. Yes, men
prioritize sex. That does not make them shallow or assholes. It makes them men. The real, actual
complaint here is that the men these damaged, broken women (damaged and broken BY THEIR
OWN CHOICES)have to settle for aren't as sexually attractive as Chad and Tyrone, and it frosts them
to no end that these "lesser" men want sex like Chad and Tyrone did.
If you don't want to fuck these men and give them what you gave Chad and Tyrone, don't marry
them.
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3) A man has to "manag[e] the pain and life experience of another person". Yeah, no. Men, it is not
your job to manage a woman's pain and life experience. It is your job to manage your own pain and
life experience. If your woman has "pain and life experience", it is HER job to manage those things
and to make sure they do not interfere with any relationship she has with you.
Men: Do not ever pay for the sins of other men. Don't pay for her past sins either. You call her out on
it EVERY time some shit from her past causes deprivation to you. And if it happens too much, end
the relationship. You must never tolerate her allowing some bullshit "trauma" from her past to
interfere with your relationship and your wants, needs and desires. Tell her to get it handled or get
out.
Ladies: you got baggage? That's on you. Not your man, you. You got issues? Get them fixed. You got
past trauma? You work through it and get it handled.
You don't get to make your man suffer because of your past sexual choices and decisions. You should
be down on your knees thanking God that he's with you, and while you're there, take care of your
man, IYKWIM.
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Remember this Memorial Day, and Every Day, that You Are
Good.
227 upvotes | May 25, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

I'm weighing in a little late for this. But I did want to get this in before the weekend is over.
Here are some things you men need to remember this weekend, and every day as you go into the
world.
--You are a man. You were born into the sex that envisions, innovates, makes, builds, creates, plans,
and executes. You are necessary. If it weren't for you and men like you over thousands of years, we'd
still be living in grass huts and shitting into holes in the ground. If it weren't for men like you, we'd
still be hunting animals with sticks and hiding from lions in caves. If it weren't for men like you, we'd
still be dying at 30 from strep throat, TB, and diabetes.
--You have wants, needs, desires, hopes, and dreams. They are valid. They are good and right. No
one has the right to tell you that you shouldn't want what you want, need what you need, or have
desires. No one has the right to decide what your hopes and dreams shall be. No one. No one but you.
--Your aggressiveness, assertiveness, boldness, drive, determination, ballsiness, and all around go-
getter attitude are good. They are right. They are useful and beneficial. They are good.
Your desire is good. Your desire for MORE, yes, your greed for more, is good. Your drive to make
your life better is good. Your desire for power, and your willingness and ability to wield that power --
these things are good.
These are inherent, intrinsic goods. These things exist in you and comprise who you are, therefore,
they are good. They are not bad. They are not evil. They are not immoral. They are good. They are
good. Say that to yourself and read that to yourself as many times as it takes for you to get it. These
things about you are GOOD.
--You have a sex drive. This sex drive in and of itself is good. It is inherently, intrinsically good. It
means you are normal. Your desire for sex is very good. That desire drives you, motivates you, lifts
you, and compels you to act. Your sex drive and libido are GOOD. They are not bad, evil, immoral,
or perverted. They are necessary for your masculinity. They are good, right, useful, and beneficial.
They exist for your good and the good of any woman you associate with.
--The profits you create and obtain are good, because you made them, and you are good. Your profits
are also yours. They belong to you to do with as you see fit. Never let others decide for you what
should be done with your profits and the fruits of your labors.
--Similarly, your time, attention, labor, and other resources are good, and they are yours. Never let
others decide for you what should be done with your resources. They came from you, and therefore,
they are good.
You are a man.
You are good.
What you want, need, desire, hope for, and dream for your life - these are good.
Your sex drive is good.
Your essential masculinity - drive, determination, aggressiveness, assertiveness, and power - is
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inherently, intrinsically good.
What profits come to you are good, and are yours.
Your time, labor, attention and resources are good, and are yours.
You are good.
Never forget these things.
Never forget.
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Remember this Memorial Day, and Every Day, that You Are
Good.
302 upvotes | May 25, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Remember this Memorial Day, and Every Day, that You Are Good.
228 points•26 comments•submitted 2 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod to
r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

I'm weighing in a little late for this. But I did want to get this in before the weekend is over.
Here are some things you men need to remember this weekend, and every day as you go into the
world.
--You are a man. You were born into the sex that envisions, innovates, makes, builds, creates, plans,
and executes. You are necessary. If it weren't for you and men like you over thousands of years, we'd
still be living in grass huts and shitting into holes in the ground. If it weren't for men like you, we'd
still be hunting animals with sticks and hiding from lions in caves. If it weren't for men like you, we'd
still be dying at 30 from strep throat, TB, and diabetes.
--You have wants, needs, desires, hopes, and dreams. They are valid. They are good and right. No
one has the right to tell you that you shouldn't want what you want, need what you need, or have
desires. No one has the right to decide what your hopes and dreams shall be. No one. No one but you.
--Your aggressiveness, assertiveness, boldness, drive, determination, ballsiness, and all around go-
getter attitude are good. They are right. They are useful and beneficial. They are good.
Your desire is good. Your desire for MORE, yes, your greed for more, is good. Your drive to make
your life better is good. Your desire for power, and your willingness and ability to wield that power --
these things are good.
These are inherent, intrinsic goods. These things exist in you and comprise who you are, therefore,
they are good. They are not bad. They are not evil. They are not immoral. They are good. They are
good. Say that to yourself and read that to yourself as many times as it takes for you to get it. These
things about you are GOOD.
--You have a sex drive. This sex drive in and of itself is good. It is inherently, intrinsically good. It
means you are normal. Your desire for sex is very good. That desire drives you, motivates you, lifts
you, and compels you to act. Your sex drive and libido are GOOD. They are not bad, evil, immoral,
or perverted. They are necessary for your masculinity. They are good, right, useful, and beneficial.
They exist for your good and the good of any woman you associate with.
--The profits you create and obtain are good, because you made them, and you are good. Your profits
are also yours. They belong to you to do with as you see fit. Never let others decide for you what
should be done with your profits and the fruits of your labors.
--Similarly, your time, attention, labor, and other resources are good, and they are yours. Never let
others decide for you what should be done with your resources. They came from you, and therefore,
they are good.
You are a man.
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You are good.
What you want, need, desire, hope for, and dream for your life - these are good.
Your sex drive is good.
Your essential masculinity - drive, determination, aggressiveness, assertiveness, and power - is
inherently, intrinsically good.
What profits come to you are good, and are yours.
Your time, labor, attention and resources are good, and are yours.
You are good.
Never forget these things.
Never forget.
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A New Bill Of Rights.
99 upvotes | May 28, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

The most valuable things you have are (1) your resources (i.e. your time, money, attention and labor);
and (2) your commitment (i.e., your decisions on how to allocate your resources).
You, and you alone, have the absolute right to decide who gets what from you.
You, and you alone, have the absolute right to determine the criteria by which you will decide who
gets what from you. You do not have to tell others your criteria or explain why you have or do not
have certain criteria.
You have the right to say "no" to others who want your resources and commitment. You may say
"no" at any time, for any reason, or for no reason. You do not have to explain why.
You have the right to change your mind about who will get what from you. You may change your
mind at any time, for any reason, or no reason. You do not have to explain why.
You have the right to reconsider any decision you make, at any time, for any reason, or no reason.
You do not have to explain why.
You have the absolute right to decide what physical characteristics of a mate you find desirable, and
what you don't find desirable. You do not have to explain or justify your choices. (h/t u/Ishabaka)
You have the absolute right to withdraw resources and commitment at any time, for any reason. You
do not have to explain why.
You have the right not to give anyone your resources or commitment, for any reason. You are not
required to explain why.
You are not required to be "friends" with a woman who has rejected your sexual advances. You do
not have to give her any of your resources or commitment. You do not have to explain why.
Politeness and common courtesy are advisable, but are not required. You do not have to "be nice" to
anyone. You especially do not have to "be nice" to women who have rejected you. You do not have
to help anyone, attend to anyone, or give anyone anything. If you do any of these things, you will not
increase your attractiveness and you will not "score points" with anyone. Politeness and common
courtesy will help grease society's gears, but will not help you, individually.
All that is required of you with respect to other people is to refrain from (1) committing crimes
against them; and (2) recklessly or deliberately injuring them. This is based purely on pragmatic
considerations. Committing crimes against others will deprive you of your property or freedom,
which is a bad result for you. Recklessly or deliberately injuring others creates drama, involves you
in others' drama, consumes your resources, and could deprive you of your property or freedom, which
are also bad results for you.
You do not owe "society" or "Western Civilization" anything. You do not owe it your resources or
commitment. You are not required to do anything to "save" Western Civilization. "Society" and
"Western Civilization" don't have your back, so why should you have theirs? All you are required to
do is follow its laws especially regarding criminal conduct and taxation.
You are responsible only for your own feelings. You are not responsible for anyone else's feelings.
Other people will feel bad for a myriad of reasons, only some of which are because of you. That said,
you are not responsible for how others feel about you, about what you do or about what you say.
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You are not responsible to fix or take care of other people's feelings or emotions. You are not
responsible to keep others from feeling bad or to help others feel good. You are not responsible or
required to help them through their feelings, avoid their feelings or address their emotions. If other
people feel bad, that is their problem, even if it is because of something you did or said.
You are not required to shell out resources or commitment to get sex. Doing so may help, but it is not
required. In some cases, brandishing resources and commitment in attempts to get sex may actually
injure your chances.
You are not required to offer continued resources and commitment to anyone who is mistreating you,
who cannot or will not uphold their end of the bargain, or who obtained resources and commitment
through false pretenses. You can end the relationship at any time, for any reason, or for no reason.
You do not have to explain why.
If you do want to explain why, "I want to", "I don't want to", and "This is not working out for me" are
good enough reasons.
You have the right to your wants, needs, desires, hopes and dreams.
You have the right to do everything in your power to realize your wants, needs, desires, hopes and
dreams.
You do not have to justify to others your wants, needs, desires, hopes or dreams. The fact that you
have them is its own justification.
You do not have to explain what your wants, needs, desires, hopes or dreams are. Your having and
pursuing them does not entitle others to know them or scrutinize them. Others may scrutinize or
criticize, but you do not have to help them in that endeavor.
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PSA: By Men, For Men, With Men, What's Important to Men.
123 upvotes | June 16, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

I'm just going to put this here, and the rest of my brothers can decide whether it should go to the main
subreddit.

This is a public service announcement from this subreddit, offering news and information to the
general public.
This subreddit, and its parent, are written and maintained by men, for men, where we talk with men
about things important to men. It's a place where men can talk about things important to them without
shaming or malice. It's an emergency room of sorts, where they can get it all out and then figure out
later, maybe elsewhere, what to do about it. It's a clearinghouse of information. It's a place where we
can snicker a little bit at the ridiculous things women put in their articles and dating profiles.
We are here to help men identify and avoid toxic women, and maybe laugh a little while doing so.
We are here to help men get on their feet, or avoid getting knocked down.
We are here to chronicle the vast wasteland of human debris that are the current American sexual and
relationship marketplaces.
We are here to help men navigate that wasteland.
We are here to help men get better, if they want it.
Here's what we are NOT here to do:
We are not here to debate whether helping men avoid toxic women is good, right, moral, helpful or
beneficial, nor whether this sub "makes the world a worse place".
We are not here to justify the purposes of these subreddits to you.
We are not here to proselytize, to convert unbelievers, or to persuade or cajole you into reading or
believing what we post. You either get this or you don't. You either believe this or you don't. You
either need some help with this, or you don't.
We are not here to explain why the purposes of this subreddit are important. We may offer those
explanations, but we are not required to do so.
We are not here to offer help or advice to women (though some of us have done so).
We are not here to qualify facts about women so as to make them more palatable for the more
sensitive among us. If you have a problem reading unvarnished truth about the nature of women, then
don't read here. If you have a problem reading unvarnished truth about the human condition, these
subreddits are not for you.
We are not here to provide a public forum for anyone to say anything they want about the topics.
We are not here to moderate an opinion free-for-all.

You are not required to read anything we post. If you don't like what's posted here, move on to
another subreddit. Likewise, we are not required to let you post or comment here.
And this goes for men as well. Look, men: If you don't need help with this stuff, if you don't need to
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read it, or if you just disagree with it, just move on. If you don't like it, just move on. If it offends you
or makes you queasy, just move on. No one is going to make you read any of this.
If you find yourself being offended or insulted by anything said here, that says much more about you
than it does about us, or about what is posted here. It means someone has touched a nerve. It means
someone's over the target. It means you recognize yourselves in what is posted here. It means
someone has spoken truth about YOU. Your offense and discomfort at that are your problem, not
ours.
Not everyone is ready to read these truths. Not everyone has the mental, emotional, or intestinal
fortitude to read and accept what's written here. If you lack the courage to face the truth, that's your
problem, not ours.
If you're coming here just to ratchet up your outrage-o-meters, if you're coming here for no reason
other than to find something to get pissed off about, just move on and don't comment.
No one, and i mean NO ONE, has the right to say anything they want here. Not even me. If I write
something that violates the rules, it will get removed. If I keep doing it, I'll probably be demodded
and banned.
You can have any opinions you want. You may not, however, post them here, unless they're on topic
and don't break the rules.
Thank you for your attention and support.
NOTE: Comments are locked. If the moderators think this should be open for comment, we will
unlock it.
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"Because I Want To." "Because I Don't Want To." You Need
No Other Reason.
118 upvotes | June 29, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

When I was a blue pilled younger man and we had land lines and answering machines, I had asked
out a woman I knew from college. Let's just call her Becky. I got back the phone message stating
"Let's Just Be Friends". My blue pill self was undeterred, and asked Becky if she'd like to come over
to my new place "just to talk". I got a second message later:

"Al, I'm not coming over to your place, because I don't want to. So, yeah, it was
good to hear from you."

Because I don't want to.
Powerful words, aren't they? With just five short, easy to understand words, Becky let me know that
she was not interested, and that was final. She was able to bring the entire exchange to an abrupt and
much needed conclusion. And that was all she needed to say.
Because I want to.
Because I don't want to.
Because I want [insert thing or activity here].
Because I don't want [insert thing or activity here].
No other words need to be said.

Far too often, we "Good Men" feel a need to DEER - defend, excuse, explain, rationalize. We do this
sometimes to justify our own wants, needs, and decisions to ourselves and others. Others often
demand that we explain why we want or don't want something, or why we won't do something
(usually to benefit someone else).
Others often shame us for expressing preferences. They tell us we don't have a right to our
preferences. We should not want, need, or desire what we want, need, or desire. What we want is bad,
immoral, self centered, or otherwise benefits only ourselves and not someone else "more deserving"
of our time, attention, labor, money, resources, and commitment.
Shut them all down with "Because I want to". "No, because I don't want to." "Because I want [this]."
"Because I don't want [that]."
It is good, right, and beneficial because you have deemed it so. Therefore, "I want it." It is bad,
counterproductive, and detrimental because you have deemed it so. Therefore, "I don't want it."
There is nothing else that needs to be said. There is no other necessary justification for what you
want, need and desire. "Because I need to." "Because I need it."
No, you don't have to explain why you want, need, or desire it. It's none of their goddamn business,
unless you choose to make it their business. The fact that you want, need, and desire it is reason
enough. That's all they need to know.
No, you don't have to tell them why you don't want to date their friend who's "so nice". "Because I
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don't want to."
No, you don't have to explain why you want to date this woman and not that one. "Because that's
what I want. I want this woman. I don't want that woman."
No, you don't have to explain why you will not volunteer for their organization. "Because I don't
want to."
No, you don't have to tell that pushy ass salesman why you don't want that car. "Because I don't want
it."
No, I don't have to tell you why I need this. "Because I need it". "But why?" "None of your goddamn
business."
And the big one:
No, you don't have to tell her why you don't want to
--date her
--go on a second date with her
--keep dating her
All she needs to know is "because I don't want to." Or maybe "because it's not working for me."
You may choose to tell her why. You may choose to explain it. But you don't have to.
The fact that it is your preference, want, need and desire is good enough. Fuck them and their
shaming language, demands, pleas, wheedling, and whining. Fuck them and their foot stomping
tirades and sexist vitriol. Pay them no mind.
They are NOT entitled to anything from you - not even a reason why you want it or don't want it. At
your sole discretion, you might give them a reason - but you are not required to. It's your money,
time, labor, attention, resources, and commitment, and you can do with them whatever you want.
That includes not spending them on someone or something you don't want to spend them on. That
also includes not spending time explaining why you don't want to.
And no one can argue with you about it. No one has any good, valid responses to "because I want to"
or "because I don't want to". I mean, what? What are they going to say? "But you SHOULD want it"?
"You have to want it"? "I want it, so you should too"?
"Ok. So what? This is about me, not you."
Because I want to. Because I don't want to. Because I want it. Because I don't want it. Powerful
words, powerful weapons. Use them.
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I Don't Care. Mostly.
102 upvotes | June 30, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

This is going to sound harsh and intolerant. But in keeping with the theme of this post, I don't care.
Over at the main sub, one reader left a comment about the supposed "double standard" regarding high
N women. "No problem with men banging lots of women, but men get all grossed out about women
banging lots of men." I responded that I don't care about "double standards" and that it's women's
problem.

I don't care.
Women can do whatever they want. They can have sex with whomever they want, when and where
they want, under whatever circumstances they want. I don't care.
Women bear consequences for having that sex. There are many consequences, good and bad. Those
consequences are not my problem and not my concern. Let women figure out how to deal with that. I
don't care.
The fact that women figure out how to deal with that through various online female dating strategies
that are directly opposed to men, and hostile to men, is not my problem or my concern. Women will
bear the consequences of it. I don't care.
Yes, this is probably going to be something of a societal and cultural Mexican standoff. We've been
heading in that direction for at least 30 years now. I don't care.
To the extent there is a "double standard" for men banging lots of women and not wanting to commit
to those women once they're done banging them, I don't care about that either. I don't care that that
"double standard" appears to some to be hypocritical or inconsistent.
I don't care that women have problems realizing their dating/sexual strategies. I don't care that
women aren't getting what they want from their relationships with men. I don't care that women get
unwanted or unwelcome attention from unattractive men. I don't care that some of that "unwanted
attention" is inconvenient, annoying, or even frightening or threatening. I also don't much care that an
infinitesimally small and negligible amount of that "unwanted attention" is criminal. Those are
women's problems, and I don't care about those problems. Other people care about them, probably
too much.
I don't care that women can't get commitment from the men they want. I don't care that women get
pumped and dumped and don't like it. I don't care that women like getting pumped and dumped but
don't like the later consequences of being unable to get the guy to commit. Again, these are women's
problems to deal with, and I don't care about them. It's not my job to do anything about them.
I don't care that men pump and dump women. I don't care that men won't commit to women who
have been pumped and dumped. And I really don't care that the men who pump and dump these
women are the same men who won't commit to them.
And when you get all the way down to it, I don't care that there are men who will still commit to
women who got pumped and dumped.

We don't have any obligation to care. We have no duty to care. We don't have to appear consistent to
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you. We don't have to help you understand. We don't care what you think about any of this, we don't
care about your opinions, and we don't care if you don't like this.
Here's what I do care about.
I care about helping men who want help get what they want, need, and desire from their lives. I care
about helping men build themselves up so they can have the lives they want. I care about helping men
see that they can do that for themselves. I care about helping men maximize their power in every
aspect of their lives. I care about helping men to minimize other people's power over their lives. In
relationships, I care about men maximizing their own power, and minimizing women's power.
I care about exposing toxic women for what they really are. I care about helping men avoid those
women and extricate themselves from entanglements with those women. I care about helping men
avoid commitment to women who don't spend their every waking moment earning that commitment.
If you don't need our help, I don't care about you because you're none of my concern.
If you aren't on board with the purpose of these subreddits, I don't care about you except to the extent
that you stay out of my way.
I don't care. Well, I do care some. But mostly, I don't care.
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How To Handle It When N Comes Out.
63 upvotes | June 30, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Summary: Women think N won't come out, but it usually does, to disastrous results. Women lie, and
don't handle it well when a husband becomes depressed or despondent. AFBB can happen at any age.
If you're a wife whose N has come out, be humble, contrite, apologetic, and patient. Do not pressure
him. Let it run its course, and accept that things won't be the same. If you're a husband who's
discovered Wife's premarital N, do what you need to do, but don't confront her physically and don't
go looking for detail. If you're "the Other Man", don't confront, don't create drama, and keep your
mouth shut.

Our Brother u/moorekom gave us this post involving a woman from a few years ago and then the one
in his stickied comment,. These posts are an object lesson in:
--how a woman's lying about N to her husband affects a marriage
--how a man deals with it in real time
--how a woman should NOT deal with it once the truth comes out.
1) How lying about N affects a marriage
First: The truth about her N will usually come out. Will it always come out? No, but it usually does,
and it usually comes out in the way I've often identified- someone spills the beans. In this case it was
"Bob", her husband's boss, who just happens to be one of her old fuckbuddies. And Bob talks about
fucking her - his then hookup, his subordinate's now-wife - on the hood of a car.
Second: Women don't give their husbands "their best". If she's fucked guys before she met you, she
gave THEM her best. She's giving you leftovers and table scraps, grudgingly given only because she
knows she has to to keep you there. She openly talks about doing things with her fuck buddies that
she won't do with hubby.
Third: These posts establish how women can't handle it when their BB husbands show negative
emotions like anger, fear, despair, depression. See how Wife reacts? She gets pissed. She gets
confrontational. She yells and bitches at him to "Snap out of it!" She won't even realize that she is the
cause of his negative emotions.
Fourth: Women lie. Everyone lies, but women ESPECIALLY lie. And they're really good at it. She
managed to keep her N=13 (the number she finally will admit to, not necessarily the true N) a secret
from him for more than a decade.
Fifth: It's not just "leftover" women who get married at 30 or older who act like this. This woman
racked up her N=13 (that she will cop to) by age 21. Wife was a firstball fastball slut in high school
and college and then changed lanes to get her beta bux at 20. Wife started dating Husband while still
hooking up with Bob from time to time. She started dating Husband at 20 and married him at 22. She
knew Husband in high school but didn't date him. What does that tell you? She was a slut, dating and
fucking hot guys and bad boys. Husband was a typical beta guy she was not (and still is not) sexually
attracted to. Wife considered Husband for dating only when she decided it was time to find a
husband.
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2) How should Husband have handled this? If you're married and have no kids, and you find
something like this out about your wife, the only logical response is divorce. There is no reason to
remain together.
In the linked case, Husband handles it adequately with some mistakes. First, he withdraws inside
himself, clams up, and shuts down. He does not say much. He self isolates and self protects. When
something like this happens there's not much else to do until you can determine appropriate courses
of action. In a case like this with no children and a lying Wife, it's best to begin planning an exit
strategy.
Husband's mistakes:
--he talked to Bob about Bob's pre-marital relationship with Wife. Husband should not have even
entertained anything Bob had to say about it, at any time. It's not a good idea to try to seek out details,
because if you do that, you're likely to find out extremely unsavory details. You go digging for dirt on
a lying whore wife, you're likely to find a LOT of it. So if you do that, be prepared to discover how
truly nasty and depraved your wife was with other men.
--Husband did not walk away when wife confronted him and demanded to 'talk about it'. The better
action is to shut down the conversation immediately by walking away.
--Husband did not clearly and assertively respond to Wife's pushing him back into the chair. The
better way to respond is to tell her "DO NOT push me" and then walk away. And then make a record
of it. When Wife gets physical in ANY way, he should have told her not to do that and then
documented it clearly in the event of later law enforcement involvement.
--Husband responded to his wife's slapping him by getting physical and lifting her off the floor by her
clothes. Husband risked police involvement and possible arrest and jail time for that. The better
course of action is to document what just happened, take photos, and swear out a police complaint. if
she persists, Husband should have whipped out his phone and begun videorecording her. The next
day he should see a lawyer and begin planning his exit.

3) How should Bob have handled this? Bob has run into Wife after several years. He used to fuck
Wife. And he knows that Wife is married to someone else. Bob also knows that Wife is married to a
man who works for him. Bob is in the most precarious position here.
Bob's mistakes:
--Bob got shitfaced in mixed company. And then talked about his past sexploits with his subordinate's
present wife, while Husband and Wife were both present.
--Bob assumed Wife had made full disclosure to Husband. Never assume a woman has told the full
truth about anything, particularly about her past sexual experience.
--Bob made it worse by telling Husband details about his past with Wife, and then tried to play it off
as being Husband's Eskimo brother.
--he made it still worse by talking to Wife, in public, where Husband and Bob work, about their
mutual past.
Bob's critical, overarching error was that he created drama. This is never good. (Advice: You should
avoid drama of all kinds. You should especially avoid drama involving women you used to fuck.
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Avoid it at all costs. You should not want drama. You should not seek it out. You should stay as far
away from drama as you possibly can. Nothing good comes from inserting yourself into someone
else's life hardships, conflicts, or relationships. If you have inadvertently gotten caught up as a
supporting player in someone else's relationship drama, you immediately stop talking about it and
you extricate yourself from it immediately. Do not address it again except to say that you've already
said all you intend to say about it.)
Here's how Bob should have handled it:
--Don't get shitfaced if he can't handle his booze.
--Bob should not have revealed anything to anyone about his past relationship with Wife. Bob's past
relationship with Wife is none of anyone's business, especially not Husband. (The word discretion
comes to mind here. Use it and practice it, gents. Be discreet. Bob would have avoided this entire
mess had he been discreet.) If Bob had said a little too much, he should handle it by telling Husband
"Sorry, I shot my mouth off last night and said things I should not have said." And then never address
it again. Bob did not owe anyone any further explanations and should not volunteer anything.
--Bob should not have talked with Husband about it. At all. If Husband came asking questions, Bob
should have shut down the conversation with "I told you that I should not have said anything. I have
already apologized for my indiscretion. I will not discuss this with you."
--Bob should not have entertained any discussions with Wife about this, at all, anywhere. When she
showed up at the place where Bob and Husband work, demanding to talk to Bob, Bob should have
brought her back to his office and opened the conversation by apologizing to Wife for his
indiscretion. He should then have told her that he would not discuss it further, that he had not
discussed it with Husband, that he would never discuss it with Husband, and that Husband would not
suffer any adverse work repercussions from Bob because of Wife's past relationship with him or
because of Husband's reaction to it. He should have told her there would be no further discussion
about it at any time, here or anywhere else, and that the matter was completely closed.

4) How should Wife have handled this? She mishandled this from start to finish. The way Wife
addresses this is exactly the wrong way to do it. Literally everything she does is wrong. Wife:
--lies about her N for 10 years
--is not sufficiently humble and contrite about the lying when the truth finally comes out
--bitches and complains about Husband's "moping"
--accuses Husband of "ruining Christmas" because of his depressed state and his inability to "snap out
of it"
--confronts Husband and demands he talk about it
--demands that they attend counseling together
--when he gets up to leave, pushes him back into a chair and continues the confrontation
--slaps him across the face
--yells at him, accuses him of acting like a weak bitch
--makes excuses to Husband saying things like "I was young and confused" and "it was a long time
ago" after discovering Bob told him everything
--confronts Bob (who is, remember, her husband's boss), in public at Husband's workplace, threatens
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Bob, and accuses him of harassment
--makes herself a laughingstock at Husband's place of employment because everyone where her
husband works now knows that she used to fuck her husband's boss years ago
--humiliates and cucks Husband at his place of employment by making a public scene with Bob
--goes online to seek out validation, complaining that "this was over a decade ago" and "it was a long
time ago" and "what's the big deal?"
As you can see, Wife fucked this up royally, from the very beginning. This is an object lesson for
women in how not to handle it when you have past sexploits and they get dredged up in front of your
husband. Even when Bob shot his mouth off, it still might have been salvageable. But now, based on
the wife's private rampage at her husband and her public rampage at her husband's boss, nothing can
be done now except for the husband to walk away from the smoldering wreckage his wife has
created.
Here's how Wife should have handled this:
--When it comes out, Wife should have acted humbly and contritely. She should apologize, not for
the sex, but for lying about it and for hurting Husband. Apologize for his finding out how he did.
Apologize for Husband getting humiliated in public in front of his boss and coworkers. She should
have prostrated herself before him and begged his forgiveness.
--She should never press Husband about it. At all. Ever. Wife stands back and stands down, leaves
him alone, and lets him handle it however he needs to handle it. If that means he's quiet, then he is. If
he's not talking to Wife, then he's not. If he needs to talk to others, then he does. Wife should leave
him alone and let him handle it however he needs to handle it.
She should show patience, kindness, tenderness, gentleness, and quiet resolve. She should NEVER
show impatience, frustration, anger, or resentment about any part of it. She should not demand
anything of him, at all. She should never ever put her hands on him in anger. She should remember
that she has created this situation through her dishonesty and lack of disclosure, and act accordingly.
She needs to realize the only things that might make this better are humility, gentleness, and patience.
--Wife should under no circumstances try to talk to Bob about any of this. Wife should not do or say
anything that could appear to interfere in Husband's professional life. Wife should immediately end
and shut down any attempts by anyone other than Husband to talk about this situation.
--Wife should never talk about any part of the situation with anyone except a therapist if she feels a
need to do so. She should not talk with anyone else - not even her parents, not even her closest
friends.
--Wife should accept with grace and dignity whatever Husband decides about their future together, or
apart. She should accept that this very well might mean the end of her marriage.
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Relationship burdens: It's a man's job to sell a woman on sex.
It's a woman's job to sell the man on everything else.
61 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

"Women are the gatekeepers of sex, men are the gatekeepers of commitment."
Those are the relative burdens and boundaries, so to speak. She decides when, where, with whom,
and under what circumstances sex happens. He decides when, to whom, and under what
circumstances he will commit.
It's a man's job to sell a woman on why she should have sex with him. It's also his job to sell her
on why she should keep having sex with him. You have the burden of proving to her that you are fun,
exciting, good looking, nonjudgmental, and sexy. You have the burden of proving to her your
strength, capability, competence, toughness, and resilience, which enable you to protect her and her
children.
It's a woman's job to sell a man on pretty much everything else. She has to sell him on spending
time and money on her, on dating her, on dating only her, and on eventually committing to her
through long term relationship and family. She has the burden of proving to you that commitment to
her will bring value to you and will enhance your life.
Or, to put it kind of crudely, she has the burden of showing him why he should stick around for
upcoming sex, or after sex has happened.
Where most men mess up is in taking on some of her relationship burdens. Most men will go all in
and show her signs of commitment, or give her tokens of commitment, in the erroneous belief this
will help sell her on sex. That's a mistake.
If she will not have sex with you, then you've failed to carry your burden with her. You've failed to
sell this particular woman on why she should have sex with you. That's fine. It happens all the time.
You didn't bring enough to the table, you weren't her type, she wasn't attracted to you, she was out of
sorts because she didn't have her coffee and scone from Starbucks that particular morning. Fine.
But do not then think that voluntarily taking on some of her burdens like why you should see or date
each other, or why you should spend more time and money on her, will get you anything you want. It
will not. It's doomed to failure. And do not allow her to shift some of her burdens onto you: "Oh, if
you'd just spend more time with me, maybe I'd want sex!" "If you'd just do some chores around here,
maybe I'd want sex!" "If maybe you'd court me and appreciate me and buy me gifts now and then, I'll
want sex!"
No. That's not how it works.
Your ONLY burden is to sell her on sex. That's it. You are not going to accomplish anything or get a
relationship with her or anything else you want from her if you start taking on relationship burdens
that belong to her, not you.
Make her accept or reject you sexually because that then sets the tone for the rest of the relationship.
This is a SEXUAL relationship and the first three letters of that word are S E X. Which means: No
sex? No commitment.
You cannot make her have sex with you. You can, however, require her to make a choice. You can
require her to say "yes" or "no" to sex.
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If you've failed to sell her on sex, that's fine, but at that point, it's over. All interactions need to stop.
Do not do anything further. Do not start spending more time or money or investing anything in her in
the misguided belief that this will help sell her on sex. It will not.
And it might be that you've sold her on sex, and she's sold you on some commitment. Very well.
Things are going fine. Until she stops giving you sex. At that point, you are not selling her on sex for
one reason or another. When that happens you must immediately withdraw commitment. You must
also withdraw and withhold everything else you gave her: Time, attention, resources, labor. She
doesn't get to have those anymore.
Sell her on sex. Make her do everything else. Don't take on burdens that don't belong to you.
Make her sell you why you should commit to her. She has the burden of showing you why you
should commit to her. She has the burden of proving to you that your commitment to her will bring
value to you and enhance your life. Don't relieve her of that burden for one fucking second. Because
rest assured, gents: She's making you sell her on sex and she is evaluating you with the finest toothed
comb there is. If she thinks you're not delivering, she'll stop sex. If that happens, you MUST
withdraw commitment.
Make her carry that burden. Make her prove it.
You sell her on sex; she sells you on everything else.
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On Displays of Negative Emotions to Women - In General,
Don't Do It.
47 upvotes | July 20, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

This was a post from sometime last week about a man who broke down crying telling his girlfriend
about a trauma inflicted on him as a boy. Predictably, his girlfriend lost attraction for him and will
probably break up with him soon.
It's a manosphere maxim that men should not display to women negative emotions like fear, rage,
despair, anxiety, insecurity, or depression. Men should not display indecisiveness, dithering, or
confusion. The reason is that women lose attraction for men who do this. Here's what a woman thinks
of a man who displays too much negative emotion:

"He's a pussy. He can't handle shit. He's acting like a woman. Shit, he acts like
ME when i get all emotional. I don't need that. I need someone who can handle it
when I act like that. I need someone who DOES NOT act like that. I'm gone, dude.

When a man displays too much negative emotion, a woman views him as an immature, afraid,
insecure boy. One of two things happens: 1) her maternal instincts kick in and she wants to take care
of him; or (2) she gets disgusted and views him as effeminate or incompetent. Either way, she will
not want to fuck you and will not view you as a man, a sex partner, or sexually attractive.
If you are in emotional pain, you're on your own. You can feel however you want and need to feel.
But you can't do it in front of your woman. You do that, she will soon not be your woman anymore.
Do not display negative emotions. Do not go into any detail about what you're feeling or what is
causing it. Don't ask her for help. She cannot help you. Don't tell her in lots of detail what's going on.
She cannot and will not help you. And most certainly don't show anything like this to women you
don't know very well, women you're dating casually, or women you're trying to date casually. Show
them nothing. Tell them absolutely nothing.
Women can get help. Women can tell others about their emotional pain, and get help and
understanding. Men cannot. Women can vomitpuke their emotional pain all over whoever is nearby
and the entire world rushes to help them. Men cannot.
Men carry burdens that women never have to carry. One of those burdens is the burden of
performance -a burden from which you are never relieved until the day you're put in the ground. The
burden of performance means no one gives a shit that you've been knocked down or are in pain. You
have to take care of it yourself. You most certainly won't get help even from your own woman, much
less other women. Sorry-not sorry. That's just the way it is.
The best most women will be able to do for you is to stand by you, not leave you, and stand back and
look the other way while you work through your emotions on your own. The best she can do is to
stay with you and not intervene.
If you need help, get a good male therapist (good luck with that) or a trusted male friend. Talk to
them about it and figure out strategies to deal with it and get better.
If you must tell her anything, say something like this: "I'll be OK, don't worry about it." And then
work on getting OK and not causing worry.
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When things are going badly in your life and you're depressed, anxious, afraid, or despairing, you
need to identify the issues and take care of them. You have to actively work on getting better. If
you're in a relationship, the clock is ticking on it. If your weeks long funk stretches into months or
years, your relationship will be in very serious trouble. She does not want to be, cannot be, with an
emotionally distracted, disabled, or broken man who can't take care of her. You need to fix it. Alone.
Not necessarily for the relationship. But the point is that she cannot and will not help you. So don't
ask her to or expect it.
There are exceptions. Your dog dies. Your mother or father die. That's it. And it cannot be
overwrought or dramatic. It should not be in public. You will probably not be penalized for
temporary negative emotional displays under those circumstances. But those are the only ones.
Also, it will depend on how masculine you are and how attracted your girl is to you. If she's attracted
and you're masculine, you can get away with some -- SOME, A FEW -- overwrought exaggerated
emotional vomitpukes. But you get only so many of those, and you don't know how many she is
willing to let you get away with. So it's better to avoid negative emotional displays altogether.
I am not saying you cannot or should not feel these things. Not at all. You can feel however you need
to feel. Every man feels and experiences negative emotions. Every man experiences anxiety. Many
men have been temporarily totally disabled by negative emotions. But there is a difference between
feeling and experiencing these things internally, and displaying them outwardly to others. Do NOT
do the latter. Do the former, and get help with it if you need it. By all means, go in a room alone,
close the door, and feel your feelings. Show them to your dog, your trusted male friend, or your
Higher Power (whoever you perceive Him to be). Just don't show anyone else.
There was some dispute and debate over these points at the linked post. Some men said they had
women who stayed with them through horrible trauma. Some women said they weren't like the
woman in the post, and would never break up with a man or lose attraction to him because he was
going through trauma or making excessive negative emotional displays. My only response is that
there are a few women who seem to be able to withstand this, and that's fine. My strong suspicion is
that some of the women were very attracted to their men and the negative displays stopped soon
enough to avoid major relationship damage. For me, these do not obviate the general rule that men
are not to display negative emotions to women.
Let's be careful out there.
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Why Men Should Not Take Advice From Women.
126 upvotes | July 20, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

It's generally best not to listen to women's advice to men. Women really don't have any useful advice
for men. This includes the often stated entreaties from women that "Women Really Love Nice
Guys!"(TM), (copyright Women, Inc., all rights reserved). This also includes "just be nice, just be
yourself, and someday someone will love you Just For Who You Are!" (TM)
This includes all women you know. It includes your sisters, all your female relatives, even your
mother, and even dear grandmother (if she's still living). It includes friends, acquaintances, and
spouses of your friends. This is ALL women, without exception. In this circumstance, AWALT, and I
don't mean "have a tendency to be like that" or "have the capacity to be like that." I mean ALL
women, every single one of them, all the time, every time, in all circumstances, everywhere. I mean
this absolutely.
When it comes to relationships, women give men advice that benefits women, not men. This is
where "just be nice" and "Nice Guys Are Awesome!"(TM) come from. These women are telling you
what they want attractive men to be: Nice. Dependable. Responsible. Reliable. These women are
telling you what they want attractive men to do: "I want him to do what I want and give me what I
want when I want it. I want him to commit to me." They're also telling you what they want all men to
be, so they can be safe. Most insidiously, they're telling you this because they need less attractive but
still "meh, sure, OK" men to still be around to wife them up when the carousel ride comes to an end.
This is the source of

"you just keep on being nice, because someday those girls get tired of the jerks and
the bad boys, and then they will love you and that's The Best Prize and You Will
Be The Winner Because You Get To Be With Her Forever!" (TM) copyright
Women Inc., all rights reserved

Women often omit crucial details and exchanges. When you hear from women, they're not telling
you everything. They're glossing things over, speaking in code and euphemism, omitting things, and
flat out lying many times. And what they omit is usually extremely important and, if you knew it,
would change the entire complexion of the situations they relate to you.
Women have a tendency to generalize and extrapolate themselves and their own internal
experiences to women as a whole. Most women approach Red Pill issues as "I am not like that and
my friends are not like that. Therefore, women are not like that". Their entire world views are limited
to their own lived experiences, and the outward manifestations of the lives and experiences of women
they're closest to. If she hasn't seen it or experienced it, it cannot possibly have happened. If she
hasn't seen it or experienced it or at least heard about it from someone, it is impossible for it to exist.
Women don't come at these issues from the perspective of having dated, had sex with, lived
with, and been married to, other women. When it comes to their friends, or other women in
general, women see only what those friends and other women choose to show them. You don't really
truly know someone until you've lived with them and had sex with them. And most women aren't
living with, married to, or sexing, other women as men do. Women can't advise men about women
for this very reason: They don't deal with women as men deal with women. They don't see women
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through men's eyes.
As a general rule, women do not understand men. They don't understand (or even really care
about) men's lived experiences or internal thought processes. They don't understand or value (or care
about) what men want, need, desire, value, or hope for. And since they don't understand or care about
these things, they can't give you good advice that will help you get what you want and need from life.
If you want or need advice, you must find men to advise you. You must find men who live lives
you'd like to emulate, and ask them. You must find men who understand the lived experiences of
men, and interact with them. You're not going to sharpen up spending time with women. Soft cloths
do not sharpen iron. Iron sharpens iron, and that means being around other men.
Don't take advice from women about anything, but especially not about women, sex, dating, or
relationships.
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The Light Switch Effect
104 upvotes | July 26, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Post Here.
When the love is gone, a woman can be as cold to you as if she had never known you.
--Roissy (Peace Be Upon Him)
And that, friends, is because when she ends things with you, she rewrites history in her own head to
convince herself that her relationship with you never really existed. Or to the extent it did exist, it
didn't exist the way either of you thought it did.
This is a common occurrence in a breakup. In the run up to the breakup and immediately after, the
hamster gets on the wheel to make sure that she can end things with you with a clear conscience. She
has to convince herself that she did nothing wrong, that the breakup is 100% your fault, and it was a
bad relationship.
She has to turn the switch "off". To do that she has to erase a lot of history and rewrite other parts.
The relationship was NEVER good. Nothing about it was ever any good. It was always a bad
relationship from the very start. She never loved you. She never liked having sex with you. The bad
things she did, didn't happen. The good things you did, didn't happen. Or you did them, but they
weren't "good" things. You are so evil and malevolent that you made them look like good things.
The key quotes:

Women use their emotional state to define reality

When a woman feels an emotion, she uses this as her objective reality.

The thought process looks much like this: If true love is permanent and real, and I
am not feeling true love for this person, but rather disdain and anger, then I must
be feeling this way because of who they are. They make me feel bad, so they
cannot be good. And since this person makes me feel bad I could not have loved
them, because I would never love somebody who makes me feel bad (the qualities
he exhibits now must have been inherent qualities he has always had). So I must
have never loved them. The entire relationship must have been a lie. Real true love
would be permanent, and this is not permanent, so it was never real true love.

See? History is rewritten. Retconned. Your good qualities are erased. "Cancelled", if you will.
Anything good you did is gone. Anything bad she did is gone. Or explained in such a way that she
never has to take any responsibility for it.
When she breaks up with you, prepare for her to blame you for all of it, 100% of it. Her emotions are
her reality. She lives within her own emotions. For women, emotions and feelings define reality.
The relationship was shit, because of YOU. The relationship was never any good, because of YOU.
The conclusion to this relationship is 100% your fault. Every last bit of this breakup is your fault.
You never did anything good or worthwhile. She has to do this so that she can break up with you
without feeling bad. Because, as we all know, feeling bad is the second worst thing that can happen to
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a woman.
The Light Switch Effect. You'll see it eventually.
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From "No One Warned Me About The New Marketplace" to
"Being A Cougar is Awesum!"
333 upvotes | July 28, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

My brother u/loneliness-inc brought us this post in which a 50 something widow laments the state of
dating in the 2020s. She "deserves better" and wants men to be insanely attracted to her advanced age
and matronly shape.
A wee bit of background. Kerry Kerr McAvoy holds a Ph.D. She is a writer, psychologist and
"relationship specialist". She also is (claims to be) a devout Christian and a woman of faith. She has
authored three books on pain and healing, all from an explicitly Christian standpoint. Her blog offers
Christian devotionals.
(Now, gents, just as an aside - it's explicitly contrary to Christian dogma to have sex outside
marriage. Just putting that out there.)
Well.
I give you Dr. McAvoy's latest offering, July 17, 2020: It was Never My Intention to Be a Cougar -
But I Sure Am Enjoying The Benefits.
It seems our middle aged widow (EDIT: And divorcee - widowed from first marriage, divorced from
a brief second marriage) has indeed found a thirsty young man eager to masturbate into her vagina
have sex with her:

I’m dating someone. He’s tall, dark, and handsome. And half my age.

(Note: He's 30 years younger than she is.)

I like the way I feel when I’m around him. The way he cares for others and his
attention to details impress me. He’s thoughtful and attentive. His sexual stamina
is similar to mine, often not the case for men closer in age. He makes me feel
young and free. I can be silly. I’m more comfortable with my body as it is and
ask for what I need— less encumbered by shame.

I find myself careful in referring to my life experiences. It’s weird to consider I’ve
spent more years married than he’s been alive. We are at different places in our
careers. Mine is winding down while his is just getting started. He’s setting his life
goals; I’ve hit most of mine.

Well, well, well. Isnt' it interesting to find a widow/divorcee who, in a post dated AFTER the one I
linked, was bitching and complaining about online dating; yet in a post issued within a week reports
she is having extramarital sex in direct contravention to her stated faith? Here she is, having sex with
a young man 30 years her junior, and stating how she is absolutely LOVING it. Sounds like the
current dating market is working just fine for her.
He makes her feel young again. He makes her feel wild and free. He is fucking her like she hasn 't
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been fucked in years.
Not a word about her dead husband in here, either. He's a distant memory.
Keep in mind here too, the absolute sheer hypocrisy you're witnessing. McAvoy is a professing
Christian, yet is having extramarital sex with a man barely older than her grown children. Not one
word here- NOT ONE - that her conduct directly contravenes her faith. According to her faith, she's
fornicating - a serious sin. Not one word indicating she's troubled or conflicted by this. On the
contrary, she feels more alive than she's felt in years. She feels wonderful. She absolutely LOVES
how she feels.
Yet, she, and people like her, rail and thunder at men like us even for wanting to have sex.
She and her ilk scream and yell at you to keep your cocks in your pants until you're married.
She and her ilk tut tut and lecture you to be nice to girls and treat them nice.
She and people like her bash you over the heads with the "requirement" that you be attracted to and
date and marry fat women, unattractive women, weird women, mentally ill women, and sluts.
Hypocrite. Double standard. Den of vipers, indeed.
It's perfectly A-OK for her to sin and have extramarital sex with a man half her age. But the minute a
man wants sex, he's a horndog, a nasty ass manwhore, a cunthound, a worthless dirty dog. For a
widow/divorcee, it's fun and wild and free. For a man, it's sinful, evil, sick, perverted, nasty, and
criminal.
So the next time you hear some pastor or "woman of faith" shouting at you to keep your dick in your
pants because "extramarital sex is a SIN", not have sex, be nice to all women, buy that date a $100
dinner, and "man up and marry the sluts".....
Just say the words "Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D., 'woman of faith'" and show them this article that that
dirty old man Aldabruzzo wrote. Go ahead. Show it to them. You can blame me for it.
If it's OK for 'woman of faith' Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D., fluffy widow/divorcee and mother of
grown children, to have sex out of wedlock with someone she's attracted to, then it's OK for you to do
it.
If it's OK for women to fuck men out of wedlock, then it's OK for you to fuck women out of
wedlock.
if it's good enough for Dr. McAvoy, it's good enough for you.
The next time some church girl turns you away because 'sex outside marriage is a sin' and "i'm saving
myself for marriage", just have a chuckle and remember I told you about Kerry Kerr McAvoy. And
remember that even if you're not fucking that church girl, someone else probably is, or will very
soon. "Saving myself". HA! It is to laugh.

AUTHOR'S NOTE: Don't misunderstand me here. I don't wish ill upon Dr. McAvoy. Nor do I wish
ill on any women who have sex. You have seen my words here: Women can have sex with whomever
they want, when they want, under whatever circumstances they want. Dr. McAvoy, like any other
woman, can do whatever she wants, with whom she wants, any time she wants, under whatever
circumstances she wants.
I just want it known that what she's doing is a sin according to her faith tradition. That's not me
saying that. That's her faith tradition. I personally don't care - that's an issue between her and God.
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She also doesn't get to lecture anyone else about that particular point of faith or conduct either - men
or women. She has forfeited all authority, moral or otherwise, on that topic.
I also want it known that if it's OK for women to do this, it's OK for men to do this. If it's OK for
women to fornicate, it's OK for men to do the same. If it's OK for women to want and enjoy sex, it's
perfectly fine for men to do the same. Men should absolutely tune out and ignore anyone saying
otherwise.
Because if it's good for Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D., 'woman of faith', then it's good for me and every
other man.
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The Woman who is Damaged Through No Fault of Her Own is
Still Damaged and Should be Avoided. Don't Be Shamed Into
Involvement With the Damaged Woman.
124 upvotes | August 5, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR: Two kinds of women are usually presented here: (1) the woman with debilitating physical or
mental injuries; and (2) the rape victim. These women are still damaged, even though it was not their
fault. You must still avoid these women, despite your hard instinct at protection and provision and
despite the relentless shaming that will be sent your way. These women don't get to decide that you're
"not a real man" just because you won't do whatever they demand. You must look out for yourself at
all times and at all cost.

In this post, we were presented with a paralyzed woman, confined to a wheelchair for the rest of her
life. Presumably she suffered traumatic injuries that left her paralyzed. She laments that she is now 27
and doesn't have a man. She wants it not to matter that she's paralyzed. If a man loved her, it would
not and should not matter, she asserts.
This is a woman who is damaged through no fault of her own. It's unfortunate for her, but she's still
not a good relationship bet. She is still damaged even though it's wasn't her fault.

Most men will not be attracted to these women, damaged through no fault of their own. Most men
will not want to take on the burdens they will present. Most men will not want to commit to them
precisely because their conditions represent added burdens, obligations, costs, and risks that men
would have to bear.
No, this isn't fair. No, it isn't fair because it's not her fault. But life isn't fair. And you are not
required to rectify every unfairness, right every wrong, correct every error, and remedy every
problem, ESPECIALLY when you didn't cause the problem and ESPECIALLY when you will
get very little back for fixing it.
For the purpose of securing male commitment, it doesn't matter that her condition isn't her fault. For
the purpose of securing male commitment, she has to have something of real and lasting value to
offer, and she has to be ready, willing and able to give that to him and commit it to him. And that
something of value needs to outweigh the burdens.
Female paraplegics have limited mobility, limited sexual ability, are probably unable to get pregnant
or have children, and have reduced life expectancies. They have limited ability to do the usual things
that wives do, which is offer sex and take care of a home. They have medical problems and issues
requiring heightened, expensive care. Most of that care will fall on whomever lives with her. If she
marries, that would be her husband.
Spouses have legal obligations to care for and financially support each other. As a practical matter,
most of the financial burden falls on men and husbands, as it would in her case since any man she
marries will probably outearn her. If they divorced, he'd probably be looking at lifetime alimony
since one of the prime considerations in whether alimony will be required is the ability of the alimony
recipient to support herself. This paraplegic woman will never be able to support herself or care for
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herself. So any man who marries her will be supporting her for the rest of her life, even if he does not
stay married to her and even if she is the one who wants out of the marriage.
It won't matter that it was a brief marriage. It won't matter even that there was a prenup. The judge
will simply tear it up. When pronouncing an order that he pay lifetime alimony, the judge will simply
state the prenup is unfair and unconscionable, and someone has to support this poor unfortunate
woman who's finding herself thrown out on the street. She's permanently and severely disabled, and
someone has to pay and that someone cannot be the State. The husband knew she was disabled when
he married her. The husband knew what he was getting into, he knew of her condition, and he knew
what being married to someone in her condition would entail. He is not relieved of those
responsibilities simply because she doesnt want to be married to him anymore.
And if he is the one ending the marriage, he'll pay extra "penalties" in the form of a lopsided property
division to her. A man divorcing a disabled woman will pay DEARLY to get out of that marriage.
A woman like this simply presents too much risk.

Then there is the woman who has been raped. I mean really raped, not "raped" like 99.8% of women
claim. Yes, she was really raped. Yes, it was a horrible thing. No, she didn't ask for it. No, it was not
her fault. She is blameless in this whole thing.
But she's still damaged. Even if that damage happened through absolutely no fault of her own, she is
still damaged and any man who gets into a long term relationship with her will bear the brunt of the
issues it presents. If you get into a relationship with a woman like this, you will have to unpack the
baggage and sort through it. You will have to pay for the therapy. You will have to deal with her
dissociative states, her outbursts, her lashing out, her debilitation, and her issues. You will bear the
burden of a less than satisfying sex life.
I know this is not a popular opinion. I know that this sounds harsh and uncaring. Women and male
feminists absolutely hate it when I say things like this. But i don't care. The facts are the facts and we
must have the courage to face them. We must face the facts.
People often resort to blistering shaming when men don't fall in line and do what the female zeitgeist
demands.

"Well, you're just not a real man if you won't love this damaged woman!"

"You're obviously a bitter small dicked loser who can't get laid."

"You have a moral obligation to take care of a woman who cannot take care of
herself!"

"Man up and marry the damaged woman!"

"Just because she can't have sex and can't walk doesn't mean she is any less of a
woman. She can still love you! You just need to give her a chance, and if you
won't, then you're just a selfish asshole!"

Ignore all this. These are demands that you sacrifice yourself to the feminine imperative. Don't do it.
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It's not her fault. But it's not your fault either, nor is it your responsibility to alleviate the
consequences. And you are not required to take that on if you don't want to. And your not wanting to
take that on does not mean you're not a real man.
You not wanting those issues in your life does NOT mean you're not a real man.
Your saying "no thank you, that is not a good deal for me" does NOT mean you're not a real man.
Your rejecting her because she's a paraplegic or a rape victim does NOT mean you're not a real man.
You rejecting her because you have done the cost/benefit calculus and decided the benefits don't
justify the costs, does NOT mean you're not a real man.
Being a "real man" does NOT mean "setting yourself on fire to keep someone else warm". Being a
real man does NOT mean "giving a damaged woman everything you've got while getting scant little
back".
Now go, and sin no more.
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Yes, I'm Judging You.
88 upvotes | August 16, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

It's one of the most common refrains from women, based on one of the most misused and deliberately
misunderstood phrases ever uttered.
"Don't Judge Me!"
"Judge not, lest ye be judged!"
"You can't judge me!"
Followed by another misused phrase:
"Don't cast stones at me!"
"You can't cast a stone at me!"

I'll leave aside the proper interpretations of those Bible verse fragments. Suffice it to say the women
screaming these things at you take the phrases out of context, and deliberately mangle and
misunderstand the phrases to suit their own ends.
They use those distorted, out of context Bible verse fragments to demand that they never, ever be
judged for anything they do. They demand that no one ever assess them. They absolutely rail against
any suggestion that anyone, especially men, be permitted to hold them to any kind of standard.
Fuck that noise.
Yes, women are being judged. Yes, I am judging them. Yes, we are judging them. Yes, we do have
standards in mind. Yes, we are assessing them to see how they measure up to those standards. And
we have done so, we will do so, and we will continue to do so, whether they know it or not, whether
they like it or not.

People judge other people every day. Everyone judges. You judge others, and others judge you. This
happens all the time, every hour of every day. Sometimes you know you're being judged, most times
you aren't even aware of it. Sometimes you know the bases or criteria on which you're being judged;
most times you do not because the people doing the judging never tell you.
In case you haven't figured this out yet, let me tell you: Women are judging you. They're judging you
based on literally everything about you, from your outward physical characteristics, to how you
present yourself, to your conduct, to the most minute details of your personality. And they are
judging you with a brutality, mercilessness and ruthlessness that you can't even hope to approximate
or fathom.
So you judge them. And you should not feel any compunction or qualms whatsoever about judging
them. Because they're judging you, fairly or unfairly.
You can use whatever criteria you want to judge a woman, or women in general. No one else gets to
decide how you judge them: Certainly not women, and not even other men. So you judge them
however you want. Disregard totally any protestations that women make about this. You're going to
judge them anyway, so you might as well do it how you want based on criteria you select.
Women make the "DON'T YOU JUDGE ME, ASSHOLE" statement because they want to dissuade
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you from judging them even as they judge you. They also want to shame you into not judging them.
Shaming techniques are incredibly effective against men. A lot of men have been led to believe that if
they conform their conduct to what women want, then women will give them what they want.
Women have long, long used shaming techniques to say, in essence, "If you do what I want/give me
what I want, I will have sex with you. But if you don't, no sex for you!"
Women also hate judgment because judgment leads to rejection, and women hate being rejected.
Rejection injures women worse, because they aren't accustomed to it as men are. When it comes to
their interactions with men, women are accustomed to being given everything they want, and being
told they're entitled to whatever they want. Women are not accustomed to men holding them to
standards and expectations, and they're not accustomed to having obligations to a man. They're
especially not accustomed to some man they're seriously considering for a long term relationship
having standards for them. When it comes to their relationships with men, women are accustomed to
getting to run everything and make all the decisions. "I have the pussy, so I make the rules", goes the
attitude.
Your attitude has to be "I don't care. I'm judging you anyway. We both know you're judging me, so I
get to judge you. Fair is fair. You judge me, I judge you. And I get to decide how I judge you.
"Yes, I'm judging you."
Remember, men:
You don't owe a woman, or women, anything.
You are not required to give them anything, do anything for them, validate them, or attend to them.
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How To Spot the Leftover Woman.
75 upvotes | August 16, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

u/loneliness-inc gave us this post profiling a textbook Leftover Woman.
I'll just get into the usual Leftover Woman characteristics, then explain why she can be so dangerous.
Keep in mind, these are a constellation of characteristics. Not all of them need to be present for her to
be a Leftover Woman.

1) She's in her late 20s or early 30s. It's kind of a wide age range here. Could be as early as 26 or as
late as 35. But most of the time it's around ages 28 to 32.
2) All her friends are either married or in relationships heading toward marriage, and
repeatedly claims/complains that she is "the only one" who is unattached/single/not in a serious
relationship. She talks about this frequently. Or you know most of her friends and this is true about
them.
3) She talks frequently about children, wanting children, and how her friends have children.
She is probing you to find out your thoughts about kids. Her biological clock is ticking, and she
knows this.
4) She's in her Epiphany Phase. This means she is very serious about getting into a serious long
term relationship leading to marriage, family, children, and "settling down". She realizes that her past
relationships haven't gotten her what she wanted. She realizes time is growing short to get a husband,
family, and children.
5) She recently ended a long relationship, or a bad relationship. Many of these women broke up
within the past year with men they thought would marry them. And, many of these women ended a
bad relationship. Either of these things can be enough to prompt the Epiphany Phase. This is because
of the woman's age and the end of what they believed would be a relationship that would go the
distance but did not.
6) All her past boyfriends were "jerks" or "assholes". What she's saying here is that in her
estimation, all her past boyfriends/sex partners were irresponsible, unreliable, dishonest men. They
could not/would not do what they said they would do. They could not/would not give her what they
said they would, when they said they would. Or, they just lied to her about who they were and what
their intentions were with and for her.
7) She talks frequently about plans for "the rest of her life" and asks you about your thoughts
on marriage. She is probing you for availability/willingness for commitment and investment.
8) She's very interested in your job, where you live, and the car you drive. She is probing you for
provisioning ability. She's using your job, car, and place because they indicate standard of living,
which in turn allows her to assess your likely income. She asks lots of questions about your job and
makes lots of comments about your material possessions.
9) Uses language and phrases like these:
--not looking for a hookup
--no games, no fuckboys (used to be "players" and "pickup artists". They'll be glad to know they've
been promoted to "fuckboy")
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--tired of the games and the fuckboys
--tired of getting hurt
--I'm going to do it the right way this time
--looking for something serious and long term
The first three characteristics are by far the most common markers of the Leftover Woman.

Fear leads to desperation, desperation leads to poor decisions, poor decisions lead to
devastating results
Women who find themselves at this point in their lives unmarried and unattached are extremely
dangerous, both to themselves and to any men they date. This constellation of circumstances the
Leftover Woman finds herself in create fear in her. They cause her to fear she will never get married
and never have children. This is something women really get afraid of.
That fear leads to desperation, which causes her to cast about for men who will give her what she
wants, right away. It causes her to deploy sex. It causes her to probe men, pointedly, about their
intentions for long term, for marriage, and for children. Women in this state are demanding
immediate serious relationships and using sex to lure these men in. The desperate woman also
frequently initiates conversations about everything serious: long term relationships, marriage, what
they think about marriage, what they want a marriage to look like, kids, jobs, etc.
The Leftover Woman in desperate mode has no time to waste. She is probing and pressing hard to get
the information she needs to keep considering him as a serious prospect, or dump him fast and find
another target.
Desperation doesn't work well, though, because it leads to poor decisionmaking, and the resulting
devastating effects on everyone. The desperate Leftover Woman isn't thinking clearly. Sure, she's
kind of thinking about how sexually attractive he is. But that all takes a clear backseat to ability to
commit and indicia of commitment. Does he have a good job? His own car, his own place? Some
money in the bank? Taking her out for dinners and expensive dates? Spending most of his free time
with her? Shows a willingness to marry? He goes to the front of the line, reqardless of his
attractiveness. She starts disregarding attractiveness in favor of "beta bux" traits.
She initiates The Talk. "What am I to you? I want to get married! If we're not going to get married,
then maybe I should go fuck other guys date other people. What's it gonna be??
He mistakenly believes she loves him and is attracted to him and wants to fuck him. They've been
having sex - pretty good sex for him, pretty "meh, sure, OK" sex for her. In fact, she is a little
attracted to him but not really all that much. She very much likes him, in no small part because he's a
great beta bux on paper. He's got a good job, his own car, his own place, and they can start a life
together. "He's not the best guy around, but he will make a good husband and father, and that'll just
have to be enough," she says to herself.
And this fateful decision leads to the devastating results we all know about and have read and heard
horror stories about. Ten years and one or two kids in, she discovers she's "unhappy". She doesn't
want to be married (to him) anymore. Divorce rape. Child support. Alimony. Income stream to her
for at least another 5, 10 years.
Because she got fearful and desperate. Because she found herself as a Leftover.
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The most dangerous part is that she doesn't even know this is what she's doing. She did not intend any
of this. She was not malicious or intentional in the least about any of this. She just wanted to get
married and have a baby - what most all women want. But circumstance, timing, and relationship
vagaries backed her into a corner. And thus she felt forced into making rash, rapid decisions based on
fear, desperation and urgency, rather than on evidence, rationality, mutual affinity, and attraction.
The Leftover Woman is not a golddigger. The golddigger is looking for a wealthy sugar daddy. Not
so with the Leftover - she's looking for a husband, for attraction, for love, and for a good marriage,
but is doing so in the wrong frame of mind and using the wrong criteria. The golddigger is intentional
and upfront about what she wants and is overt in going about it. Contrast the Leftover, who doesn't
intend to use anyone and doesn't even know what she's doing or how she's doing it.
When a Leftover Woman is approaching you, or you're dating a Leftover Woman, the kindest thing
to do is to cut her loose so she can find a man who's willing to marry her. Just make sure you aren't
that guy. You can date her, but don't ever get serious with her and don't ever marry her. She will
probably break up with you eventually.
Don't count on a Leftover to use birth control properly. Do not ever allow a Leftover to control the
birth control. Wear condoms with a Leftover and dispose of the condom by flushing it down the
toilet. Do not throw away a used condom in the presence of a Leftover. She might retrieve the
condom and use it to try to impregnate herself. (They get THAT desperate.)
God help you if you marry a Leftover. If you do, know that she is not marrying you for affinity or
attraction, but rather for your beta bux traits: Dependability, reliability, provisioning. It means she
knows you and your resources will be there for as long as she wants them or can convince a court to
make you give them to her.
A Leftover's marriage is all about her and her children. The man she marries is a supporting
character. He's there only to furnish resources, the most important being money. She doesn't care
what he wants or needs. The only important thing about him is that he, and his resources, are there for
her use.
The Leftover Woman - avoid her at all cost.
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Yes, I'm Judging You.
76 upvotes | August 16, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Yes, I'm Judging You.
92 points•15 comments•submitted 1 month ago * by AldabruzzoMod to r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

It's one of the most common refrains from women, based on one of the most misused and deliberately
misunderstood phrases ever uttered.
"Don't Judge Me!"
"Judge not, lest ye be judged!"
"You can't judge me!"
Followed by another misused phrase:
"Don't cast stones at me!"
"You can't cast a stone at me!"

I'll leave aside the proper interpretations of those Bible verse fragments. Suffice it to say the women
screaming these things at you take the phrases out of context, and deliberately mangle and
misunderstand the phrases to suit their own ends.
They use those distorted, out of context Bible verse fragments to demand that they never, ever be
judged for anything they do. They demand that no one ever assess them. They absolutely rail against
any suggestion that anyone, especially men, be permitted to hold them to any kind of standard.
Fuck that noise.
Yes, women are being judged. Yes, I am judging them. Yes, we are judging them. Yes, we do have
standards in mind. Yes, we are assessing them to see how they measure up to those standards. And
we have done so, we will do so, and we will continue to do so, whether they know it or not, whether
they like it or not.

People judge other people every day. Everyone judges. You judge others, and others judge you. This
happens all the time, every hour of every day. Sometimes you know you're being judged, most times
you aren't even aware of it. Sometimes you know the bases or criteria on which you're being judged;
most times you do not because the people doing the judging never tell you.
In case you haven't figured this out yet, let me tell you: Women are judging you. They're judging you
based on literally everything about you, from your outward physical characteristics, to how you
present yourself, to your conduct, to the most minute details of your personality. And they are
judging you with a brutality, mercilessness and ruthlessness that you can't even hope to approximate
or fathom.
So you judge them. And you should not feel any compunction or qualms whatsoever about judging
them. Because they're judging you, fairly or unfairly.
You can use whatever criteria you want to judge a woman, or women in general. No one else gets to
decide how you judge them: Certainly not women, and not even other men. So you judge them
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however you want. Disregard totally any protestations that women make about this. You're going to
judge them anyway, so you might as well do it how you want based on criteria you select.
Women make the "DON'T YOU JUDGE ME, ASSHOLE" statement because they want to dissuade
you from judging them even as they judge you. They also want to shame you into not judging them.
Shaming techniques are incredibly effective against men. A lot of men have been led to believe that if
they conform their conduct to what women want, then women will give them what they want.
Women have long, long used shaming techniques to say, in essence, "If you do what I want/give me
what I want, I will have sex with you. But if you don't, no sex for you!"
Women also hate judgment because judgment leads to rejection, and women hate being rejected.
Rejection injures women worse, because they aren't accustomed to it as men are. When it comes to
their interactions with men, women are accustomed to being given everything they want, and being
told they're entitled to whatever they want. Women are not accustomed to men holding them to
standards and expectations, and they're not accustomed to having obligations to a man. They're
especially not accustomed to some man they're seriously considering for a long term relationship
having standards for them. When it comes to their relationships with men, women are accustomed to
getting to run everything and make all the decisions. "I have the pussy, so I make the rules", goes the
attitude.
Your attitude has to be "I don't care. I'm judging you anyway. We both know you're judging me, so I
get to judge you. Fair is fair. You judge me, I judge you. And I get to decide how I judge you.
"Yes, I'm judging you."
Remember, men:
You don't owe a woman, or women, anything.
You are not required to give them anything, do anything for them, validate them, or attend to them.
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You Don't Owe Her Anything.
89 upvotes | August 17, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

h/t to u/_My2_Cents for the idea for this post.
The only women you owe anything to are wives. Until you are married, you don't owe a woman
anything.
A prospective date, a Tinderella, a girl you're "talking to", a girl you're banging, a girl you're dating,
even a girl you're seriously dating or a fiancee: You don't owe her anything.
You don't owe her a date or another date. You don't owe her particular treatment or expenditures on
said date.
You don't owe it to her to stop dating or talking to other women just because you're dating her. You
don't owe it to her to avoid other women just because you're dating her.
You don't owe her exclusivity, full disclosure, or honesty.
You don't owe her good conversation or lengthy disclosures about your life. You don't owe it to her
to explain to her where you are or what you do when you're not with her. You don't owe it to her to
disclose that you are or are not dating/banging other women. You don't owe her detailed discussions
or disclosures about your job, your career, your finances, your standard of living, your leisure
activities, or your future plans.
You don't owe her help, money, financial assistance, or to "help tide me over" until next month.
You don't owe her a relationship, a particular kind of relationship she wants, or a continued
relationship. You don't owe it to her to see her, or to see her again, or to see her on some particular
timetable or schedule. You don't owe her breakfast in the morning or a "enjoyed it" text" or a phone
call.
You don't owe her an explanation why you made decisions about her. You don't owe her explanations
why you don't want to see her, or why you don't want to see her again.
You don't owe her an explanation why you don't want a relationship, or why you don't want a
particular kind of relationship, or why you don't want a particular kind of relationship with her.
You don't owe it to her to end the relationship the way she wants. You don't owe her "closure". You
don't owe it to her not to ghost her. You don't owe it to her even to tell her "I don't want to".
You don't owe her a marriage proposal. You don't owe her a particular kind of marriage proposal.
You don't owe her an engagement ring. You don't owe her a ring of a minimum carat. You don't owe
her a proposal or a ring at all.
You don't owe it to her to remain engaged to her if you've decided that remaining engaged to her is
not beneficial to you.
You don't owe it to her to go through with a marriage if you've decided that being married, or getting
married, or being married to her is not what you want, or will not benefit you.
You don't even owe it to her to stay married to her if you've decided that a continued marriage to her
is not benefiting you or has become detrimental to your physical, mental, or emotional health.
You don't owe it to her to continue doing, giving, or being anything that you have done, have given,
or were. You may stop doing, giving, or being those things/activities at any time, for any reason you
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wish, and you do not owe an explanation why you stopped.

There's one main reason women can get men to feel as if they have all sorts of duties and obligations
to women they're not married to: because they prevail on men's provisioning and protection instincts:

"It's a man's duty to give me what I need, because I am a wee widdle ol' girl. And
men have to protect women. Men have to take care of women. If I need something,
it's men's God ordained duty to give it to me/get it for me. If I am in trouble, it's
men's absolute obligation to get me out of trouble. If I did something/made a
decision and bad consequences are about to result from it, a man is REQUIRED
to swoop in and stop the bad consequences, shield me from the bad consequences,
and/or clean up/rectify/pay to fix the bad consequences."

There's one main tactic women use, and it's simply granting, withholding or denying sexual access:

Give me what I want/do what I want, and I will have sex with you/keep having sex
with you.

If you do not/cannot give me what I want/do what I want, I will not have sex with
you/stop having sex with you.

In almost all cases, what's the worst a woman can do? She'll end all contact with you and stop having
sex with you. She will ignore any attempts you make to reestablish contact. Congratulations. You
have now joined the ranks of assholes and jerks she will complain and bellyache about to her
prospective husband.
She will probably tell all her friends about what a shitbag you are and how you done her dirty
(translation: He wouldn't give me what I wanted when I wanted it. He would not do what I wanted
him to do. He could not/would not give me the relationship I wanted when and how I wanted it.) She
will Light-Switch Effect your relationship. She will lie about you, about your relationship, and about
how and why it ended.
So what? So she stopped fucking you and won't talk to you anymore. Big fucking deal. Go get
another one. Or not. Your choice. You have all the power here.
You do not owe her anything. Rest assured, gents: She doesn't view herself as owing YOU
anything. Even when she's married to you, she won't consider she has any obligations to you. How
many times have you heard women say "You're not owed sex!" Even wives are saying this to
husbands: "Just because we're married, that doesn't mean I have to have sex with you. I am not
required to have sex with you." Turn the tables on that: "Then I don't have to support you
financially." That's another post, but suffice it to say here that if women don't owe you anything, you
certainly don't owe them anything.
You don't owe her anything.
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Tomi 2 Electric Boogaloo!! She backtracks! She doubles down!
Kind of. Sort of. Maybe.
263 upvotes | August 18, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Here is the link. Could not archive it. It's at Cooper's place, "The Cold Hard Truth about...."
This is a companion piece to tradthot conservababe Tomi Lahren's Facebook rant called ["PSA for
Boyish Men"] about how men done her and her friends dirty, how men 'need to grow up'.
It's all there:
1) "I said men are trash, but that's not really what I said. I didn't say "all men are trash". I said "men
are trash". I know that's what I said, but I didn't say that." Yeah, no. You DID say that.
2) Turns out the video was prompted when one of Lahren's friends found herself in a FwB/pump and
dump situation with a guy who very clearly told her "no relationships"
3) Her public story is she "wasn't ready to settle down". Cooper says he got DMs stating that Lahren
cheated on her fiance with someone else. Don't know if that's true, but, there it is - Cooper claims to
have the sCoop.
4) Her ex fiance is a "saint". Yet, she dumped him and wouldn't marry him. If he was so great, why
did she dump him and give back a $50,000 engagement ring? If he was so great, why did she
allegedly cheat on him?
5) "It was just to help you!!"
6) "Maybe you guys don't know how important communication is!" Yeah, no. We tried that. Doesn't
work. Don't listen to what she says. Watch what she does.
7) "I wasn't bashing men! I don't hate men! If you think that about me, you're just a BOY!" No. You
were bashing men. Your first video was an uber feminist screed. You were literally sputtering and
screaming. You were angry.
8) "I am not a feminist!" Um, yes you are.
9) "Men are being raised poorly! Pop culture raises men poorly!" No. The problem with how boys are
raised into men is that too many of them are being raised by single mothers, feminists, career women,
and spineless men.
10) "I've been around.... men" Uh huh. She's dated, probably FwBs, probably pumped and dumped at
least once. Was engaged to uberChad Brandon Fricke. She admits - most men she dated were terrible
men, treated her horribly, cheated on her, lied to her. "High school boyfriend - horrid man, cheated on
me, said horrible things to me, I put up with him treating me like crap for YEARS!" (Guys - at least
80% of sexually active women have been pumped and dumped at least once.)
11) "How come men can tell men not to be pussies; but women can't tell men not to be pussies??"
You don't get to tell men not to be pussies. You don't get to bust our balls, you don't get to instruct us,
and you don't get to tell us what a man is or how to be men.
You can tell us what's attractive and what's not attractive, and you can accept or reject us. But you
don't get to tell men how to be men.
12) "I'm not perfect! I'm a damn dumpster fire when it comes to relationships. I'm a mess." She's
revealing her value. And keep in mind - this is her talking about herself. This right here is how chicks
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take men to Crazytown.
13) "All i want is authenticity, loyalty, and good communication." And yet, even uberChad Brandon
Fricke wasn't good enough for her. This is why you don't listen to women when they say what they
want.
Tomi Lahren, the Squeakquel. What fun.
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She Chose It. She Chose Them.
121 upvotes | August 27, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

You get to see all kinds of women at WAATGM and here. Young, old, smart, dumb, educated, dull,
pretty, not so pretty, and past their prime - we see them all.
Almost all women here complain about their predicaments. We see all kinds of those too:
Leftover/never married. Divorced at 29 and seeking again. 22 year old women with 3 kids,
demanding high value men. 40 year old divorcees, asking for second marriages. 60 year old phase II
carousel riders lamenting that most men her age can't get it up and that men 30 years her junior just
want to use her as a sexual pin cushion. And more.
They all have one thing in common, though:
She chose it. She chose them.
She made a lot of life choices that got her to the point of creating a profile, post, article or blurb that
we profiled. She chose the life situations and circumstances. She chose the men. Knowingly chose
those men. She chose the friends. She chose to have sex. She chose to have sex with certain men. She
chose to use substances. She chose to get intoxicated with said substances. She chose to get pregnant.
She chose her baby daddy (or increasingly, baby daddies). She chose to have her child(ren). She
chose her husband(s). She chose the lives she gave those men. She chose to divorce them or she
chose to make their lives so bad that they had no choice but to divorce her. She chose her life.
SHE chose it. No one chose it for her. No one else lived her life for her. All of them, every one of
them, were her decisions. No one else's. Hers.
She CHOSE it. She made a long series of deliberate decisions that got her to where she is. No one
forced her to choose. No one put a gun to her head and forced her to choose. No one forced her to use
that substance. No one forced her to have sex. No one forced her to have sex with the men she
picked. No one else limited her choices. If her choices were limited, it was a situation of her own
making.
Women are unique in that they have near-unlimited choice in pretty much everything they are and do.
Work? Part time full time flex time FMLA, 1st 2d or 3d shift, how and when you want. If you can't
do certain things, get a man to help you or do it for you. Or, get a beta bux to marry you and don't
work at all.
School? Women get preferential treatment everywhere. Women get preferential grade treatment.
Choice in men? Women choose the men they have sex with and marry. Women's choices are now
virtually unlimited. All a woman needs is a phone and membership in 2 or 3 dating apps, and she has
thousands of men a swipe or text away. Whenever a woman wants sex, she can get it, from whom she
wants, any way she wants. It necessarily follows that the sex women have is their choice, fully and
completely.
Men, you know what your choices are when it comes to work? Work or starve. Work or die.
Your choices when it comes to school are limited to whatever your talents get you.
Your choices for women are pretty much "take what you can get" and "catch as catch can". If you can
Game her or attract her and she responds, you're limited to whatever she's willing to give you, when
she's willing to give it to you. Yes, you can walk away, but then, you're not getting sex from her and
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you're back to the drawing board.
So when you read these profiles, remember:
She chose it. She chose them. She chose this.
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A Main Problem in the Sexual and Relationship Market Places
is that Women are Not Held Responsible for Anything they Do,
and Are Not Held to Any Standards
183 upvotes | September 1, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

In the title.
We looked at Hera McLeod in this post. There was some controversy, even among the men. The
complaint was "well, of course she hates men! The father of her first child murdered that child!"
Ok, yes. He did. He is responsible for the child's murder.
But SHE is responsible for (1) selecting him to date despite her initial misgivings; (2) dating him; (3)
having sex with him; (4) getting pregnant by him; (5) supporting him; (6) living with him; (7) staying
with him; (8) not distancing herself from him until it was too late; and most important,
(9) ignoring or glossing over all the numerous red flags that were so apparent even Blue Pilled me
could have seen them; and
(10) failing to limit the relationship, end it, or leave when each red flag popped up.

The reasons for this are varied and beyond the scope of this post. But one way or another, our entire
society has gotten to the point where women are not held responsible for anything they do or say; and
women are not held to any standards of any kind. And no one is permitted to hold women responsible
or to make them adhere to standards.
This is absolutely toxic, and it needs to stop. It is unacceptable, period, full stop. And you men need
to start shifting the tides on this.
Any time a man points out a woman's errors in judgment or conduct, men are lambasted for it. Men
are not permitted to say "she's responsible for X". Men are not permitted to say "she should have
done this" or "she should NOT have done that".
Men aren't permitted to have any standards for any woman in their lives. They are shamed for
rejecting unattractive women, for not dating at all, for going their own way. They aren't permitted to
insist that any woman in their lives act in certain ways or not act in other ways. Men are told and
instructed that women can do and say anything they want, anytime they want, anywhere they want, to
anyone they want, and no one can say fuckall about it. Men are trained that if a man gets drunk with a
woman who also gets drunk, and they have sex, he's responsible for his sexual decisions AND FOR
HER sexual decisions. He's responsible even if he's drunk off his ass. But she's not responsible for
anything.
(She's legally responsible for driving drunk, but NOT legally, morally, or any other kind of
responsible for fucking drunk. We men see the abject unfairness and injustice of that.)
You people want to know why men are going their own way? This is why. Because men are being
told, taught, trained, and severely instructed on pain of penalty and imprisonment, that they are not
to expect anything of any woman they interact with. They can't expect her even to show them
common courtesy.
If he's dating her, he's 100% responsible for him AND for her. If he's married to her, he can't expect
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her to have sex with him, to not fuck other men, to avoid bankrupting them, to make even
rudimentary contributions to running the house, or even to fucking be nice to him.
If she works for him, he can't expect her to do her job competently or not create workplace drama.
All of this is because we have spent the last 50 or so years not holding women to any standards,
allowing them to escape responsibility for their fucked up decisions, and allowing them to shift their
responsibilities to men. To add insult to injury, we've looked the other way while women pointed the
finger at men and called them "abusive" for doing nothing other than insisting that women meet
standards and be accountable for their conduct. We as a society have blamed men for women's
decisions and for their unhappiness. We've made men foot the bill for it.
And then when men have the gall to point out the unfairness, and that they want and expect things
from their interactions and relationships with women, as a final slap in the face, they call us names.
Incel. Sexist. Misogynist. Bitter small dicked loser who can't get laid. They accuse us of
hyperemotionality ("who hurt you?" "So dramatic." "Jeez, calm down, so ANGRY.") They imply that
men are in the wrong for doing nothing other than saying "um, that's not our fault."
No more.
Posts like the one linked up there point up WAATGM's and WATGMA's mission: to point out
women's responsibility. That men are NOT responsible for women choosing to fuck shitbags. Women
are responsible for their decision to fuck shitbags. That women are fully personally responsible for
every decision they make, and they should be required to bear every consequence of those decisions.
That women need to be held to minimum standards of conduct. That men are not responsible for
cleaning up women's messes, not responsible for paying for it, and are not responsible to sort through
the baggage they accumulated.
If women want to work, they should be held to the same workplace standards as men are. No more
"getting a man to do it for you". No more "getting a man to fix your work fuckups". No more
preferences in hiring, salary, or advancement. Women need to be called out and told to stop
fomenting and creating workplace drama, stop gossiping with coworkers, and get their asses back to
work and actually contribute to the bottom line.
If a woman wants to date men, she needs to meet their standards for attractiveness and conduct. Men
are within their rights to not date them or stop dating them if they fail to meet those standards. Men
need to ignore the shaming and walk away from shitty women.
if a woman wants to be married, she needs to understand that 50% of that marriage is the man she
chooses to marry. She needs to meet his standards and contribute to the marriage bottom line
however he decides she needs to. If he wants and needs things from the marriage, it is HER
responsibility and obligation to provide them. She needs to find a way to meet those standards and do
what he expects, or she can choose to not be a wife anymore - ON HER DIME. She needs to be held
100% responsible for her decisions- including her decision to marry, to marry this particular man, and
to remain with him. And she needs to be held to her end of the bargain, which includes feed him, fuck
him and ONLY him, and be nice to him. Men need to hold their wives fully personally responsible
and hold them to standards they set.
And fuck, people, we need to ratchet down the definition of "abuse" to pre-1970 levels. It is NOT
abuse for a man to expect to have sex with his wife. It is NOT abuse for a man to say "stay on
budget". It is NOT abuse for a man to lie to a woman to fuck her (men have been doing that for
millennia and women know it). It is NOT abuse for a man to say "I don't want to do that and I am not
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going to do that". It is NOT abuse for a man to manipulate a woman (women manipulate men ALL
THE TIME). It is NOT abuse for a man to say to a woman "I don't want to date fat chicks, ugly
chicks, weird chicks, or any other kind of chicks I don't like". It is NOT abuse for a man to reject a
woman.
It is NOT abuse for a man to say "woman, here is where you fucked up and here is where you are
responsible".
It is NOT abuse for a man to hold a woman he's dating or married to, to standards he sets.
It is NOT abuse for a man to hold a woman responsible and accountable for meeting the standards he
sets, and for kicking her to the curb when she cannot or will not meet those standards.
There is no such thing as "financial abuse". It is NOT abuse for a man to say "I won't support you or
stay married to you if you will not meet my standards."
Women: you need to start meeting standards and you need to start taking responsibility for your lives.
It is NOT men's fault that you're unhappy. It is NOT men's fault that you're out of shape, overweight,
or working a job you hate. It is NOT men's fault that you can't find a man. It is NOT men's fault that
you can't have a family. It is NOT men's fault that you fucked 20 shitbags and one of them knocked
you up. It is NOT men's fault that you can't or won't do your job.
And it is not anyone's fault but YOURS if you chose a shitbag to father your child.
It's YOUR fault. It's YOUR responsibility. And we will point that out to men who read here, and they
can take it for what it's worth.
Have the courage to face the truth.

EDIT:
In cases like Hera McLeod and her son's death at the hands of the man she chose to sire him, I don't
care about the man's responsibility. The entire world writes quadrillions of pixels about men's
responsibility. The entire world holds men accountable for absolutely EVERYTHING they do (and
most things women do, and for the state of women). The entire world pounds the ever loving shit out
of men, all the time, every minute of every hour of every day, about how they need to be
responsible/man up/step up/be men.
You need to train your goddamn grey matter to hold women accountable. You need to train yourself
to look past the bullshit and get all the way down to the truth of it, the truth that women and their
willing sycophants are trying to conceal from you. You need to see that women are FULLY
PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE for every decision they make, including fucking bad men and
choosing bad men to sire their children. Joaquin Rams is responsible for the end result. But Hera
McLeod is responsible for pretty much the ENTIRE chain of events that led up to that end result. She
had no less than four separate and distinct opportunities to never let things start with Rams, or to end
things with him, and she DID NOT DO IT.
And SHE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THAT.
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A Main Problem in the Sexual and Relationship Market Places
is that Women are Not Held Responsible for Anything they Do,
and Are Not Held to Any Standards
155 upvotes | September 1, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

A Main Problem in the Sexual and Relationship Market Places is that Women are Not Held
Responsible for Anything they Do, and Are Not Held to Any Standards
195 points•39 comments•submitted 6 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod to
r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

In the title.
We looked at Hera McLeod in this post. There was some controversy, even among the men. The
complaint was "well, of course she hates men! The father of her first child murdered that child!"
Ok, yes. He did. He is responsible for the child's murder.
But SHE is responsible for (1) selecting him to date despite her initial misgivings; (2) dating him; (3)
having sex with him; (4) getting pregnant by him; (5) supporting him; (6) living with him; (7) staying
with him; (8) not distancing herself from him until it was too late; and most important,
(9) ignoring or glossing over all the numerous red flags that were so apparent even Blue Pilled me
could have seen them; and
(10) failing to limit the relationship, end it, or leave when each red flag popped up.

The reasons for this are varied and beyond the scope of this post. But one way or another, our entire
society has gotten to the point where women are not held responsible for anything they do or say; and
women are not held to any standards of any kind. And no one is permitted to hold women responsible
or to make them adhere to standards.
This is absolutely toxic, and it needs to stop. It is unacceptable, period, full stop. And you men need
to start shifting the tides on this.
Any time a man points out a woman's errors in judgment or conduct, men are lambasted for it. Men
are not permitted to say "she's responsible for X". Men are not permitted to say "she should have
done this" or "she should NOT have done that".
Men aren't permitted to have any standards for any woman in their lives. They are shamed for
rejecting unattractive women, for not dating at all, for going their own way. They aren't permitted to
insist that any woman in their lives act in certain ways or not act in other ways. Men are told and
instructed that women can do and say anything they want, anytime they want, anywhere they want, to
anyone they want, and no one can say fuckall about it. Men are trained that if a man gets drunk with a
woman who also gets drunk, and they have sex, he's responsible for his sexual decisions AND FOR
HER sexual decisions. He's responsible even if he's drunk off his ass. But she's not responsible for
anything.
(She's legally responsible for driving drunk, but NOT legally, morally, or any other kind of
responsible for fucking drunk. We men see the abject unfairness and injustice of that.)
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You people want to know why men are going their own way? This is why. Because men are being
told, taught, trained, and severely instructed on pain of penalty and imprisonment, that they are not
to expect anything of any woman they interact with. They can't expect her even to show them
common courtesy.
If he's dating her, he's 100% responsible for him AND for her. If he's married to her, he can't expect
her to have sex with him, to not fuck other men, to avoid bankrupting them, to make even
rudimentary contributions to running the house, or even to fucking be nice to him.
If she works for him, he can't expect her to do her job competently or not create workplace drama.
All of this is because we have spent the last 50 or so years not holding women to any standards,
allowing them to escape responsibility for their fucked up decisions, and allowing them to shift their
responsibilities to men. To add insult to injury, we've looked the other way while women pointed the
finger at men and called them "abusive" for doing nothing other than insisting that women meet
standards and be accountable for their conduct. We as a society have blamed men for women's
decisions and for their unhappiness. We've made men foot the bill for it.
And then when men have the gall to point out the unfairness, and that they want and expect things
from their interactions and relationships with women, as a final slap in the face, they call us names.
Incel. Sexist. Misogynist. Bitter small dicked loser who can't get laid. They accuse us of
hyperemotionality ("who hurt you?" "So dramatic." "Jeez, calm down, so ANGRY.") They imply that
men are in the wrong for doing nothing other than saying "um, that's not our fault."
No more.
Posts like the one linked up there point up WAATGM's and WATGMA's mission: to point out
women's responsibility. That men are NOT responsible for women choosing to fuck shitbags. Women
are responsible for their decision to fuck shitbags. That women are fully personally responsible for
every decision they make, and they should be required to bear every consequence of those decisions.
That women need to be held to minimum standards of conduct. That men are not responsible for
cleaning up women's messes, not responsible for paying for it, and are not responsible to sort through
the baggage they accumulated.
If women want to work, they should be held to the same workplace standards as men are. No more
"getting a man to do it for you". No more "getting a man to fix your work fuckups". No more
preferences in hiring, salary, or advancement. Women need to be called out and told to stop
fomenting and creating workplace drama, stop gossiping with coworkers, and get their asses back to
work and actually contribute to the bottom line.
If a woman wants to date men, she needs to meet their standards for attractiveness and conduct. Men
are within their rights to not date them or stop dating them if they fail to meet those standards. Men
need to ignore the shaming and walk away from shitty women.
if a woman wants to be married, she needs to understand that 50% of that marriage is the man she
chooses to marry. She needs to meet his standards and contribute to the marriage bottom line
however he decides she needs to. If he wants and needs things from the marriage, it is HER
responsibility and obligation to provide them. She needs to find a way to meet those standards and do
what he expects, or she can choose to not be a wife anymore - ON HER DIME. She needs to be held
100% responsible for her decisions- including her decision to marry, to marry this particular man, and
to remain with him. And she needs to be held to her end of the bargain, which includes feed him, fuck
him and ONLY him, and be nice to him. Men need to hold their wives fully personally responsible
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and hold them to standards they set.
And fuck, people, we need to ratchet down the definition of "abuse" to pre-1970 levels. It is NOT
abuse for a man to expect to have sex with his wife. It is NOT abuse for a man to say "stay on
budget". It is NOT abuse for a man to lie to a woman to fuck her (men have been doing that for
millennia and women know it). It is NOT abuse for a man to say "I don't want to do that and I am not
going to do that". It is NOT abuse for a man to manipulate a woman (women manipulate men ALL
THE TIME). It is NOT abuse for a man to say to a woman "I don't want to date fat chicks, ugly
chicks, weird chicks, or any other kind of chicks I don't like". It is NOT abuse for a man to reject a
woman.
It is NOT abuse for a man to say "woman, here is where you fucked up and here is where you are
responsible".
It is NOT abuse for a man to hold a woman he's dating or married to, to standards he sets.
It is NOT abuse for a man to hold a woman responsible and accountable for meeting the standards he
sets, and for kicking her to the curb when she cannot or will not meet those standards.
There is no such thing as "financial abuse". It is NOT abuse for a man to say "I won't support you or
stay married to you if you will not meet my standards."
Women: you need to start meeting standards and you need to start taking responsibility for your lives.
It is NOT men's fault that you're unhappy. It is NOT men's fault that you're out of shape, overweight,
or working a job you hate. It is NOT men's fault that you can't find a man. It is NOT men's fault that
you can't have a family. It is NOT men's fault that you fucked 20 shitbags and one of them knocked
you up. It is NOT men's fault that you can't or won't do your job.
And it is not anyone's fault but YOURS if you chose a shitbag to father your child.
It's YOUR fault. It's YOUR responsibility. And we will point that out to men who read here, and they
can take it for what it's worth.
Have the courage to face the truth.

EDIT:
In cases like Hera McLeod and her son's death at the hands of the man she chose to sire him, I don't
care about the man's responsibility. The entire world writes quadrillions of pixels about men's
responsibility. The entire world holds men accountable for absolutely EVERYTHING they do (and
things they don't do, and things they didn't do, and most things women do, and for the state of
women). The entire world pounds the ever loving shit out of men, all the time, every minute of every
hour of every day, about how they need to be responsible/man up/step up/be men.
You need to train your goddamn grey matter to hold women accountable. You need to train yourself
to look past the bullshit and get all the way down to the truth of it, the truth that women and their
willing sycophants are trying to conceal from you. You need to see that women are FULLY
PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE for every decision they make, including fucking bad men and
choosing bad men to sire their children. Joaquin Rams is responsible for the end result. But Hera
McLeod is responsible for pretty much the ENTIRE chain of events that led up to that end result. She
had no less than four separate and distinct opportunities to never let things start with Rams, or to end
things with him, and she DID NOT DO IT.
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And SHE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THAT.
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Guess Being A Cougar Isn't So Awesome After All. Dr. Devout
Christian, part III.
97 upvotes | September 12, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Hello everyone! It's Aldabruzzo time! Today, kids, we're going to revisit Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D.,
Devout Christian. You first read about her here talking about how tough it is for women in their 50s
to date. You then read about her again when she wrote about her fucking "dating" her 30 years
younger boyfriend in direct contravention of her stated faith. Cuz being a cougar is AWESUM!!
But, hold the phone. They broke up. Guess it's not so awesum after all.
She dumped her boyfriend for "getting his feelings hurt".
TLDR: Dr. McAvoy was shtupping a man 30 years her junior. In response to her "Being a Cougar is
AWESUM" post, a guy posted that she was probably a locker room joke punchline in her boyfriend's
eyes. Or something. That made the Good Doctor (Devout Christian) very insecure. She doesn't see
him more than once a week. What's he doing when he's not with me? Is he really laughing about
fucking dating me?
She goes to her fuckbuddy boyfriend to express her insecurity. He gets all hurt: "It hurts me that you
think I'd" joke about our relationship. She feels all bad about it - not because he'd told her he wasn't
doing that; but because his feelings were hurt. The rest of the article is her raking him over the coals
for being a pussy because she hurt his fee fees, because she should be allowed to feel insecure and
have him reassure her, and because his feelings getting hurt is "defensiveness" and "lying". Dr.
McAvoy, Devout Christian, demanded that her fuckbuddy boyfriend make her feel better, by...
accusing him of something he didn't do and then denying that he did the thing he didn't do. She
lambastes him for being 'unconfident' and 'immature' and emotionally juvenile. She wants someone
who "lets me be me all the time".

Well. here's what I hope you take away from this.
1) You can't turn a fuckbuddy into a husband. This happened because Dr. McAvoy expected a
fuckbuddy to act like a boyfriend/husband. And that's unreasonable.
Women: Fuckbuddies are not going to give you emotional support or relational maturity. You don't
get to demand commitment from FwBs. You are not entitled to certain standards of conduct from
fuckbuddies. That's not what fuckbuddies and FwBs are for. Fuckbuddies and FwBs are there for
occasional sex, fun, and companionship, at your and their mutual convenience. The only things you
get to expect from fuckbuddies and FwBs is some fun times and some deep dicking. That's it.
Guys: If you're a fuckbuddy or FwB, do not act like a boyfriend or husband. Don't give her these
things. She doesn't get emotional support, relationship, commitment, or resources. Don't try to "work
it out" or "talk it out" or "fix things". You are not there to help her feel better or support her or
commit anything to her. You're there to fuck her and do fun stuff with her. That's it. She doesn't get to
demand anything from you, and you don't owe her anything. Period. End of discussion.
2) Of course he's emotionally immature. He's 30 years younger than you are. What the fuck did
you expect?
He is not relationship material or someone for a 50 something widow/divorcee to fall in love with or
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have something lasting. He was not even a "boyfriend". He was your fuckbuddy. He was your friend
with benefits. Maybe you, Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D., devout Christian, don't want to say that. But I
will. Because THAT IS WHAT HE WAS.
3) I was originally right about this from the very beginning. Men cannot disclose negative emotions
to women. You do not get to express negative emotions to a woman you're fucking. You don't get to
express pain, injury, frustration, despair, or depression. If you do, you're worthless and weak, or
you're just a manipulative immature asshole who's making it all about you.
4) Dr. McAvoy's relationship with him was all about her, and her wants, needs, and desires,
and not at all about his wants, needs and desires. It just never occurs to women that men want,
need and desire things too from their relationships. I would have expected that a relationship
professional and a psychologist like Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D, Devout Christian, of all people,
would understand this. But oh no, women are women - even women with education, training,
experience and expertise in the mental health healing arts.
5) Dr. McAvoy gets all pissed off that he got his feelings hurt. Yeah, let me explain something to
you - something that I would think a "relationship professional" with a terminal degree in psychology
would understand. Ready? Read this carefully, Doctor.
This happened because you accused him of something he didn't do. This happened because you just
HAD to vomitpuke your feelings and insecurities all over him for something that he did not do, that
he TOLD YOU he did not do, and had nothing to do with him. This has to do with YOU and YOUR
issues, not him. His feelings got hurt because YOU HURT THEM.
And this also happened because you just had to blab about your FwB "relationship" on the
internet, under your real name, on a widely read forum where people can comment.
Maybe next time, keep details about your relationship private. Don't write about it. Keep it private,
like most men and women used to before we vivisected ourselves and divulged the most intimate
details of our lives all over social media to people we don't really like and who don't really care about
us.
And, Dr. McAvoy, he didn't owe you anything. He didn't owe you any explanations. He didn't owe
you more time. He didn't owe you an accounting of where he was or what he did when he was not
with you. He didn't owe you any explanations of what he said about you to others. Your insecurities
about your relationship with him are on YOU and it was pretty shitty for you to vomitpuke them on
him.
If anyone was being manipulative here, it's Dr. McAvoy. Note what she says:

That unkind comment on my article had shaken me by pointing out an unpleasant
possibility that could be occurring in this relationship. When I chose to share it
with this guy, I hoped he had the strength to hear my insecurity and to reassure
me. It was an opening to grow our trust in one another. Unfortunately, he took it
as an attack on his integrity.

Translate that:
I expected my fuckbuddy to read my mind and give me what I wanted. I expected him to just know
what I needed and give it to me. I was saying to him "some other guy i don't know hurt my fee fees,
and it's on you to make me feel better. And if you can't just figure this out, then you're a horrible
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immature little man-boy who won't grow up."
That right there is straight up classic female manipulation. It's shitty, it's bullshit, it's injurious, and
you men need to recognize it when it's being fired at you.
Notice how women look at this: HE has to "be strong and reassure her", but it is NEVER EVER on
her to give him anything, ever, even if he needs something from her.
6) The woman in a relationship can do, be, and say anything she wants; but the man cannot be
himself at any time, ever. She said that - "I want to meet, date, and fall in love with an emotional
grown-up — someone who lets me be me all the time. " That goes both ways - then you have to let
him be him all the time. It's unrealistic - people are not "themselves" all the time in relationships. If
they were, no one would ever stay together long enough even to fuck, much less reproduce.
7) Notice that no apology to him is forthcoming for her hurting him and for accusing him of
something he did not do.
8) This is a classic shit test, and here's how you pass it.
If he says what he said, which is "it hurts that you think I'd do something like that", he's manipulating
her and turning the tables on her.
If he laughs it off, he's not taking her seriously.
If he denies that he would say or think something like that, he's lying and trying to brush off her
concerns as not worth discussing.
If he says nothing, he's an insensitive, immature, emotionally unavailable jerk.
So the best response: Either laugh it off, or say nothing. It's better to let a woman think that you aren't
really taking things seriously or that you're an asshole. Because, as you can see, she'll forgive you
being an asshole; but she'll never forgive you for being a pussy.
9) AWALT. If ever there was a woman who proves AWALT beyond a reasonable doubt, it's Kerry
Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D., Devout Christian. Experienced psychologist, relationship expert? Doesn't
matter. She's still a woman, spewing her insecurities onto her sex partners, blaming men for her
problems, writing about them for validation on the internet, and demanding that everyone else around
her get better while she is just fine the way she is.

No, Dr. McAvoy, you do not get to "be me all the time", not unless you're willing to allow your man
to "be himself all the time". See, Dr. Devout Christian, that's called "compromise". That's called "give
something to get something." That's called "relationship", the root word of which is "relate". That's
called "relating" to another human being. These are things I would think that you of all people would
understand - you, with a terminal degree in psychology and holding yourself out as a "relationship
professional".
The only person being immature here, Dr. McAvoy, is you - stomping around demanding that you get
to be you all the time, while lambasting men for being themselves. Projecting the shitty abusive
behavior of your ex husband onto an innocent man who by all your accounts has been unfailingly
good to you. Taking on a fuckbuddy boyfriend 30 years your junior and complaining that he's not up
to your maturity standards. (But let's be honest, doctor - based on the last article I profiled, you
werent measuring up his character and maturity all that much, were you? No, you had other places
you were measuring and assessing him, and we all know what they were.) Splaying your
"relationship" and your fornication all over the internet while holding yourself out as "devout
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Christian relationship professional", and then complaining that, like 98% of relationships, it doesn't
work out.
Grow up.
Stay tuned. I am sure Dr. McAvoy will give us more Red Pill goodness as time goes on.
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If You're A Fuckbuddy/FwB, Don't Act Like A
Boyfriend/Husband or an Orbiter
72 upvotes | September 12, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Well, it was here that I wrote something that was way too long about Dr. Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D.,
Devout Christian.
Dr. McAvoy wrote about her relationship with her "boyfriend". Some guy was a big meanie to her in
the comments section. She took it to her "boyfriend" and she read his injury as manipulation and
deceit. So Dr. McAvoy broke up with him because he was "immature" and didn't help her with her
insecurities.
And as is my wont, I wrote a whole bunch of stuff about what she did and all the things she did
wrong. But as I was reading and cogitating some more about this, I worked hard to distill this down
into what had actually happened. And I came to it:
Dr. McAvoy expected boyfriend treatment from a fuckbuddy, mostly because she didn't want to admit
to herself that he was a fuckbuddy. And her fuckbuddy tried to act like a boyfriend, mostly because he
wanted to keep fucking her.

Guys, if you're a fuckbuddy or a friend with benefits (FwB), don't act like a boyfriend or a husband,
even if you want to keep fucking her. Your job as a FwB is fucking and fun. Good sex, have fun with
her, show her a good time, do fun things with her. That's it.
You are not a boyfriend. You are not a husband. You're not there for emotional support, for relational
maturity, or for commitment. You're not there to cultivate a relationship. You're not there to build
anything, to commit anything, or to expend time or resources.
You're not there to "work things out" or "fix things". When things get to a point of "we need to work
things out", that's when you know you need to move on if you don't want that level of involvement,
because she's trying to convert you into a boyfriend or a husband. FwBs do not "talk it out" or
participate in discussions preceded by the woman saying "we need to talk". If you're not going to
fuck or do fun things, then there's nothing to talk about.
You're also not a beta orbiter. You're not there to let her borrow anything, give her money, or spend
lots of time doing "friend" things. You're not there to give "loan" her $100 to tide her over to next
month. Just know that if you "loan" money to a woman, you'll never see it again. Consider it a gift, if
you give it to her in the first place, which you should not do. FwBs are not there to be financial
institutions, emotional tampons, movers, or lifters of heavy things.
If you're a fuckbuddy, don't act like a boyfriend, and don't act like an orbiter.
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Public Confessions of a 50-something Widowed Divorcee - All
Women Are Like That, Including the "Good Ones".
129 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

September 15, 2020
Our critics say that we profile only the dregs, the barrel scrapers, the scraps. These are horrible
women, they allege, and therefore any man who gets with them gets what they deserve. These are
terrible women with "nothing going on", as Tomi "inspin" Lahren would say.. Just "thotianas". Just
TikThots. Just Instagram thots. Or horrid single mothers. Or three-time-divorcees just looking for
their next victim. Or evil Leftover Women roaming to and fro like roaring lions, seeking whom they
may devour.
Not so. Because, well, They Are All Like That. Educated women. Women with terminal degrees in a
learned field. Women with experience, education, training and expertise in the workings of the
human mind. Women who work, who live productive lives, who contribute something meaningful to
the world.
Women who were happily married but widowed. Women who intended to remain married had their
husbands not died prematurely. Women who had and raised children by their husbands. Women who
stayed married to the fathers of their children. Women who were faithful, who never cheated, and
who met their obligations, year in, year out.
Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D., Devout Christian, is such a woman. She is all of these things. And
probably much more.
And she is still a woman, with all the foibles and quirks that come with that condition. Herewith, Dr.
McAvoy: My Private Admission That I Just Want to Belong
Let's just get straight to the point.
All Women Are Like That. They all have insecurities, problems, quirks, and idiosyncracies. They all
complain. They all get friends with benefits. They all break up with those FwBs for one reason or
another.
And now you know they are all racked with insecurities, lack of self knowledge, lack of self
awareness, and all sorts of other issues and problems.
It isn't just the drunks and the drug addicts, the white trash trailer trawlers, and the ghetto girls. It isn't
just the single moms, the high school dropouts, and the sorostitutes at MDMA University. It isn't just
the never marrieds or the Leftovers or the Friendzone Fionas.
It's ALL women. ALL of them. Every. Single. Solitary. One. Of. Them. Including the ones who
married early, had kids, stayed married, and then sadly had to bury a husband. The ones who "did it
right". The ones who "lived the dream". The ones who did what all the girls say and claim they want
to do. Hear their plaintive wail: "All I ever wanted was just to be a wife and a mommy! I never
wanted anything else!"
Kerry Kerr McAvoy, Ph.D. was, and is, all those things. Married early to a man she loved. Bore him
three children. Stayed married to him. Got their three kids to adulthood. Built a career of her own as a
"relationship therapist", Christian devotions author, and writer. She stayed married to her first
husband until he died 5 years ago. Lived a stable life. Lived a good life.
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When he died, she remarried. her second husband is a man she claims is an abuser. She divorced him
after just under 2 years of marriage. After that, she got a friend with benefits and broke up with him
when she got insecure about the relationship and her FwB failed to sufficiently reassure her. One of
her very latest pieces is profiled above, about how she "just wants to belong".
Here's a few things I'd like you to take away from this:
1) All Women Are Like That. There are very few absolutes in the world, but this is one of them. All
women have a basic female nature: Hypergamous, and use their feelings and emotions to guide them
through the world and define their realities. They eschew logic, reason, principles, generalities, and
abstractions in favor of feelings and emotion. This is female "default mode". Can women operate
above that? Sure. But they often revert to default mode. Every woman has done this.
Every woman you have ever known or will know is like that. Your grandmothers are/were like that.
Your mom is (especially) like that. Your sisters are like that. All the girls you have ever dated or
fucked are like that. Your wife is like that. Your daughters are/will be like that.
The nice ladies your mom knows from Church are like that (in fact they are more "Like That" than
most women). The girls and women you go to school with are like that. The women at your job are
like that. All of them. Without exception.
2) Women do better with a man in their lives. Dr. McAvoy didn't really start falling apart until her
husband died. Because he wasn't there to keep the guardrails and boundaries in place, she went off
the rails: She remarried to an abuser. She took a man 30 years her junior as a FwB. This is the kind of
conduct you might expect from a 23 year old never married high school dropout with a bastard in
tow, or a 33 year old desperate Leftover. But instead, they're from a 50-something widowed mom of
3 adult children with "Ph.D." after her name.
3) Christian faith is no inoculation against female nature. Given a choice between following
faith and following nature, a Christian woman will follow her nature, unless someone or
something external to her intervenes. Girls and women will not follow religious "rules" or adhere
to religious standards of conduct unless someone else makes them do it. They will not make
themselves do it. When she's young, usually it's her father. But that someone else doesn't have to be a
man. Many times, it's other, older women.

Before people start ragging on us for "taking a flamethrower" to Dr. McAvoy, remember: She's
writing about herself here. It's fair comment on her own writings about herself. Second: I want to
remind men here that "the good ones" like Dr. McAvoy are as Like That as any of the women we
profile here, the only differences being a few college degrees, and that the Good Doctor here picked a
man who she stayed with and who stayed with her, and who could act as a check on her worst
natures. Her Christian faith, her training, her expertise, her pedigree? Irrelevant.
All Women Are Like That. All of them.
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What You Want and Need Is Important, And She Needs To
Prove to You That She Will Help You Get Those Things
60 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Here's a fun article from Lauren "I Am The Table" Craig, a Spelman grad, nonpracticing lawyer, and
author of Fun Things To Do In a Rotted Out Shithole Town. It was also profiled here at WAATGM.
Here's the essence of Craig's screed and why she doesn't have to show you anything: Because I am
Woman, Hear Me Bitch And Complain (Emphasis added):

To go even deeper, the "table" question is offensive on its face, because it puts a
woman, who by nature takes anything a man gives her and improves on it, in the
position of having to defend her worth to a perfect stranger based on random
qualifications like looks, credentials, or "freak number." Whenever that question is
posed, I now know that you've sized me up and have determined that what little
you know or see so far is not enough, so you need a list of additional qualities that
I'm "offering" in order to take me seriously.

Newsflash: A woman does not have to "offer" a man anything other than her
companionship.

Revolutionary concept to some, but these are the facts. The whole reason men are
driven to get up everyday, go to work, have successful careers, and make a lot of
money is so that they can afford to impress women and date/marry the dream girl
of their choosing. (see footnote below) So it goes without saying that the woman is
the table. What that means is a woman simply IS worthy, and that has nothing to
do with how many degrees she has.

Got all that? "I don't have to prove anything to you. You don't get to say what you want, what you
need, or what you desire. Those things are irrelevant. All you need to know is I'm a woman, and I add
value by my very presence, and you're damn lucky I'm even standing here allowing YOU to prove
YOURSELF to ME."
Yeah.
No.
She's basically telling men to fuck off. What they want, need, desire, hope for? Doesn't matter. Men's
visions for their lives? Unimportant.
Men: If she wants something from you, she needs to offer you something, and it needs to be more
than "companionship". YOU get to decide whether she's good enough. What you want, need, desire,
hope for, are all important. Your vision and what you want your relationship to look like are
important. And YOU get to decide them. YOU get to decide whether she has what it takes to help
you get those things.
Let's take Ms. Craig at her word. "I AM THE TABLE."
OK. You, Ms. Table, are offering "yourself". OK. Well then, I get to examine the table to make sure
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that it's what I want. I get to make sure this table will do what I want and need for it to do. I get to
make sure this table fits in with everything else I have. The table has to fit into my home; I am not
going to get a table and then build a home around it. I want to know if the table has flaws. I want to
know if it's a new table or a used table, and if used, who else used it and how much.
Some tables have a lot of nicks and gouges. I need to know about them so I can decide if I can live
with them. Some tables need refinishing. I need to know that so i can decide if i want to put in the
work for that.
A table needs to be strong and hold things up. Some tables aren't very strong. Some tables break
when you load them down. I get to test my prospective table to make sure it will hold up under what I
need it to carry.
I want my table to look good. I want a nice looking table. And I want and need for it to be durable
and to remain nice looking.
And since I am "buying" this "table" with everything I am and have and everything I will ever have...
I fucking get to find out and know everything I want to know about this goddamn table
BEFORE I buy it. And if i want to ask "what do you offer" then you by God better be ready with an
answer that satisfies me, or I'm leaving you at the Table Store. You do have to defend your worth and
value to me based on whatever criteria I decide. Because I am half of the proposed "relationship", and
I will be financing it, I get to decide whether you meet my standards. My money, my standards. My
life, my standards. If you don't like that, you can stay right here at the Table Store and be offended all
you want while I go on my way. Go be pissed off on someone else's time and dime.
And that's why Ms. Lauren "Table" Craig is 38 and still single. That's why she is still at the Table
Store and why no one's "bought" her yet. (It's actually kind of hinted from her own writing that
someone did "buy" her, and wasn't all that satisfied, and returned her to the Table Store. And, these
special tables being what they are, he of course didn't get his money back.)
And, Ms. Craig: Your indignation at being asked "what do you offer" is quite telling. It means you
don't really offer anything of value. If you won't freely tell me what you offer, then you're hiding
something, or you don't have anything to offer.
Men: What you want is important. What you need is important. How you want your relationship to
look is important. You have EVERY right to demand that any woman you are considering meet your
standards. You have EVERY right to put them in the scales to see how they measure up. Make
women stand and deliver. Make them prove it to you. Make them show you they will enhance your
life. Or leave them where you found them.
One last thing. This is Lauren Craig. I will leave it to you to determine why she's 38 and single. You
can draw your own conclusions on why she has yet to find a "wealthy man" to wife her up.

The idea that men go to work and get careers to get pussy has kind of fallen by the wayside,
Ms. Table, in case you haven't noticed. Women like Ms. Table are freely giving up pussy to
men who live in fleabag apartments and sleep on moldy mattresses on the floor. Women like
Ms. Table are gleefully fucking jobless hot guys, homeless men, drunks, drug addicts, drug
dealers, criminals, and other assorted shitbags. So don't come in here and tell me you need a job
and money to get pussy. If you're a hot guy or an outlaw, you're swimming in pussy.
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A Gentle Reminder: This is Not A Debate Subreddit. Go
elsewhere if you want to debate.
323 upvotes | September 17, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

I'm seeing a lot of women and a few men coming here wanting to debate.
Just a friendly reminder that this sub is not a debate sub.
Sorry that you don't like what we're here to say. We don't care about your opinions. You never come
here telling us facts, they're just your own personal experiences dressed up as "facts". We are not here
to help you feel better about your contrary opinions. If you disagree with us, we're not here to help
you work through your disagreement. Do that somewhere else. I might set you straight in one or two
comments, but I'm not going to debate you because there's no point to it.
We are here to show men what a lot of women are doing to themselves and other men, and we're here
to help men avoid these kinds of women. Women looking for bailouts. Leftovers looking for beta
bucks. Sluts going into Epiphany Phase and looking to entrap men they're not attracted to. Friendzone
Fionas. Mentally ill women. Women looking to ensnare, defraud, and manipulate men they're not
attracted to into marriages so they can score status points with the Feminine Social Matrix.
Identifying women like this, and how to help men avoid them, are two of our core competencies.
Trust us - we know these subjects better than you do, and better than 99% of all other people out
there. I am over 50 years old. I have been dealing with women my entire life. I started dating women
36 years ago. I have been having sex with women for more than 30 years. I have been married 24
years to the same woman. I personally have been living with, reading, and studying these issues here
and in the real world for almost 10 years. I personally have a good working knowledge of a lot of the
"scientific" "studies" out there, as well as how these things actually play out in the real world. I hold a
bachelor's degree in a social science, so I am well aware of how social science studies are designed,
executed, written about, published, and interpreted. I know the difference between a survey and a
double blind random controlled study. I understand the difference between peer reviewed studies and
non- peer reviewed studies, and I also understand why peer review exists. The rest of us have similar
experiences for similar periods of time. We are experts in this particular subfield.
We have had personal experience with women like this. We have met women like this - LOTS of
them. We've dated them, fucked them, had relationships with them, been married to them, fathered
their children, had our lives decimated by them, rebuilt our lives after said decimation, and many of
us divorced them. (In fact, ALL men have had personal experience with women like this; it's just that
we recognize it, we've connected the dots because we've done it literally hundreds of times, and we
choose to put the knowledge out there for others who want it.)
We have heard all your arguments before and disposed of them years ago. We have heard and dealt
with all the counterclaims, all the contrary claims, all the hate spewing, all the point-and-sputtering.
We already know the argument progression. It always goes from "Oh... an incel sub" to "NAWALT"
to "we didn't say that" to "we didn't do that" to "but but but MEN DO IT TOO" to "How DARE you
say that about women!" to "Jeez what an echo chamber" to "Who hurt YOU??!!" to "You are just
misogynists" and always ending with the flourish "You are just bitter small dicked losers who can't
get laid INCEL INCEL INCEL!!!". We already know what you are going to say before you say it,
because we've already been down these roads before with you and people like you, dozens if not
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hundreds of times.
I don't really care if you want to deride this as a "hugbox" or a "safe space". We are right, you are
wrong, and that is how it will always be. And that is why this is not a debate subreddit. If you want to
debate these issues, there's other subreddits for that where they are still debating these issues and
saying the same things now that they were saying last year, and the year before that, and 3 years ago,
and 5 years ago. Both sides are saying now the same exact things they were saying 5 years ago. If
you really want to look for yourself, you can, but trust me - they are.
Don't debate us on these particular issues. We are right and you are wrong. If you come here pitching
for a fight, we'll just ban you with extreme prejudice.
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Two Common Representations about Marriage: What they
Are, What Women Say they Mean, and What they Really
Mean.
66 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Two things women often say about marriage:
--most couples are meeting when the woman is in her early to mid 20s, and then marrying when she's
in her mid to late 20s. That means they're not riding the carousel, and they're more likely to have
successful marriages.
--most couples are marrying later so they can both further their educations and careers, and "mature
and grow up". This also makes for more successful marriages.

I will try to go back and source this later. I fully concede the surveys do show that people are, on
average, reporting dating longer, living together longer, and marrying later. On average, the time
from meeting to marriage is anywhere from 3.5 to 4.9 years, depending on the survey. The last major
reported one was 4.9 years from first meeting to marriage. The surveys also show that one of the best
ways to make a marriage "divorce resistant" is that both the man and woman are college educated.
Both the duration from meeting to marriage and education level are supposed to indicate maturity
levels and general preparedness for marriage, which in turn is supposed to predict marital longevity
and health.

My counterarguments are:
1) These are surveys, meaning there's not much that's really scientific about it other than perhaps the
sample size and selection. They're asking people what they did and what they plan to do or would do.
There's not a lot of confidence in self reporting.
2) These claims are valid only if "successful marriage" is defined as "they didn't divorce". Just
because a marriage doesn't end in divorce doesn't mean it was or is "successful". It doesn't mean
either party is getting what they want. It doesn't mean the man is getting more sex, frequent sex, or
sex the way he wants.
Just because he's in a relationship, doesn't mean it's a good one. Women frequently say "well, if he's
in a relationship or marriage, it MUST be a good one, or else he'd just get out of it and leave." Not so.
Most men have few to no options. Most men don't understand their options. Most men don't
understand how female nature or female sexual attraction work. For a lot of men, divorcing an
abusive spouse is cost prohibitive. Women use all of these things to full advantage, while at the same
time projecting their own expectations and conduct onto men.
3) The demographic for which divorce is lowest is where both are college educated, and that's 17%
divorce rate. That means 83% stay married. But a good portion of these couples are staying
together because they have so much to lose in a divorce, not because they really WANT to stay
together. Both will likely take huge financial hits. She will take a status hit. Women have to work
following divorce because child support and alimony won't make ends meet. Divorced women are
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often in financial straits. Men stay married because they don't want to live in their cars for a year and
because shitty, once every other month sex is better than no sex at all. Women stay married because
they don't want the standard of living downgrade or the status downgrade.
4) This works only for a small subset of the American population. an LTR or marriage has the
best chance of not ending in divorce only if all of the following apply to both spouses: They are both:
--white or East Asian
--college educated
--employed or easily employable
--followers of the same religion and practice it at least semi regularly
--she has a relatively low premarital N (3 or less)
Most marriages today are missing one or more of these ingredients, particularly her low N. (Which
means she's still doing at least a little carousel riding, unless ALL of her sex partners were long term
relationships, which isn't the case for most women. The vast majority of women take a spin or three
on the carousel.) It's well known that female N highly correlates to cheating risk. In general there's a
direct relationship between N and cheating risk: The higher her N, the greater the risk she'll cheat on
her husband.
There's a direct relationship between reported female N and divorce risk. Generally, the higher her N,
the greater the risk of divorce. (There's an anomalous result where her premarital N=2 is 50% risk,
which has yet to be explained, but it does not negate the overall trend and results.)
5) Most marriages that stay together are not "good" marriages. They are "average" at best.
And for most women, "average" is not good enough. In my opinion and observation, overall
marital satisfaction percentages are probably like this:
--10%: Excellent marriages, where both are self actualizing and improving, sex is very good and
frequent, sexual attraction is mutual, strong and sustained; few to no marital stressors, and there are
only a few minor problems that are easily worked out.
--10%: Good marriages. The sex is good but less frequent, minor problems routinely arise, minor
marital stressors.
--50%: Average marriages. Most of these people compromised heavily to get married, or have some
unreasonable expectations. She settled deeply on sexual attraction. This is the usual beta bux
marriage. Both sides are "settling in" to the marriage. They're letting themselves go physically or
otherwise. Average sex which is declining. Sexual attraction is waning, especially hers to him. Major
stressors routinely arise, which are dealt with. Maybe some cheating going on, usually undetected.
These marriages are just plodding along in ruts but they are doing OK and not in any major danger as
long as they can hold the line where they are and no major changes happen.
The problem is that these marriages can rarely improve into "good" and can easily slip into "Bad".
These marriages are one calamity away from "bad" to "very bad". A job loss, a dead bedroom, or a
major unresolved stressor - any of these can send a marriage downward. Men can usually handle
"average". Women can't. Women have exceedingly high, unreasonable expectations of marriage.
"Average" just isn't good enough, and she'll eventually get quite resentful stuck in an "average"
marriage.
--20%: Bad marriages. These people probably should not have married, or married for the wrong
reasons. Sex very infrequent, close to or at dead bedroom. Attraction is more or less gone. There is
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major dissatisfaction on one or both parts, it isn't getting resolved, and one or both are just living with
it. Those dissatisfactions are developing into resentments. Major stressors routinely arise and only
some are dealt with, most ineffectively. One or both are probably cheating or seriously considering it.
--10%: Very bad marriages. These are two people who weren't right for each other and should never
have married. These couples can barely stand each other. Dead bedroom. Attraction is gone or never
existed. Major stressors are present all the time and never get resolved. Full on resentment on one
side, frequently both sides. One or both are cheating. They're staying together for the kids or because
they'll live in abject poverty if they divorce.
So, if you marry and stay married, odds are you'll have an "average" marriage, where one or both of
you are making major compromises that you're unhappy with, and the sex is OK at best.
Give us your thoughts in the comments.
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When men ask women "what do you bring to the table", it
means the woman needs to bring what the man wants -
whatever that is.
102 upvotes | October 1, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

A reader came to us asking for advice. His post was removed because we're not really an advice
subreddit. But his question was a good one, and it's one I didn't think about the answer to until I tried
to answer his question.
He asked, paraphrasing, what we mean when we ask women "what do you bring to the table" or
"what does a woman have to bring to the table".
My answer was: It means whatever you want it to mean. It means she needs to bring to the table
whatever you want, if she is to have any kind of a relationship with you. And "whatever you want"
can be literally just that: Whatever you want. Family-wise, relationally, spiritually, religiously,
economically, whatever. If you want an athletic blond atheist earning $100,000 annually, then that's
what she needs to be to have a relationship with you. If you want a big titted Christian brunette, well,
she needs to bring dark hair, big tits, and a love of Jesus. If you want a thin dark complected Jewish
woman, well, she needs to be that to have a relationship with you.
If you expect frequent sex, she needs to give that to you. if you want a stay at home mom, she needs
to be that. If you need a woman who earns equally to you, then she needs to bring an equal income to
the relationship. Want a mom for your kids? She needs to want kids. Want a virgin (good luck)? She
needs to bring virginity. Want a chaste woman? She needs to demonstrate chastity, modesty, and
demureness. Want a poly relationship (again, good luck)? She needs to be open to that lifestyle.
It means if she doesn't bring what you want, she doesn't get to have a relationship with you. Period.
Full stop.
And, men, you need to make all this known and clear as crystal from the jump. If you want or need it
from your woman, you need to say so, and you need to make clear "you must bring these things, or I
will not have a relationship with you."
More broadly, men, we need to ask ourselves where we are as individual men when we aren't
expecting a woman to be or bring anything, when we aren't expecting a woman to give us anything,
and when we are not standing up for what we want. Goddamn it, if it's something you want in a
relationship, or you need it, then by fucking God, she needs to bring that or be that, or she does not
get to have a relationship with you. Stand up for yourselves and insist on what you want and need.
Make her stand and deliver. Evaluate her HARD. Make her prove herself to you. If she isn't bringing
what you want and need, then to the curb she goes.
Do not neglect your wants and needs. You were not put on this earth for the sole purpose of
providing for a woman who got her back blown out on the carousel and is now looking to you to start
paying the bills. You're not here to give some washed up has been the family her parents want her to
have. You're not here to help redeem anyone, provide for anyone, or make excuses for anyone else's
past conduct. You are here to fulfill a mission, which consists primarily of finding a way to make
your mark on the world and self actualize. Being a husband is NOT a mission. Being a father is NOT
a mission. They are functions.
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Rest assured, my dudes: This is how she's evaluating you. She's putting you through your paces. She's
checking you with the finest toothed comb there is to make sure you are bringing what she wants.
And if you don't bring what she wants, you're GONE. If you did bring what she wants but stop
bringing what she wants, you're GONE. If you can no longer bring what she wants, you're GONE.
She's doing this to you. So you make sure you do it to her.
"What do you bring to the table" means whatever the hell you decide it means.
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Relationships and marriages are based on sex and money, not
love and trust
98 upvotes | October 5, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Think about what you're told about relationships between men and women, husbands and wives.
"Relationships are based on love and trust."
"I love and trust my husband/wife, and that's why our marriage has worked so well over the years."
"You can't make a marriage work without love and trust."
Can a man or woman come to love and trust a longtime companion, a girlfriend, or a spouse? Sure.
But can you base a marriage on that from the beginning, such that "love and trust" is all you have?
No. Of course not. Because no man is going to get into a relationship with a woman without at least
the promise of sex, and no woman will enter a relationship with a man unless he's contributing to her
financial support and the support of her children.
Think about it: Let's say you are dating a woman, and she comes to you and says "I'll marry you, but I
will not have sex with you." Even the most blue pill, relationally unaware man is going to turn that
down because everyone knows he's there for sex, eventually. He's not there for "love" or "trust". He's
there to get sex, if not now, then after the marriage.
And think about this: Is any woman going to marry a man who says he expects her to work and be the
main breadwinner, and as soon as they marry he will quit his job and be a stay at home dad? Of
course not. Women derisively call such a man a "kitchen bitch".
Up until about 100 years ago, marriage in the West was never considered to be about love, trust,
"happiness", or self actualization under Maslow's hierarchy of needs. But beginning in the early 20th
century, Churchians, women, and their feminized male sycophants and lackeys started working hard
to sell marriage as the pinnacle of human social, cultural, and emotional development. It is not. It's a
Western societal building block, but it is not a route for individual self actualization. Marriage is,
plain and simply, intended to be for sex, for provisioning for a family's benefit, and to support
children. He gets sex. She and the kids get provisioning and a safe place to live. At the very least,
marriage was intended to keep as many children alive as possible for as long as possible, through
their parents providing them with food, shelter, clothing, medical care, and behavioral guardrails.
Can a couple together long term develop love and trust? Sure. Of course. Many do. Western literature
is replete with examples. You know some in real life. But the relationships are still messy, volatile,
and fraught with conflict. That doesn't mean love and trust don't exist. It simply means that love and
trust aren't enough to forge lasting relationships, despite what women, feminists, and Churchians try
to sell to us. At its base, relationships and marriages have their genesis in a basic trade: He breaks his
ass in a soul crushing job, and sacrifices his very life if necessary to protect his woman and kids. She
feeds him, fucks him, and takes care of the home and kids. Does he always like his job? Fuck no, but
he does it. Does she always like being at home and fucking a husband who was probably her 3rd (or
23rd) choice? Fuck no. And all too often, women get a pass and are relieved of their job duties in this
regard.
Women, even married women, are very fond of saying "men aren't entitled to sex. Husbands aren't
entitled to sex." Well, um, I call bullshit. Under the old regime, husbands ARE entitled to sex from
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their wives, and wives ARE entitled to their husbands' money. But, our society now says men cannot
reasonably expect the one benefit they're supposed to get from a long term coupling with one woman.
And yet, women have gotten powerful men to set it up so that women are STILL entitled to men's
commitment, money, time, labor, attention, and protection, even when they stop providing anything in
return. And men are walking away.
If men are not entitled to sex from their women; then women are not entitled to anything from their
men: Not money, time, labor, attention, or sexual fidelity. And the failure of this basic trade, the
breakdown of this rudimentary exchange, is what has caused the Red Pill, MGTOW, and the entire
male "backlash", as it were.
You cannot have functional male-female interactions where women get everything and men get
nothing. You cannot set it up so that men don't get anything from interactions with women, and then
still expect men to continue interacting with women. You can't set it up so that women are relieved of
any obligations to men, and still expect men to continue doing what they had always done before.
Things have changed very, very slowly. I personally am amazed that men have put up with this
bullshit for as long as they have.
So, as we can see - relationships are in fact based on sex and money. Love's got nothing to do with it,
at least initially.
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Colttaine cites WAATGM and expands on its central premise.
Listen to/watch the whole thing.
139 upvotes | October 28, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Here's the inestimable Colttaine on women asking The Big Question:
"Where Are All The Good Men"? or as he abbreviated it:
"Where Have All The Good Men Gone?"
Even gives this subreddit a shoutout. (Thanks, Colttaine.)
Go listen to and watch the whole thing. Colttaine has been putting out some of the best and most
objective stuff in the manosphere. Go to his channel. Check him out. You need to hear what he has to
say.
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The Bare Minimum For A Man.
85 upvotes | November 6, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Figured I should do one of these for men. Here goes.
1) Have a mission, and a plan on how to execute that mission. Identify your life purpose. This is the
first and most important bare minimum for a man. All that matters here is that you have given
thought to these things, and have a mission, plan and purpose. It doesn't matter what they are. They
can be reconsidered at any time. They do not have to be set in stone. They need not be lofty, noble,
complex, expensive, time-consuming, prestigious, or impressive to others. All that matters is that you
know what they are and have considered them.
Do not confuse function with mission and purpose. Being a husband and father is not a mission or
purpose. Do not confuse side entertainment with mission and purpose. Learning Game and getting
laid are not missions or purposes. Women are not part of the mission or purpose at all, except to the
extent they help you fulfill your independently devised mission and purpose.
2) Understand and accept your burden of performance. It does not matter how much you will
perform, or what "performance" will entail for you. All that matters here is that you, as a man, bear a
performance burden that women do not and never will bear. You must understand that it is unique to
men; and you must accept that you will bear that burden until you are dead.
Regardless of the amount or character of your performance, you must perform. You must do, make,
create, build, acquire and accumulate, and you must be a wise steward of what you have done, made,
created, built, acquired, and accumulated. You will never have peace or stability in your life as a man
until you make your peace with this.
3) Consider the question of faith, whomever or whatever you believe. All that matters here is that you
are considering faith. This need not be resolved yet. It does not matter what you believe. It does not
matter if you are religious, atheist, agnostic, a nonbeliever, an objectivist, a secular humanist, or
something in between. What matters is that you consider it and expend some mental energy on it,
because you must resolve this question eventually, even if you revisit the question many times during
your lifetime.
4) Achieve financial independence and responsibility. Spend less than you earn. Have your own job.
You do not live with your parents. You are at least minimally responsible with money. You don't
need to have a lot of money in the bank, but you do need to be able to make ends meet.
5) Pay some attention to your physical and mental health. Keep your weight down. Get physically
strong. Lift weights, eat well. Do not overconsume alcohol or recreational drugs. Be cognizant of
your mental state and health, and pay careful attention to them.
6) Pay attention to your physical appearance and communication ability. Looks matter. Your ability
to communicate clearly in the spoken and written word matters.
Get a good hairstyle and wear properly fitting attire appropriate for the occasion. You do not need to
be an Adonis. But you do need to make some effort to look your best, dress well, and have some
sartorial sense. You need not be a genius or a gifted orator. You don't have to be as eloquent a writer
as Roissy. But you do need to be able to speak and write with minimal clarity. You must have a
minimal ability to make yourself understood to others.
7) Recognize when you need help, and get it. Doesn't matter what kind of help you need. What is
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important here is that you identify situations where you want or need someone else's assistance, and
then seek it out.
8) Regularly spend time in the company of men. Iron sharpens iron. Other men are your iron, and will
hone and sharpen you. Other men will challenge you to be better. Over time, other men will initiate
you into their "tribe" and into full manhood. Note: Spend in person time with men and male friends.
Spending time with men online or in chatrooms or on Reddit is NOT "spending time in the company
of men".
9) Disregard the opinions of others on how you should conduct your life. Learn how, and when, to
say "no". You will be presented with choices, situations, and people which are undesirable or
unprofitable for you. You must be able to decline them firmly and unambiguously, and you must
refuse to care what others think about this. It doesn't matter what you are declining. All that matters
here is that you can identify what you must refuse, say a clear, hard "no" to them, and then give no
fucks about them. The man who cannot do this will be whipped about on the whims of others, and
will waste time and resources.
10) Develop your bullshit detector. You must have some minimal discernment for others' lies,
manipulation, fraud, deceit, and sinister machinations. You need to be able to tell when, or at least
question if, someone's lying to you. You need to be cognizant when someone's trying to screw you
over or get over on you. Trust but verify. You won't always be right, and sometimes people will get
away with it. But at least you will have a healthy skepticism for other people's bullshit.

There's more here for men, because more is expected of us than is expected of women. The items for
men are more abstract than for women, because you as men are expected to design and build the
framework for your life. Thus, the "bare minimums" are less concrete and specific for men.
A concept absent from this essay is what women expect as a bare minimum for men. This essay is not
concerned with that question. While Red Pill men have a good understanding of that concept,
ultimately women decide what bare minimum they need from men.
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Women are sexually attracted to men; it's just that they don't
have to approach men and they're too cowardly to do so
anyway.
112 upvotes | November 9, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

I often see an argument that women are not sexually attracted to men, but they feel sexy when
attractive men notice them, and thus respond positively with sex and sexual conduct. Women throw
out IOIs because they want the attractive man to notice them.
I call bullshit.

Women respond visibly with signs of sexual attraction when in the presence of attractive men.1.
Women's heads turn, they look longer than a glance, they go slack jawed, and they do the
point/glance/snicker/giggle at their girlfriends. That series of responses basically says "I see an
attractive man! He is HAWT! I want to fuck him!"
Have you all seen the TV ads showing women gawking at attractive men, going all slack jawed2.
and eyes popped open? Know why those ads get greenlighted and get popular? Because they're
founded in truth, and we all know it. Because they resonate with the people who see them.
Because men know they've seen women do this; and because women know they've done this.
Check the subreddit r/ girlsmirin. In particular, check the videos out here and here. Don't look3.
at the men. Look at the women - the lingering looks, biting lips, licking lips, doe eyes. Don't
fucking tell me that's not sexual attraction. Don't fucking tell me that's a woman "responding"
to attention from a man or "being noticed by" an attractive man. The men were giving them NO
attention AT ALL. The men weren't noticing them at all.

That is spontaneous sexual attraction. Those are candid, real time, involuntary SEXUAL responses
from women who find those men viscerally sexually attractive and want to fuck those men. That is
what a woman in the throes of sexual attraction looks like. If those men had said "Let's go fuck right
now" those women would have said "Um.. OK, let's go"

The argument then is, if women really were sexually attracted to men, they would approach4.
men directly the same way that men approach women. Bullshit. Women don't approach men for
2 reasons. (a) Women are cowards. They hate judgment and rejection. Approaching subjects
them to both. Women cannot mentally or emotionally handle 1/10th of the judgment and
rejection that the average man suffers every day. (b) Women don't have to approach to get
attention from attractive men. Men do 95% of the work getting something started. Women just
sit back and let approaching happen.

So, no. it is not just that women "want to be noticed by attractive men and that's what triggers their
sexual attraction". Bullshit. Women's sexual attraction is responsive and reactive, yes. But "being
noticed by an attractive man and getting attention from him" is not the only thing that triggers a
woman's sexual response. No, just being in the presence of an attractive man makes women all wet
and triggers unmistakable, visible signs of sexual attraction.
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Let's keep election and post-election talk to a minimum.
118 upvotes | November 12, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

This is a public service announcement, and suggestion for general good order and morale. I'll bump
this to the top for a couple of days, and then take it down. Comments are disabled, as I don't see a
need for discussion. If other moderators feel a need to unlock comments for general discussion,
they'll do so.

I've noticed a wee bit of discussion about the recent election. Some people are not happy about the
results. Some question whether the results are valid. Some people don't much care, but like stirring
the pot. And some people are interested and want to discuss the election frequently.
Just a suggestion that we keep those discussions to a minimum and not have them here. Here's why:
--We're non partisan and nonpolitical.
--We're a big tent and welcoming of anyone who wants to laugh and learn, regardless of your
political persuasions.
--Political discussions, especially right now and in these circumstances, just divide us and lead to
unnecessary acrimony and hard feelings. Men who want to laugh a little and get some entertainment
don't need that. Men who come here for some education and edification really don't need that.
Let's keep the politics at a dull roar. All are welcome here. You want to discuss politics, who you
like, who you hate, dirty tricks, and who done who dirty? There's lots of other places you can do that.
Let's not do that here.
As you were. And thanks to you veterans for your service.
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When she calls you names or otherwise insults you, she's just
lost the argument and you can discount everything she says
after that.
97 upvotes | November 20, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

WAATGM's Corollary to Godwin's Law:

When you call someone an incel, you have admitted you have no principled,
factual, or logical opposition to the points being made. You have admitted that
your opponent is right and you are wrong. You have lost the argument and
whatever credibility you had.

Reductio ad incelum.
The minute anyone calls names, hurls insults, or tries to guilt anyone, they have lost the argument.
They just admitted they have no rebuttal or response. They just admitted that their opponent is right
and they are wrong. The argument is over, there's nothing more to be said, and the other person can
declare victory.
If you call someone a name or insult them, you're responding with pure emotion and not logic. You
have just lost the argument, and everything you say after that can be discounted.
This is why I personally instaban anyone doing this. I don't have time to deal with people like this.
They have admitted they don't have any principled objections to anything being said. They have
nothing useful to say, they're not intelligent, they add nothing to the discussion. So in my book,
they're gone.
The minute they call you an incel? They lose the argument, and nothing they say after that carries any
weight.
Called you a creep or a "misogynist" (less likely since the ad hominem of the time is "incel")? They
lose. They have no credibility after that.
They shame you with "who hurt you" or "wow, someone needs to get laid" or "are you gay" or "enjoy
living in Mommy's basement" or "bitter small dicked loser who can't get laid"? Credibility goes out
the window instantly. Gone forever.
(But if she calls you an asshole or a jerk, she probably likes you.)
So... if you come here and "incel" or "misogynist" or "who hurt you" or "NiceGuy(TM)" spills out of
your keyboard, you will be banned. You've just lost the argument. You have nothing edifying or
interesting to say, you don't add anything to the discussion, and you have no credibility. Word to the
wise: When you do that in real life, same rule applies: You have just lost the argument. Your
namecalling and insults are an admission that you have no real response. Argument's over. You have
just forfeited all credibility.
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PSA: What Women Mean by "Life Experience".
105 upvotes | December 3, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

This a public service announcement of this subreddit, engaged in providing news and information to
the general public so as to help men avoid toxic women.

We often hear women talk about their "life experience". It's as common a phrase to women as "my
children are my world." Gaining and having "life experience". Gaining life experience is said to be a
selling point for women to men. Women think men are attracted to women with lots of life
experience. A woman will tell you she'll make a good companion, girlfriend, wife, and mother,
because she's had lots of life experience.
When a woman says she's gained "life experience", it usually means she's gotten out of an "abusive"
relationship, and then lived life for a while as a single woman. She traveled, did drugs, had some
casual sex, maybe even had a boyfriend for a while. Maybe she had a girlfriend for a while and
experimented with lesbianism, or got into poly relationships.
Less often, a woman gaining "life experience" means she went into some debt quitting her job and
spending a year or two in some sort of advanced or graduate degree program. Actually earning the
degree is optional; the point is she spent the time and money. Because, you see, wasting time and
money is "life experience".
The purpose of life experience is to help the woman grow, change, and mature. To "find herself" so
that she can "have something to share with a man". Or, it's a catharsis, a shedding of the old so as to
make room for the new. Cleansing, liberating, refreshing, renewing (ostensibly). The author of Eat
Pray Love left her husband and children to go to Europe to find herself and gain life experience.
Because abandoning your family, eating food on the Isles and the Continent, and finding an
unattractive man to marry and divorce is so life enriching and fulfilling, you see.
Life experience: traveling, having one night stands with exotic men you'd otherwise never meet.
Doing drugs, getting drunk. Having casual sex with men who can't or won't commit, experimenting
with "alternate lifestyles". Going into debt and quitting lucrative employment to pursue frivolities.
Abandoning commitments to "find yourself". This is what women mean by "gaining life experience".
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PSA: She Doesn't Care About What You Want or Need.
76 upvotes | December 22, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

This is a public service announcement of this subreddit, engaged in offering news and information to
the general public so as to help men avoid toxic women.

In yet another comment expanded into a post, here I'll explain something short and sweet.
She doesn't care about what you want or need.
At our subreddits are post after post after post with women's dating profiles in which she lists her
litany of expectations. He's got to be a Christian, at least 6 feet tall, earn $10 billion annually while
working only 10 hours a month, unfailingly kind, love puppies, volunteer at the local disadvantaged
kids' social service (but have no children of his own), an Eagle Scout, have a rap sheet, been a MMA
fighter, trained in at least 4 martial arts, is an expert marksman qualified on at least 3 different
firearms, is a trained and licensed aircraft pilot, able to prepare a seven course gourmet meal, able to
preach a sermon on 15 minutes' notice, owns free and clear a nonmortgaged 5 bedroom 4 bathroom
4000 square foot move in ready fully furnished and applianced house with nanny and maid, and have
at least $5 million in investments.
That's what she wants out of the deal.
What about what you want out of the deal?
She doesn't care. She has given no thought whatsoever to anything you might want. Not only has she
not thought about it, it has never even occurred to her to consider it. It has never crossed her mind
that the man who will be one-half of her proposed relationship/marriage/whatever will want or need
anything.
This is because to a woman, her dealings with you have nothing to do with you. You're there solely
and only to facilitate her wants/needs. The purpose of her relationship with you is provisioning and
protection for her and the kids she wants to have, and status in the feminine social matrix.

"because to women marriage is not a sex party, its a family making machine"

What she misses is that the purpose of marriage for men is sex and ownership. He gets sex. He gets to
build something - a house, land, equipment, things, "toys" - and what he builds belongs to him.
The purpose of a relationship with a woman is sex and a soft landing, a respite from the harsh
realities of the world.
The point is not so much what he wants or needs. The point is that she does not care about it. She
hasn't even given it any thought.
This is why you have to care about it, make it known, and refuse to compromise on it.
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The Roaring 1920s: Flappers. The Boring 2020s: WAPpers.
97 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

December 30, 2020
Every so often something comes along to define an era. This might be premature, but I'm calling the
2020s The Boring 20s: The Rise of the WAPper.

If you know any history, you know about the Roaring 20s, which took place exactly 100 years ago.
The 1920s in the United States after the end of WW I and cleanup from the Spanish Flu epidemic was
a time of laissez faire economics, high rolling financiers, Prohibition and ways around it, and an
overall healthy, chugging, and unregulated economy. People were doing well. The country was
working and making money. Lives were getting better. People were buying more cars, houses and
stuff. Warren G. Harding was President, and he was one of the worst presidents in history mainly
because he wasn't very bright or forward thinking, was reactive, and spent most of his time chasing
pussy and fending off the Teapot Dome scandal.
It was also a time of protofeminism: Women had just gotten the vote and were feeling empowered as
never before. Moralizing women and their sycophantic male allies used the liberal, physically infirm
president Woodrow Wilson and the distractions caused by WW I and the Spanish Flu epidemic to get
Prohibition ratified, ramming it through Congress and the states.
Most pertinent here, The Roaring 20s saw the rise of the Flapper. The 1920s flapper girl was very
much like today's feminist. Sexually free, promiscuous, and forward. A party girl. Dressed
provocatively. Drank alcohol (when it was illegal to do so), smoked cigarettes. Listened to and
popularized jazz music, the new, uniquely American musical genre. Outspoken, opinionated, talks
about whatever she wants to. Unmarried, not usually married until her mid 20s. Flips the bird to and
challenges social and sexual conventions. Flappers might have been relatively few in number, but
they influenced and affected the culture at large. The Flapper is the great grandmother of today's
feminist.
Enter the 2020s and the emergence of the WAPper.
In August 2020, singer Cardi B released "Wet-Ass Pussy", abbreviated WAP for common
consumption. All of you have probably heard the song. It's a song that's pretty much summed up in
the title, discussing in the most graphic and explicit language what female sexual arousal looks,
sounds, feels, tastes, and smells like. WAP is Cardi B's breakthrough signature song, and it's made her
famous and wealthy. The song itself has become a cultural phenomenon, in large part because of its
explicitness, sex positivity, and how it "speaks" to women. The point is not being repulsed or to pass
judgment on the song. The point is that WAP is a reflection of our times and on the women of our
time.
There are many parallels between the Roaring 20s/Flappers, and the Boring 20s/WAPpers. We're
coming off a roaring economy under Trump. We're in a global "plandemic" affecting our economy
and country in unprecedented ways. The economy is starting to tank. The outgoing president cares
about his country but he is deeply flawed and sexually immoral. The incoming president is an empty
suit moron: one of the most uninspiring, unintelligent politicians in the US today. Scandal hangs over
him based on his use of his vice presidential office to participate in, and to gain financial enrichment
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through, his son's shady influence peddling in Ukraine and who knows where else.
The women of the Boring 20s, our WAPpers, are the most sexually forward and promiscuous in
recorded history. Sex saturates the culture in every way imaginable. Today's modern women are also
the most pampered and privileged humans ever to walk the planet. No one expects anything of them,
no one demands anything of them, no one judges them. No one is allowed to expect or demand of
them, or judge them. She listens to and popularizes current musical trends. WAPpers influence our
culture. Sure, a lot of women aren't WAPpers, but everyone sees them and knows what they're doing.
Most women incorporate the WAPper ethos into their daily lives. Most women aren't WAPpers, but
they have a few WAPper characteristics and behaviors. Women have a lot of sex with a lot of
different men, and talk incessantly, explicitly, and publicly, about it. Women are just putting their sex
lives out there for anyone and everyone to talk about. Women demand their "independence". They
are avoiding marriage so they can "have their fun". They're pushing marriage out further and further,
waiting until the last possible minute to start looking for husbands. More and more women are
monetizing their sexuality. The Instagram models and "social influencers" of the 2010s are giving
way to prostitution lite sugar babies and amateur, semiprofessional pornography OnlyFans.
WAPpers are influencing the church and pushing it in a more "liberal", "progressive" direction. The
North American Christian church has been fully converged. Most never-married Christian women
have had sex or are sexually active. Sexual mores have been changing and evolving. The Church has
invented entire false doctrines and theologies to justify women's having premarital sex and avoiding
marriage.
No, most women aren't WAPpers. But Boring 20s WAPpers are influencing all women and the
culture, just as Roaring 20s flappers did. Most flappers married. Most WAPpers will marry,
eventually. Some of you will marry WAPpers.
The difference now is the internet and instantaneous flow of information. Now? You can tell who the
WAPpers are. Now, you can see WAPper influence happening in real time, and it spreads faster. As a
result WAPper influence is both broader and deeper into the culture. It is more pervasive and at the
same time more visible.
Welcome to The Boring 20s: The Rise of the WAPper.
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The Roaring 1920s: Flappers. The Boring 2020s: WAPpers.
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The Roaring 1920s: Flappers. The Boring 2020s: WAPpers.
98 points•24 comments•submitted 2 months ago * by AldabruzzoMod to

r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

December 30, 2020
Every so often something comes along to define an era. This might be premature, but I'm calling the
2020s The Boring 20s: The Rise of the WAPper.

If you know any history, you know about the Roaring 20s, which took place exactly 100 years ago.
The 1920s in the United States after the end of WW I and cleanup from the Spanish Flu epidemic was
a time of laissez faire economics, high rolling financiers, Prohibition and ways around it, and an
overall healthy, chugging, and unregulated economy. People were doing well. The country was
working and making money. Lives were getting better. People were buying more cars, houses and
stuff. Warren G. Harding was President, and he was one of the worst presidents in history mainly
because he wasn't very bright or forward thinking, was reactive, and spent most of his time chasing
pussy and fending off the Teapot Dome scandal.
It was also a time of protofeminism: Women had just gotten the vote and were feeling empowered as
never before. Moralizing women and their sycophantic male allies used the liberal, physically infirm
president Woodrow Wilson and the distractions caused by WW I and the Spanish Flu epidemic to get
Prohibition ratified, ramming it through Congress and the states.
Most pertinent here, The Roaring 20s saw the rise of the Flapper. The 1920s flapper girl was very
much like today's feminist. Sexually free, promiscuous, and forward. A party girl. Dressed
provocatively. Drank alcohol (when it was illegal to do so), smoked cigarettes. Listened to and
popularized jazz music, the new, uniquely American musical genre. Outspoken, opinionated, talks
about whatever she wants to. Unmarried, not usually married until her mid 20s. Flips the bird to and
challenges social and sexual conventions. Flappers might have been relatively few in number, but
they influenced and affected the culture at large. The Flapper is the great grandmother of today's
feminist.
Enter the 2020s and the emergence of the WAPper.
In August 2020, singer Cardi B released "Wet-Ass Pussy", abbreviated WAP for common
consumption. All of you have probably heard the song. It's a song that's pretty much summed up in
the title, discussing in the most graphic and explicit language what female sexual arousal looks,
sounds, feels, tastes, and smells like. WAP is Cardi B's breakthrough signature song, and it's made her
famous and wealthy. The song itself has become a cultural phenomenon, in large part because of its
explicitness, sex positivity, and how it "speaks" to women. The point is not being repulsed or to pass
judgment on the song. The point is that WAP is a reflection of our times and on the women of our
time.
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There are many parallels between the Roaring 20s/Flappers, and the Boring 20s/WAPpers. We're
coming off a roaring economy under Trump. We're in a global "plandemic" affecting our economy
and country in unprecedented ways. The economy is starting to tank. The outgoing president cares
about his country but he is deeply flawed and sexually immoral. The incoming president is an empty
suit moron: one of the most uninspiring, unintelligent politicians in the US today. Scandal hangs over
him based on his use of his vice presidential office to participate in, and to gain financial enrichment
through, his son's shady influence peddling in Ukraine and who knows where else.
The women of the Boring 20s, our WAPpers, are the most sexually forward and promiscuous in
recorded history. Sex saturates the culture in every way imaginable. Today's modern women are also
the most pampered and privileged humans ever to walk the planet. No one expects anything of them,
no one demands anything of them, no one judges them. No one is allowed to expect or demand of
them, or judge them. She listens to and popularizes current musical trends. WAPpers influence our
culture. Sure, a lot of women aren't WAPpers, but everyone sees them and knows what they're doing.
Most women incorporate the WAPper ethos into their daily lives. Most women aren't WAPpers, but
they have a few WAPper characteristics and behaviors. Women have a lot of sex with a lot of
different men, and talk incessantly, explicitly, and publicly, about it. Women are just putting their sex
lives out there for anyone and everyone to talk about. Women demand their "independence". They
are avoiding marriage so they can "have their fun". They're pushing marriage out further and further,
waiting until the last possible minute to start looking for husbands. More and more women are
monetizing their sexuality. The Instagram models and "social influencers" of the 2010s are giving
way to prostitution lite sugar babies and amateur, semiprofessional pornography OnlyFans.
WAPpers are influencing the church and pushing it in a more "liberal", "progressive" direction. The
North American Christian church has been fully converged. Most never-married Christian women
have had sex or are sexually active. Sexual mores have been changing and evolving. The Church has
invented entire false doctrines and theologies to justify women's having premarital sex and avoiding
marriage.
No, most women aren't WAPpers. But Boring 20s WAPpers are influencing all women and the
culture, just as Roaring 20s flappers did. Most flappers married. Most WAPpers will marry,
eventually. Some of you will marry WAPpers.
The difference now is the internet and instantaneous flow of information. Now? You can tell who the
WAPpers are. Now, you can see WAPper influence happening in real time, and it spreads faster. As a
result WAPper influence is both broader and deeper into the culture. It is more pervasive and at the
same time more visible.
Welcome to The Boring 20s: The Rise of the WAPper.
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"Emancipated" Women? It is to laugh.
54 upvotes | January 7, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Over at PurplePillDebate, a Muslim asks whether all Western women are really promiscuous. One
commentator replied:

The west had a giant cultural and sexual revolution in the 60s that for some
reason none of you on reddit seem to know happened and western women are
sexually EMANCIPATED, both culturally and psychologically. that's what you're
seeing. Emancipated women

Yeah, no. Bullshit.
"Emancipated" -- free from legal, social, or political restrictions; liberated." Free. Independent.
An "emancipated" minor is no longer under the supervision or protection of his parents. He is free to
make his own decisions, enter into contracts, and act as an adult. An emancipated minor has all the
major privileges of an adult. He also carries all the responsibilities that entails including financial
self-sufficiency. In other words, you can be "emancipated", but with that comes obligation.
Liberation isn't without cost.
Emancipated people pay their own way. They don't depend on boyfriends or dads to make up the
difference when snookums can't make the car payment this month. Emancipated people don't do
"foodie calls". They don't date others they aren't sexually attracted to solely for the purpose of getting
a free meal out of it. Emancipated people might whore themselves out on OnlyFans or Seeking
Arrangements, but they take full responsibility for it and don't bitch or complain when it doesn't work
out how they want.
Emancipated people own their shit. They don't blame everyone else for their problems. They don't
blame mom, dad, boyfriend, husband, friends, teachers, or others for their own fuckups.
Emancipated people fix their own fuckups.
Emancipated people use their emancipation responsibly. They don't sleep around and then blame
everyone else when it doesn't work out.
Emancipated people understand that not everyone shares their views. They don't go around shaming
men who don't want what they have, or who they don't want to date.
Emancipated people exercise discernment, discretion, maturity, and judgment. They don't nuclear
reject others. They don't have indiscriminate sex without some modicum of protection. They don't go
to bars until 3 am and then stumble to a bus stop alone wearing a camisole and 3 inch heels. They
don't put their names and faces on OnlyFans and then bitch and complain when someone they know
recognizes them and identifies them to their employers.

I suppose the commenter intended to limit it to sexual emancipation. OK, fine.
Sexually emancipated women take responsibility for the sex they have. They fully own their choices
to have sex, to have sex with certain men, to not have sex with other men, and to enter into and leave
relationships with men. They do not blame others for their own choices.
Sexually emancipated women handle and pay for their own birth control. They take full responsibility
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when said birth control doesn't work.
Sexually emancipated women understand that they're dealing with men who aren't responsible for
them, don't owe them anything, have no obligations of honesty or full disclosure to them, and don't
have to make any representations about future dealings with them. Sexually emancipated women do
not blame or complain about men making their own independent decisions about them.
Sexually emancipated women are honest and above board about "the big stuff" they want, sexually
and otherwise. A sexually emancipated woman does not spermjack; she instead selects the father of
her children with his full knowledge. Sexually emancipated women do not make false rape
accusations.
Sexually emancipated women understand how consent actually works in the real world: No means
no. They take responsibility by saying "no" and then making it stick by doing things consistent with
that "no" - things like moving away, going away, repeating "no", and leaving the area.
Sexually emancipated women understand that much is unstated in the run up to sex, and take
responsibility for their parts. Sexually emancipated women understand that awkwardness and
discomfort often occur with the run up to sex, and the sex itself, and do not hold that against men.
Sexually emancipated women understand that a lot of sex happens in conjunction with alcohol, drug
use, and intoxication, by her own choice and because she herself is drinking/using to intoxication.
Sexually emancipated women take responsibility for having sex while intoxicated.
Sexually emancipated women own their sexually related emotions and don't foist them off on the men
they have sex with. They understand that getting hurt, disappointment, and rejection are part of
having sex with men. They do not engage in blame, recrimination, retaliation, gossip, or sour grapes.
Sexually emancipated women understand that sex does not entitle them to anything from the men
they have sex with - not marriage, not commitment, not a relationship, not another date, not even so
much as a follow up text message.
Sexually emancipated women put up with bullshit like ghosting, flaking, duplicity, and dishonesty,
and chalk it up as a "cost of doing business" and they do it with some grace and dignity, just like men
do.
Sexually emancipated women understand that part of being a sexually emancipated woman is that she
will have to deal with attention from men she's not attracted to, and to deal with it in a discreet,
civilized, and dignified manner.

"Emancipated women?" I don't think so. If you want to be liberated, you have to pay for it with
responsibility. If you don't want to be responsible, that's fine; but you then don't get to be
"emancipated".
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If pickup and Game didn't work, no one would ever talk about
them.
63 upvotes | January 13, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Here's an article decrying the continued existence of pickup and Game.
Maybe it's just me, but has it ever occurred to these white knight complainers that pickup and Game
work to achieve their desired effects, and that's why guys keep talking about them, seeking them out,
and trying to get educated on them?
Has it ever occurred to people that Red Pill works, and that's why people are talking about it?
Does it cross anyone's minds that educating guys about sluts, mentally ill women, single moms,
divorced women, sex workers, and other toxic women who seek only to use them, might be a pretty
good idea?
Does anyone else think that telling good men about all this would be advisable?
And, have you ever noticed that no one ever objects to pickup or Game because they don't work, but
rather, because they're just "bad" and "not nice" and "sad" and "misogynist" (whatever that means)?
They tell you not to do pickup or Game - but only because using them isn't nice to women, and not
because they're ineffective.
I was just wondering. Asking for a friend.
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Women don't want or care about nice or kind traits in men.
They want nice and kind behaviors from attractive men.
72 upvotes | January 20, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Women often say they desire men with niceness and kindness traits. They use the word "trait" often
when describing their "desires".
Women don't want men who actually are nice and kind. They want men who act nice and kind to
them, and them only. They don't care how he acts toward anyone else. In fact they hope he treats
everyone else like shit, and reserves his "nice and kind" act for them, and them alone.
A "trait" is part of one's character. It is part of who one is. But, as we know, women do not want and
are not attracted to men who have nice and kind traits. Women do, however, want the attractive men
they're sleeping with to be nice and kind to them. So, they want their men to affect niceness and
kindness. They want their men to be kind and nice to them, and to be assholes to everyone else. Or,
more accurately, they don't really care how he acts to everyone else, as long as he's nice to them.
Women don't care about his character, about who he is. Women care about what he does for them,
how he acts towards them, at any given moment.
This is an important distinction for discussions here. I posit that speaking of niceness and kindness as
"traits" that women want in men is inaccurate. They don't want those traits. They just want the
behaviors. And they want the behaviors directed toward them. They would rather he did not have
nice and kind traits because if that's who he is (rather than how he acts towards them) he'll be
unattractive. Or, they don't care.
Men don't have to cultivate nice and kind traits. If they have those traits they have to downplay and
suppress them to increase their attractiveness. All men have to do is put on an act. All men have to do
is fake it, and act nice and kind, sometimes, to women they're having sex with. They don't want men
to actually be nice and kind. They just want him to act like it to them, sometimes.
Women don't care about and don't want the character trait. They just want the behavior.
EDIT. Automod powers, activate!
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What do men and women think a man asking a woman out
signifies? What about the date activity, drinks or dinner - what
does that signify?
9 upvotes | February 5, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Discussion post, for men and women.
Inspired by this thread and exchange.
I have a very specific set of questions for both men and women at the end of the post. But let me set
this up as best I can.
Exchanges between a man and woman usually start online. Or they start in person and then after that,
much of them take place online. You get to know each other. You like what you see/hear/read so far.
He suggests a meeting. She agrees. So, they're going to have a first date.
Now here's where we get down into who is willing to do what and what it means to the man and
woman.
In the linked thread, the questions from the woman are: why do men balk at buying dinner on a first
date? Don't you give a fuck about this woman you've asked out? Haven't you built a rapport by the
time you meet? We buy dinners for our friends, or relatives, or even homeless people. But men aren't
wanting to buy a first date dinner for a woman he's interested in? What gives?
The rejoinder from me was: Yes, there's a rapport but that's not the same as giving a fuck. At this
point, I'm just interested. I don't know if I care about or like her yet. I don't want to spend lots of
money or time until I know that I like her, and I know that she likes me. There's no reason for me to
care until I know she likes me and that she shows me she likes me, and that's through sex. Not
necessarily a one night stand; but sex at some point very soon, by date 3. My spending lots of money
immediately isn't going to make her like me if she doesn't already. Her vagina and my asking her out
don't entitle her to a meal on my dime on the first date.
Questions for discussion:
For men: What are you expecting from a woman at a first date? What do you expect to find out that
you don't already know?
When you ask her out, are you just "interested", or do you have more or deeper thoughts or feelings
about her before the date happens? Do you "give a fuck" about her? Like her? Care about her?
At the first date, if you already like her/care about her/give a fuck before you've met her, does that
make you more willing to buy her dinner? Do you think your liking/caring about/giving a fuck about
her makes it more likely you'll get to sex eventually?
For women: After the online interactions and the man asks you out to a first date, what does his
asking you out mean to you? What does it signify in your mind? Do you think it means he cares about
you or likes you? Do you think it means more than just "interest"?
When you agree to the date, are you more than "interested"? Do you like/care about/give a fuck
about him?
If you think he likes/cares/gives a fuck about you before the date happens, does that make it more
likely you'll have sex with him, whether that night or soon after?
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Do you expect him to purchase a meal for you at the first date? Do you get offended if he suggests
drinks or a less expensive activity? Why do you think he has suggested something less than a meal,
when that happens?
Discuss.
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Why do women watch porn? What kinds of porn do women
like?
11 upvotes | February 8, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Wide open discussion for men and women. Based on experience, anecdote, hearsay, science,
whatever.
Why do women watch porn? What do they get out of it? Why do they like porn?
Women of PPD: If you watch porn, why do you watch it? What do you like about it? What do you
get out of it?
What kinds of porn do women like? (I'm not talking emotional porn, smut books, Harlequin
romances. I mean visual porn.)
Edit: automod.
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Q4W: On Male Friends, Part I - How do you make and keep
male friends?
24 upvotes | March 26, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

This will be jumping off the "Men don't want female friends" thread. I'll try and make this as neutral
as I possibly can.
Questions for Women - Making and keeping male friends
--Do you want male friends? Do you specifically want some of your friends to be men?
--If so, why? If not, why not?
--Do you seek (or have you ever sought) male friends? Or do they seek you out?
--How do you think your male friends see your friendship with them?
--are your friendships with men different from your friendships with women? How so? Please be
specific.
--What do you do for your male friends? (please get granular and extremely specific here. I want to
know specific things and activities you have done with your male friends. I want know specific things
you have done for your male friends to help them.)
--What do your male friends do for you? (again, please get granular and specific here.)
--Does one of you do "more" in the friendship than the other? Does one of you do more of the work
and "heavy lifting" to keep the friendship going? Which one? Why?

I am asking here for women's personal experiences. Please do not talk about generalities or other
people's experiences or "pill knowledge". Please don't get into endless cul de sacs about nice guys
and NiceGuys(TM).
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On Male Friends, Part II - Does the sex thing always get in the
way?
4 upvotes | March 26, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Questions for women, part II. A companion to Part I.
--Do you think your male friends want to have sex with you? Why/why not? Why do you think the
way you do on this question?
--have you ever had sex with a male friend? How did that end up? (I'm asking here about men you are
already friends with who you have sex with; not men you had sex with and then become friends.)
--Has a friendship you've had with a man ever ended because one of you "caught feelings"? Tell us
about what happened.

I am asking here for women's personal experiences. Please do not talk about generalities or other
people's experiences or "pill knowledge". Please don't get into endless cul de sacs about nice guys
and NiceGuys(TM).
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Good Pithy Advice for Good Men.
27 upvotes | April 2, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

You've seen Roissy's pithy, brief advice for women, distilled down into four very short sentences, and
which I sort of "stole" and kept going:
Be nice. Be pretty. Don't get fat. Be available.
I want to offer something for men that's equally brief and easy to remember.
Get proficient.
Look your best.
Stop tolerating.
Make plans.

Get proficient. Whatever you do, get good at it. Be the best at it. Be the best at it you can be. If
you're not good at it, get better. If you don't know how to get good at it, find men who are good at it
and learn from them. Let them teach you. Have a humble spirit and a contrite heart. If you don't know
something, admit you don't know it and learn it. Own your shit.
As far as society and temporal existence is concerned, you have no intrinsic value. You're
expendable. Your sole value is based on what you make of yourself, what you do, and what you
create and build. You are not what you say you are. You are not what others say you are. You are
what you DO. You are what you do, every day. So if you work hard and earn and play hard and have
fun, you're a well rounded man. If you are lazy and don't work and spend your time chasing sluts and
playing video games, you're a broke layabout slave to pussy. Which do you want to be?
Look your best. Get in shape. Lose excess weight. Stop putting shit into your body. Eat well. Stop
eating McShittyburgers and eat more lean meat. Stop drinking chemicals and drink water. Cut back
on the booze. Don't smoke. Don't use recreational drugs.
Work out. Exercise. Move your damn body. Get off your ass and move. If you haven't moved for a
while, start out with brisk walking. It's cheap. All you need is a sweatshirt, workout pants or shorts,
short socks, and ordinary Nikes. Then get a gym membership and start picking up and putting down
heavy things. Make it part of your lifestyle.
Pay attention to physical detail. Get a hairstyle that works. If you're losing your hair, or are bald,
shave it, grow a beard, and get tan on your head. Dress better. Wear decent quality clothes that fit.
Get at least one tailored suit. Keep them clean and in good repair. When they wear out, replace them
promptly.
Stop tolerating. Stop putting up with bullshit from people. Especially, take not one ounce of shit
from a woman. Make clear what you want and need from the people in your life and expect it from
them. If they cannot or will not deliver, get rid of them.
Stop accepting mediocrity and average. Mediocre and average no longer cut it in today's society.
Don't accept it in yourself or from others. Stop tolerating drama and chaos. Drama has no place in the
life of a good man. Chaos saps your energy and distracts you. Bring, create, and demand tranquility
and order.
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Make plans. Whatever you do or are, you must have a plan. You must have a mission, a vision, and
plans on how to execute the mission and make the vision a reality. You can change the plan or get a
new one, but you must have a plan for whatever it is. Lack of plans result in distractions, wasted time,
and wasted money. Plan your education, your career, and your life. Have a plan for your leisure time
and your money. Plan your retirement and end of life. Where do you want to be by the end of this
year? In 5 years? In 10 years? In 20 years? If you cannot answer these questions, it means your plans
aren't sufficient, and you need to start making them.
More as I think of it. But I think it fits in these 4 broad categories.
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Some Thoughts on Accountability and Responsibility.
35 upvotes | April 23, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

April 23, 2021
Gents, it is my fervent and heartfelt hope that you will take this attitude with women in your own life,
in real life, and conduct your lives accordingly.
Women's lives look as they do, and are as they are, solely because of choices they made freely,
knowingly, and voluntarily. Their lives are the result of their own free, knowing, and voluntary
choices. I will hold them accountable for their choices and the results. I will not listen to them
complain about the choices they knowingly and voluntarily made. I will not accept excuses,
complaints, or rationalizations for the results of their free, knowing, and voluntary choices.
No one forced her to do anything. No one coerced her into taking that job, not taking that job,
working, not working, having sex, not having sex, dating or not dating a particular man, getting
pregnant, or opting for abortion.
No one made her drink it, take that toke, or do that line. No one forced her to date a man or break up
with him. No one forced her to spend that money or run up that debt. No one made her go to college
to get that useless degree.
No one forced her to become a slut. No one made her sleep around. No one coerced her into bed with
Alpha McGorgeous. No one made her have unprotected sex with him. No one put a gun to her head
and forced her to let him knock her up. No one forced her to abort that child. No one forced her to
carry that child to term and give birth.
And no one coerced or badgered her into marrying a man she wasn't attracted to. No one put a gun to
her head and made her divorce that man. No one made her cheat on him. No one forced her to have
babies with that man. No one. NO ONE.
All of those - every single one of them - were her free, knowing, and voluntary choices.
It is not my fault, or men's fault, that women's lives are as they are. It is not my fault that a particular
woman is in a predicament. It is not my responsibility to get her out of that predicament. It is not my
responsibility, or men's responsibility, to help women alleviate the consequences of their choices,
repair their lives, or take on burdens or obligations for women.
It is not my fault, or men's fault, that women can't find or keep the men they want. It is not my
responsibility, or men's responsibility, to be a woman's support, resource provider, bailout, or backup
plan. It is not men's responsibility to be, or do, anything for a woman.
Now go, and do likewise.
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Is there Male Privilege?
0 upvotes | April 29, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Intended for discussion and debate. All sexes, all pills.
I'm interested in the recent discussions on male and female privilege.
I am a middle aged white man living in the Midwest. I'm of average height with stocky build. I'm not
fat but I'm not skinny either. I'm mostly nondescript. The only real privilege I have is that I don't
worry about going pretty much anywhere in public alone, at any time. I don't worry about being in
the bad part of town at 3 am. I'm kind of a hard target because of my size, and I'm an anonymous
target because I do my best not to call attention to myself when I'm in those areas. I pay attention to
where I am and what is going on. I don't live in these areas, but I do have to go there on occasion.
When I do, I don't worry too much for my own safety.
I'm physically stronger than nearly all women and a good portion of men. That helps on occasion.
So the only privileges I really have are innate and intrinsic, and can't be taken away.
I don't think I have any other privileges. My sex doesn't give me any privileges - society has worked
hard to neutralize any privileges men used to have.
My SES (professional education, white collar professional occupation, upper middle class status)
doesn't privilege me. It hasn't really made my life easier. In fact my SES has presented a number of
additional challenges. The only "location" privilege I have is lower cost of living. I don't live on a
coast or a major metro, so I don't have to make or spend as much to have a higher standard of living.
What is male privilege? What do men perceive as privileges they have because they're men?
What do women perceive as male privilege?
Thoughts on the questions above?
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What would "understanding" for women's "sexual and
emotional trauma" look like? What would men have to do to
"understand" women's "sexual and emotional trauma"? How
would that "understanding" improve relationships?
19 upvotes | May 5, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Discussion/debate, everyone, all pills, all genders.
Inspired by this deleted post.
Pretty much the title.
The deleted post posited that men don't understand women's sexual and emotional trauma, and that
"men's approach" to sex and relationships would be "drastically improved" if men understood the
sexual and emotional trauma that almost all women carry around.
My questions assume that almost all women do in fact have sexual and emotional trauma, regardless
of the source.
Questions:
--what would understanding said trauma look like? What do men have to do to demonstrate
"understanding"?
--how would "understanding" improve men's sexual relationships?
--how would "understanding" improve men's chances of getting into relationships?
--how would "understanding" improve men's chances of getting sex?
--how will "understanding" help women heal from sexual and emotional trauma so they can have
healthy relationships with the men who actually want to have those relationships with these damaged,
traumatized women?
--will this lead to women understanding men's difficulties and problems in dating, sex, and marriage?
Bonus question: Is a big part of the reason men have problems in dating, sex and marriage, because
"the vast majority of women" have unresolved sexual and emotional trauma that is causing or
contributing to the problems?
Discuss/debate.
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Q4W: What do you offer a man you like and are dating? What
do you offer him for marriage? What do you have that suits
you for and prepares you for marriage?
1 upvotes | May 7, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

This is different from the "What do you bring to the table" questions.
You're dating a man. You like him. You think he likes you.
What do you offer this particular man that you think will make him want to marry you and pick you
for marriage?
Now, a broader question: What traits, characteristics, skills, skill sets, etc. do you have that suit you
in general for marriage? What things or experiences have you done, cultivated, or been given, that
prepare you for marriage in general?
Please give direct, straightforward, good faith, responsive answers. Please do not say things like
"sheesh another 'sell me on marriage' post" or "not all women are sleeping around" or "dont marry,
who cares" or "don't marry if you don't want to". I am NOT asking anyone to "sell me on marriage",
nor am I suggesting women have to prove their marriageworthiness. I am NOT asking women to tell
me why I should or should not get married or be married.
These are very simple, straightforward questions. They are to women, and I want to know
specifically what they think they offer a man they like and love for marriage. I want to know
specifically what characteristics and skills they have that suit them for and prepare them for marriage.
Go.
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Just another reason there are no good men - because he won't
take her to the lake.
168 upvotes | May 12, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Thought you'd like this little gem for a palate cleanser on Hump Day.
This is the famous "I WANNA GO TO THE LAKE!!" video. Husband James has to take care of
business in the car. In taking "losing your shit" to a whole new level, his wife has a public
freakout/volcanic eruption right there in the car. She goes on for a full 3 minutes about how she wants
to "GO TO THE LAKE!!!!"
Skip forward to about 1:05, when he turns the cell phone camera on his wife, showing her becoming
more unhinged by the second. James can't help but giggle a little because her histrionics and
hyperemotionality would be comical if they weren't batshit insane.
Where are all the good men? Taking their cars for servicing by themselves. And seeing divorce
lawyers.
If a wife does this to you, you divorce her immediately and take out a restraining order. Any other
woman ever does anything like this to you, you turn around, you run away, and you stay as far away
from her as humanly possible. A woman like this is a danger to herself, to her husband, her children,
and anyone else in her general vicinity.
This right here is emotionally unstable personality disorder, or what they used to call "borderlines". A
hallmark of that malady is near-complete inability to regulate one's emotions and stay in control of
one's emotions. And that is what this is.
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Just another reason there are no good men - because he won't
take her to the lake. (Xpost from WAATGM.)
53 upvotes | May 14, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

(Crossposted at r/whereareallthegoodmen.)
Thought you'd like this little gem for a palate cleanser on Hump Day.
This is the famous "I WANNA GO TO THE LAKE!!" video. Husband James has to take care of
business in the car. In taking "losing your shit" to a whole new level, his wife has a public
freakout/volcanic eruption right there in the car. She goes on for a full 3 minutes about how she wants
to "GO TO THE LAKE!!!!"
Skip forward to about 1:05, when he turns the cell phone camera on his wife, showing her becoming
more unhinged by the second. James can't help but giggle a little because her histrionics and
hyperemotionality would be comical if they weren't batshit insane.
Where are all the good men? Taking their cars for servicing by themselves. And seeing divorce
lawyers.
If a wife does this to you, you divorce her immediately and take out a restraining order. Any other
woman ever does anything like this to you, you turn around, you run away, and you stay as far away
from her as humanly possible. A woman like this is a danger to herself, to her husband, her children,
and anyone else in her general vicinity.
This right here is emotionally unstable personality disorder, or what they used to call "borderlines". A
hallmark of that malady is near-complete inability to regulate one's emotions and stay in control of
one's emotions. And that is what this is.
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When a relationship ends, it's at least partially her fault and
her responsibility.
71 upvotes | May 20, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

One of the problems in today's society is that no one holds women accountable for what they do. One
of the results of the failure to hold women accountable and to call them on the carpet on their fuckups
is that women never take responsibility for the failures or ends of their relationships with men.
Ask a woman sometime about why her relationships ended. Somehow, EVERY relationship
termination was 100% the man's fault. He was "abusive". He, or the relationship, was "toxic". He was
mean to her. He did this. He didn't do that. He couldn't be the other thing. He wouldn't do something
else. He he he he him him all his fault everything is all his fault all the time.
The only "faults" women will admit in relationships is that they lacked self esteem and/or sufficient
assertiveness (i.e., failing to be "true to herself").
No.
Relationship failures always involve fault and responsibility on both sides. When a woman won't
accept her part in her relationships' failures, you know you're dealing with a woman who's
fundamentally unable to be honest with herself, who hasn't done any self reflection or self analysis,
and who has never been forced to take responsibility or be held accountable.
Let's examine the real reasons for women's relationship failures.
She stayed in a "shitty" relationship for a long time because
-- the sex was great
-- she believed she had few to no other options
-- she let him knock her up*
-- he told her what she wanted to hear ("I love you", "you're the only girl for me", "we'll be together
forever", "we'll get married someday and have kids, just not now", etc.) and she stupidly believed him
despite having the full arsenal of women's education, training, knowledge, protection, defense, and
expertise about men at her disposal
The relationship ended in part because
--she was a bitch
--she cheated
--she was consistently disrespectful and rude over a long period of time
--she fucked up something he entrusted her with
-- she wouldn't do what he asked her to do
-- she couldn't/wouldn't carry her own weight in the relationship
-- she wouldn't fuck him
-- she had/has an untreated mental/emotional defect
--she's needy and clingy
--she needs to grow up and start acting like an adult
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-- she put on weight/wouldn't or couldn't look her best/refused to dress up, do her hair, put on makeup
Men, don't accept "you're toxic" or "this is abusive" or "he wasn't nice to me" or "I had low self
esteem" or "I didn't stand up for myself". No. That's not why she stayed in shitty relationships. That's
not why her relationships ended.
She stayed because she wanted to. Women ALWAYS have options. She could have left a "shitty"
relationship if she wanted to. She stayed of her own knowing and voluntary choice.
Her relationships ended at least in part because of her choices or her conduct. This is ALWAYS true
100% of the time, every time, without exception. It is never, ever the case that the end of a
relationship was 100% the man's fault. Relationships fail because of what both people do.
Don't ever, ever accept "I stayed because I couldn't leave". Don't ever accept "I had low self esteem"
or "I wasn't true to myself" or "I just didn't stand up for myself". Don't ever accept "It was his fault"
or "He was toxic/abusive". These are all bullshit. She stayed for her own reasons. Her relationships
ended in part because of her. Never ever forget that.

Author's note: I have in the past referred to men getting women pregnant as "he knocked her
up". I have decided to abandon that phraseology in favor of "she let him knock her up". This
places the onus of responsibility where it truly lies. Women, not men, decide who to have sex
with, when, where, and under what circumstances sex happens. Women, not men, decide
whether a pregnancy will continue and result in birth. If a woman gets pregnant, she is 100%
responsible. The man/men who impregnated her are not.
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I will no longer accept these words and phrases from women.
139 upvotes | May 20, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Toxic
Abuse/abusive
Misogynist/misogyny
Incel
Sexist
Creep
Bitter
Bitter small dicked loser who can't get laid
Micropenis
Who hurt you
Why are you so angry
Sheesh, someone over here needs to get laid
Coward
Cheapskate
Manwhore/manslut/trashdick
Low self esteem
True to myself
Be nice, be yourself
Let's just be friends
You just hate women
I'm in therapy/going to get therapy
I'm working on it/that
It's not my fault
It just happened
"I feel that...." when she means "I think" or "I believe" or "I assert"
I just want a nice guy who will treat me right
Not looking for hookups
My children are my world
Where are all the good men/where have the good men gone/"WHAT HAPPENED? WHERE DID
ALL THE MEN GO?"
"There was nothing I could do about it"
Strong and independent
Peter Pan manboys who won't grow up
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Men are afraid of commitment
Men have commitment issues
Man up/step up/grow up
Get over it
Deal with it
Anything said above a normal-volume level
Anything said disrespectfully
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Some Solomon II wisdom, expanded.
19 upvotes | June 4, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Solomon II was a blogger from the early days of the sphere. He got out as I was coming in. Well, he
had a post that pithily said:

Never spend money on a woman you're not banging. No lay, no pay.

In the interest of humor, and because this beats working, I'll expand on this a little and you give me
your ideas.
No honey, no money.
No sex, no checks.
No fucks, no bucks.
No time, no dime.
No bed, no bread.
No hooha, no moolah. (Close enough.)
No ass, no cash. (Well....)
No pussy, no goodies. (OK, yeah, that's a stretch.)
No favors, no savers.
No playtime, no paytime. (Not very original.)
No spanks, no francs.
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Discussion/debate: Why do men become beta orbiters?
3 upvotes | June 15, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

In a post today (link to be inserted here later), I had a couple of mini debates about why men orbit
women they want to have sex with, but have either been friendzoned or turned into emotional
tampons. Yes, men do this - the question is why do they do it and what do they get out of it?
Some asserted that men get emotional validation from it. That a man will get validation from the fact
that Stacy wants to fuck him (or, he thinks Stacy wants to fuck him). If it's not about validation, if it's
really only about getting laid, then it would be a better use of his time to hire a hooker. So this school
of thought is that it's really all about validation and the good feelings and emotions he gets because
"Stacy wants him". The suggestion is that he enjoys orbiting.
I asserted that, no, it's simpler than that. He orbits because he wants to get laid. Stacy lies to him that
he has a chance to fuck her. So he really thinks he has a chance. His orbiting is about getting laid. He
wants the sex. Of course he wants sex with Stacy because she's hot. Stacy knows this and leverages
this to maximum advantage. So she gets men to orbit her, using the false promise of sex to keep them
in orbit, knowing that she has no intention of fucking any of them. He doesn't enjoy orbiting - he does
it because he thinks he has to or he won't have a chance to get laid.
(Note: None of this is intended to ascribe sinister motives to Stacy. Stacy is merely doing what
anyone in her position would do - using and leveraging sexual and social power to get people of the
opposite sex to do what she wants them to do and give her what she wants, while giving them as little
as possible in return.)
Which is it - why do men become beta orbiters? Is it because they want validation? Or is it because
they want sex? Or both? Or neither? What's your basis for concluding one or the other?
Discuss and debate.
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Women Don't Take Responsibility For the Failure Of Their
Relationships.
125 upvotes | June 18, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

I just have to get this off my chest, because if I don't, I'm going to go all Edward Longshanks and toss
someone out a sixth floor window. This is a followup to this previous post.
Women don't own their shit. Women aren't accountable for their actions. They don't take
responsibility for the failure of their relationships.
I will set out real, actual relationship failures. I'll set out what the women said about their relationship
failures; and what REALLY happened.
Case study 1:
She says: He was a drunk, a jerk, and a layabout. He beat me and cheated on me. I had no choice but
to leave him.
FACT: She started fucking him at 15. She let him knock her up at 18 and "had to get married."
Stayed with him 8 years, during that time had a second kid. She married him because he was hot, fun,
and had access to good drugs. It was only when shit got real and his getting drunk and high all the
time stopped being "fun" that SHE left HIM.
Case study 2.
She says: He was really nice, but he had a small dick. Seriously, a micropenis. The sex just wasn't
good at all.
FACTS: He had a small dick, but she knew that because she fucked him on the second date. She got
into a relationship with him anyway because he had a good job. She crushed him when she left him
10 months later, because he really cared about her and thought she cared about him.
Case study 3:
She says: He was a complete asshole. We started out as fuckbuddies, and then he gave me herpes. So
I stayed with him. Moved in with him, I ended up supporting him because his only job was as a
drummer in a local garage band and he had no income beyond his gigs. Things got worse and worse...
he beat me up. He was drinking too much. He cheated on me, I tried to keep him from cheating on
me by sucking him off in my car before he left for the weekend on a gig. When I got back, he
smacked me around while he was drunk, and that was the end of it.
FACTS: She got with this guy knowing all of this about him. She herself was a drunk and a substance
abuser. She abused him too by hitting and spitting at him. She put up with all of it.
(This is a common theme - women getting with men knowing all of their faults; and then complaining
about those faults and blaming the men for those faults busting them up, when they knew from the
very beginning who and what these men were.
Case study 4:
She says: I broke up with the asshole because he cheated on me.
FACTS: She had been with him about 6 months when things started going down hill. She got bitchier
and nastier for one reason or another. He had been working hard. He had gained some weight. She
wouldn't have sex with him. She started refusing him. He cheated on her and told her about it, mostly
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because he was starving for affection and he didn't care what she would do about it. She broke up
with him.
(Yes, he cheated, and yes, she ended things because of it, but she left out an awful lot of relevant
detail, don'tcha think?)
I'm really sick and fucking tired of women blaming 100% of the failure of their relationships on the
men involved, when these women are responsible for breaking them up; or when they get into
relationships with men they know full well are unsuited to relationships.
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From A Conservative Political Blog: "We Men will Tell You
Exactly Why Men Aren't Marrying."
455 upvotes | June 24, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Read it and weep. Or laugh.
I was interested to see this on a conservablog I used to read regularly. RedState is a political blog
populated by all kinds of conservatives, from paleocons who want us to go back to pre-Civil War
days, to strict constitutional constructionists, to neocons who wanted the Iraq war, to Trumpkins, and
everywhere in between. But seeing this tells me that more and more men in the wider world are
seeing what we have been seeing. My brother u/deeplydisturbed1 will be gratified to read this, I
think.
TLDR: Women are to blame for most of what's wrong between men and women today. Women are
sluts. Women work and make money and then turn around and demand that men pay. They don't
know how to be good partners to men. All they know how to do is take from men and consume what
men produce. Feminism has ruined women.
Women don't know how to be wives. They don't bring anything but themselves and their pussies, and
many times they don't bring even that. They are slaves to their emotions and they fucking wear us out.
Women don't care about our emotions either. Women can deal with men's emotions only when those
emotions are a positive for women. Women could prove their worth with some emotional support,
and they won't give it. The only thing men really want from women is appreciation, and women won't
give it.
Marriage isn't worth it. Maybe you should go your own way. You can have sex without commitment.
How to solve this? We need to rework society (like THAT's gonna happen). Men need to be taught
how to expect to be treated and to walk away when they're not getting what they expect. Women need
to learn proper treatment of men. Men and women aren't the same. We need to learn how to benefit
each other instead of just ourselves. Women need to stop thinking they can have it all. Women need to
start appreciating men, and making their men feel welcome in their marriages.
If bitches want husbands, y'all need to fucking learn how to be wives.
Aldabruzzo... OUT.
Crossposted at r/whereallthegoodmenare. Comment there because you can't comment here.
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From A Conservative Political Blog: "We Men will Tell You
Exactly Why Men Aren't Marrying."
100 upvotes | June 24, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Read it and weep. Or laugh.
I was interested to see this on a conservablog I used to read regularly. RedState is a political blog
populated by all kinds of conservatives, from paleocons who want us to go back to pre-Civil War
days, to strict constitutional constructionists, to neocons who wanted the Iraq war, to Trumpkins, and
everywhere in between. But seeing this tells me that more and more men in the wider world are
seeing what we have been seeing.
My brother u/deeplydisturbed1 will be gratified to read this, I think. What's significant about this is
that the ideas are being talked about out there. Men are talking to each other and to the wider world
about the problems and what they are.
Look, ladies - we are NOT going to take it on the chin anymore. We are NOT going to take the blame
for everything anymore. Most of this is on you. If you want men, you'll have to learn how to get
them, how to keep them, how to make them happy, and how to live in peace with them.

TLDR: Women are to blame for most of what's wrong between men and women today. Women are
sluts. Women work and make money and then turn around and demand that men pay. They don't
know how to be good partners to men. All they know how to do is take from men and consume what
men produce. Feminism has ruined women.
Women don't know how to be wives. They don't bring anything but themselves and their pussies, and
many times they don't bring even that. They are slaves to their emotions and they fucking wear us out.
Women don't care about our emotions either. Women can deal with men's emotions only when those
emotions are a positive for women. Women could prove their worth with some emotional support,
and they won't give it. The only thing men really want from women is appreciation, and women won't
give it.
Marriage isn't worth it. Maybe you should go your own way. You can have sex without commitment.
How to solve this? We need to rework society (like THAT's gonna happen). Men need to be taught
how to expect to be treated and to walk away when they're not getting what they expect. Women need
to learn proper treatment of men. Men and women aren't the same. We need to learn how to benefit
each other instead of just ourselves. Women need to stop thinking they can have it all. Women need to
start appreciating men, and making their men feel welcome in their marriages.
If bitches want husbands, y'all need to fucking learn how to be wives.
Aldabruzzo... OUT.
(crossposted at r/whereareallthegoodmen. Don't comment there. Comment here.
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Take Me Seriously, Dammit!
69 upvotes | June 25, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

I had a "light bulb" moment this morning, thanks to u/lurkerhasarisen. I saw lurker's comment telling
another commenter that some OP post wasn't a fake profile or fake OP, because (paraphrasing)
thinking a profile is fake is based on the misguided notion that no woman could possibly be unaware
of how bad her profile sounds.
We see a lot of profiles with outlandish, extreme statements here. Things like "Yeah I got a kid, if
you can't handle that keep it moving" and "I need a guy to pay my bills, no sex" and "I'm pregnant, I
need a man to man up and step up", and the like. The knee jerk reaction is huh? Really? Do they think
a guy is going to like this? Do these girls really think this is attractive?
Are they serious?
Yes. They are. Serious as a heart attack.
When it comes to men, sex, dating, relationships, mating, and marriage, women take themselves
very seriously. To a woman, getting a man for whatever she wants at that time is a gravely serious
endeavor. It might not look serious to you, or to me. It might not look purpose driven. It might be
silly or ridiculous or extreme. But to women, this is serious business. They're not fucking around.
They take themselves seriously in this regard, and they fully expect men to take them seriously.
Two things are going on here, I think. First is that women need men's resources and cooperation.
They need men's money, time, labor, attention, and resources. They need those things, so they're
serious about their efforts to extract them from men. They need men to treat them seriously so they
can get access to those things, however briefly or fleetingly.
They also need men to "cooperate" with them to the extent that they aren't predatory toward women,
and won't intentionally injure them or ignore them. They need men to "white knight" for them, to
protect them from other men and from judgmental women in the herd. And they need men to protect
them from the elements.
The second thing is relatively new. In my opinion women expect to be taken seriously in getting men,
because women want and expect men to treat them as equals. Women have been brought on par and
"equal footing" with men in every significant way. Because of this, women expect men to "respect"
them. Women expect men to seek women's input on everything. Women hate being trifled with,
underestimated, or taken for granted. They hate it when you call them or their dating efforts frivolous,
unserious, or unimportant. Women expect men to give their opinion, viewpoints, and desires equal or
even superior consideration to those of men. The law treats them equally, so, in their estimation,
individual men should treat them equally as well. Men should take them seriously.
Posts at WAATGM look as they do because women take this dating and sex thing extremely
seriously. FDS exists because women are really serious about this. The NiceGuys subreddit exists
because women take their male shaming so seriously. For women, getting what they want or need
from men is serious. Everything women do toward men has a purpose: Get men to fuck, marry, pay
their bills, change their behavior, do what that woman wants, validate her, affirm her, or whatever
else she wants or needs from that man. She wants or needs that man to do something, not do
something, or give her something. It's a serious matter for her.
Women take themselves extremely seriously when it comes to men, dating, mating, sex, and
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Why do we push for legalizing prostitution yet denigrate the
men who patronize prostitutes?
189 upvotes | June 28, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

I've noticed there's a push here to legalize prostitution.

"Let's legalize prostitution or at least decriminalize it. There's no reason to continue to
maintain criminal sanctions against prostitution. Plus, men who have problems getting sex
can use prostitutes without fear of prosecution. Plus, legalizing prostitution will drive prices
down."

But a lot of the same people who exalt sex workers also denigrate and lambaste their clients:

Eww, guys who go to hookers are GROSS! The lowest of the low! Why would ANY guy use a
hooker? Men who get sugar babies are just gross old guys who are probably "grooming"
those women! Using prostitutes is disgusting. Men who use prostitutes are disgusting.

Do we see the inconsistency here? Or do people think there's no inconsistency? Why is it ok to BE a
whore, but it's not ok to USE a whore for her intended purpose?
Does anyone really think this way, or is this just argument for its own sake on a debate site?
Is prostitution a viable alternative for men who can't get sex or intimacy in other ways? Or would
prostitution cause other social and/or economic problems?
If not prostitution, then what alternatives are available to these men besides celibacy and porn? Or do
you think celibacy and porn should suffice for these men?
Personally: I think it's fundamentally inconsistent to extol the virtues of sex work and at the same
time denigrate and excoriate the clients of sex workers. I think it's inconsistent and, frankly,
ridiculous to say a market should be created and then at the same time say the "demand" side of that
market shouldn't exist, or shame the demand side for being part of the demand.
Is what's going on here just disgust and revulsion for sexually unattractive men, expressed in yet
another creative way? Or is it just shaming in an effort to get men to improve or refrain from sexual
activity?
What's going on here? What do you say?
Wide open discussion please, for all.
EDIT: I find it fascinating that the only things people want to talk about on this thread are (1)
protecting sex workers and destigmatizing sex work for prostitutes; (2) making sure the stigma for
johns is fully enforced; (3) sex work regulatory schemes; (4) complaining about use of the word
"whore"; and (5) complaining that men won't accept sluts.
As per usual, no one wants to talk about what men want or need.
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What is "Casual Sex"?
48 upvotes | July 2, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Ladies only.
What constitutes "casual sex" to you?
Is it "any sex outside a committed relationship"?
Is it "any sex with no expectation of it continuing"?
Is it "sex with randos, taking home a different guy from the bar every weekend, and BJs in bar
bathrooms"?
Is it "hookups, ONS, FWBs, fuckbuddies, and affair partners"?
Or a combination of the above?
What say you, ladies?
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Beware of Women in the Hospitality Industry
137 upvotes | July 28, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

This is a public service announcement from this subreddit, offering news and information to the
general public for the purpose of helping men avoid dangerous women.

Often, we here at WATGMA write about types and kinds of women who are bad bets for
relationships. Women who work in the hospitality industry are dangerous for men not in the know.
We are talking here about flight attendants, massage therapists, wait staff and hostess staff at mid
level and up priced restaurants, bartenders, and high price point hotel employees and casino
employees with direct public interface responsibilities (management, front desk, concierge, event
planning, gaming tables, waitresses, hostesses, customer service reps).
Women in these professions are notoriously hypergamous and bad bets for relationships. Any woman
in a hospitality profession isn't good for a relationship and can usually be counted on to be slutty.
This applies across the board to flight attendants, massage therapists, casino employees, and
bartenders. Women in those professions are either working around a lot of money in high end
expensive locations (casino employees) or require a particular skill set to deal with all kinds of men
(bartenders), or are working for and with attractive men (flight attendants, massage therapists, casino
employees).
As for wait staff and hotels, we're not talking about family restaurants, dive bars, greasy spoons, local
Mom and Pop watering holes, or Super 8s. We're talking about midlevel priced, and expensive
restaurants with bars that serve alcohol. We're talking about urban night clubs. We're talking about
restaurants with Michelin ratings. We're talking about the major high end hoteliers in major US cities.
Hilton, Marriott, Hyatt, Wynn, Loews, Peninsula, Waldorf Astoria, anything in Las Vegas. We're
talking luxury hotels worldwide.
1) Women in these professions are usually of above average physical appearance. Looking good
is part of the job - they are the public face of their employers. The entire point of the hospitality
profession is providing comfort, pleasure, and service to their customers and attending to their
customers' needs and desires, and part of that is having physically attractive women rendering those
services. Nobody wants to see Big Shirley waddling down the aisle of the aircraft spittling on you
when offering you a Diet Coke. Nobody wants Heinous Hilda swiping your card at the registration
desk at a hotel you're paying $450 a night to stay at.
Good looking women are accustomed to all the perks and benefits that go along with being good
looking - they get the pussy pass and pretty privilege. They get away with things that less attractive
people don't. They can do and say things that less attractive people can't. People pay more attention to
good looking women and give them more deference. People wrongly tend to take them more
seriously. The underlying message they send out with politeness, service, and courtesy is "I'm being
really nice to you, and if you do what I want, I might be even nicer to you - I might even have sex with
you." Of course she won't fuck you, but she uses men's sex drives to hold out the faintest glimmer of
hope that she might, and she does so to get from you what she wants: Money. Cooperation. Changed
mind. Compliance. Deference.
She uses you as her beta orbiter while she serves you. She serves you, and in exchange for her service
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you do what she asks, and you give her money.
2) Women in these professions deal with all kinds of people every day. It's their job to talk with
people, work with them, serve them, attend to their needs, and defuse stressful situations with
unhappy or dissatisfied customers. These women are exceedingly good at handling people.
These women know how to use men and get men to do what they want. These women know better
than most how to use their looks and their sexuality to manipulate men. Knowing how to "handle"
people means being really good at manipulation, deceit, and duplicity. They use feminine wiles to do
their jobs. They flirt and act in overtly and covertly sexual ways with customers and coworkers. They
do this for the specific purpose of manipulating men into doing what they want or need.
3) Women working in the hospitality industry meet and have access to a great deal of attractive,
powerful, high status, and wealthy men. These men are their bosses, their peers, their subordinates,
and their customers. They meet more such men than women who don't work in these professions.
And per 2) above, these women learn to, and know how to, handle these kinds of men. Occasionally,
these women will pick some of these men for quick and dirty sexual encounters. A few, very few,
manage to snag one for marriage - which almost always ends in divorce.
Not only do these women meet and serve high status attractive men, they also have had sex with
more than their fair share of those high status attractive men. You can usually count on a woman in
the hospitality professions to be promiscuous.
These women are accustomed to being around money, and luxuriously appointed items and locations.
They're accustomed to meeting, dating, and having sex with. wealthy men who spend money on
them. These women develop expensive, refined tastes in clothing, cars, homes, fragrances, food and
drink, accessories, cosmetics, hairstyles, lifestyle, and overall physical appearance. They spend
money on themselves. They get men to spend money on them. They get expensive meals, drinks,
weekend getaways to luxury destinations - all expenses paid. Many of these women become discreet
high end sugar babies.
Beware of women who worked in the hospitality industry. They know how to use pretty privilege.
They are better than most other women at handling people and manipulating men. And they have
access to, and have a lot of sex with, a lot of attractive, wealthy, and powerful men.
Let's be careful out there.

No one objects to women doing this. No one objects to attractive men knowing this. No one objects
to women and attractive men playing the game and knowing how it's played. What everyone hates is
"average" men knowing about this. And they REALLY hate it when anyone talks or writes about this.
You're supposed to know all this. But you're not supposed to talk about any of this.
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Beware of Women in the Hospitality Industry
123 upvotes | July 28, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Beware of Women in the Hospitality Industry
70 points•63 comments•submitted 7 hours ago * by AldabruzzoMod to r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

This is a public service announcement from this subreddit, offering news and information to the
general public for the purpose of helping men avoid dangerous women.

Often, we here at WATGMA write about types and kinds of women who are bad bets for
relationships. Women who work in the hospitality industry are dangerous for men not in the know.
We are talking here about flight attendants, massage therapists, wait staff and hostess staff at mid
level and up priced restaurants, bartenders, and high price point hotel employees and casino
employees with direct public interface responsibilities (management, front desk, concierge, event
planning, gaming tables, waitresses, hostesses, customer service reps).
Women in these professions are notoriously hypergamous and bad bets for relationships. Any woman
in a hospitality profession isn't good for a relationship and can usually be counted on to be slutty.
This applies across the board to flight attendants, massage therapists, casino employees, and
bartenders. Women in those professions are either working around a lot of money in high end
expensive locations (casino employees) or require a particular skill set to deal with all kinds of men
(bartenders), or are working for and with attractive men (flight attendants, massage therapists, casino
employees).
As for wait staff and hotels, we're not talking about family restaurants, dive bars, greasy spoons, local
Mom and Pop watering holes, or Super 8s. We're talking about midlevel priced, and expensive
restaurants with bars that serve alcohol. We're talking about urban night clubs. We're talking about
restaurants with Michelin ratings. We're talking about the major high end hoteliers in major US cities.
Hilton, Marriott, Hyatt, Wynn, Loews, Peninsula, Waldorf Astoria, anything in Las Vegas. We're
talking luxury hotels worldwide.
1) Women in these professions are usually of above average physical appearance. Looking good
is part of the job - they are the public face of their employers. The entire point of the hospitality
profession is providing comfort, pleasure, and service to their customers and attending to their
customers' needs and desires, and part of that is having physically attractive women rendering those
services. Nobody wants to see Big Shirley waddling down the aisle of the aircraft spittling on you
when offering you a Diet Coke. Nobody wants Heinous Hilda swiping your card at the registration
desk at a hotel you're paying $450 a night to stay at.
Good looking women are accustomed to all the perks and benefits that go along with being good
looking - they get the pussy pass and pretty privilege. They get away with things that less attractive
people don't. They can do and say things that less attractive people can't. People pay more attention to
good looking women and give them more deference. People wrongly tend to take them more
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seriously. The underlying message they send out with politeness, service, and courtesy is "I'm being
really nice to you, and if you do what I want, I might be even nicer to you - I might even have sex with
you." Of course she won't fuck you, but she uses men's sex drives to hold out the faintest glimmer of
hope that she might, and she does so to get from you what she wants: Money. Cooperation. Changed
mind. Compliance. Deference.
She uses you as her beta orbiter while she serves you. She serves you, and in exchange for her service
you do what she asks, and you give her money.
2) Women in these professions deal with all kinds of people every day. It's their job to talk with
people, work with them, serve them, attend to their needs, and defuse stressful situations with
unhappy or dissatisfied customers. These women are exceedingly good at handling people.
These women know how to use men and get men to do what they want. These women know better
than most how to use their looks and their sexuality to manipulate men. Knowing how to "handle"
people means being really good at manipulation, deceit, and duplicity. They use feminine wiles to do
their jobs. They flirt and act in overtly and covertly sexual ways with customers and coworkers. They
do this for the specific purpose of manipulating men into doing what they want or need.
3) Women working in the hospitality industry meet and have access to a great deal of attractive,
powerful, high status, and wealthy men. These men are their bosses, their peers, their subordinates,
and their customers. They meet more such men than women who don't work in these professions.
And per 2) above, these women learn to, and know how to, handle these kinds of men. Occasionally,
these women will pick some of these men for quick and dirty sexual encounters. A few, very few,
manage to snag one for marriage - which almost always ends in divorce.
Not only do these women meet and serve high status attractive men, they also have had sex with
more than their fair share of those high status attractive men. You can usually count on a woman in
the hospitality professions to be promiscuous.
These women are accustomed to being around money, and luxuriously appointed items and locations.
They're accustomed to meeting, dating, and having sex with. wealthy men who spend money on
them. These women develop expensive, refined tastes in clothing, cars, homes, fragrances, food and
drink, accessories, cosmetics, hairstyles, lifestyle, and overall physical appearance. They spend
money on themselves. They get men to spend money on them. They get expensive meals, drinks,
weekend getaways to luxury destinations - all expenses paid. Many of these women become discreet
high end sugar babies.
Beware of women who worked in the hospitality industry. They know how to use pretty privilege.
They are better than most other women at handling people and manipulating men. And they have
access to, and have a lot of sex with, a lot of attractive, wealthy, and powerful men.
Let's be careful out there.

No one objects to women doing this. No one objects to attractive men knowing this. No one objects
to women and attractive men playing the game and knowing how it's played. What everyone hates is
"average" men knowing about this. And they REALLY hate it when anyone talks or writes about this.
You're supposed to know all this. But you're not supposed to talk about any of this.
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Beware of Women in the Beauty Industry
86 upvotes | July 29, 2021 | /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre | Link | Reddit Link

Yesterday we discussed women in hospitality - flight attendants, bartenders, high end waitresses,
hotel employees. Things to look out for. Pitfalls. Characteristics of such women.
Today, we'll talk about women in the multibillion dollar beauty industry. We're talking
cosmetologists, nail technicians, skin care specialists, women who work at department store
fragrance/makeup sections, and especially hairstylists. We're not talking about women who sell
products door to door. Not Avon ladies; not Mary Kay salesladies in pink Cadillacs. Avon and
MaryKay ladies are mostly housewives or women who work in other jobs outside beauty but are
looking to supplement their incomes. This post deals with women involved in hands on delivery of
actual beauty/hair care services.
1) These women live hand to mouth and are always cash poor. The number one characteristic of
beauty industry workers is that they are always poor. Every time you talk to them, it's this or that
financial problem. They're always behind on their bills. Collection agencies are always chasing them.
They have to pay to get their cars out of repossession. They don't have enough money for this or that.
Their credit cards are always maxed out. They can barely keep their financial heads above water.
Women who work these jobs never get financially ahead.
Which is the main reason they're dangerous - if they're single, they are constantly on the prowl for
men, because they need those men's money. Most beauty industry workers cannot support themselves
fully on their own incomes alone. Most beauty industry workers who appear to be doing ok
financially are married, or living with a baby daddy, or living with family. Nearly all of these women
are partially financially dependent on the men in their lives.
2) Beauty industry women are always time poor. They work long hours for not very much pay.
They never have time for anything else. They're working constantly, at least 5 1/2 days a week, 10 to
12 hour days, because of 1) up there - working long hours and overloading themselves with work and
clients is the only way to make any money doing beauty industry work.
3) The beauty industry is the province of working class, poor, and uneducated women. These
women personify the American working poor: Lack of future time orientation, unintelligent, poor
academic performance, early onset sexual activity, impulsive, hyperemotional, poor planning, poor
insight, lack of refinement and poise. Many of them are or were alcoholics or substance abusers.
These women constantly have some kind of "beef" with someone else, usually played out on social
media. They didn't get educated or trained for other kinds of jobs because they didn't have the money,
the skills, the parental example, or the plan. Most of these women are white trash or from the ghettos.
(I can talk about white trash - my ancestors were white trash. I am 2 generations removed from white
trash on both sides.)
Most of these women are working class and poor because they were brought up working class and
poor. They are repeating their parents' lives. Most are carbon copies of their mothers, who were
themselves poor planners, lacking future time orientation, impulsive, early onset sexuality,
unintelligent, uneducated, and hyperemotional. Most beauty industry workers were themselves
products of divorced parents or single mothers.
4) Beauty industry women have a severely inflated and unrealistic view of their jobs, their
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work, their status, and their financial prospects. These women have no idea how the economic
world actually works. They think that because they know how to improve their own and other
women's physical appearances, their jobs are The Most Important Things In The World, Ever. In their
minds, the world would stop if they did not or could not do their jobs. These women really do think
they will get rich doing hair and nails all day.
COVID showed us what these women are really made of. COVID shut their businesses down for the
better part of a year. Yes there were a lot of economic problems resulting from it. But the worst
things the beauty industry shutdown caused were that middle aged women's roots started showing
and their bangs grew a little longer than they were used to. Women had just a little harder time
getting their Pond's cold cream.
Most of them had to find other work during COVID shutdowns. OnlyFans users shot way up as did
membership on sugar dating sites. These women had no other way to make money, so they started
whoring out their bodies. YouTube exploded with hysterical crying hairdressers and beauticians
complaining that they were REALLY going broke.
Their inflated sense of importance is shown in that many of them also call themselves
"entrepreneurs" because they "own their own businesses". More often than not, their "businesses" are
an 8 by 10 room in their houses with some mirrors, a hairdrying chair, and shelves with beauty
products, all of which reek of stale cigarettes. Or, their "businesses" consist of servicing around 30
clients by renting space from more successful salon owners. Even though they live with their
husbands, they're barely making any money.
5) Women in the beauty industry have amplified emotional and duplicity tendencies. High
school never ended for these women. They turn the emotion, the passive-aggressiveness, and
backbiting up to 11 and then rip the knobs off. They live off raw emotion. And man, you have never
heard a woman talk shit about other women until you've listened to a hairstylist or nail tech talk shit.
These women take "two-faced", "catty", and "backstabbing" to a whole new level. These women will
be so nice to their clients' faces and then rip them from stem to stern to the next woman sitting in their
chairs. These women have masters degrees in "bitchy gossip" and passive-aggressiveness.
I suspect it's because these women are around other women all the time, all day long. They're not
around men. They're not around children. They spend all day every day with other women. The
hamsterwheeling, the hypergamy, the female tendency to filter everything through their emotions, the
female tendency to perseverate on how they feel about everything - these are all magnified and
reinforced in a neverending negative feedback loop because their only significant interactions are
with other women.
6) They all have a gay best friend. Almost all of these women work with or know a gay man who
works with them. So if you date a beauty industry employee, just know that at some point you'll meet
her gay bestie.
The main reason to beware of hairdressers and nail techs? They're cash poor. They want and need
your money.
Let's be careful out there.

No one objects to women doing this. No one objects to attractive men knowing this. No one objects
to women and attractive men playing the game and knowing how it's played. What everyone hates is
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"average" men knowing about this. And they REALLY hate it when anyone talks or writes about this.
You're supposed to know all this. But you're not supposed to talk about any of this.
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Beware of Women in the Beauty Industry
73 upvotes | July 29, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Beware of Women in the Beauty Industry
27 points•39 comments•submitted 3 hours ago * by AldabruzzoMod to r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre

Yesterday we discussed women in hospitality - flight attendants, bartenders, high end waitresses,
hotel employees. Things to look out for. Pitfalls. Characteristics of such women.
Today, we'll talk about women in the multibillion dollar beauty industry. We're talking
cosmetologists, nail technicians, skin care specialists, women who work at department store
fragrance/makeup sections, and especially hairstylists. We're not talking about women who sell
products door to door. Not Avon ladies; not Mary Kay salesladies in pink Cadillacs. Avon and
MaryKay ladies are mostly housewives or women who work in other jobs outside beauty but are
looking to supplement their incomes. This post deals with women involved in hands on delivery of
actual beauty/hair care services.
1) These women live hand to mouth and are always cash poor. The number one characteristic of
beauty industry workers is that they are always poor. Every time you talk to them, it's this or that
financial problem. They're always behind on their bills. Collection agencies are always chasing them.
They have to pay to get their cars out of repossession. They don't have enough money for this or that.
Their credit cards are always maxed out. They can barely keep their financial heads above water.
Women who work these jobs never get financially ahead.
Which is the main reason they're dangerous - if they're single, they are constantly on the prowl for
men, because they need those men's money. Most beauty industry workers cannot support themselves
fully on their own incomes alone. Most beauty industry workers who appear to be doing ok
financially are married, or living with a baby daddy, or living with family. Nearly all of these women
are partially financially dependent on the men in their lives.
2) Beauty industry women are always time poor. They work long hours for not very much pay.
They never have time for anything else. They're working constantly, at least 5 1/2 days a week, 10 to
12 hour days, because of 1) up there - working long hours and overloading themselves with work and
clients is the only way to make any money doing beauty industry work.
3) The beauty industry is the province of working class, poor, and uneducated women. These
women personify the American working poor: Lack of future time orientation, unintelligent, poor
academic performance, early onset sexual activity, impulsive, hyperemotional, poor planning, poor
insight, lack of refinement and poise. Many of them are or were alcoholics or substance abusers.
These women constantly have some kind of "beef" with someone else, usually played out on social
media. They didn't get educated or trained for other kinds of jobs because they didn't have the money,
the skills, the parental example, or the plan. Most of these women are white trash or from the ghettos.
(I can talk about white trash - my ancestors were white trash. I am 2 generations removed from white
trash on both sides.)
Most of these women are working class and poor because they were brought up working class and
poor. They are repeating their parents' lives. Most are carbon copies of their mothers, who were
themselves poor planners, lacking future time orientation, impulsive, early onset sexuality,
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unintelligent, uneducated, and hyperemotional. Most beauty industry workers were themselves
products of divorced parents or single mothers.
4) Beauty industry women have a severely inflated and unrealistic view of their jobs, their
work, their status, and their financial prospects. These women have no idea how the economic
world actually works. They think that because they know how to improve their own and other
women's physical appearances, their jobs are The Most Important Things In The World, Ever. In their
minds, the world would stop if they did not or could not do their jobs. These women really do think
they will get rich doing hair and nails all day.
COVID showed us what these women are really made of. COVID shut their businesses down for the
better part of a year. Yes there were a lot of economic problems resulting from it. But the worst
things the beauty industry shutdown caused were that middle aged women's roots started showing
and their bangs grew a little longer than they were used to. Women had just a little harder time
getting their Pond's cold cream.
Most of them had to find other work during COVID shutdowns. OnlyFans users shot way up as did
membership on sugar dating sites. These women had no other way to make money, so they started
whoring out their bodies. YouTube exploded with hysterical crying hairdressers and beauticians
complaining that they were REALLY going broke.
Their inflated sense of importance is shown in that many of them also call themselves
"entrepreneurs" because they "own their own businesses". More often than not, their "businesses" are
an 8 by 10 room in their houses with some mirrors, a hairdrying chair, and shelves with beauty
products, all of which reek of stale cigarettes. Or, their "businesses" consist of servicing around 30
clients by renting space from more successful salon owners. Even though they live with their
husbands, they're barely making any money.
5) Women in the beauty industry have amplified emotional and duplicity tendencies. High
school never ended for these women. They turn the emotion, the passive-aggressiveness, and
backbiting up to 11 and then rip the knobs off. They live off raw emotion. And man, you have never
heard a woman talk shit about other women until you've listened to a hairstylist or nail tech talk shit.
These women take "two-faced", "catty", and "backstabbing" to a whole new level. These women will
be so nice to their clients' faces and then rip them from stem to stern to the next woman sitting in their
chairs. These women have masters degrees in "bitchy gossip" and passive-aggressiveness.
I suspect it's because these women are around other women all the time, all day long. They're not
around men. They're not around children. They spend all day every day with other women. The
hamsterwheeling, the hypergamy, the female tendency to filter everything through their emotions, the
female tendency to perseverate on how they feel about everything - these are all magnified and
reinforced in a neverending negative feedback loop because their only significant interactions are
with other women.
6) They all have a gay best friend. Almost all of these women work with or know a gay man who
works with them. So if you date a beauty industry employee, just know that at some point you'll meet
her gay bestie.
The main reason to beware of hairdressers and nail techs? They're cash poor. They want and need
your money.
Let's be careful out there.
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No one objects to women doing this. No one objects to attractive men knowing this. No one objects
to women and attractive men playing the game and knowing how it's played. What everyone hates is
"average" men knowing about this. And they REALLY hate it when anyone talks or writes about this.
You're supposed to know all this. But you're not supposed to talk about any of this.
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What is concerning about much younger woman/much older
man age-gap relationships?
4 upvotes | August 19, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

Making this a discussion/debate as I don't have a lot of time to defend a CMV today.
Inspired by this post in the Daily Community Chat Megathread.
Why should we be concerned about age gap relationships? What should be done about this?
My view is this: 18 year old women are legal adults. 18 year old women can consent to sex with men
aged 18 and up. They can do everything except use drugs and alcohol. In addition to consenting to
sex, they can vote, enter into contracts, marry, obtain credit in their own names, make their own
medical decisions, and a host of other privileges reserved to adults.
If an 18 year old can consent to have sex with a 19 year old man, she can consent to have sex with a
40 year old man. It is patently absurd to take the position that an 18 year old woman can consent to
marry a 40 year old man, but cannot consent to have sex with her new husband.
An 18 year old woman can consent to sex and refuse sex, and she can bear all the consequences
(good and bad) for either decision. We as a society have decided this is the law. The line has to be
drawn someplace, and we as a society have decided that age 18 is that line. There has to be a "bright
line" rule, so that everyone, including 18 year old women and the men who fuck them, can conform
themselves to the law and societal expectations.
Those who disagree with me say the "power imbalances" in large age gap relationships mean they
should be prevented or at least guarded against. They say that these relationships often result from
older, more mature men preying on very young women due to their immaturity and inexperience.
Some say these relationships are all predatory. Some say they can be predatory, but are not always.
My response is: We have to draw the line somewhere. 18 year old women are adults. We cannot stop
this unless we start changing laws, and those things aren't going to happen. If a young woman is
immature or inexperienced, that's not men's problem. It's on young women to make their own
decisions about who they have sex with. The freedom to have sex includes the freedom to refuse sex.
If predation is going on, then a particular woman who feels preyed upon can simply decline. If there's
a power imbalance, she's free to leave, or to refuse to enter into the relationship in the first place.
What's really going on here is that women just don't like male sexuality. If male sexuality is in part
predatory (and it is, and women actually kind of LIKE that feature of male sexuality), then too bad so
sad. Women's defense against predatory male sexuality is to say no, to decline, and to remove
themselves from male predatory sexuality situations.
But let's say "something" needs to be done. What can be done that will not encroach on basic
freedoms and that can actually be done?
Are we to raise the age of majority? To what?
Do you realize this also means women under the age of majority will lose all their other privileges,
including voting, contracting, medical autonomy, and marriage?
More "education" for men? Like what? How are you going to "educate" men that won't worsen an
already impossible situation for men? You do realize, do you not, that said "education" has already
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created a phalanx of men who are squeezed out of the market?
How are you going to regulate and enforce all this?
Question: Isn't what is really going on here that women just don't like male sexuality being expressed
by "unattractive" men, i.e., men they don't want to fuck?
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The Perpetual Christian Wail: "Why Aren't Christian Men
Asking Us Out??" Well.....
122 upvotes | September 17, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The Perpetual Christian Wail: "Why Aren't Christian Men Asking Us Out??" Well....." from
/r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Author's note: The original of this post is here.
Six years ago, someone named Eddie Kaufholz published at Relevant Magazine a piece called Why
Don't the Guys in My Church Ask Women on Dates?" In it, Kaufholz discusses a letter to the editor
from "Erica" bemoaning how she just HAS to go out with nonChristian men because her church guy
friends can't, won't or don't ask her out. Kaufholz responds by, yes, you guessed it, shaming and
blaming Christian men. Those nice Christian girls need good Christian boyfriends they can use and
exploit, so you Christian men need to step it up and start opening your hearts, minds and wallets.
Translation: Christian men need to ask Christian women out, so those women can use those men for
free food and drinks. Christian women go out with nonChristian men because those nonChristian men
aren't afraid to push for sex. When Christian men push for sex, they're told that they're not Christian
and they're going to hell. Shit, when Christian men act overtly sexual and act attracted BEFORE
pushing for sex, they're shit on and abused and told that they're not being "nice" or "gentlemanly".
End translation.

Message: Casual dating is not good. Reality: Casual dating to get to know someone is
good—and necessary—if you’re ever going to, you know, move past your mom. The fear is
that casual dating means casual sex, casual deep intimacy or casual love—which are all by
nature not casual.

Fine. Then I don't ever ever ever want to hear, ever again, about how Christian men are "bad" or "not
nice" or "not Christian" for showing overtly sexual interest in women. You are not allowed, ever
again, to take a Christian man to task because he took a woman out and did not immediately offer
more, and that all he wanted was the date. No more criticisms of Christian men for taking a woman
out and rejecting her because he's no longer interested. No. You don't get to do or say that to men
anymore.

Message: Women’s hearts must be guarded. Reality: Women can guard their own hearts,
make their own decisions, and suffer the highs and lows of emotional intimacy just like the
rest of us (if not better than the rest of us).

Fine. Then please spare us the goddamn wailing and bitching about how men were so MEAN to
women. Stop talking about how men are required to do this or that for women. We aren't required to
do anything for women, give them anything, or protect them from anything. If you're such big girls,
then suck it up, be big girls, and STOP COMPLAINING.

Message: Romantic relationships should be walking toward marriage. Reality: OK, maybe
it’s a good idea to have a distant goal in mind
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If casual dating is OK, if you are going to demand that Christian men invest time and effort and
money into it, then Christian men should get something out of it. What, exactly, are you going to
offer to Christian men for all this? If they're not going to get casual sex out of it, what are they going
to get?
What do these Christian women offer these Christian men? Friendship? "companionship"? Fuck.
Don't give me that bullshit. You know what this sounds like to me? Christian women demanding free
food and drinks, attention, validation, and effort from Christian men they aren't interested in; while
those men get NOTHING.
I want an answer to this question:
What do Christian men get out of all this? What will Christian women give Christian men for doing
all this?
Christian men: Any time this issue gets brought up, you ask them: What's in it for me? What will I
get out of taking this woman out for coffee/drinks? What return on investment will I get?

Listen, Christian ladies: You might be fooling this "Eddie Kaufholz" guy, but you
don't fool me. I know exactly what's going on here. We red pilled men know what
you're doing. We know you date nonChristian men, we know you have sex with
them, and we know you lie about it. We know you put on a show for the blue hairs
and the dodderers and the pastors at church, about what a paragon of female
virtue, sweetness, and light you claim to be. We know you claim to be this good
church girl, a sweet vestal virgin who'd "never do anything like that".

Except you DO do "things like that", all the time. I know damn well you do. But
you won't with Christian men, because they're not good enough, attractive enough,
assertive enough, or whatever enough. Fine. Date/fuck who you want. But don't
think you're fooling all the men. Because I know. We of the Red Pill know. We
know all about you and what you do. We know damn well you show up at church
on Sunday morning with panty liners firmly in place to make sure Chad's cum
doesn't leak onto the pew cushion.

We know, because we and men like us have fucked you and women like you.
We've watched you text your boyfriends while you run to the bathroom after we've
just dumped cum in you. We've watched you get ready for church after a night of
getting turned out by Chad the night before. We've listened to you complain about
how Harley won't marry you; so you're just going to have to settle for Ned
Niceguy from church.

We know. Don't think you're fooling us. You're not. The jig is up, the news is out,
your cover's blown.

We know.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 17 September 2021 | Link
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Beware of Women in the Healthcare Industry
177 upvotes | September 17, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Beware of Women in the Healthcare Industry" from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

The original post is here.

I've talked before about women in hospitality and in the beauty industry. Today, we will focus on
women in healthcare.

They're not all "nurses". Any woman in this field below a registered nurse calls herself a1.
"nurse". What a load of shit. Here are the titles, in ascending order:

Certified Medical Assistant - the girl who takes your vital signs at the urgent care place.
Certified Nurse's Aide - when you're in the hospital, these are the people who move you, walk you,
bring you your food, bathe you, change your bedpan, walk you to the toilet, and wipe your ass.
They're CNAs because they can't handle any real science courses. Oh, but they're always "studying
for their RN".
Licensed Practical Nurse - they can do everything RNs can do except handle and dispense
medications. Take vitals, check for any changes in your condition. The reason they're LPNs is
because they flunked out of RN school, couldn't handle organic chemistry, or didn't have the money
to keep going in RN school. They also are "studying for the RN" frequently.
Registered Nurse - usually after a two or three year course. RNs are educated and trained heavily in
human biology, chemistry, and pharmacology. Most of them specialize in some subfield, like
trauma/emergency/critical care, cardiovascular, psychiatry, or surgery. More and more of then are
getting BSNs, or Bachelor of Science in Nursing degrees. Still more are getting more advanced
degrees, the MSN (master of science in nursing) or doctoral degrees (PhD or DNP (Doctor of
Nursing Practice)). Nurses are well compensated - a nurse starting out can earn well over $60,000 a
year. They are always employed - even the least competent nurses can get and stay well employed.
Advanced Practice Nurse (APN) - these are RNs, usually with advanced degrees, who have
specialized training in one or more subfields, usually general family practice, pediatrics, gynecology,
or pulmonary/sleep medicine. They can function as MDs used to in an office practice -- treating
things like colds, flu bugs, common medical problems, STDs, general care, general gynecological
care, and medication prescription. The reason APNs have come into vogue is because it's cheaper to
pay an APN to do the simple, routine, day to day diagnostic and treatment work of an MD in urgent
care facilities and general family practices. You can get away with paying an APN less than you'd
have to pay an MD or a DO (doctor of osteopathy). Simple as that.
But, everyone below an RN likes calling themselves "nurses" because it sounds better and more
impressive. Well, no. They're not nurses. They're glorified orderlies, gofers, and note takers. They are
not treating you or helping you with health care. They're taking notes. They're taking your weight and
temperature. They're getting your insurance info. They're giving you Tylenol. They're wiping your
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ass. They're doing shit you can do yourself, but you can't because you're in a doctor's office or a
hospital. They're not nurses.

Their hypergamy is turned up to 11. This is especially true of nurses who work in high2.
volume, fast paced, high stress work settings like emergency/trauma/critical care and the
surgery fields. These nurses work around hypermasculine men like emergency first responders
(police officers, paramedics/EMS) and wealthy physicians (usually surgeons). Cops and
paramedics are salt of the earth no bullshit type men. Surgeons are fantastically wealthy,
intelligent, ambitious, and driven men who are accustomed to getting their way and being
catered to. (For some reason; women just love men like that.) So, they sleep their way through
the men they work with.

Most RNs on up outearn most men their age, so they've effectively priced themselves out of their
own sexual and relationship markets. They just can't date the average guy they went to high school or
college with, because they outearn him. Because of that, they think they're better than those men.

They're accustomed to "independence". They have no time or energy for relationships or3.
dating. Nurses (and "nurses") work insane hours. They have no time for dating. Their
independence and "self reliance" disincentivizes them to the compromises and give-and-take
necessary for relationships. They're accustomed to doing things their way, all the time. They're
accustomed to their own lives. They don't want to, and many times simply cannot, bring
themselves to be one-half of a relationship with a man who has wants, needs, and desires of his
own, and who expects her to do and be things for him. Nurses just can't or won't do it - they
don't have the time, the energy, or the inclination for it.
It's even worse with female physicians with training beyond that of nurses. Female MDs,4.
DOs, certified physician assistants (PA-Cs), and chiropractors - it's even worse with them.
They're accustomed to dating and fucking the guys they went to medical or chiro school with.
They're high earners and don't need men. Their hypergamy is in the stratosphere. Their work
hours are worse than that of nurses. They have even less relational and sexual energy. They
give so much to their careers they have nothing left for their men.

With school, training, residencies and internships, and then getting a practice going, they're in their
early 30s before they have time even to go on a date, much less have a relationship. Your average
physician coming off a pediatrics or general practice residency is around 28 or 29, and her career is
just getting started (and that's assuming she stayed on schedule : Graduated college in 4 years at 22;
graduated med school in 4 years at 26, residency 2 years, post-doctoral internship or fellowship
another 1 or 2 years - which gets her to at least age 29). You think she's going to be looking for a
serious relationship? Or even have TIME for a serious relationship? The most "relationship" these
women have time for is casual sex.

Women in mental health care? Forget it. Our last stop in women in healthcare is a whole5.
new level of hypergamous crazy. These are female mental health counselors. LCSWs (licensed
clinical social workers), master's degree level counselors, psychiatric nurses, psychologists, and
psychiatrists (MD or DO level physicians who specialize in the diagnosis and treatment of
mental disorders). Psychiatrists today really do nothing other than monitor inpatients in
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hospitals, mental patients in need of long term institutional care, and prescribe and manage
medications. Men still dominate this field. But women vastly overpopulate this field. And they
are batshit insane.

You haven't seen crazy until you've dated or interacted with a woman who works in mental
healthcare. They're as unhinged as the patients they treat. They're manipulative, devious, cunning,
and will gaslight the ever loving fuck out of you. They know how to do it because they've studied it
in great detail.
A lot of them suffer from their own disorders, usually depression, anxiety, or a cluster B personality
disorder. Most therapists are themselves in therapy. I am convinced women like this went into mental
health because they're looking for the solutions to their own problems. They know deep down
something's very very wrong with them, and they went into their fields hoping to cure themselves.
Whatever the motivation, the woman who works in healthcare is the extreme female brain. These are
women who have their "woman" settings turned up to 11 with the knobs ripped off. Their hypergamy,
crazy, maladjustment, and maltreatment of the men in their lives is epic and has to be seen and
experienced to be believed. Avoid women in healthcare at all costs, unless you double bag it and
record all interactions with them.
Beware of women in the healthcare industry.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 17 September 2021 | Link
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A Public Service Announcement. Why We Don't Subscribe to
"It Must Be Fake, Right?" Because Women Really Can Be
That Bad.
274 upvotes | October 25, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

The following is a public service announcement from Where Are All The Good Men, a subreddit for
news and information to the general public and assisting in protecting men from toxic, damaged
women.

When we put up a particularly egregious post, some of you say "c'mon, this is fake, right? This has to
be satire. Awww, hey, one of you fuckers wrote this! You're pulling my leg!"
No. It isn't. No, we didn't, and no, we aren't.
We don't allow people to call "IT HAS TO BE FAKE" unless they have evidence that it's fake. Here's
why.
Women really can be that bad. Women really can be this fucked up. You men need to start believing
it when women show you their fuckedupness. When a woman shows you who she is, believe her.
When you're around a woman long enough, and you pay enough attention, she'll show you who she
is. When she does, believe her.
The whole point of this place is to show you who and what women are. This is all to help you avoid
women like this when you see them in real life. Because, trust me: You will encounter real women
like this. You meet them. You work with them. You are related to them. Some of your friends date
them or are married to them. You will date one.
You need to see on this site what women are capable of, in words and pictures, so that when you see
them in real life, you can identify them and avoid them. This is serious shit, you guys. You all need to
learn this and start taking it seriously. You get involved with one of these women, they will ruin your
lives.
Yes, it really is that bad. No, we are not making it up.
OK, sure. Sometimes people troll. Sometimes people make shit up. Fair enough. Then you need to
ask yourself whether you are willing to take a chance that a girl who shows you damage, disease,
mental illness, and sluttery is just faking it.
Is it worth your time, money, and sanity that it's just fake? Are you willing to risk your life on that?
Are you willing to bet your children's lives on that?
It's not fake unless and until someone proves it. Because, yes, Virginia, women really can be that bad.
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Beware of Women in Education
80 upvotes | November 4, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Beware of Women in Education" from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Follow the link to read the text.
I'd like to post the entire thing here. But I'm tired of complainers, naysayers, tattletales, and little
bitches who can't handle the truth brigading this place and shitting on the carpet. So for those of you
who can face the truth, head on over to the link.
For the rest of you: For this holiday season, I wish for you the courage to face the truth.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 4 November 2021 | Link
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Don't Help Women. This Advice Might Just Save Your Life.
324 upvotes | November 15, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Don't Help Women. This Advice Might Just Save Your Life." from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Yet another "Good Samaritan" is shot and killed for trying to "help" a woman.
Men: Don't help women. ESPECIALLY don't help women who don't want to be helped.
ESPECIALLY don't help women who picked shitbags. She picked her shitbag. Let her deal with him.
When you choose to deal with shitbags, sometimes you get shit on you.
Michael Bankston tried to help a woman he didn't know. She had shit on her. He tried to help her
clean the shit. He got most of the shit on him. And it cost Michael Bankston his life.
Don't let Michael Bankston's death be in vain. Let this be an object lesson.
Don't help women. Women make their choices. They choose the men they want to be with. They
choose the men they want sex with. Let them bear the consequences.
Those women got themselves into those situations. Let them get themselves out.
Michael Bankston owed that woman NOTHING. He wasn't married to her. He wasn't having sex
with her. He wasn't related to her. She wasn't his friend. He didn't even know her. He gave up his life
for nothing.
Don't let what happened to Michael Bankston happen to you.
You see a woman reaping what she's sown with a shitbag, you just let her keep reaping, and you keep
it moving. Don't intervene. Don't even look. You just walk the other way and don't say anything. Stay
as far away from that situation as humanly possible. Actively combat your urge to play Captain Save
a 304 - ESPECIALLY when you don't even know the 304 in question.
(Yeah, she's a 304. Her boyfriend - who's now a murderer - is an unemployed mentally ill fuck. She
picked him, most likely because he could really blow her back out. Unfortunately, that's probably
over, because he blew another man's brains out.)
Don't help women. DON'T HELP WOMEN. Unless you're banging them or related to them, you
should be giving them exactly NOTHING.
You can't be a good man if you're dead.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 15 November 2021 | Link
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Men Are Tired of Helping Ungrateful Women and Getting
Abused For It.
677 upvotes | November 17, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crossposted here at Forums.red, and here

November 17, 2021
A couple of days ago I put up this post entitled Don't Help Women: This Advice Might Just Save Your
Life. I told the story of Michael Bankston, a well meaning but misguided man who tried to play
White Knight and got murdered for it. His life was stolen from him because he tried to "help" a
woman being brutalized by her punk criminal boyfriend. Mr. Bankston didn't recognize that said
woman wanted to be there and picked that punk criminal all by her bad self. Unfortunately, he paid
for that misjudgment with his life.
I pointed out in my article that men should stop "helping" women because women don't want help.
Women fought for the right to fuck whoever they want. Women said they were "strong independent
women", so we should let them suffer the consequences of "strength and independence" - one of
which is that when you fuck up or it doesn't go well for you, you own it, you fess up to it, and you
live with the fallout.
The usual hue and cry rose up from women and from their sycophants: "WTF is wrong with you! Our
society is falling apart! We have to do something! You can at least call the police! It's your DUTY to
defend women!"
Nothing's wrong. I don't care that society is disintegrating. No, I don't have to do anything. No, I don't
have to call the police in defense of others. And no, I have no duty to defend anyone.
We are tired of helping women and then getting shit on for it. We're tired of their ungrateful entitled
attitudes. We're tired of women demanding that any man just leap to any woman's aid, whenever that
woman feels like she needs it. We're tired of them treating us like public utilities they can simply use
whenever they feel like it or they need us. We're tired of the shaming, the insults, the guilt trips, the
arguing, the contentiousness, the fraud, the deceit, the entitlement, and the ingratitude.
I personally am tired of helping women at work or out in public and then not getting even so much as
a "thanks" in return. I personally am tired of women thinking they can summon me at their option to
move this, lift that, carry this, fix that, or solve the other problem, merely because I am a man and I
happen to be in the vicinity.
I've stopped helping women. If I'm not related to them or banging them, or getting paid for it, they get
nothing from me - not even if it will not inconvenience me to help them. They're "strong and
independent" - let them move it, lift it, carry it, fix it, or solve it themselves. I won't even so much as
call police or others to help them. They can stop posting their idiotic videos on TikTok for 30 seconds
and call police. They can close out of Tinder for a minute and call Triple A. They can fix their own
flat tires, lift their own suitcases on commercial flights, and do their own work.
I'm also not putting myself in harm's way for any woman I'm not related to or banging. They picked
that punkass abusive boyfriend. They sure love fucking him. So when he shows his true colors, they
can deal with that themselves. When he starts smacking her around in public, she can deal with that
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herself and figure her own way out of that mess. They got themselves into those situations because
that's what they wanted. They can get themselves out of it, on their time, their dimes, and their own
asses.
It's not going to be my ass on the line when Mr. Thugnificent decides to get fistalicious with his
flavor of the month. She can deal with that herself- after all, she's "strong and independent". I don't
have time to deal with her mess. I'm on my way to make bank, or relax, or do my own thing for
myself and mine. She's got Thugalicious smacking her around? That's her problem.
Why should I intervene? Will I get a "thanks"? Will I get anything for my trouble? No. I'll get yelled
at or beaten myself. Or I'll get robbed. Or I might end up like Michael Bankston, who no one will
remember and will be forgotten by Christmas. And then I'll just get scolded that "it's your duty" and
"you're supposed to help" and "you are supposed to call the police" and "you're a man and she's a
woman and it's just every man's duty to help women all the time everywhere".
Well, I'm not doing it. I'm not even going to so much as call the police to intervene for you. Solve
your own problems, "Strong and Independent women". I'm tired of your ingratitude, your entitlement,
and your abuse. Take care of it yourself. Because we men are done.
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Tradcon/Single Mom Laura Ingraham demands that men
defend random women getting attacked.
361 upvotes | November 17, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Link is here. Jump forward to about 6:30 where she recounts 3 instances of men attacking women in
public while men do nothing.
It's really funny that women won't just come out and say it, instead they passive-aggressively dance
around it. Ingraham decries "where were the men" when these women were attacked.
Here's what she really means:

It is men's duty to protect and defend women, all the time, everywhere. If a woman is being
attacked or brutalized, it is the duty of whatever men are around to intervene and to stop it.
All men are under a moral duty to protect and defend all women against any and all threats.

All men are required to put themselves in harm's way for all women, at all times,
everywhere. All men are required to expend their own personal blood and treasure to
protect and shelter and defend any woman anywhere who needs it, without any expectation
of recompense, respect, or even thanks. And any man who will not do so or refuses is not a
"real man".

That's the message.
I say, FUCK YOU.
No. I'm not doing it. If you're not fucking me, related to me, or paying me, I have no duties to you. I
am NOT required to stick my neck out there to protect just any woman and every woman,
everywhere.
Here's what's missing, single mom Ingraham: There's no community for which to do this anymore.
Women don't even so much as show any goddamn GRATITUDE for men's defense and protection.
They - and you - view the use of men as your birthright. You demand that I put myself in harm's way
to protect you, and you won't even say "thank you". You just see it as "that's just what you're
supposed to do". Men are little more than public utilities to women like you.
No. That's not how it's going to be. If you aren't fucking me, related to me, or paying me, you get
nothing from me. It is NOT my duty to protect random women from anything or anyone.
Also, Single Mom Ingraham, you don't get to tell men what "real men" are supposed to do or be. You
don't get to decide what "real men" are.
Women have spent the past 60 + years screaming about their "strength" and "independence". Women
have been shouting at men to go away, that they're not needed, not wanted, not attractive, and to be
avoided for everything, especially for relationships, sex, and marriage. Well, you women are getting
EXACTLY what you said you wanted - the men went away. You wanted to do it all yourself. You
don't need men. You want men for fun and fucking.
Fine. Get Thugnificent to defend you. Get Fuckbuddy Rockbanddrummer to walk you to your car.
Get Harley McBadboy to buy your houses and cars. Get Frank Fratboy to protect you against subway
attackers and rapists and mentally ill boyfriends.
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For those of you who say women never ever marry men they're
not sexually attracted to... I TOLD YOU SO.
481 upvotes | November 23, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Read it and weep. Pay special attention to the comments.
But, yeah. This never, ever ever happens. Nope. Never ever ever.
Read the article and the comments.
Common threads:
1) The woman was "sexually abused" or "traumatized" or "raped".
2) The woman had substance abuse problems or addictions.
3) The woman had a 304 phase or was sexually promiscuous prior to marriage.
4) The man didn't recognize these things, or glossed over them.
Yeah. Tell me again how this never ever ever happens.
You see shit like this in a woman, you RUN the other way. I don't care how good the pussy is. I don't
care how hot you think she is. I don't care how much she claims to llllurrrrve you. RUN the other
way, get as far away from her as fast as you can.
Author's note: "304" is internet slang for h0e. It's intended to avoid triggering filters and automatic
moderators.
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The "You did this with prior exes but won't do it with me" is
not about the acts done or not done. It's about the attitude
toward the current man.
46 upvotes | December 7, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

This week, we're all about "you did stuff with prior exes but you won't do that stuff with me". And
most everyone is missing the point.
She doesn't want to tell him that he's just not all that. She used to do these things and really enjoyed
them, but now that she's with the current man, she isn't attracted to him, so she makes up a story that
she has decided she's "grown" and "matured" and "isn't into" "these things" anymore.
It is not about whether he wants to do those things or not. The point is that she is now with him, and
does not want to do those things with him. She wants to do those things. And she would do them if
she were with someone else. She doesn't want to do those things with him.
This is not about "growth" or "maturity" or "changed preferences". This is about lack of attraction.
This is about her not wanting to do certain things with him.
This is not about her prior men "bullying" her into doing things she did not want to do. If that was
happening, that would be called "rape", according to PPD denizens. This doesn't happen. Women
don't do things they don't want to do. So if she did anal with her prior guys, she liked doing anal with
those guys. Women do not do sexual things they don't want to do. If she's doing "it", she likes "it".
Because, as I've learned here at PPD, women being "bullied" into doing sexual things they don't want
to do is "rape", and that's illegal. So all those prior guys should be serving long prison terms. But
they're not. Because their women did what they wanted to do.
Men do not care that she tried "it" once with some other guy and didn't like "it", so she won't do "it".
We also do not care if "it" is something we don't like doing. The point is that she won't do "it" with
the current guy because he's a beta bux or she's not really attracted to him, so she won't do "it" with
him. And that is the ONLY point.
This is not about anything other than her picking a guy she doesn't want to do "certain things" with.
It's not about the act. It's not about pressure. It's not about "growth", "maturity", or "changing
preferences. It's about her deciding that this guy is not someone she wants to do those "certain things"
with. And that is ALL that this is about.
*Automod.
EDIT: I am amazed at how hard so many of you miss the point. This is NOT about women who did
giga anal once with some guy and they hate it and they never ever do it again. This is NOT about
women who used to have "poor boundaries" years ago and now have better ones.
Go back and read the post again before you respond, please.
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Can Average Men Date and Have Sex Just Like Average
Women?
152 upvotes | December 14, 2021 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

I was in a discussion with a woman here who claims that "average people are having sex with
average people all the time" and she does "not understand why all the men on this sub think the
majority of men are unattractive".
I want to know what people are actually seeing. What do you actually see people doing?
Here's what I am seeing:
Most men on this subreddit (and in real life) think that most men are unattractive because women flat
out tell us that. Women are constantly telling us and showing us in real life that most men just do not
do it for you. We also think that most men are unattractive because we see a very small minority of
men actually getting what they want sexually.
What I actually see is most men, "average" men, getting some sex sometimes, usually in the context
of an exclusive relationship. Sure, those guys are getting some sex of varying quality. What most men
don't have that a minority of men do have is options. Most men are not getting the sex they want in
frequency or quality. I see that most men aren't getting what they want sexually.
Most average women get pretty much what they want. If they want to sleep with a hot guy, they can
do that. Sex with attractive men is on tap 24/7/365. They have options. Are they exercising those
options? Yes, when they want to.
I am NOT seeing "average" men getting sex "all the time". I am also not seeing "average people
having sex with other average people all the time". I am seeing average men having sex with average
women, sometimes, in relationships, when the average woman says "yeah, sure, OK, whatever". I
also see those average relationships between average people go into failure a majority of the time. I
am seeing average women having casual sex with very attractive men. I see attractive women either
(a) extremely frustrated with being single; or (b) in marriages of varying quality.
How about you? What are you actually seeing in real life? What do average people and attractive
people do? What kind of relationships and sex do you see "average men" having? Do the "average
men" you know have sex like "average women"? Can the "average men" you know have as much sex
as they want? Are "average men" having sex with "average women" "all the time"?
EDIT: The average woman has options. The average man does not. Agree? Disagree? Why/why not?
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If Men Only Want To Fuck You And Don't Want To Date You,
Here's Why.
278 upvotes | December 27, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "If Men Only Want To Fuck You And Don't Want To Date You, Here's Why." from
/r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

There was a post at the main subreddit. It was "I'm tired of guys wanting me but not wanting to date
me".
I'm gonna do her a solid. I'm going to explain to her why guys just want to fuck her and don't want to
date her. Sweetie, good old Uncle Al will set you straight and explain to you why you're little better
than a piece of ass to most men. All this is true for almost all women who find themselves in this
situation. It could be one, or more, or all of the following.

You're a slut. You're the town bike. Every other guy's already had a ride.1.
You're a bitch. You're mean, you're angry, you're bitter, you're difficult to deal with. You're too2.
demanding. You expect the world from everyone, and you won't give anyone anything.
You're crazy. You're mentally ill. You have a character defect, a personality disorder, or some3.
other kind of mental or emotional maladjustment that resulted from some childhood trauma or
neglect. Something somewhere in your childhood went very wrong and it's manifesting itself
now in your conduct and outward behavior. Slightly related but a corollary: You're socially
awkward. You're uncomfortable in your own skin. You don't know how to have relationships
with people. You don't know how to act, you don't know how to be, you don't know how to let
people close to you.
You don't look your best. You aren't looksmaxed. You're overweight (almost all the time this is4.
more than half the problem). You don't have long hair. You don't wear decent makeup. You
dress for shit. Your posture sucks.
You're unavailable. You have made it clear that relationships aren't important to you. You're5.
too busy with other things. You don't give of yourself.
You hang around horrid, dysfunctional people. Your family is shit. Your friends and coworkers6.
are shit. You hang around lowlifes, junkies, morons, criminals, shitbags, and mental cases.
Your life is in constant chaos and drama. Trouble, drama, failure, and chaos are all around you.7.
Something is always wrong. You don't have enough money. You owe someone else money.
You're constantly cash poor. This or that friend is talking shit, or you're talking shit about them.
You are causing social media drama for them, or they're causing it for you. You live in a
shithole. You drive a piece of shit that never works right and is unreliable. You can't hold down
a job. You can't stay in one place. You are constantly losing this, replacing that, or taking care
of the other thing. You can't go here or there. You don't have time for this or that.
You're a social media/OLD addict. Your entire life, and your own self worth, are based on the8.
pixellated opinions of people you don't like or know. You can't get through a day without
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checking online. You have 8 different OLD accounts and they're the entire basis of your social
life. You've been on 50 first dates and can't get to a second, because none of the men are "good
enough".
You're an unmarried mother. You're a divorced woman with kids or you're a baby mama.9.
Either you picked a good guy and drove him away; or you picked a shitbag and he took off.
Either way, you fucked up the most important decision of your entire life - you did not or could
not stay and make it work with a man you chose to reproduce with. And it's on you, because
you picked him. This is important for two reasons: First, it shows you have shitty relationship
skills. Second, it means your time and ability to develop and conduct a relationship with a man
is severely limited. Cuz your children are your world, amirite?

Because of the combination of items 1 through 9, all you really have to offer is a vagina.*
Most of us men know that because most women tell us they don't have to bring anything
to the table. Because "I am the table!" Uh huh. You have no skills. You have no social
graces. You have no personality worth having or knowing. You're unpleasant. So all you
really have is a functioning reproductive tract. And because of items 1 through 9, and all I
get is a vagina (if I will get even that), all you're worth is sex.

And that, my dear, is why men just want to fuck you and don't want to date you.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 27 December 2021 | Link
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A Response to Women Who Tell Men that Women's Sexual
Pasts are "None of Your Business".
252 upvotes | January 19, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "A Response to Women Who Tell Men that Women's Sexual Pasts are "None of Your Business"." from
/r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Where I work? None of your business.
What's my salary? None of your business.
Have I ever been married before? None of your business.
My past criminal history is None of your business. And I'm not like that anymore, so that doesn't
matter.
I have 3 kids by 2 baby mamas, but that's None of your business. And I'm not like that anymore, so
that doesn't matter.
I used to be a ch!ld m0l3st3r, but it's None of your business. And I'm not like that anymore, so that
doesn't matter.
I'm gonna be with my sugar baby working today. But that's none of your business.
I've had 10 jobs in the last 3 years, but that's None of your business.
I got kicked out of 4 apartments in the last 2 years for nonpayment of rent and once for trashing the
place, and running up debt from criminal damage to property. But I'm not like that anymore, so it's
none of your business.
I have about $300,000 in debt and declared bankruptcy twice. None of your business. And I'm not
like that anymore, so that doesn't matter.
I make my living selling drugs and doing contract murders. My last two girlfriends were killed as
collateral damage. but that's none of your business.
I used to fuck hookers without protection. But I'm not like that anymore, so it's none of your business.
I used to be an unattractive Blue Pill simp, but I learned all about how to attract women by using The
Red Pill. But I'm not like that anymore, so it's none of your business.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 19 January 2022 | Link
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A Response to Women Who Still Love "that thing you like",
but won't do "that thing you like" WITH YOU.
84 upvotes | January 19, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "A Response to Women Who Still Love "that thing you like", but won't do "that thing you like" WITH
YOU." from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Right baby. OK. You used to love giving BJs, and you sucked off all your previous boyfriends. You
loved to take dick up the ass. But, now, you're different, you say? You don't want to do that with me
because you're "not like that anymore"? You're a "nice girl" now? You don't do "that stuff" anymore
because you want to be a wife and a mommy, and "nice girls don't do that stuff"?
So, really, you don't want to do that fun stuff with me because you want to use, exploit, and take
advantage of me in a marriage?
OK. I understand. I get it.

I used to love taking girls out for a fun night and showing them a good time. You know: Drinks.
Dinner. Dancing. Enjoying each other's company. Having some laughs. Or maybe even a whole
weekend getaway to Cabo or the Caribbean or if we had to slum it, to the Redneck Riviera. Nice
hotel. On the beach, poolside, drinks all afternoon.
Yeah, well, I loved doing those things. I still love those things. But I'm just not going to do them with
you. I'm not like that anymore. Well, I am still "like that", I'm just not going to be "like that" with
you. That treatment you actually like and want - yeah, you're not good enough for that. You don't
deserve that.
See, I kind of like you, but I don't love you and I'm never going to love you. You're my safe choice
sure thing booty call. I don't, like, you know, actually want to be seen in public with you. No, you're
the girl I call when I'm hard up and pent up and need to bust a nut. And that's all you are, and that's all
you'll ever be.
Girlfriend? Dancing? Spend time or money on you? No fucking way. Not with you. And you sure as
fuck are not commitment or marriage material. You'll need to be happy with being the backbencher
4th stringer, who gets called up when everyone else is busy doing something or someone else.
You understand, don't you, baby?

That's how it is when you tell me you love doing that thing I love, but you won't do it with me.
I'm so glad we understand each other.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 19 January 2022 | Link
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A Response to Women who "Aren't Like That Anymore" and
whose "Preferences Changed".
105 upvotes | January 19, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "A Response to Women who "Aren't Like That Anymore" and whose "Preferences Changed"." from
/r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

The third and final installment in our "Response to Women" trilogy.

OK baby. You used to fuck hot guys, but you're not like that anymore. I see. Your preferences
changed and now you like hardworking good kind men with steady jobs and paychecks, and their
own apartments and cars. And that's because those hot guys were just losers and you didn't want to
get serious with them. You just didn't see yourself starting a family with any of them and you just
don't "prefer" those hot guys anymore. You think I'm a nice guy who will be a great father to your
kids that you will have. OK.
You used to do all kind of fun things in bed, but your "preferences changed" and now you don't like
those things anymore. Right. Because you're "not like that anymore" and your "preferences have
changed". Your "tastes" have changed.
OK baby. I understand. I really do.

I used to take my past first dates out to Ruths Chris and then out dancing. I used to spend money on
them.
I took my past girlfriends on lavish trips to Europe and the Far East. Fun times. We had so much fun.
But all those girls were just for fun. They weren't girls I ever wanted to get serious about. They were
losers and no one I'd ever start a family with.
I'm not like that anymore. I've changed. My preferences have changed. Now I want someone down to
earth and sensible. I want someone who's gonna be here for me and for us.
So no more Ruths Chris and expensive dinners. First dates are drinks at this local watering hole I like.
Because, well, I'm just not like that anymore. My preferences have changed. My tastes have changed.
I'm DEEPER than that now. I'm not the shallow spendthrift I used to be.
And dinners, dates, vacations? No more. Nope it's time to get serious about saving money and work
work working, and that goes for you too, babycakes. Now, it's Applebees and Olive Garden. If we
splurge maybe Red Lobster for surf n turf. Vacations are to a national park. Wasting money on
expensive dinners and vacations - well, I'm just not like that anymore. My preferences have changed.
My tastes have changed. I'm not that shallow guy anymore. I need to know you want ME for ME,
baby. I need to know you're here for ME.

I'm just not like that anymore. My preferences have changed. My tastes have changed. It's time to
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stop playing around and get serious about life. No more fun and frivolity. No more waste. No more of
that unserious stuff. Time to buckle down and pick someone I can really use, exploit and take
advantage of build something with.
Because I'm just not like that anymore. My preferences changed. My tastes changed.
I'm so glad we understand each other, baby.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 19 January 2022 | Link
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We Help Men with One Specific Skill - Identifying and
Avoiding Bad Women. A Response To Detractors.
164 upvotes | January 24, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "We Help Men with One Specific Skill - Identifying and Avoiding Bad Women. A Response To
Detractors." from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

We here at WATGMA and the parent subreddit have been criticized because we allegedly "hate
women". Even some Red Pillers criticize us because we focus on what women do and who they've
become, and we won't beat up on guys who have been beaten down and taken advantage of.
We serve one very vital function: We teach and train men how to identify bad women, and how
to avoid them. We help men see what women are doing in today's world. We help men identify what
women say and do that give them away. We help men see what kinds of women they will find in the
world, and how to identify and avoid the bad ones.
And we try to laugh a little while doing so, too.
We here at WAATGM can do that, you see, because we've been there. Most of us have worked with,
dated, had sex with, reproduced with, been married to, or been divorced from, bad women. Hell, you
can't swing a dead cat in today's society without hitting a "bad woman". We've all been through our
own special kinds of hell with bad women. What we hope is that through our experience, younger
men will avoid the pitfalls we fell into.

"Well, you are demanding that women change!" No, no we're not. Women will do what they will do.
Women will be what they'll be. All we're doing is shining a light on women, telling you what we see
through the prisms of our considerable experience, and letting you make your own decisions. If
people ask me for my opinion on what women can do to "be better", I'll tell them. Otherwise, I'll just
sit back with my bourbon and have a chuckle.
"Well, you just hate women!" No, no we don't. All we're doing is putting today's modern woman on
display, and laughing a little.
"Incels!" No, no we're not. We all have experience with women. First hand. We are experts at this
with decades of real world, hands on experience among us. Even if we were incels, we'd still be right.
"You need to call men out for this! It's their fault women are like this!" No, we don't, and no it isn't.
The entire world "calls men out" 24/7/365. This is one place they won't get that kind of maltreatment.
Women are like this because they can be. No one "makes" them do any of this. No one puts guns to
women's heads and makes them sleep with lots of men, drink lots of booze, shove drugs into their
lungs or veins, or act like bitches. It is what it is.
"Men need to be responsible for their own lives!" Yes they do. This is part of it - learning to identify
and avoid bad women.

If you want your own self improvement, if you need a Red Pill properly shoved up your ass, head on
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over to The Red Pill, Married Red Pill, and all the other Red Pill community sites. As for us, we're
just here to help you identify and avoid bad women. And entertain you in the process.
And, oh yeah - that's "who hurt" us. You can shame us all you want. We are still right.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 24 January 2022 | Link
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You're So Vain. You Probably Think this Post is About You.
77 upvotes | January 24, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "You're So Vain. You Probably Think this Post is About You." from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Decided to turn this into a little post. This is for the men and women out there who take grievous
offense to these subreddits and posts. And to the women we highlight.
The identity of the messenger doesn't negate the validity of the message. People's dislike for the
messengers doesn't disprove the message.
Facts are stubborn things. People's dislike or distaste for the message doesn't disprove the truth of the
message. Exceptions to the rule only prove it, they don't negate it.
The fact that certain people take the message personally or think the message is critical of them says
more about them than it says about the messenger.
Even if we were incels, we'd still be right.
Yeah, we "got hurt". We're still right.
Even if we hated women, we'd still be right.
Even if we're "bitter", we're still right.
Just because some people don't like certain facts doesn't make those facts any less factual.
Facts don't care about feelings. Just because a fact makes some people feel bad doesn't make those
facts any less factual.
The claim of "Not All Women Are Like That" only serves to prove our point - there are bad women
out there, and we are showing them to you RIGHT HERE.
It's neither our problem nor our fault that some people take the message personally or think it's about
them. If you're getting angry about the message, well, you need to check yourself.
Maybe some of you need to examine why you're getting so offended at these posts. If you are, well,
that's your problem, not ours.

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 24 January 2022 | Link
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Just a little help with The Big Question.
50 upvotes | January 28, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Just a little help with The Big Question." from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Posted by Aldabruzzo | 28 January 2022 | Link
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Womanese to English translator.
6 upvotes | February 11, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Womanese to English translator." from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

We see a lot of women's Reddit posts at WAATGM and WATGMA. Thought I'd help some of you
with translation efforts.
deal with, dealing with: A woman's engagement with a man or men on any sort of regular basis.
"These are the kinds of men I deal with." "I'm dealing with these kinds of men right now."
talk, talking, talk to, talking to: the beginning interactions with a man she is or might be sexually
interested in, before they have sex. Most of these interactions take place by text.
text, texting: the primary media in which almost all nonsexual male-female interaction takes place.
meet up, meeting up: The initial in person face to face interaction, or an in person face to face
interaction which takes place after a long hiatus.
hookup, hooking up: 1) an in person face to face interaction in which the first sexual encounter
happens. 2) in person face to face interaction where occasional, sporadic sexual encounters happen
with a person you're not dating or in a relationship with. Synonyms: get together, spend time
together, hang out, have some fun
date, dating: having regular, consistent sex with one or more men.
relationship: having sex with one man regularly and exclusively.
attractive: adj. definition is extremely context dependent. In womanese, the word "attractive" means
whatever the woman using it intends for it to mean at that time. Depending on context, this word
means anything from "mildly inoffensive" to "so incredibly fuckable I can't even see straight right
now". In womanese, "attractive" has well over 100 known definitions.
mistake: bad decision that did not serve her interests or did not turn out as she wanted. This is so that
the woman who makes the mistake is never responsible for it. If it's a decision, then she IS
responsible for it.
accountable Null set. Womanese has no cognate for this word.
responsible Null set. This word has no cognate in womanese.
asshole, jerk: attractive man who does what he wants and who will not kowtow, pedestalize, or
supplicate to a woman.
fuckboy: 1) attractive man who a woman views as "good only for sex" 2) attractive man who is good
in bed but who may also be an asshole or a jerk. 3) attractive man who she had sex with and who also
had sex with at least some of her friends.
great guy: man who a woman had a relationship with, or was engaged to or married to. He might or
might not be attractive.
guy: any man who is not an asshole, jerk, fuckboy, or great guy.
abuse: n. 1) Any act, position, statement, or situation that causes any amount of discomfort in any
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woman in a 100 mile radius. 2) anything a man does, says, wants, needs, or believes that does not
slavishly serve a woman or her interests. 3) Any disagreement with a woman.
abuse v. to abuse inf. v. Occurs when a man expressses wants, needs, or desires in any way
inconsistent with a woman's wants, needs, or desires. Also occurs when a man disagrees with a
woman. The amount of abuse is inversely proportional to the man's attractiveness.
abusive: adj. a descriptor for anything that causes discomfort to a woman, imposes standards or
expectations on a woman, asks for compromise from a woman, or otherwise will cause a woman to
not get something she wants or expects
emotional unavailability n. (See also emotionally unavailable adj.): A mental or emotional state in
which a man declines to, or is unable to, express his thoughts and emotions in exclusively feminine
ways and mannerisms.
emotional labor: n.: 1) The act of providing emotional availability to a woman. 2) sitting next to a
weeping woman holding a Kleenex box while she rips tissues out of it. 3) A completely worthless
mental endeavor that will render a man sexually unattractive to a woman. (see also, managing others'
emotions.)
engaged: a relationship that almost became marriage but that she ended to return to grad school.
college, grad school: the place where a woman goes after a failed relationship or engagement to "find
herself" and "be true to herself" and "learn about herself and who she truly is". Few women actually
graduate and earn degrees. They simply stay here until they think they have found themselves, or
until they get another relationship. Talking, meetups, and hookups still occur frequently here.
my own business n.: an economic endeavor intended to produce income but which has never done so
and shows no promise of ever doing so. Usually operated between jobs or concurrently with a job.
See also side hustle and entrepreneur.
entrepreneur: owner of failed business, or business which perpetually never turns a profit. The owner
has never made any real money at this business.
realtor: owner of failed business selling or marketing shitty real estate no one wants to purchase or
use. The owner has never made any real money at this business.
job: Income producing activity for an employer run by men. Whether the person actually works, or
has the skills to do the job, or knows how to do the job, are all optional.
career: income producing activity that requires a certification, license, or degree. Examples of
careers most often done by women: Hairstylist, beautician, human resources specialist, customer
service representative, public school system teacher.
furbaby: her pet(s), usually a dog or cat.
liquid therapy: wine. Usually in boxes.
you do you: colloq. A woman's dismissive statement indicating her disapproval of another's decisions,
statements, or positions. See also "Okay".
ghost v. The act of a man's ceasing all communication with a woman, without warning or cause. (Ant.
protecting myself, being true to myself) Ghosting is always bad.
be true to myself, protect myself v.: The act of a woman's ceasing all communication with a man,
without warning or cause. (Ant. ghost) Being true to myself and protecting myself are always good.
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Posted by Aldabruzzo | 11 February 2022 | Link
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What is simping? What do people think simping is?
18 upvotes | March 9, 2022 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

For discussion and debate.
There was a post yesterday about what simping is, but it was taken down for a rules violation. I
wanted to explore this some more with my own opinions on it and ask others.
--Spending money on a woman, taking her out for dinner Is this simping? I think it is, if she hasn't
earned it. First date dinner is simping. First date drinks is not. Dinner for a woman you're fucking is
not.
Buying a woman you aren't fucking a $1000 Louis Vuitton handbag is simping. Buying that bag for a
girlfriend might not be simping; but it's a waste of money. Buying that bag for your wife of 10 years
is not simping but it's still a waste of money.
--Online attention Is it simping? I think it is. If you're commenting on an Instathot's page, you're
simping. If you're sliding into DMs, you might be simping. If you have an OF subscription, that's
simping.
--Pedestalization, supplication Is this simping? I think it almost always is.
What do you say, PPD? What is male simping? What do you think simping is now? Is any of what I
mentioned simping, or not? Agree, disagree? What says PPD?
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Close Friends and Activities
39 upvotes | March 10, 2022 | /r/PurplePillDebate | Link | Reddit Link

For "But We're Just FRIENDS!" Week here at PPD.
Your wife has a close male friend. They've been friends since college. They were very briefly
romantically involved like 15 years ago back in college. He is divorced.
Men, are you ok with your wife:
--going out drinking and partying, just the two of them?
--going on vacation with him?
--going on a business trip with him, overnight?
--getting lunch on a regular basis with him?
--confiding things about your marriage to him?
Same question to the ladies.
Your husband has a close female friend. They had a thing for each other 15 years ago in college, and
they were friends going back to high school. She's divorced with a couple of kids.
Are you OK with your husband:
--going out drinking and partying together, just the two of them?
--going on vacation with her?
--going on a business trip with her, overnight?
--getting lunch on a regular basis with her?
--confiding things about your marriage to her?
Assume these are legitimate friendships. There was attraction there once.
What say you?
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